Introduction

Attached for insertion in the new General Policies/Procedures Manual (GPPM) binder is the consolidated manual that GAO will use to communicate staff expectations and detailed procedures for performing audits, evaluations, and investigations of federal programs, activities, and functions. The new manual consolidates, updates, and replaces the existing General Policy Manual (GPM) and the existing Project Manual (PM) to provide the user with more streamlined access to this important information. The Communications Manual, also to be reissued shortly, will continue to be a separate manual.

To facilitate the use of the manual, we have introduced divider tabs with abbreviated content listings and provided GAO's policies, or expectations, on a slightly different color paper to highlight its importance. The more detailed “how to” chapters are now located directly behind the policy chapters to eliminate the need to search two sources to obtain the needed information. Additionally, in revising the manual, we italicized key passages for your use in determining the more critical information that you should be aware of.

Highlights of Changes

Most of the changes relate to restructuring; updating terminology, lists of forms, and related materials; and eliminating duplication between the policy and procedures chapters. We did, however, add some new material to the manual and we want to bring these revisions to your attention. Namely, we

- emphasized GAO's actions as it relates to dealing and communicating with minority congressional leaders (see 3.0-1, 3.1-5 to 3.1-7, 3.3-1, and 3.4-3);

- added back the requirement that divisions provide the Office of Congressional Relations with a weekly listing of basic legislative responsibility assignments going to the agency for comment (see 3.3-2);

- added new information on the Research Notification System and the Job Starts Software (see ch. 6.0, 6.1-5, and 6.5-3);

- included new material on access to data originally obtained under pledges of confidentiality and revised the language for GAO's pledges of confidentiality (see 7.1-5 and 8.1-12);
• increased workpaper and related files retention from 3 years to 5 years (see 11.1-9 and 11.2-1); and

• required Office of the General Counsel review of all products, including testimony and correspondence (see 12.0-5, 18.1-3, and 18.1-4).

In addition, this consolidated manual includes all interim changes made to the Automated Policy Guidance System for both the GPM and the PM as of September 30, 1992. Key among those changes are that, except in unusual circumstances, GAO will disclose a requester's name when asked (see 3.1-2) and, when GAO staff learn that a requester has released a restricted report and the media have begun asking questions, the Office of Public Affairs should be notified immediately (see 15.2-2).

New chapters 17, 19, and 20 are still under development, and we plan to issue these chapters shortly.

Policy-Related Publications

Throughout the manual you will see references to additional publications that provide a greater level of detail on a more narrow topic. These publications, or small gray books as they are referred to, generally have been distributed to all staff members who receive the manuals and are summarized in a new appendix II to chapter 15.0.

If you need additional copies of these publications or need an additional box to store them, you can obtain them from Documents Distribution at 202/275-6241. You may also fax your request to 301/258-4066.

Automated Policy Guidance System

The changes covered in this transmittal sheet have been incorporated into GAO's Automated Policy Guidance System. This system can be accessed easily through any personal computer with Crosstalk and a modem. Information on the system is included in the Automated Policy Guidance System User's Guide (GAO/OP-91-2) or can be obtained from your division or office system coordinator.

The Office of Policy uses the automated system to quickly communicate new or revised policies or procedures. Therefore, staff should frequently view the recent changes module of the system to ensure that they have up-to-the-minute information when researching GAO's guidance. By using the system, changes can be
instantaneously communicated to provide the most current procedures and this reduces the number of hard copy changes that have to be filed. Periodically, hard copies of all of the changes will be issued.

Filing Instructions

Destroy the GPM and the PM and insert the entire GPPM in the new manual. Behind each divider should be the buff-colored "0" chapter followed by the sequentially number chapters on white pages.

Dividers have been provided for new chapters 17, 19, and 20 as well as for the Preface, Table of Contents, and these Transmittal Sheets. The transmittal sheets are part of the manual and should be retained with the "Checklist of Transmittal Sheets."

Werner Grosshans
Assistant Comptroller General for Policy
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Preface

GAO serves the public interest by providing Members of the Congress and others who make policy with accurate information, unbiased analysis, and objective recommendations on how best to use public resources. The Congress increasingly relies on GAO's work as it deals with many complex issues. For GAO to be effective, our work must be well-planned; the methodology must be sound; and the results must be timely, accurate, and objectively presented.

To maintain a consistently high level of work that results in credible and timely products of the highest quality, GAO staff must have the tools that will allow them to achieve these expectations. A key tool provided to GAO staff is the guidance found in the policy guidance system that includes policy and procedures manuals, policy-related publications, and GAO directives.

This General Policies/Procedures Manual (GPPM) establishes the policies, standards, and procedures GAO staff are expected to follow while performing audits, evaluations, and investigations of federal programs, functions, and activities. It establishes the expectations for GAO staff and provides a framework to ensure that GAO's work and the products resulting from such work meet all government standards.

The GPPM is the core document in GAO's policy guidance system and covers policy expectations and detailed procedures for all areas from issue area planning to assignment initiation to the development of findings, conclusions, and recommendations through reporting and assignment followup. The manual discusses GAO's basic objectives, standards applicable to GAO's work, and procedures for working with the Congress and agencies.

The GPPM is supplemented by the Communications Manual (CM) and special policy-related publications. The CM provides guidance on how to develop and communicate the results of GAO's work. The special policy-related publications provide detailed guidance on a narrow subject such as applying methodologies or how to implement government auditing standards. GAO's policy guidance system is linked by a numbering system based on the GPPM as follows:

10.0-1 The first digits identify the chapter; the second digit identifies the series of chapters or the subject matter.
Preface

Chapters with the "0" answer the "What is expected?" question and represent GAO's policy on a given subject matter. Chapters with sequential numbers ("1," "2," etc.) provide the detailed procedures and answer the "How to do it?" question. The digit after the hyphen identifies the page number of the chapter.

10.1.1-1 The third digit identifies the document as a policy-related publication that provides greater detail than the "how to" chapter.

The information included in the manual and the supplemental policy-related publications is available on the automated policy guidance system. The Office of Policy uses this system to quickly communicate new or revised policies or procedures and provide staff members the most current, up-to-the-minute guidance. Therefore, when differences between the printed copy and the information on the on-line system occur, the automated system takes precedence over the published documents.

Consecutively numbered transmittals will contain periodic revisions that will incorporate the changes made in the automated system. These transmittals are considered part of the manual and should be filed in the appropriate section. Any additions, deletions, or other suggested changes should be directed to the attention of the Office of Policy.

Werner Grosshans
Assistant Comptroller General for Policy
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Audit/Evaluation Authority--
Policy Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>GAO's policy is to conduct its audits/evaluations of federal programs, activities, and functions within the limits and to the full extent of its legislative delegations.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Policy Highlights**

GAO has broad audit and evaluation authority to review and evaluate federal agency operations, activities, and functions and those that are federally assisted.

A very high percentage of GAO's work is done in response to specific requests of congressional committees and Members. The rest is directed to meeting the objectives of GAO's basic legislation, as described in chapter 2, "Basic GAO Objectives."

With such wide-ranging authority, GAO uses program and assignment planning systems to ensure that its limited resources are directed to the most significant national issues to which it can make a significant contribution.

GAO's authorities are well known throughout government. But, at times, its right to review particular operations or activities or to obtain access to certain records is questioned. When this happens, **GAO staff must consult the Office of the General Counsel (OGC).** OGC advises in identifying and interpreting GAO's audit and evaluation authority. (Guidance is included in ch. 7, "Obtaining Access to Information.")

**Key Responsibilities**

*Issue area directors and/or regional managers (and assistant directors/assistant regional managers for individual assignments) are responsible for ensuring that*

- work plans and performance appropriately meet the full scope of legislative delegations in the areas of their responsibility, in accordance with program and assignment planning requirements;

- staff understand the statutory and other authorities under which GAO works, together with restrictions on those authorities; and

- problems in obtaining access to needed records are promptly identified and resolved.
Assignment managers and evaluators-in-charge are responsible for vigorously pursuing access to records needed for the timely performance of their assignments. They are responsible for promptly reporting to the issue area director or regional manager when GAO's audit/evaluation authority is questioned.

The Office of Congressional Relations reviews new legislation; identifies provisions applicable to GAO; and, where necessary or appropriate, refers such provisions to the program divisions for action.

OGC interprets the legal requirements of such provisions. OGC also advises and assists GAO staff in clarifying the full scope of GAO authorities to ensure that all statutory requirements are met and that restrictions are not exceeded.

The Office of Policy is responsible for providing sufficient, up-to-date guidance for GAO staff to execute its assignment.
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Policy

GAO's policy is to conduct its audits/evaluations of federal programs, activities, and functions within the limits and to the full extent of its legislative delegations.

General Audit and Evaluation Authority

Basic Legislative Responsibilities

With the passage of the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921, the Congress created GAO, under the direction of the Comptroller General of the United States, to independently review executive agency expenditures. The Congress gave GAO broad authority and responsibility to audit federal agencies and to report directly to the Congress on all matters related to the receipt, disbursement, and use of public money.

Through amendments to the 1921 act and other GAO-specific legislation, GAO is required to evaluate issues that the Comptroller General believes will assist the Congress. Accordingly, GAO audits federally administered programs and government corporations to

- determine the extent to which accounting and financial reports fully disclose the financial operations of departments and agencies;
- assess whether financial transactions have been conducted in accordance with laws, regulations, or other legal requirements;
- evaluate whether public funds have been economically and efficiently administered and expended;
- assess the extent to which programs are achieving their intended purposes; and
- ensure consistent operation of financial accounting systems and the application of accounting principles, standards, and procedures.

Congressional Requests

While granting the Comptroller General broad discretion to decide which programs to audit, the Congress retained the right to request specific GAO assistance. For example, through the Budget and
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Accounting Act of 1921, as codified in 31 U.S.C. 712, the Congress requires the Comptroller General to

- investigate and report to either House of the Congress or to a congressional committee having jurisdiction over revenue, appropriations, or expenditures and

- give a congressional committee having jurisdiction over revenue, appropriations, or expenditures the help and information it requests.

The Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970, as codified in 31 U.S.C. 717, requires the Comptroller General to review and evaluate the results of government programs and activities

- when ordered by either House of the Congress,

- upon his own initiative, or

- when requested by any House or Senate committee or by any joint committee of the two Houses having jurisdiction over such programs and activities.

As a matter of policy, GAO assigns equal status to requests from Ranking Minority Members and to requests from committee Chairs. To the extent practical, GAO also responds to individual Members' requests. (See ch. 3, "Supporting the Congress.")

Authority to Audit Specific Programs

Because the objectives of federal programs are also accomplished through various contractual, grant, or cooperative arrangements with states, local organizations, and private vendors, GAO may audit federally assisted programs and activities when applicable statutes, regulations, grant agreements, or contracts provide it access to necessary records.

Numerous laws authorizing federal grants-in-aid and other cost-sharing programs specifically provide for GAO audits and access to records. Similarly, unadvertised contracts include clauses providing GAO access to pertinent books, papers, and records of the contractors and subcontractors.

Further, the Congress enacts specific laws to enhance GAO's audit and evaluation authority when needed. In 1974, for example, the Congress required the Comptroller General to review each executive branch deferral or rescission of budget authority. The Congress also
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authorized GAO to audit certain nonappropriated fund activities, unvouchered expenditures, energy programs, and many other significant issues.

Finally, the Congress enacts legislation that requires GAO to review specified programs. GAO generally prefers not to be included in these public law mandates (frequently referred to as congressional or legislative mandates) since GAO considers the basic legislative authority to be sufficient and it also gives more flexibility to perform the reviews when needed. Nevertheless, GAO will undertake the stated reviews when required.

Access-to-Records Authority

In discharging GAO's audit and evaluation responsibilities, representatives of the Comptroller General must have access to all accounts, records, documents, and related materials pertinent to the examination. Although the above descriptions of audit authorities include some requirements for agencies to provide necessary records, chapter 7, "Obtaining Access to Information," clearly explains GAO's access authority.

Restrictions on Audit Authority

Certain agencies and activities are partially exempt from GAO audit by specific statutes. For example, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) may use monies made available for confidential expenditures, accounted for on the certificate of the Director, CIA, without regard to laws governing the auditing of federal funds. Certain international organizations to which the United States contributes monies are also exempt from GAO audit.

Because laws may pose additional restrictions on the scope of GAO authority, the Office of the General Counsel (OGC) plays an essential role in interpreting the full scope of GAO's audit responsibilities and should be contacted for assistance. For additional information on obtaining assistance from OGC, see chapter 18, "Obtaining Legal Assistance."

Related Materials

Other Chapters of This Manual

3, "Supporting the Congress."
5, "Program Planning."
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6, "Planning and Managing Individual Assignments."

7, "Obtaining Access to Information."

18, "Obtaining Legal Assistance."

GAO Orders

0110.1, "Legislation Relating to the Functions and Jurisdiction of the General Accounting Office."

0130.1.10, "Office of the General Counsel."

0130.1.11, "Office of Congressional Relations."
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Basic GAO Objectives--Policy Summary

Policy

GAO's policy is to perform work that:

- Contributes to honest, efficient management and full accountability throughout government.

- Serves the public interest by providing Members of the Congress and others who make policy with accurate information, unbiased analysis, and objective recommendations on how best to use public resources in support of the security and well being of the American people.

Policy Highlights

Supporting the Congress is a fundamental GAO objective. Meeting this objective requires responding promptly and effectively to congressional needs. Effective congressional support also requires performing work that responds to GAO's basic legislative responsibilities (BLRs).

Supporting the Congress

The most visible of GAO's support to the Congress are reviews of federal programs, activities, and functions.

Sources of Assignments

Reviews are initiated based on

- specific requests by congressional committees or Members,

- standing commitments to congressional committees,

- specific legal requirements, and

- BLRs within which GAO conducts assignments known to be of great significance or congressional interest.

Assignment Objective(s)

GAO's reviews are typically directed to the following:

- Financial management reviews: Improving agency and program accounting and financial management. Reviews having these objectives largely involve accountability and stewardship. They help ensure that funds are spent prudently, as intended by the Congress, and are properly accounted for; that property is adequately controlled; and that managers have the timely and reliable information they need to manage their operations effectively.
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- **Economy and efficiency reviews**: Making federal programs and operations more economical and effective. Reviews having economy and efficiency objectives determine how waste and inefficient use of federal funds can be eliminated and how resources can be used to meet program objectives better or at lower cost.

- **Program results reviews**: Improving the extent to which federal programs and operations achieve congressionally-intended results. Program result objectives include promoting better ways to accomplish intended results by changes in policy or management. They also include advising the Congress as it considers key or emerging issues.

- **Options analysis reviews**: Improving the information base on which policy decisions are made. Reviews with this objective include analyzing the probable cost and/or outcomes of policy options of interest to the Congress.

- **Other assignments.** Providing the Congress with needed information such as bill comments, questions for hearings, or synthesizing information that does not constitute an audit and/or evaluation. (See app. I, ch. 4.0, “Standards–Policy Summary.”)

Questions Answered by GAO Assignments

In reviewing federal programs, activities, and functions, GAO answers questions such as the following:

- Are government programs complying with applicable laws and regulations, and are data furnished to the Congress on these programs current, complete, and accurate?

- Are there ways to eliminate waste and inefficient use of public funds?

- Are funds being spent as intended by the Congress, and is accounting for them accurate?

- Are programs achieving the desired results, or are changes needed in government programs, policies, or management?

- What information or analysis would assist the Congress in its consideration of legislative proposals or in appropriation or authorization decisions?

- What emerging or existing key issues should the Congress consider?
Meeting the Objective--Quality Work

To help ensure the quality of its work, GAO sets high standards and provides guidance in meeting them.

But the key to quality work is the people who do it. The quality of GAO's work depends on the competence, dedication, and enthusiasm of its multidisciplinary staff members; their ability to go wherever necessary to obtain needed evidence and information; and their careful application of GAO's standards.

Consequently, GAO recruits staff that has personal and professional strengths; provides continuing opportunity for further staff development; provides significant and rewarding responsibilities; and maintains an environment that challenges staff to professional excellence.

GAO expects its staff to consistently demonstrate characteristics essential to GAO's effective support of the Congress, as follows.

- **Independence**: Staff must be independent of any personal, external, or organizational factor that would impair his/her independence in connection with an assignment or would cause a knowledgeable third person to believe that such an impairment had occurred. Facts concerning the impairment must be reported to superiors.

- **Objectivity**: Staff objectivity is essential to ensure the objectivity of work products. In any assignment where objectivity is impaired, the facts and nature of the impairment must be reported to superiors.

- **Integrity**: Personal and professional integrity is required to ensure that the results of GAO's work are always determined by the facts that it discloses and analysis of the consequences flowing from them, not by any predisposition to a particular partisan position or result.

- **Responsiveness**: GAO's objective of supporting the Congress can best be achieved when its staff is committed to being responsive. This includes working closely with requesters to find the best way to meet their needs.

- **Results orientation**: A results orientation helps to ensure pertinent analysis; valid, useful conclusions; and persuasive recommendations. Staff must be dedicated to achieving results, not just developing products to evidence the performance of work.

- **Professional proficiency**: The validity and reliability of GAO's work products depend largely on its staff's comprehensive knowledge of the latest developments in his/her professional field. Consequently,
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GAO staff is expected and required to maintain and enhance professional proficiency.

Key Responsibilities

Issue area directors/regional managers are responsible for ensuring that assignments undertaken are those that best achieve GAO’s mission objectives. This responsibility is met by ensuring adherence to requirements of the program and assignment planning systems.

Assistant directors/assistant regional managers are responsible for overseeing the quality of assignment performance and the communication of results. This responsibility is normally met by a thorough knowledge of the assignment objectives, approaches followed, and results achieved with personal involvement in key aspects of all assignments and special attention to the more significant or controversial assignments.

Evaluators-in-charge and assignment managers are responsible for ensuring, through firsthand knowledge and supervision, that the assignments for which they are responsible fully comply with GAO’s standards and quality requirements.

Staff members are responsible for consistently demonstrating professionalism and high ethical standards.

Related Materials

Other Chapters of This Manual

3, “Supporting the Congress.”

4, “Standards.”

14, “Agency Relations.”


GAO Orders/Notices

2410.2, “Continuing Professional Education (CPE) Credits for Training and Other Professional Activities.”


2735.2(A-91), “Conflict of Interest and Statements of Employment and Financial Interests.”
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Policy

GAO's policy is to

- ensure that performance of congressionally-requested work is responsive to the request and is completed on a timely basis (see ch. 3.1, "Supporting the Congress—Responding to Requests for Audits and Evaluations");

- emphasize work under its basic legislative responsibilities (BLRs) that addresses major national issues and meets congressional needs (see ch. 3.2, "Supporting the Congress—Congressional Input to GAO's Basic Legislative Responsibility Work");

- maintain good, frequent, and open communications with committees and Members and ensure that the Comptroller General and other top GAO managers are completely informed of matters affecting GAO's relations with the Congress (see ch. 3.3, "Supporting the Congress—Effective Communication"); and

- meet all of its responsibilities in a way that provides the greatest support to the Congress (see ch. 3.4, "Supporting the Congress—Other GAO Services").

Policy Highlights

GAO's fundamental responsibility is to support the Congress. It fulfills this responsibility by auditing and evaluating federal programs and activities.

GAO's top priority is to respond promptly and effectively to congressional mandates and requests for specific reviews. GAO must do work required by law or requested by committee Chairs. As a matter of policy, it equally addresses work requested by Ranking Minority Members. To the extent possible, GAO responds to requests of individual Members. During the performance of this work, GAO should periodically apprise the requester of progress achieved and should alert the Ranking Minority Member to these meetings.

The following policies highlight the procedures by which GAO's assistance to the Congress is accomplished. These and other related policies and procedures are discussed in chapters 3.1 through 3.4.

- Objectivity and credibility are the cornerstone of GAO's effectiveness. Their importance cannot be overstated. They are
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achieved through adherence to generally accepted government auditing standards and GAO policies. These standards and policies apply to all reviews.

At times, a congressional requester may ask that a particular standard or policy not be followed. If a requested departure would jeopardize the objectivity or credibility of GAO's results, it cannot be made. Staff must consult with division management, the Office of Congressional Relations (OCR), and the Office of Policy and work with the requester to meet his/her requirements, without diminishing the objectivity or credibility of GAO's work.

If, for any reason, a standard or policy is not followed, the reasons for the change and the alternative approaches taken to ensure objectivity and credibility must be disclosed in the product.

- **GAO is expected to meet commitments made to congressional requesters.** If misunderstandings or delays in finishing a job alter this commitment, the requester's needs are not met and GAO's effectiveness is diminished.

Effective response to requests requires acknowledging requests within 24 hours; having substantive discussions within 2 weeks; and reaching agreement, as soon as possible, on what work will be done, how it will be done, and when it will be ready (advance agreements and confirmation letters). A requester must never have reason to believe that his/her request is being ignored.

Effective response also requires keeping requesters informed about review progress. Proposed changes to agreed-on work must be discussed with requesters. If requesters have been briefed on interim work results and tentative findings or conclusions have changed significantly, they must be informed of the change. Surprises must be avoided.

An effective response also requires meeting agreed to dates with objective and credible products, solidly based on evidence.

- Products are more likely to get congressional action when they involve matters of interest to committees and are timely. Effective program and assignment planning require a good knowledge of congressional processes, agendas, and timetables. Committee input is essential. If a committee indicates a lack of interest in, or opposition to, work being planned to meet GAO's BLRs, division management and OCR must be consulted.
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The effectiveness of GAO's support to the Congress is of foremost importance to the Comptroller General and other top GAO managers. OCR has primary responsibility for keeping top management informed of factors affecting congressional relationships. OCR must be kept informed of the status of work on requested assignments, substantive contacts with Members or staff, and any circumstances significant to GAO's relationship with the Congress as soon as they occur. OCR promptly informs the Comptroller General when significant matters affecting congressional relations arise.

Key Responsibilities

OCR

- receives and assigns requests to the division or office in the best position to respond, monitors the status of request work, and advises GAO staff as needed;

- keeps the Comptroller General informed of significant developments affecting GAO's assistance to the Congress;

- arranges appearances of GAO witnesses and assignments of staff to committees; and

- screens requests for bill comments, assigns them to divisions/offices, and participates in the final review.

Division/office/regional management establish and supervise the implementation of policies and procedures to ensure that requests are handled expeditiously and effectively.

Issue area directors build relationships with committee Majority and Minority Members to help ensure that GAO's work is responsive to congressional needs.

The Office of Program Planning ensures that program planning fully considers the needs of the Congress and assignment planning promptly and effectively meets requesters' needs.

GAO staff promptly notifies OCR of congressional contacts or significant developments and documents the results of each substantive contact in a congressional contact memorandum.
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Policy

GAO's policy is to ensure that performance of congressionally-requested work is responsive to the request and is completed on a timely basis.

GAO's Fundamental Responsibility

GAO's fundamental responsibility is to support the Congress. This support is best achieved when GAO's response to congressional requests is timely and effective and when work under GAO's basic legislative responsibilities (BLRs) improves programs and addresses issues of national importance and of current concern to the Congress.

Criteria to Ensure Effective Support to the Congress

Effective congressional support requires that GAO focuses its resources on assignments that have the potential to achieve at least one, but preferably more than one, of the following objectives:

- Contribute to congressional decisionmaking on significant public policy issues.
- Fulfill statutory and legislative requirements and commitments.
- Identify and eliminate serious mismanagement, fraud, or abuse.
- Realize large financial benefits to the government and taxpayers.
- Change policies, procedures, and management structure of major government programs to better achieve desired program results and/or achieve objectives at lower cost.
- See that major government programs comply with applicable laws and regulations and that funds are spent legally.
- Ensure that funds of major government programs are accounted for accurately.
- Enhance GAO's methodological and technical skills.

These objectives should be used as criteria to guide GAO's negotiations with congressional staff in determining how best to respond to congressional requests and in determining the substance and timing of assignments under GAO's BLRs. They are not hard and fast rules for making "go/no go" decisions about particular assignments. When used in discussions with a requester before an
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Applicability of GAO's Policies and Standards

Assignment is undertaken, they can help establish how other congressional objectives can be met while meeting his/her requirements.

To ensure the objectivity and credibility of its work, GAO has established policies and standards to govern both congressionally-requested work and work done under GAO's BLRs. Consistent application of these standards is needed to ensure the objectivity, professionalism, and usefulness of GAO's work. This requirement is well understood and supported by committees and Members.

Nevertheless, at times, for a variety of reasons, a requester may ask that particular standards not be followed in responding to a request. When this happens, the impact of the requested departures on GAO's objectivity and credibility must be evaluated. If the requested departures would jeopardize the credibility or objectivity of GAO's results, they should not be made. The requester should be advised why GAO considers it necessary to meet its standards and policies. GAO staff should work with the requester to satisfy his/her requirements without diminishing the credibility or objectivity of GAO's work.

Division management and, as needed, the Offices of Policy (OP) and Congressional Relations (OCR) should be consulted on requests for GAO to deviate from its policies and standards.

When GAO departs from standards, its products must disclose the policies or standards that were not followed, the reasons for the change, and the alternative approaches taken. The products must be specifically brought to the attention of the intended signer and approved by the division head. Any serious departures should be discussed with the Assistant Comptrollers General for Policy and Planning and Reporting.

Examples of Requested Departures From Policies and Standards

The following examples highlight some of the more frequently requested departures from GAO's policies and standards and appropriate action.

- Disclosure of requester's name: At times, a requester may ask that the agency not be informed of the source of requested work. GAO's policy requires that the requester(s) be disclosed when the auditee agency asks for that information. In those rare situations where the requester still requests anonymity because of national defense or extremely sensitive investigations of agency officials, GAO may agree to provide the requester anonymity. Issue area directors must obtain the Comptroller General's and the Job Starts Group's approval before committing to do the work.
Agency comments: Due to urgency or other reasons, GAO is often asked by a requester to issue a report without obtaining written comments from the agency or other affected parties. GAO must obtain the views of responsible officials to meet standards. If the issues are sensitive or controversial, or the recommendation is wide-ranging, GAO must make every effort to give affected parties an opportunity to provide written comments. If written comments are not to be obtained, the issue area director must be satisfied that the work performed and discussions with responsible officials, including the results of exit conferences, provide sufficient assurance that (1) GAO’s report is factually correct and (2) any conclusions or recommendations are appropriate. (See Communications Manual (CM), ch. 12.11, “Agency Comments.”)

Written products: At times, a requester indicates that a written product on the results of requested work need not be prepared. A written product should be prepared if, in the opinion of the issue area director, the situation warrants it and to do so would serve a public interest. Division management should be apprised and the requester told in advance of the plan to issue a product, together with the reason(s). OCR should be consulted to decide on an appropriate addressee for the report.

If a requester suggests changes in, or provides comments on, a draft product, GAO should consider them along with others and make any changes that are justified by the evidence. In considering the requester’s comments, GAO must ensure that objectivity—an essential ingredient in maintaining credibility—is not affected by the requester’s suggested changes. The requester’s comments should not be cited by source or printed in the report.

External distribution of products: GAO routinely distributes its products to interested congressional leaders, affected parties, the media, and other interested parties. On a case-by-case basis, GAO honors a requester’s need to restrict external distribution for up to 30 days. But GAO will promptly release a report if the requester releases it or publicly discloses its contents before the end of the 30-day period. (See CM, ch. 12.14, “Processing and Distributing GAO Products.”)

At times, a requester will ask GAO to discuss a restricted report with selective media representatives. Staff should inform the requester that GAO does not discuss a product with the media until such time as the product is available to all interested media representatives. When a story about a product that has been selectively released appears in any media outlet, GAO will, on its own initiative,
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Immediately release the product to all media outlets and notify the requester of this action.

If, during an agreed-upon waiting period, GAO learns that another committee or Member has pending legislation or hearings on the issues discussed, GAO staff should consult the requester to arrange release of the product to those who need it. If the attempts are unsuccessful, other interested parties should be notified of the report’s existence and informed that they should seek access to the report directly from the original requester. OCR should be informed.

Congressional mandates and requests are GAO’s top priority. While required to do work requested by committee Chairs, as a matter of policy, GAO assigns equal weight to requests from Ranking Minority Members. Many requests from individual Members meet the criteria by which GAO maximizes its support to the Congress.

Good, frequent, and open communication with committees and Members helps GAO staff anticipate requests so that responses can be prompt and effective. Cooperating with the requester in developing the formal request also promotes responsiveness. When a request is received, prompt action must be taken.

Requests for GAO work normally are made to the Comptroller General in writing. However, because of their continuing contacts with committees and Members, GAO officials and staff may be directly asked to do work. When this happens, the request must be promptly forwarded to OCR for control and referral to the appropriate division or office. When request work is anticipated to take more than a few staff-days, the requester generally should be encouraged to put the request in writing.

Work Priorities

Before beginning work on a specific congressional request, GAO staff should discuss with the requester his/her needs and time frames in light of available GAO resources. Such discussions can help GAO assess how the request meets its criteria for setting work priorities, so that GAO can determine the best approach for fulfilling the requester’s needs.

Early Actions

Requests for audit/evaluation work must be promptly acknowledged by OCR, usually within 24 hours or by the next workday. The acknowledgement is not a substantive response committing GAO to a defined scope of work or timing. The substantive response is made by the division/office that will do the work.
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Promptly upon receiving a request, OCR assigns it to the division that has primary responsibility for the subject matter. Questions on responsibility for the assignment should be resolved between the division(s), OCR, and the Office of Program Planning.

In making an assignment, OCR gives the division any known background. This background includes "sensitive" areas to which the division should give special consideration as well as other sources that could more appropriately meet the requester's needs, e.g., Inspectors General (IGs) offices, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), the Congressional Research Service (CRS), or the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA). Helping to ensure that a request is directed to the organization that can best respond to it is a part of GAO's service to the Congress.

Initial Substantive Contact

The division/office assigned a request must promptly contact the requester. This contact must be made no more than 2 weeks after receiving the request. The contact normally is a meeting, but, if clarification is not necessary, it may be by telephone.

Advance Understandings

The initial contact is an opportunity to discuss issues related to the request. It helps to develop a responsive work strategy and reinforces the fact that congressional requests are GAO's top priority.

To help ensure that requesters' needs are met as quickly and effectively as GAO's resources permit, an agreement should be reached on what GAO will do and when it will be done. Advance understandings also provide opportunities for ensuring that other appropriate congressional leaders, such as Ranking Minority Members, are fully informed of the requested work and that their needs can be included in work plans. If there are any concerns, they should be promptly discussed with OCR and division management.

Advance understandings should be reached as soon as possible, recognizing that some work may be necessary before definite commitments can be made.

Issue area directors or assistant directors in less significant or less sensitive cases are responsible for ensuring that GAO's work will respond to the request. In discussing work with a requester, they should

- make sure that their understanding of the request and its objectives is the same as the requester's;
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- learn when the results are needed and work with the requester to determine how those needs can best be met in the required time frame, including product type and distribution arrangements;

- discuss scope and methodology options that could fulfill the request and the implications that each would have on substance and timing; and

- explain how GAO informs agency officials of request work, performs audits/evaluations and reports on them, and discusses the results with affected parties.

Agreements reached with the requester are commitments. They must be documented in a congressional contact memorandum, along with significant aspects of the discussions that led to the agreement.

Confirmation Letters

The issue area director should consider using confirmation letters on all request assignments. OCR will advise. A confirmation letter is particularly appropriate when the request

- involves multiple requesters;

- is politically sensitive or controversial;

- is overly broad or unclear;

- has changed significantly during discussions with regard to objectives, scope, methodology, or timing;

- comes from an infrequent or new requester who has little or no experience with GAO; or

- comes from a requester whose key staff member is unfamiliar with the subject matter of the request or with GAO.

When a confirmation letter is used, it should be sent promptly after GAO and the requester have reached an understanding of the requester's needs and have agreed on GAO's response. A copy of the letter should be sent to other appropriate congressional leaders, such as Ranking Minority Members, with whom the request was discussed. The requester should be alerted that these copies have been sent.

Confirmation letters generally should be signed by the issue area director or regional manager. (See CM, ch. 12.2, “Early External Communications,” for details on format and content.)
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A confirmation letter must be sent to the congressional leadership when GAO cannot meet a statutorily-mandated deadline and GAO has received permission from the appropriate committees to delay issuance of a product.

Access to Workpapers

GAO prefers not to release workpapers to congressional requesters or Ranking Minority Members while the assignment is still ongoing because of possible delays in completing the assignment and the tentative nature of the information. In these situations, attempts should be made to meet the requester's needs by alternative means, e.g., discussions, briefings, or synopsized workpapers. Care must be taken to ensure that assignment performance is not delayed. If a requester persists, these requests should be discussed with division management, OCR, and OP.

On completed assignments when the Chair or Ranking Minority Member of a committee for which work was performed requests access to workpapers, the issue area director or regional manager may release them (after consulting with OP and OCR) provided that the workpapers

• received sufficient supervisory review and

• contain data that meet GAO's quality standards.

If the workpapers include classified, proprietary, or sensitive data or data protected by law or by agreement (e.g., pledges of confidentiality), they require special safeguards and release restrictions. (See ch. 11.1, "Workpapers.")

If a committee, other than the one for which work was performed, asks for access to workpapers on completed assignments, the issue area director or regional manager may release the workpapers under the above conditions after notifying the original requester of the proposed release.

For information relating to access to workpapers by IGs, executive agencies, and other legislative support agencies, see chapter 14.0, "Agency Relations--Policy Summary."

For workpaper access under freedom of information requests, see chapter 15.0, "Other Audit- and Evaluation-Related Policies--Policy Summary."
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Requests
Requiring Special Consideration

Multiple Requesters

When GAO receives contemporaneous requests covering similar issues from two or more requesters, GAO should discuss the matter with each requester and agree on the best approach to meet everyone's needs. Any agreements, including the designation of one committee staffer to help arrange meetings, should be documented in writing and distributed to all requesters. GAO is responsible for distributing draft or final products to all requesters.

A request should be considered as contemporaneous if it is received before the initial substantive contact with the first requester, i.e., within 2 weeks. Even if requests are further apart, every effort should be made to fold them into the existing job.

Extensive Resource Requirements

All GAO resources, not just those of a specific group, must be considered in determining GAO's ability to respond to a congressional request. If staff are not available within the responsible issue area director's group, division management should consider all other division resources. If the request cannot be staffed at the division level within a reasonable time, the issue should be discussed with the Comptroller General during Reports Review sessions.

If, after all available resources are considered, a request cannot be met within the desired time frame, the issue area director or assistant director should work with the requester to determine whether alternatives can satisfy his/her requirements.

- Could another entity satisfy the request more appropriately or effectively? Referrals to other congressional support agencies (CBO, CRS, or OTA), agencies' IG offices, or other executive branch organizations should be considered.

- Is the assignment being approached in the most efficient way to meet the requester's needs? Can the scope be redefined or segmented?

- Can action on the request be deferred until GAO staff is available?

- Can other work for this requester be deferred so that work on the subject request can begin?
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• Can other GAO work in process or planned be modified to meet the requester's needs in an acceptable time frame? As emphasized in chapter 5, "Program Planning," program plans are developed to respond to the interests, priorities, and timetable of congressional committees and their staffs. Adequate program planning prepares GAO to meet individual requests with work that has already been planned or to modify that work to meet new requirements.

Problems of GAO's Jurisdiction

If a request appears to be outside the scope of GAO's audit authority, the Office of the General Counsel (OGC) should be consulted (see ch. 1, "Audit/Evaluation Authority"). Limitations on GAO's authority should be discussed with the requester in consultation with OCR.

Requests Concerning Procurement Bid Protests

GAO sometimes receives congressional requests concerning matters that are being or have already been considered by GAO under its procurement bid protest jurisdiction. In most instances, such protests involve disputes over the award of federal contracts. OGC analyzes issues relevant to bid protests and renders decisions on behalf of the Comptroller General. (More information about the bid protest process is included in OGC's special publication entitled Bid Protests at GAO: A Descriptive Guide (Fourth Edition, 1991).)

GAO's policy is not to review matters considered in past or ongoing bid protests, including those that were dismissed because they were not raised within established time limits. However, when requests involve bid protests, division staff should be as helpful as possible and determine whether work should be done on other aspects of the procurement that could meet the requester’s needs. The issue area director should discuss the request with division management, OCR, and OGC to develop an appropriate strategy for assisting the requester.

Also, some matters raised in bid protests are not addressed by OGC because they are beyond GAO's bid protest jurisdiction. In these cases, GAO may decide to do the requested work but only after the bid protest decision is final.

Related Materials

Other Chapters of This Manual

4, “Standards.”

5, “Program Planning.”

6.1, “Initiating Assignments.”
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communications Manual</th>
<th>12.2, “Early External Communications.”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.6, “Transmittal Letters.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Publications</td>
<td>Serving the Congress (Revised Apr. 1991).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Supporting the Congress--Congressional Input to GAO's Basic Legislative Responsibility Work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>GAO's policy is to perform work under its basic legislative responsibilities (BLRs) that meets congressional needs by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• assisting in congressional oversight responsibilities and policy and budget deliberations;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• addressing issues of national importance; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• improving the economy, efficiency, and effectiveness of federal programs and activities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GAO's BLR**

The Budget and Accounting Act of 1921, amendments to that act, and other GAO-specific legislation requires GAO to evaluate various issues including those that the Comptroller General believes will assist the Congress. (See ch. 1, "Audit/Evaluation Authority.")

Good communication with committees, Members, and staff helps GAO to respond effectively to congressional requests. It also helps GAO to structure its BLR work to be most responsive to major national issues and congressional interests. GAO's program and assignment planning systems are directed to ensuring this responsiveness. Consequently, GAO staff should obtain committee input and consider congressional timetables as they develop program plans. If a committee indicates opposition to BLR work, division management and the Office of Congressional Relations should be informed.

Approved program plans should be available to committees or Members on request after consulting with the Office of Program Planning. Issue area brochures that generally describe GAO's work in an issue area and provide names and telephone numbers of GAO contacts may also be helpful to congressional leaders. (See ch. 5, "Program Planning.")

**Relating BLR Work to Congressional Needs**

Congressional processes, agendas, and timetables are important inputs to GAO's work planning and scheduling. *Staff should plan and schedule work to have work products dealing with issues on the congressional agenda available when the Congress or its committees need them.*
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Issue area directors are encouraged to discuss their approved programs and annual work plans with committees, Members, and their staff.

Work plans that coincide in substance and timing with matters on which congressional action is planned are most useful. They make it more likely that the results of GAO’s work will be favorably considered and implemented.

Discussions with committee Members and their staff are the most important way by which issue area directors can become alert to the agenda that committees plan to pursue, matters of greatest interest to them, and any hearings likely to be held.

Another source of information is the following listings that are prepared by the Congressional Research Service:

- Subjects and policy areas that committees may want to analyze in depth.

- Programs and activities scheduled to terminate during the current Congress.

Knowledge of congressional budget processes is essential to getting timely action on GAO’s work that supports authorization or appropriation of funds. Timing GAO’s products to influence budgetary decisions at both executive agency and congressional levels greatly facilitates their acceptance.

In performing work and developing products to influence budget decisions, GAO staff should keep the following factors in mind:

- The period following enactment of one year’s major budgetary legislation (usually in the fall) and submission of the President’s budget for the next year (in late January or early February) presents the best opportunity to influence congressional budget decisions. During this time period, after major budgetary legislation has been enacted, the President’s budget for the upcoming fiscal year is being prepared for submission. At this time, committees are likely to have more time to consider issues with significant budgetary impact, such as the need for major weapon systems. Opportunities to influence budgetary decisions continue between January and June, but, during these months, congressional Members and staff may have less time to consider these issues because they are busy preparing for and conducting authorization and appropriation committee hearings.
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- Recommendations made to agencies and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) before joint agency/OMB hearings (normally during October and November) can influence budget decisions before the congressional review begins.

- A thorough analysis and explanation of the budgetary impact of certain recommended actions are essential. GAO should describe what actions are needed, the budgetary benefits, where the benefits might be applied, and any offsetting costs.

(App. I briefly describes the key decision points of the congressional budget process and their estimated timetable. A Glossary of Terms Used in the Federal Budget Process (GAO/AFMD - 2.1.1) describes the budget process in greater detail.)

Related Materials

Other Chapters of This Manual
1, "Audit/Evaluation Authority."
5, "Program Planning."
6.1, "Initiating Assignments."

GAO Order
0110.1, "Legislation Relating to the Functions and Jurisdiction of the General Accounting Office."

Other Publication
A Glossary of Terms Used in the Federal Budget Process (GAO/AFMD - 2.1.1).
Appendix I:  
A Chronology of the Congressional Budget Process

Some of GAO’s work may identify budgetary benefits of certain actions. This chronology of scheduled budgetary deliberations should assist GAO in timing its work to meet the congressional timetable.

This chronology does not reflect the actual schedule followed each year but the estimated timetable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheduled Date</th>
<th>Agency and Congressional Action(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not Later Than the First Monday in February</td>
<td>The President submits the budget, including the current services budget. The President’s budget includes estimates for the current year, the budget year, and the two following years. It is prepared by OMB under the President’s direction and is based on estimates derived from the agencies and OMB. Agencies begin developing information for the budget over 10 months before its submission to the Congress. Both the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and OMB prepare sequestration preview reports that include information regarding spending levels. CBO’s report is due 5 days before the President submits the budget, and OMB’s report is submitted at the same time as the President’s budget.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six Weeks After President Submits Budget</td>
<td>Committees and joint committees submit “views and estimates” reports to budget committees. Each standing committee reviews the President’s proposed budget and submits a report on appropriate spending or revenue levels for programs under its jurisdiction to the budget committees. The Joint Economic Committee submits fiscal policy recommendations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>The budget committees begin drafting the Concurrent Resolution on the Budget.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1</td>
<td>The Senate Budget Committee reports its version of the Budget Resolution to the Senate. The House Budget Committee has no deadline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 15</td>
<td>The Congress completes action on the Concurrent Resolution on the Budget. That resolution sets forth the appropriate levels of total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
revenues and of total new budget authority and budget outlays, the appropriate levels of budget surplus or deficit and the appropriate level of public debt, and the recommended level of federal revenues. From time to time, legislation is enacted, such as Gramm-Rudman-Hollings and the Budget Enforcement Act, which has the effect of limiting congressional discretion with respect to spending or the size of the deficit or both. These constraints are customarily reflected in the Budget Resolution and are enforced by sequestration procedures that are applied by OMB during or at the end of each session of the Congress.

When the Concurrent Resolution on the Budget is adopted, total new budget authority; outlays; and, in the case of the House of Representatives, entitlement authority are allocated among the standing committees with jurisdiction over spending programs.

April to September

After adoption of the Concurrent Resolution, specific spending and revenue measures and any reconciliation legislation mandated by the Concurrent Resolution are considered.

May 15

The House may consider annual appropriation bills after this date even if the Concurrent Resolution on the Budget has not been adopted.

June 10

The House Appropriations Committee reports the last of the annual appropriation bills. The Senate Appropriations Committee has no deadline.

June 15

The Congress completes action on the reconciliation legislation, implementing the Concurrent Resolution on the Budget.

June 30

The House completes action on annual appropriation bills. The Senate has no deadline.

July 15

The President submits amendments to his budget.

October 1

The fiscal year begins. If action on appropriations is not completed, the Congress may enact a “continuing resolution,” which gives agencies authority to continue operations until their regular appropriations are enacted.

Thirty Days After OMB Issues Final Sequestration Report

The Comptroller General issues a compliance report to the Congress and the President that includes information on the extent to which sequestration orders and reports comply with budget enforcement procedures.

Sequestrations of discretionary spending may occur during a session of the Congress.
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Policy

GAO's policy is to

- maintain good, frequent, and open communications with committees and Members and

- ensure that the Comptroller General and other top GAO managers are completely informed of matters affecting GAO's relations with the Congress.

Keeping the Congress Informed

Work plans and the progress of work requested by, or of interest to, committees or Members should be tracked in terms of the congressional timetable. Congressional representatives should be briefed regularly on their requested work and on GAO's other assignments in which they have expressed an interest.

Work Plans

Issue area directors are requested to discuss program and annual work plans with congressional committees--both Majority and Minority Members--before they are finalized. Committee members of both parties should be informed of significant changes to work in which they have expressed particular interest.

New Job Starts

Each month GAO notifies the Congress of all new audit, evaluation, or investigation assignments through the Research Notification System report prepared by the Congressional Research Service.

Assignment Progress

Congressional requesters and other appropriate congressional leaders, such as Ranking Minority Members, must be kept informed of the status of work on assignments in which they have expressed interest.

Where changes from previously agreed-to objectives, scope, methodology, or timetable are necessary, the Office of Congressional Relations (OCR) will assist in exploring options to help ensure that the requester's needs will be met. Proposed changes must be promptly discussed with the requester and other appropriate congressional leaders with whom the request was initially discussed. A confirmation letter also may be appropriate.

If congressional requesters have been briefed on interim work results and tentative findings or conclusions have changed significantly, they must be informed of the change. Surprises must
be avoided. Even if requesters are unhappy with GAO's message, they appreciate early information on what the message will be.

Committees and Members also should be kept informed of the status of assignments GAO performs under its basic legislative responsibilities (BLRs) in which they have expressed interest. This is particularly necessary when the results seem relevant to likely congressional positions or actions.

Depending on the circumstances, the results of GAO's work can be presented and closed out through reports, correspondence, formal briefings, or informal discussions documented by an appropriate congressional contact memorandum. (See ch. 12, "Communications Policy," and the Communications Manual (CM).)

Draft reports sometimes change materially after GAO considers agency comments. Therefore, GAO provides access to draft reports only to requesters, when asked, and to affected parties.

Consistent with this provision, when a draft report is sent to the agency for comment, GAO provides copies to the requester(s), if asked to do so. If the assignment involves multiple requester(s) and any requester asks for a copy of the draft, GAO should provide all other requesters a draft at the same time.

If another committee asks to see the draft, GAO seeks permission from the requester. If the original requester does not approve of the draft's release, GAO asks the two committees to work out an acceptable arrangement. In these situations, divisions should consult OCR for guidance and assistance.

Draft reports must include a cover sheet (GAO Form 515) and be transmitted by brief letters alerting the recipients against premature disclosure. (See CM, chs. 12.4, "Physical Makeup of GAO Products," and 12.6, "Transmittal Letters.")

Special Requirements for BLR Drafts

GAO is required to provide weekly lists to the House Government Operations and the Senate Governmental Affairs Committees identifying draft reports sent to the agency for comment. To enable OCR to prepare the consolidated response, divisions must submit the list of their BLR reports by noon on Friday.

31 U.S.C. 718(b) requires that, if requested, these two committees may obtain copies of GAO's BLR draft reports. Requests by other committees, however, must be approved by the division Assistant Comptrollers General. Both OCR and the Office of Policy (OP) should be notified of these requests.
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Recommendation Implementation Status
Each year, GAO provides a report to the Appropriations Committees of both Houses of the Congress on the status of open recommendations. The report is intended for use by congressional oversight and authorizing committees as well as Appropriations Committees in preparing for hearings and budget deliberations. (See ch. 9.2, "Procedures for Recommendation Followup.")

GAO also briefs committee and staff members on recommendations that deserve priority attention because their implementation can significantly improve government operations.

Keeping the Comptroller General Informed
The Comptroller General must be kept informed of all matters significantly affecting GAO's relations with the Congress, including contacts with Members of the Congress and their staff. This normally should be done through close division/office contact with OCR and weekly OCR meetings held with the Comptroller General.

Other important methods for keeping the Comptroller General informed include key management meetings, such as the weekly Job Starts Group (JSG) meetings and biweekly Reports Review meetings.

OCR enters each congressional request into GAO's Mission and Assignment Tracking System (MATS). The request is then tracked and linked to assignments that address the request. The system provides reports on progress in responding to congressional requests. (See Mission and Assignment Tracking System (MATS) Users' Manual, GAO/OIMC-6.1.1.)

OCR Monitoring
OCR has primary responsibility for ensuring effective relationships with the Congress and for keeping top management informed of factors affecting these relationships. Consequently, OCR must be kept informed of contacts with the Congress and with the status of work on requested assignments. Issue area directors and staff must inform OCR of circumstances significant to GAO's relationship with the Congress as promptly as they occur.

GAO staff must give OCR advance notice of meetings scheduled with congressional committees, Members of the Congress, or congressional staff. The notice should be early enough and complete enough so that OCR can make an informed decision on attending and can give advice on matters currently affecting the committee or the subcommittee.

Congressional Contact Memorandums
Within 24 hours of each substantive congressional contact or by the following workday, a congressional contact memorandum must be
sent to OCR, with a copy to the Assistant Comptroller General for Policy and other interested parties. Copies also should be sent to issue area directors in other divisions who, because of their work responsibilities, should be apprised of subject matter developments. If the information is particularly significant, it may be necessary to call OCR immediately.

Congressional contact memorandums summarize discussions with congressional leaders and staff and record, among other things, commitments and understandings reached on the scope, timing, and reporting aspects of GAO's work. They also facilitate coordination of work. But congressional contact memorandums should not be used as a substitute for confirmation letters.

The congressional contact memorandum should be concise but complete. It should include the following information:

- The date, time, place, and circumstances under which the contact occurred.

- A list of all persons involved.

- A summary of issues discussed, opinions expressed by GAO staff, agreements reached or commitments made (particularly those involving assignment scope, timing, or reporting), any restrictions on the identification of the requester, release of drafts, or the time of public release of the completed report.

- Any agreed-to departures from GAO's standards or policies and the alternative means by which the objectives of those standards or policies will be met. The staff should ensure that they have discussed the departures with OP and should state in the congressional contact memorandum a discussion of how the final decision on the issue was reached.

When a congressional contact includes a discussion of current or proposed legislation, the congressional contact memorandum should include the bill number, its purpose, and any recommendations made by GAO staff. Documentation of subsequent contacts on the same issue should refer to prior congressional contact memorandums. (See CM, ch. 12.18, "Comments on Legislative Bills.")

When distributing copies of the congressional contact memorandum, not all recipients may need copies of staff papers, briefing documents, or other written material provided to the congressional
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source. To determine who should receive copies of additional material, staff should consider the extent to which recipients may benefit from receiving it. For instance, some recipients may find the material useful in helping them perform their work, while others may not need to know about detailed information included in the materials.

Weekly OCR Meetings

Each week, the Comptroller General meets with division and office heads and OCR staff to discuss upcoming GAO testimony, proposed or pending legislation, significant requests, and other matters involving GAO's assistance to the Congress.

Weekly JSG Meetings

JSG conducts a weekly review of incoming congressional requests, new assignments, and assignments moving beyond the job design phase to either the data collection/analysis phase or the product preparation phase. JSG, in reviewing assignments from an overall perspective, shares its views concerning the scope, methodology, timing, and reporting of jobs. These meetings provide the Comptroller General, and other group members, with valuable information about congressional relations as well as specific assignments.

Biweekly Reports Review Meetings

The Comptroller General meets every other week with each division head and, if necessary, with division staff to discuss specific reports and testimonies in process, ongoing assignments, anticipated congressional requests, and other significant issues regarding the division's work. These meetings provide the Comptroller General the opportunity to obtain detailed information about specific assignments and to pursue outstanding issues raised during other JSG or OCR meetings.

Related Materials

GAO Orders

0130.1.11, "Office of Congressional Relations."

0411.2, "Handling Congressional Correspondence."

Other Publications

Serving the Congress (Revised Apr. 1991).

Mission and Assignment Tracking System (MATS) Users' Manual (GAO/OIMC-6.1.1).
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Policy

GAO's policy is to assist the Congress by giving testimony at congressional hearings, commenting on bills under congressional consideration, and providing other services that use the extensive factual information developed from its audits and evaluations.

GAO also, in appropriate circumstances, provides staff to congressional committees and assists the Congress in getting information directly from executive agencies and other sources.

Testimony At Congressional Hearings

Testimony is one of GAO's most important forms of communication with the Congress. The results of GAO's completed and ongoing work are frequently presented by GAO officials in testimony before congressional committees. Testimony is arranged by, and the principal witness is designated through, the Office of Congressional Relations (OCR). The statement (and backup book, if necessary) is prepared by the issue area director responsible for the subject with the cooperation of other divisions and offices. Committee deadlines must be met.

In many cases, requests for testimony result in short time frames. Despite these pressures, GAO must maintain its high-quality standards. The facts testified on must be accurate and well supported, the message must be precise, and the overall product must meet the same level of quality required for other GAO work.

To maintain product quality, facts should be validated with the agency and the proposed testimony should be reviewed within the division, coordinated with appropriate GAO divisions and offices, and reviewed and approved by the Office of the General Counsel (OGC).

Issue area directors are responsible for ensuring the quality of testimony following normal procedures. Procedures to ensure quality include independent referencing to ensure that facts are accurate and conclusions are supported. In cases where time is limited, for example, when last-minute revisions are made, issue area directors should ensure, at a minimum, that selective referencing has been done. They must satisfy themselves that the product is ready and is of the highest quality.

The Special Assistant to the Comptroller General, the General Counsel, and the Assistant Comptroller General for Planning and
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Reporting (ACG/P&R) review all testimony to be presented by the Comptroller General. OGC also reviews testimony to be presented by other GAO officials and discusses upcoming testimony at biweekly Reports Review meetings. The Office of Policy provides guidance as requested. (See Communications Manual (CM), ch. 12.17, “Testimony,” and GAO Order 1412.1, “Testimony Before Congressional Committees.”)

Comments on Bills

Timely comments on proposed legislation are an important way in which GAO assists the Congress. Bill comments are provided when (1) GAO is requested to do so by committees or Members; (2) GAO’s authorities or responsibilities would be affected by the bill’s passage; and/or (3) GAO has information that would be useful to committees or Members in considering or modifying the bill, including possible changes to help accomplish intended objectives.

Bill comments can identify and help resolve potential problems before legislation is passed. For the same reason, GAO provides requested comments to the Office of Management and Budget on legislation proposed by executive agencies.

GAO’s bill comments range from general comments on the overall merits of a bill to firm opinions and alternatives for specific provisions. For example, when a bill would include a requirement that GAO perform a specific audit or evaluation, bill comments should urge against its inclusion. Such requirements greatly limit GAO’s flexibility to use its resources in a way that is most beneficial to overall congressional needs.

Although bill comments are normally provided in writing, requesters sometimes ask for oral comments. In such cases, GAO staff must advise OCR and division management of the request and clearly document any comments provided in a congressional contact memorandum. The congressional contact memorandum should identify the bill, its purpose, and GAO’s recommendations for changes. Both written and oral bill comments normally should be consistent with prior GAO positions. Exceptions to prior positions should be discussed with the Assistant Comptroller General for Policy.

Except in unusual circumstances, bill comments should not provide estimates of the budgetary cost (or savings) likely to result from enactment of the bills. Those requesters seeking such estimates should be referred to the Congressional Budget Office. Under the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, that office is responsible for making such estimates.
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Generally, the more sensitive or controversial bill comments are signed by higher level officials, such as division or office heads, the General Counsel; or, in some cases, the Comptroller General. Bill comments that do not warrant a higher signature level may be signed by issue area directors.

*Bill comments must be reviewed by appropriate division/office officials, OCR, and OGC. They must be independently referenced. If the Comptroller General will sign the comments or if the comments address significant issues, they must be reviewed by the ACG/P&R and the Special Assistant to the Comptroller General before submission to the Comptroller General for signature.*

Each division should keep abreast of bills in its area of responsibility and work with OCR to determine when GAO comments would be appropriate. Divisions should include anticipated bill comments as agenda items for discussion with the Comptroller General at Reports Review meetings. (See CM, ch. 12.18, “Comments on Legislative Bills.”)

Assignment of GAO Staff to Committees (Detailees)

In some cases, committees’ needs may best be met by assigning GAO staff to them. Such assignments are arranged by OCR following specific approval by the Comptroller General. As a matter of policy, GAO considers assigning staff to any Chair or Ranking Minority Member when it is significant to committee objectives and can be done within the limits of GAO’s resources. *In providing detailees, GAO follows the House and Senate rules, which require bipartisan approval by the House and Senate Administration Committees.*

The work to be done by GAO staff assigned to committees is determined by the committees and OCR with the cooperation of the divisions or the regions from which the staff were assigned.

During these assignments, GAO does not direct or control the performance of assigned staff. GAO is, however, concerned that committees’ needs are met. Consequently, OCR monitors the work of assigned staff through periodic reviews with committee staffs. (See GAO Order 1411.1, “Assignment of U.S. General Accounting Office Personnel to Congressional Committees.”)
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Obtaining and Providing Documents (Conduit)

At times, GAO is asked to supply executive branch documents to the Congress without review, acting as a conduit. GAO's policy is not to act as a conduit.

Staff should negotiate alternative ways to help the requester get the desired information. When GAO knows the material is readily available, it should offer to (1) contact the agency and request that the material be sent directly to the congressional requester or (2) draft letters from the committee/subcommittee chairman to the agency asking for the desired information.

When these efforts are not successful and GAO provides the information, GAO cannot assume responsibility for the quality of the documents transmitted. However, the mere fact that GAO supplies a document can lead the recipient to erroneously assume that GAO has established its accuracy and validity. Attempts should be made to ensure that documents supplied do not bear any reference that could be attributed to GAO. Carefully worded disclaimers should be added to the information provided.

When GAO obtains and provides documents to the Congress, OCR should be consulted in advance. The exact nature of GAO's role must be made clear.

Related Materials

Communications Manual

12.17, "Testimony."

12.18, "Comments on Legislative Bills."

GAO Orders

1411.1, "Assignment of U.S. General Accounting Office Personnel to Congressional Committees."

1412.1, "Testimony Before Congressional Committees."
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Policy

GAO's policy is to ensure the quality and timeliness of its work through effective application of professional standards and policies.

Applicability of Standards

Generally accepted government auditing standards (GAGAS) apply to all assignments except investigations. GAO's investigative standards are stated in chapter 16, "Performing Investigations."

All GAGAS standards generally apply to performance audits/evaluations unless the audit team decides, in the design phase, that certain standards are not applicable to assignment objectives. Appendix I gives an overview of standards that are applicable to particular assignment types and objectives.

Standards of other professions apply to GAO audits/evaluations when fulfillment of assignment objectives depends on evidence developed through the use of other disciplines, e.g., engineering determinations. All the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) standards are generally encompassed in GAGAS. To the extent that added requirements exist, they need to be considered in conducting similar types of reviews in financial audits.

GAGAS Determinations and Related Certifications

Continued attention to GAGAS is required throughout an assignment. This attention includes an initial and final determination of those standards that apply. It also includes a commitment of staff to comply with applicable standards and a statement that standards have been complied with. A GAO Form 185, "GAGAS Determinations/Certifications," is used for that purpose. (See app. II.)

Reports on audits/evaluations must include a GAGAS conformity statement. Since GAO does not undertake assignments in which applicable standards cannot be met, only rarely will it be necessary to include a statement of nonconformity. In those instances, the position must be discussed with and approved by the division Assistant Comptrollers General in consultation with the Assistant Comptroller General (ACG) for Planning and Reporting (P&R) prior to final product processing. (See Communications Manual (CM), ch. 12.8, "Introductory Material: Background and Objectives, Scope, and Methodology.")
General Standards

Qualifications

The staff assigned to conduct the audit should collectively possess adequate professional proficiency for the tasks required.

GAO staff must remain qualified for audits/evaluations by meeting CPE (continuing professional education) requirements. The issue area director/regional manager must use care in assigning staff who have not met those requirements.

Frequently, assignments require special skills. Special skill requirements must be identified early in the assignment (when the assignment is initiated or during assignment design). When necessary, special skill requirements can be met by assistance from other GAO organizations, by contract, or by other arrangements.

If, for any reason, not all skill requirements can be met, assignment objectives, scope, or methodology must be modified to be within the qualifications of available staff. Changes must be discussed with the requester. (See ch. 3, "Supporting the Congress.")

Independence

GAO products are credible because congressional and other users know that they are based solely on sound evidence and are objectively developed. Ensuring that GAO's objectivity and credibility cannot be called into question is the day-to-day responsibility of each staff member.

Personal Impairments

Each staff member must ensure that he/she does not have a personal impairment to objectivity before beginning work on an assignment.

If a staff member believes there may be an impairment with respect to a task or an assignment, he/she must report the circumstances to his/her immediate supervisor, who must review the possible impairment in terms of the staff member's assignment responsibilities. The Office of the General Counsel provides advice and assistance.

Depending on the circumstances, reassignment to another task may be appropriate. If that does not resolve the problem, division management should be informed and consideration should be given to reassigning the staff member to another audit/evaluation group or another organizational unit as may be necessary.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supervisors and managers</td>
<td>Supervisors and managers at all levels are responsible for remaining alert to, determining, reporting, and resolving impairments—their own personal ones as well as those of their staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>External Impairments</strong></td>
<td>Impairments to independence exist when factors external to the performance of an assignment affect staff's ability to reach independent and objective conclusions. Impairments could result from factors such as externally imposed scope limitations, transaction selection, or timing requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Since GAO's support to the Congress requires that it provide useful and credible analyses and information, it must plan, perform, and report the results of its work independently and objectively. Thus, GAO must have discretion in determining how and by whom the audit or evaluation work is to be performed as well as in deciding what is to be included in the report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Requesters that limit this discretion must be informed of GAO's concerns and mutually agreeable arrangements negotiated. If this cannot be achieved, requester's needs may be met by assignment of GAO staff to committees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organizational Independence</strong></td>
<td>Independence can be impaired when the organizational location of an audit organization makes it susceptible to undue influence by those being audited. GAO standards presume GAO's organizational independence because of its location in the legislative branch. However, if, in connection with an audit or evaluation of a legislative branch organization or function, the issue area director believes there may be an organizational impairment to objectivity, he/she must consult the Assistant Comptroller General for Policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Due Professional Care</strong></td>
<td>The due professional care standard requires each staff member to use sound professional judgment in meeting assignment objectives. GAGAS and GAO's policies include requirements that must be met. They also include guidance pointing up actions that should generally be taken under normal circumstances. Neither GAGAS nor GAO policy guidance is designed as a &quot;cookbook&quot; that gives all the answers in given situations. Each assignment is different and sound judgment has to be applied by GAO staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When staff depart from stated policy guidance, they should do so knowingly and for good cause and be prepared to justify the course of action that was taken. Early discussion with the Office of Policy (OP) is encouraged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The evaluator-in-charge (EIC)/site supervisor is responsible for ensuring that due professional care is exercised throughout the assignment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Quality Controls

GAO's continued success depends on the quality of its products. Without product quality, GAO's credibility could not endure. Therefore, it must be a basic focus of each staff member. While GAO has thorough review and control processes in place to ensure quality, the key to quality is staff commitment throughout the assignment.

Performance Audits/Evaluations

Purpose of Performance Audits

The primary purpose of performance audits, taken as a whole, is to provide an independent view on the extent to which (1) government officials are faithfully, efficiently, and effectively carrying out their responsibilities; (2) resources are being used economically, efficiently, and effectively for intended purposes; and (3) program goals are being achieved and, where appropriate, recommend specific courses of action. However, the purpose or objective can vary substantially from one performance audit to another. It is this purpose, or audit objective, that drives the other aspects of the audit such as the qualifications needed by the audit team and the audit questions to be pursued.

Fieldwork Standards

Fieldwork standards cover planning, supervision, compliance with legal and regulatory requirements, internal controls, and evidence.

Planning

Adequate planning first and foremost means establishing precisely stated objectives and then selecting a scope of work and methodology that will meet assignment objectives considering time constraints, cost, special skill requirements, and other pertinent factors. It requires that--when performed with due professional care--work results will meet assignment objectives. It also requires that those objectives be met efficiently and economically.

In planning assignments, staff should use a customer-focused, flexible, and decision-oriented approach. Staff should consider planning as a continuing process during the course of an assignment. When conditions change, plans must be modified as needed to ensure that assignment objectives are accomplished.

Supervision

Adequate supervision requires knowledge of who is supervising whom, for what tasks and functions, and for what purposes. It is a responsibility that is shared by supervisors and staff.
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Supervisors must communicate expectations, provide guidance, oversee performance, provide timely feedback, ensure opportunities for training and career development, and evaluate performance.

Staff members must ask questions and request help when necessary; make appropriate suggestions; be receptive to direction, guidance, counseling, and training; appraise and seek to improve their performance; and contribute to an environment of open communication.

Compliance With Legal and Regulatory Requirements

An assessment of compliance with laws and regulations is generally required. Auditors should design the audit to provide reasonable assurance of detecting abuse or illegal acts that could significantly affect audit objectives. In all performance audits, auditors should also be alert to situations or transactions that could be indicative of abuse or illegal acts. (See GAO/OP-4.1.2, Assessing Compliance With Applicable Laws and Regulations.)

Internal Controls

GAO expects that most assignments require an assessment of internal controls, with the need for and focus of the assessment varying with assignment objectives. (See GAO/OP-4.1.4, Assessing Internal Controls in Performance Audits.)

Some assignment objectives require an assessment of particular internal controls. Review of the control structure can be helpful in determining steps required to assess the adequacy of program or management processes. Review of pertinent internal controls should be considered as a basis for identifying the cause of deficiencies so that constructive recommendations can be made.

Evidence

Evidence must be competent, relevant, and sufficient. It must lead a reasonable person to the same position(s) as taken by GAO.

Computer-generated data are frequently an important or integral part of the audit/evaluation and the data’s reliability is crucial to assignment objectives. Staff should not assume that computer-based data are reliable. The EIC must ensure that steps are taken to establish data reliability. (See GAO/OP-8.1.3, Assessing the Reliability of Computer-Processed Data.)

Reporting Standards

Reporting standards include standards for form, timeliness, contents, presentation, and distribution.

Form

GAO uses a variety of communication products. The product selected to report the results of an assignment should be based on the requester’s needs and on those of the public.
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At times, a requester may indicate that a written report is not necessary. If, in the opinion of the issue area director, however, to do so would serve a public interest, the written report should nevertheless be prepared. In these cases, the product should not cite the requester.

Timeliness

GAO's work deals with matters of major national importance and of current congressional concern. Much of it responds to requests for which timely response is critical. Other work is planned to meet the needs of the congressional timetable. When a report is late, its usefulness can be destroyed or greatly diminished. Reports must be timely.

Contents

GAO's reports must state what, why, and how work was done and what was found together with constructive recommendations where appropriate. Comments of agency officials must be obtained and considered in developing the report and written agency comments received are normally included as a part of the report along with GAO's position on the comments.

Presentation

GAO's reports bring together the results accomplished by an audit/evaluation. The report is the "face" that the assignment presents to the requester and to the public. Whether the reports' message is accepted or ignored can depend heavily on how it is presented. The message agreement in the data collection/analysis phase of an assignment establishes what should be said. Equal attention should be given, in the product preparation phase, to how the message will be presented. (See Message Conferences: A Guide to Improving Product Quality and Timeliness, GAO/OP-6.3.1.)

Distribution

GAO reports should be sent to the Congress, particular committees, subcommittees, congressional leaders, and agencies depending on matters such as the source of the assignment, subject matter, and/or authority to take action on recommendations.

Once issued, all GAO's unclassified communication products are available to the public, subject to a delay of up to 30 days when the requester asks that this be done.

Financial Audits

Financial audits include financial statement and financial-related audits.

Financial statement audits determine whether the (1) financial statements of an audited entity present fairly the financial position, results of operations, and cash flows or changes in financial position...
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applicable Standards</th>
<th>GAGAS incorporates AICPA standards without restating them and includes supplemental standards needed to satisfy the unique needs of governmental financial audits.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In performing financial audits, GAO staff must follow AICPA standards, GAGAS supplemental standards, and GAO policies and requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fieldwork Standards</td>
<td>Supplemental fieldwork standards include planning, applicable laws and regulations, evidence (workpapers), and internal controls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>GAO's planning requirements for performance audits apply to financial audits. The financial audit's assignment objectives determine whether and how the requirements of various levels of government should be considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicable Laws and Regulations</td>
<td>Steps must be performed to provide reasonable assurance of detecting violations of laws and regulations that could have a material effect on financial statement amounts or the results of a financial-related audit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence-Workpapers</td>
<td>Workpaper requirements for financial audits are the same as those for performance audits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Controls</td>
<td>While performance audit standards require a review of internal controls only when needed to meet assignment objectives, an understanding of internal controls is required for all financial audits.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Guidance contained in AICPA's standard entitled “Consideration of the Internal Control Structure in a Financial Statement Audit” (Statement on Auditing Standards No. 55) should be followed in meeting this standard.

| Reporting Standards | GAO uses standard report language on all financial audits as prescribed by the AICPA's Statements on Auditing Standards and the |
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Requirements for performance audits should be followed. In the rare cases where a nonconformity statement may be necessary, the position must be discussed with the ACG/AFMD, in consultation with the ACG/P&R, before final processing.

The report should include a statement of positive assurance that the audited entity is in compliance for the transactions tested and a statement of negative assurance for transactions not tested.

Depending on audit objectives, AICPA reporting standards may apply. Otherwise, requirements for performance audits included in the CM apply.

The requirements of CM, chapter 12.15, “Special Consideration and Handling of Classified, Restricted, and Sensitive Information in GAO Products,” as discussed under the reporting standards for performance audits/evaluations, also apply to financial audits.

Performance audit requirements also apply to financial audit reports. Distribution requirements for management letters which communicate findings or observations regarding procedures and controls that do not materially affect the financial statement are included in the CM.

Key Responsibilities

- Staff, EICs/site supervisors, assistant directors/regional representatives, and directors/regional managers share responsibility for determining the standards that apply to an assignment as well as committing to meet them.

- The division in consultation with the ACG/P&R approves any circumstances in which a communication product is released without all applicable standards having been met.
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- OP is responsible for providing guidance on standards and how they are to be applied to GAO assignments.

- Each staff member is responsible for meeting GAO's CPE requirements, for reporting personal impairments of independence or objectivity on an assignment, and for conducting work in accordance with all other applicable GAGAS.
Appendix I:
Overview of GAGAS
Applicable to GAO
Assignments

The following gives an overview of GAGAS that apply based on assignment type and objectives:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standards</th>
<th>Applicability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General:</td>
<td>All GAO audits/evaluations. Generally applicable to “other” assignments. (See note.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualifications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Due professional care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality controls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fieldwork:</td>
<td>All GAO audits/evaluations. Generally applicable to “other” assignments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervision</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal controls</td>
<td>Dependent on assignment objectives for performance audits; required for financial audits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance with applicable laws and regulations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting:</td>
<td>All performance audits/evaluations and financial audits. Applicable to “other” assignments unless otherwise noted in assignment plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeliness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditing standards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance with laws and regulations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal controls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privileged and confidential information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Note: Most GAO assignments are audits/evaluations. However, some assignments do not include GAO findings, conclusions, and/or recommendations. Examples of these "other" assignments are those that

- gather information about a program without verifying it and/or without analysis, conclusions, and recommendations;

- assist a congressional requester by developing questions for use at hearings;

- summarize or synthesize the results of previous work done by GAO or other organizations on a particular topic without new analysis, conclusions, or recommendations;

- develop methods and approaches to be applied in evaluating a new or a proposed program; and

- forecast potential program outcomes under various assumptions without evaluating current operations.
Appendix II: GAO Form 185, GAGAS Determinations/Certifications

United States General Accounting Office

GAO GAGAS Determinations/Certifications

1. Job Code 2. Job Title

☐ 3. Financial Audit and Performance Audit Evaluations
   a. Requirements
      (1) Include GAGAS Conformity Statement.
      (2) Comply with the following standards: qualifications, independence, due professional care, quality control, planning, supervision, evidence, and reporting.
   b. Determine whether the standards below apply.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Applies</th>
<th>Does Not Apply</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compliance with legal and regulatory requirements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequacy of internal controls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

☐ 4. Other Assignments
   a. Products that result from other assignments do not have to have a GAGAS conformity statement because of limited scope and analysis.
   b. All standards listed in 3a(2) above generally apply and those in 3b may apply. Based on your assignment's objective(s), list those standards that do not apply.

Commitment to Conform to Applicable Standards
I accept responsibility for conducting this assignment in conformance with all applicable standards or for promptly bringing to my supervisor's attention any circumstances I become aware of that prevent or impede conformance.

☐ 9. Evaluator-in-Charge/Supervisor (signature) 6. Date

☐ 7. Assistant Director/Regional Representative (signature) 6. Date

Certificate of Conformance
This assignment has been conducted in conformance with all applicable GAO standards, policies, and procedures, except as discussed on the reverse side of this form.

☐ 11. Evaluator-in-Charge/Supervisor (signature) 12. Date

☐ 13. Assistant Director/Regional Representative (signature) 14. Date

Note: See reverse side for preparation and filing instructions.

DATE: GAO FORM 185 (REV. 9/92)
1. GAGAS References

Job type definitions are included in the Government Auditing Standards, chapter 2. Standards for financial audits are included in chapters 4 and 5. Performance audit/evaluation standards are in chapters 6 and 7.

Examples of "other assignments" are included in the General Policy Manual, chapter 4.0.

2. Applicability of Standards According to Assignment Objectives

Determine whether standards apply during the job design phase. If a standard does not apply, explain why.

3. Commitment to Conform to Applicable Standards

The "Commitment to Conform" should be signed by the appropriate staff members. Each participating unit should also prepare such a form.

4. Certificate of Conformance

The "Certificate of Conformance" should be signed before the product is forwarded for approval. Any deviations from the standards should be explained below, and the assignment team should assess the implications on the GAGAS conformity statement in the final product.

5. Submission and Filing

The completed form should accompany the final product through the approval process. After the product is issued, file the form in the master product folder. For assignments not resulting in an issued product, file form in the master job file.

6. Explanation of Deviation From Standards:
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Policy

GAO's policy is to ensure that staff assigned to audits/evaluations have the knowledge, skills, and abilities needed to meet assignment objectives and perform work objectively and with due professional care.

General Standards

General standards apply to all GAO audits/evaluations and are generally applicable to "other" assignments. They cover qualifications, independence, due professional care, and quality controls. Guidance on each of these general standards is included below.

Qualifications

The qualifications standard is:

The staff assigned to conduct the audit should collectively possess adequate professional proficiency for the tasks required.

Proficiency

Staff skills required for an assignment are established by the assignment plan, which defines the tasks to be done and the qualifications needed to do them. An early determination should be made of any special skills required by the assignment design.

Special skill requirements could be met from Design Methodology and Technical Assistance Groups; regional Technical Assistance Groups; the Program Evaluation and Methodology Division; the Information Management and Technology Division; the Office of the Chief Economist; the Office of the General Counsel (OGC); or, when necessary, by contract.

If the evaluator-in-charge (EIC) believes that staff assigned to conduct the audit do not collectively possess adequate professional proficiency, he/she must promptly inform the issue area director or the regional manager. The issue area director/regional manager must then arrange for the assignment of the required skills or modify assignment objectives, scope, and methodology to come within the qualifications of available staff.

Continuing Professional Education

Compliance with the qualifications standard requires continuing professional education (CPE) as follows:
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- Eighty hours of training should be completed every 2 years, with at least 20 hours completed in each year of the 2-year period.

- Twenty-four of the 80 hours should be in subjects directly related to the government environment and to government auditing.

CPE requirements are directed to maintaining and continuously improving professional competence in areas that are necessary for effective assignment performance. Compliance with CPE requirements is essential for audit/evaluation staff and must be met to remain qualified to participate in assignments.

To ensure compliance with the qualifications standard, the Training Institute and each division and office in areas defined by GAO Order 2410.2, "Continuing Professional Education (CPE) Credits for Training and Other Professional Activities," maintain a system for

- ensuring that the CPE policy supports GAO's policy of promoting a work force that continually improves and refines its skills and knowledge;

- providing specific guidance on CPE issues in training and professional education matters;

- identifying all employees (e.g., evaluator, evaluator-related, or staff on detail) to whom the CPE requirement applies and providing them with the opportunity to attend internal training provided by the Institute, external training funded by the Institute, and external training funded by divisions or offices;

- encouraging employees to pursue other training and professional activities that contribute to professional development;

- assigning and documenting the appropriate number of CPE credits for activities funded by the employee, the division, or the office; and

- monitoring the accumulated CPE credits for each employee covered by these requirements, reminding employees who do not appear to be making progress in meeting the 80-hour requirement, and documenting the CPE credits each employee has earned.

GAO staff are expected to maintain and continuously improve their professional competence. They are responsible (in conjunction with their division or office or on their own) for seeking opportunities for training and professional development, for successfully completing those activities, and for ensuring that earned CPE credits are documented.
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The issue area director and/or the regional manager must ensure that staff assigned to an audit/evaluation have met CPE requirements. In evaluating staff qualifications, the EIC may assume that staff assigned to the job have met CPE requirements.

Additional information on the CPE systems requirements are included in GAO Order 2410.2, "Continuing Professional Education (CPE) Credits for Training and Other Professional Activities."

Independence

The independence standard states:

In all matters relating to the audit work, the audit organization and the individual auditors, whether government or public, should be free from personal and external impairments to independence, should be organizationally independent, and should maintain an independent attitude and appearance.

Objectivity is of fundamental importance to GAO’s continued credibility. Ensuring objectivity is the responsibility of each GAO staff member.

Impairments to objectivity can be personal, external, or organizational.

Personal Impairments

Personal impairments to objectivity include factors that could cause, or be perceived as causing, a GAO staff member to lose objectivity or perspective in planning work; developing evidence; evaluating performance; or reporting findings, conclusions, and recommendations.

The primary responsibility is with each staff member to avoid personal impairments. If a staff member believes there may be an impairment on a task or an assignment, he/she must report the circumstances. The supervisor must review the facts concerning the possible impairment in terms of the staff member’s assignment responsibilities. OGC provides advice and assistance.

If there is an impairment, the staff member may be reassigned to another task. If that would not resolve the problem, division management should be informed and consideration given to reassigning the staff member to another audit/evaluation or another organizational unit.

Supervisors and managers at all levels are responsible for remaining alert to, determining, reporting, and resolving personal impairments--their own as well as those of their staff.
Personal impairments may involve financial interests, ethics, and conduct; personal opinions/biases; and present or prior responsibilities. Each of these is briefly discussed below.

To ensure that objectivity is maintained, GAO staff must not have financial interests that conflict with their official duties.

The Comptroller General has determined that the following financial interests are too remote or too inconsequential to affect employee integrity:

- Securities issued by the U.S. Government or its agencies.
- Policy holdings in an insurance company.
- Deposits in a bank, savings and loan association, credit union, or similar financial institution.
- Shares of a widely-held, diversified mutual fund and the holdings of such fund provided the employee has no role in its investment decisions.
- The investment interests of an organization exempt from taxation under 26 U.S.C. 501(c)(3) if the employee has no role in the organization's investment decisions.

An employee may not ignore any other financial interest as insubstantial. A decision that a financial interest is not substantial enough to affect his/her services may be made by the Comptroller General, the Special Assistant to the Comptroller General, or the Committee on Ethics and Conflicts of Interest based on procedures defined in GAO Notice 2735.1(A-91), “Code of Ethics Including Employee Responsibilities and Conduct.” A GAO staff member is also limited in terms of receiving gifts, entertainment, or favors.

In addition to an employee’s own financial interests, the financial interests of defined family members, partners, or organizations, including those with whom the employee is seeking employment, can also prevent that employee from participating in an assignment. Under certain circumstances, a personal impairment could exist if the results of an assignment affect others who are not family members, e.g., a fiancé, an in-law, or a roommate.

Senior GAO employees must file an annual public financial disclosure report with the Senate Select Committee on Ethics and all other GAO professional employees, GS-7 and above, must submit annual financial disclosure statements with the designated reviewing...
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official. Experts and consultants who provide services to GAO also must submit financial disclosure statements. The details of the financial disclosure filing requirements are contained in GAO Notice 2735.2(A-91), "Conflict of Interest and Statements of Employment and Financial Interests."

Divisions and offices may use optional forms to help ensure that GAO staff are aware of and have complied with financial disclosure requirements. Appendix I is an example of a form to obtain employees' certifications that they have read GAO Notice 2735.2(A-91), "Conflict of Interest and Statements of Employment and Financial Interests," and have no conflicts of interest.

Personal Opinion/Biases
Preconceived ideas and biases can cause, or appear to cause, a loss of independence. GAO employees are not expected to be devoid of personal opinions or views on public programs or the manner in which they are being carried out. They are required, however, not to let those opinions influence their judgment and not to express them in a way that would cause others to believe that assignment-related judgments were influenced. If their views on subjects covered by a review on which they are working, or for which they have significant supervisory or management responsibilities, are so strong that objectivity could be questioned, the possibility of a personal impairment should be considered and resolved.

Present or Prior Status
If a GAO employee has or has had management or operational responsibility for an entity that he/she is reviewing, the possibility of a personal impairment must be considered. All facts related to those other responsibilities should be considered and resolved to ensure that objectivity is not jeopardized.

External Impairments
Impairments may also exist when factors external to performing an assignment affect staff's ability to reach independent and objective conclusions. Impairments could result from factors such as externally imposed scope limitations, transaction selection, or timing requirements.

Since GAO's goal is to provide useful and credible analyses and information to the Congress, it must plan, perform, and report the results of its work independently and objectively. Thus, GAO must have discretion in determining how and by whom the audit or evaluation work is to be done, as well as in deciding what is to be included in the report.

Requester needs that limit this discretion may be met by assigning GAO staff to committees. (See ch. 3, "Supporting the Congress," and the Serving the Congress publication.)
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Organizational Impairments

Independence can be impaired when the organizational location of an audit organization makes it susceptible to undue influence by those being audited. GAO standards presume GAO's organizational independence because of its location in the legislative branch. However, if the issue area director suspects an organizational impairment to objectivity on an audit/evaluation of a legislative branch organization or function, he/she must consult the Assistant Comptroller General for Policy.

Due Professional Care

This standard states:

Due professional care should be used in conducting the audit and in preparing related reports.

Due professional care requires sound judgment in

- determining those standards that apply to the assignment,

- following all applicable standards, and

- withdrawing from the assignment when applicable standards cannot be followed. If it is not practical to withdraw from the assignment, any instance in which an applicable standard was not followed, the reasons for the departure, and any known effects on the results of the audit/evaluation must be stated in the communication product.

Due professional care also requires the following:

- GAO staff must obtain a mutual understanding with the requester and the audited entity of assignment objectives and scope and criteria to be used in evaluating performance. (See chs. 3, "Supporting the Congress"; 9, "Findings, Conclusions, Recommendations, Followup, and Accomplishment Reporting"; and 14, "Agency Relations.")

- Sound judgment must be used in establishing assignment objectives and scope and in selecting and using appropriate methodology. Also, audit tests and procedures must be based on sufficient understanding of the existing body of technical knowledge, with due consideration of the degree of acceptable risk. (See chs. 6, "Planning and Managing Individual Assignments"; 8, "Collecting Evidence"; and 10, "Methodology."
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- Findings, conclusions, and recommendations must be based on an objective evaluation of competent, relevant, and sufficient evidence.

- Findings and recommendations from prior audits must be followed up. The generally accepted government auditing standards (GAGAS) of due professional care include followup on known findings and recommendations from previous audits that could have an effect on current audit objectives. They also state that auditors should have a process for tracking the status of actions on significant or material findings and recommendations from prior audits. (See ch. 9.)

When the work of others is relied on in an audit, the acceptability of that work must be established or it must be attributed to others in the report's scope section. (See chs. 8 and 9.)

- Sound judgment must be used in ensuring effective supervision and supervisory review of work completed and judgments made in the audit and in the report. (See ch. 13, "Supervision.")

- Sound judgment must be used in determining and meeting reporting requirements and time frames. (See ch. 12, "Communications Policy.")

- Staff must ensure that the performance of work and the basis for findings, conclusions, and recommendations are accurately, promptly, and fully documented in workpapers. (See ch. 11, "Workpapers and Assignment Files.")

Each member of the assignment team is responsible for ensuring due professional care. The EIC/site supervisor is responsible--through the effective exercise of supervisory responsibilities--for ensuring that due professional care was, in fact, exercised throughout the assignment.

Quality Controls

The quality controls standard states:

Audit organizations conducting government audits should have an appropriate internal quality control system in place and participate in an external quality control review program.

GAO's internal quality controls over assignments include a control system and a review process to ensure the adequacy and effectiveness of the total quality control system.

The control system includes the following:
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- Planning (long-range, annual, and assignment) is overseen by the Office of Program Planning, with planning products reviewed and approved by senior managers. (See chs. 5 and 6.)

- All new starts, proposed products, and congressional requests are reviewed by top management. (See ch. 5.)

- Supervision is continuous and includes expectation setting; on-site review of work; and staff evaluation, training, and development. (See ch. 13.)

- The progress and direction of assignments are evaluated at key stages, such as decision papers when assignments are implemented, one-third assessments, and message conferences at which assignment messages are finalized. (See ch. 6, “Planning and Managing Individual Assignments.”)

- An independent, qualified professional references GAO products by reviewing evidence; assessing support for findings, conclusions, and recommendations; and surfacing all unresolved items to seniorline managers for resolution. (See Communications Manual (CM), ch. 12.13, “Ensuring Product Quality.”)

- Agency comments on GAO’s findings, conclusions, and recommendations are reviewed and reported. (See CM, ch. 12.11, “Agency Comments.”)

- All products are reviewed for consistent application of policy and logic supportability within the division/regional office and are “signed off” by all other affected divisions or offices, and selected products are reviewed by the Assistant Comptroller General for Planning and Reporting (ACG/P&R).

The review process includes

- postproduct review of a sample of issued reports selected from all divisions, a quality review administered by the ACG/P&R to provide management with a continuing reading of how well GAO’s final products are meeting quality standards, and

- postassignment in-depth quality review of selected jobs by senior managers, assigned annually, to determine and feed back information on whether standards and policies were adhered to and to recommend needed changes in compliance or in policies and procedures.

GAO’s external quality control review program is being developed.
Appendix II cross-references GAGAS to GAO guidance on complying with them.
Appendix I:

Statement of Nonconflict of Interest

Assignment Title and Code: ____________________________

I certify that I have read the attached GAO Notice 2735.2(A-91), chapter 1, entitled "Conflict of Interest and Statements of Employment and Financial Interests" and, to the best of my knowledge and belief, I do not have a conflict or apparent conflict of interest, either financial or nonfinancial, in the matters to be involved in the above assignment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Staff Member</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix II: Cross-Reference to GAGAS and GAO Guidance on Standards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qualifications</th>
<th>GAGAS reference</th>
<th>GAO reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-1</td>
<td>Chapter 6 - “Planning and Managing Individual Assignments”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuing education</td>
<td>3-2</td>
<td>GAO Order 2410.2 - “Continuing Professional Education (CPE) Credits for Training and Other Professional Activities”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>requirements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff qualifications</td>
<td>3-3</td>
<td>Chapter 6 - “Planning and Managing Individual Assignments”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal impairments</td>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>GAO Notice 2735.1(A-91) - “Code of Ethics Including Employee Responsibilities and Conduct”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GAO Notice 2735.2(A-91) - “Conflict of Interest and Statements of Employment and Financial Interests”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GAO/OGC-86-10 - Ethics and Conduct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External impairments</td>
<td>3-7</td>
<td>Chapter 3 - “Supporting the Congress”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational independence</td>
<td>3-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Due Professional Care</td>
<td>3-10</td>
<td>Chapter 3 - “Supporting the Congress”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Materiality and significance 3-13
Relying on work of others 3-14
Audit followup 3-16
Audit scope impairments 3-16
Quality Controls 3-17

Chapter 6 - "Planning and Managing Individual Assignments"
Chapter 8 - "Collecting Evidence"
Chapter 9 - "Findings, Conclusions, Recommendations, Followup, and Accomplishment Reporting"
Chapter 10 - "Methodology"
Chapter 11 - "Workpapers and Assignment Files"
Chapter 13 - "Supervision"
Chapter 14 - "Agency Relations"

CM, chapter 12.12 - "Additional Product Material"
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Chapter 13 - "Supervision"

CM, chapter 12.11 - "Agency Comments"

CM, chapter 12.13 - "Ensuring Product Quality"
Fieldwork and Reporting Standards for Performance Audits/Evaluations

Policy

GAO's policy is to ensure that performance audits/evaluations are conducted and their results are reported in accordance with applicable standards and GAO's requirements.

Fieldwork Standards for Performance Audits/Evaluations

Fieldwork standards cover planning, supervision, compliance with legal and regulatory requirements, evidence, and internal controls. Guidance on each of these standards is included below.

Planning

The planning standard states:

Work is to be adequately planned.

Adequate planning, first and foremost, means establishing precisely stated objectives and then selecting a work scope and methodology that will meet assignment objectives considering time constraints, cost, and other pertinent factors. It requires that—when performed with due professional care—assignment objectives will be met with findings that are supported by relevant, competent, and sufficient evidence. It also requires that assignment objectives be met efficiently and economically.

Adequate planning involves careful consideration of

- the location at which work is to be performed;
- the availability of sufficiently recent data;
- related work previously performed, currently ongoing, or planned by GAO or by others;
- staff knowledge and skills required to conduct the assignment;
- criteria for assessing performance (where applicable);
- applicable laws and regulations;
- applicable internal controls;
- materiality and/or significance and audit risk;
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• the evidence to be gathered;
• the methodology to be used in gathering, testing, and analyzing evidence; and
• the communication product by which work results will be made available to the requester or potential user on a timely basis.

To be adequate, planning must be done with appropriate consideration of others who have done, are doing, or are planning related work. Such work may be relied on to expedite attainment of assignment objectives at lower cost if testing of the work shows it meets GAO's standards. (Guidance on the use of evidence supplied by others is included in ch. 8, "Collecting Evidence").

Effective coordination in planning also may help other government organizations meet their objectives. However, care must be exercised to avoid incurring significant additional costs in expanding GAO work to meet others' objectives.

A written audit/evaluation program (also known as the detailed assignment plan) should be prepared. It should specifically show the methodology to be used and the steps to be followed to ensure that each assignment objective is met. The program should provide an effective basis for assigning work and supervising performance and should be modified, when necessary, as work progresses. When modified during the assignment, the audit/evaluation program should provide a summary record of the work performed.

Guidance on conforming to this standard is included in chapters 3, "Supporting the Congress"; 6, "Planning and Managing Individual Assignments"; 8, 9, "Findings, Conclusions, Recommendations, Followup, and Accomplishment Reporting"; 10, "Methodology"; 13, "Supervision"; and 14, "Agency Relations.

Supervision

The supervision standard states:

Staff are to be properly supervised.

Proper supervision requires knowledge of who is supervising whom, for what tasks and functions, and for what purposes. Supervisory responsibilities primarily relate to

• developing assignment plans;
• assigning staff;
Compliance With Legal and Regulatory Requirements

This standard states:

An assessment is to be made of compliance with applicable requirements of laws and regulations when necessary to satisfy the audit objectives.

An assessment of compliance with laws and regulations is generally required. Auditors should design the audit to provide reasonable assurance of detecting abuse or illegal acts that could significantly affect audit objectives. In all performance audits, auditors should also be alert to situations or transactions that could be indicative of abuse or illegal acts.

Where an assessment is required by assignment objectives, staff must perform sufficient steps to detect major noncompliance without
spending an unreasonable amount of resources on those steps. Erring in either direction has undesirable consequences; too much audit effort would waste valuable resources needed elsewhere, while not enough work risks not detecting material noncompliance.

Staff should perform the following important steps:

- Clearly define the assignment’s objective(s).
- Determine if assignment objectives require that tests of compliance with laws and regulations be performed.
- Identify laws and regulations that apply to the entity to be audited/evaluated and that are relevant to assignment objectives.
- Assess the risk that noncompliance with these laws and regulations could significantly affect the program operations being audited/evaluated.
- Consider whether internal controls deter or help detect noncompliance.
- Design work steps to reasonably ensure the (1) entity’s compliance with relevant laws and regulations and (2) detection of errors, irregularities, abuse, or illegal acts that could significantly affect the assignment objectives.
- Exercise appropriate caution in investigating illegal acts so as not to interfere with potential future investigations and/or legal proceedings.
- Promptly prepare an audit/evaluation report that includes all significant or material instances of noncompliance.
- Promptly report all illegal acts that could result in criminal prosecution.

GAO’s guide entitled Assessing Compliance With Applicable Laws and Regulations (GAO/OP-4.1.2) provides guidance on how to comply with this standard.

Evidence

The evidence standard states:

Sufficient, competent, and relevant evidence is to be obtained to afford a reasonable basis for the auditors’ judgments and conclusions regarding the organization, program, activity, or
function under audit. A record of the auditors' work is to be retained in the form of working papers. Working papers may include tapes, films, and disks.

Evidence must be the best and most reliable that is available by effectively applying professional audit and evaluation methods. It must be sufficient to lead a reasonable person to the same positions as those taken by GAO. Evidence that is excessive to this objective, does not have a material relationship to a finding, or does not contribute to accomplishing assignment objectives should be avoided because it unnecessarily increases an assignment's cost.

Guidance on the various types of audit/evaluation evidence; the presumptions useful in evaluating evidence; and the tests of sufficiency, relevance, and competence that evidence must meet are included in chapter 8.

Computer-processed data are frequently an important or integral part of the evidence in audits/evaluations and the data's reliability is crucial to assignment objectives. Staff should not assume that computer-based data are reliable. The EIC must ensure that the data's relevancy and reliability are established.

This requires data testing, the extent of which depends on reliability risk (the risk of using unreliable data) and an assessment of internal controls in the system that produced the data.

Reliability risk depends on the planned use of the computer-processed data in terms of assignment objectives and available knowledge or experience with the system. When the system's adequacy is assessed and compared with the reliability risk, the extent of required data testing can be determined.

GAO's guide entitled Assessing the Reliability of Computer-Processed Data (GAO/OP-8.1.3) provides guidance on how to comply with this standard.

Workpapers are the link between fieldwork and the communication product. They document, in a complete and understandable way, what was done to meet assignment objectives; the evidence that supports findings, conclusions, and recommendations; and who prepared and reviewed them. Guidance for workpaper preparation and review is included in chapter 11, "Workpapers and Assignment Files."
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Internal Controls

The internal controls standard states:

An assessment should be made of applicable internal controls when necessary to satisfy audit objectives.

While most assignments require an assessment of internal controls, the need for and the focus of the assessment varies with assignment objectives.

- An assessment of internal controls is required when an assignment objective is to determine the adequacy of internal controls. For these assignments, the applicable controls are specifically defined by assignment objectives.

- An internal controls assessment is a natural adjunct when an assignment objective is to assess the adequacy of program or management processes. The applicable controls are those that are integral to the process(es) covered by assignment objectives. Understanding the control structure can be useful in determining the steps required to assess the adequacy of the management process(es).

- Identifying and developing the causes of problems and deficiencies may be necessary to ensure constructive recommendations. For these assignments, the applicable controls are determined by the nature of the deficiency and what is necessary to correct it.

The important steps follow:

- Clearly define assignment objectives and identify the internal controls that relate to those objectives.

- Determine the extensiveness of testing required to meet assignment objectives with appropriate reliance on internal controls. The extent to which internal controls can be relied on to reduce testing depends on the relationship between

  - exposure to risk if the internal controls are weak or nonexistent and

  - the effectiveness of those internal controls that relate to assignment objectives.

GAO's guide entitled Assessing Internal Controls in Performance Audits (GAO/OP-4.1.4) provides guidance on complying with this standard.
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Reporting Standards for Performance Audits/Evaluations

Reporting standards cover form, timeliness, contents, presentation, and distribution. Guidance on each of these standards is included below.

Form

The form standard states:

Written audit reports are to be prepared communicating the results of each government audit.

Guidance on and requirements for preparing communication products used by GAO are included in chapter 12, “Communications Policy,” and the Communications Manual (CM). These requirements are directed to

• promoting understanding of work that was done and its results;
• fostering acceptance and implementation of recommendations; and
• making work available to the public, as appropriate.

When an assignment is terminated before completion, GAO staff should communicate that termination to the auditee and generally to the requester in writing. Staff should include in the workpapers a written summary describing work done, results, and an explanation of why the assignment was terminated.

Timeliness

The timeliness standard states:

Reports are to be issued promptly so as to make the information available for timely use by management and legislative officials and by other interested parties.

The results of GAO's work must be communicated in time to meet users' needs. In addition to final products, periodic and less formal communication of the status of work is important and is encouraged. Chapter 12 and CM, particularly chapter 12.1, “Basic Communications Policy,” provide guidance for complying with this standard.

Contents

The contents standards are listed below, along with the chapter of the CM or other reference, that is most relevant to ensuring conformance with each standard.
# Chapter 4.2
## Fieldwork and Reporting Standards for Performance Audits/Evaluations

### Objectives, Scope, and Methodology

The objectives, scope, and methodology standard states:

The report should include a statement of the audit objectives and a description of the audit scope and methodology.

Every report must contain some brief introductory material that provides important information on the agency, the program, the activity, or the function discussed. More importantly, the introductory material states the objectives for the review and explains the scope and methodology used to meet the objective. The information is needed to understand the assignment's purpose, to judge the merits of work done and what is reported, and to understand any significant limitations. (See CM, ch. 12.8, “Introductory Material: Background and Objectives, Scope, and Methodology.”)

### Findings and Conclusions

The findings and conclusions standard states:

The report should include a full discussion of the audit findings and, where applicable, the auditor's conclusions.

Each GAO product should ensure that the findings and conclusions are wholly consistent with the evidence on which they are based and are responsive to the assignment's objectives. The findings, including the supporting evidence, and any conclusions should be presented in a manner that achieves the assignment's objectives and complies with the basic characteristics required of GAO products. (See CM, ch. 12.9, “Findings and Conclusions.”)

Findings and conclusions should provide a sound basis for any recommendations that will be included.

### Recommendations

The recommendations standard states:

The report should include the cause of problem areas noted in the audit and recommendations for actions to correct the problem areas and to improve operations when called for by the audit objectives.

A fundamental objective of GAO's work is to help the Congress and agencies bring about improvements in government programs and operations. To this end, GAO makes recommendations to decisionmakers to bring about the desired actions. Then GAO follows up to ascertain whether the recommendations have been satisfactorily implemented. It annually reports open recommendations to the Appropriations Committees for their use in
Recommendations should be:

- **Action-oriented.** They should be directed to those who have responsibility and authority to act. They should be hard-hitting, as specific as the subject matter permits, convincing, significant, and positive in tone and content.

- **Effective.** They should deal with underlying causes. They should be feasible and cost-effective. They should be based on consideration of various alternative corrective actions that could be taken.

**Auditing Standards Statement**

The auditing standards statement states:

The report should include a statement that the audit was made in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards (GAGAS) and disclose, when applicable, standards that were not followed.

Since GAO does not undertake assignments if applicable standards cannot be met, GAO’s communications products will include a statement of conformance.

If, in rare cases, an applicable standard was not followed, the communication product must include a statement disclosing which standard(s) was not followed, the reasons for the departure, and any known effects on the audit/evaluation results.

**Internal Controls**

The internal controls standard states:

The report should identify the significant internal controls that were assessed, the scope of the auditor’s assessment work, and any significant weaknesses found during the audit.

If GAO’s assessment shows that the internal controls are effective, the report should describe the controls that were tested, state that the controls were logically designed and consistently followed, and describe the tests that were performed in reliance on the controls.
If assessment shows that internal controls cannot be relied on, the report should describe the controls that were tested, state that the controls were not properly designed and/or implemented, and describe the alternate steps and additional tests done to ensure that the transactions were properly handled and recorded.

Significant internal control weaknesses identified in GAO's work typically are presented as causes of problems or deficiencies and should be accompanied by recommendations for corrective action. If significant control weaknesses are identified, the product also should disclose whether they were included in the agency's reporting under the Federal Managers' Financial Integrity Act (FMFIA). If the weakness is significant and has not been reported under FMFIA, GAO should recommend that it be reported. (See Assessing Internal Controls in Performance Audits, GAO/OP-4.1.4.)

The compliance with laws and regulations standard states:

The report should include all significant instances of noncompliance and abuse and all indications or instances of illegal acts that could result in criminal prosecution that were found during or in connection with the audit.

GAO products should contain sufficient information to place the noncompliance in proper perspective. For example, if GAO finds that a single contract was awarded contrary to laws or regulations, the product should disclose the total number and the dollar values of contracts examined, as well as the dollar value of the improperly awarded contract.

If inclusion in the overall product of instances involving possible criminal prosecution would delay or compromise investigative or legal proceedings or otherwise preclude the product from being released to the public, such instances should be covered in a separate report to officials of the audited agency, law enforcement agencies, or the requester, as appropriate. The Office of the General Counsel should be consulted in determining how possible criminal prosecution should be reported.

Other instances of noncompliance not included in the overall product because of insignificance should be separately communicated to agency management, the Inspector General (IG), internal auditors, or the requester, as appropriate. The overall product should state that the noncompliance is being separately reported.
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Further guidance on reporting noncompliance with laws and regulations is contained in GAO's guide entitled Assessing Compliance With Applicable Laws and Regulations (GAO/OP-4.1.2).

Views of Responsible Officials

The views of responsible officials standard states:

The report should include the pertinent views of responsible officials of the organization, program, activity, or function audited concerning the auditors' findings, conclusions, recommendations, and what corrective action is planned.

Agencies and other adversely affected parties should be given the opportunity to provide comments on issues to be addressed in GAO reports. Written comments are preferred on draft reports and are required when the issues are particularly sensitive or controversial. (See CM, ch. 12.11, "Agency Comments.")

Noteworthy Accomplishments

This standard states:

The report should include a description of any significant accomplishments, particularly when management improvements in one area may be applicable elsewhere.

Inclusion of favorable findings helps to convince agencies of the fairness and integrity of GAO's work and of the need to act on its recommendations. It also provides information on management improvements that may apply elsewhere.

Issues Needing Further Study

This standard states:

The report should include a listing of any significant issues needing further study and consideration.

When GAO's work points up issues beyond the scope of the present assignment, which need further study, staff should either refer the matter to the agency's IG or consider further work as part of the program planning process.

Privileged and Confidential Information

The privileged and confidential information standard states:

The report should include a statement about any pertinent information that was omitted because it is deemed privileged or confidential. The nature of such information should be described and the basis under which it was withheld should be stated.

GAO prefers issuing products in an unclassified/unrestricted form so that they may have the widest possible distribution. When product
addressees need the classified or restricted information, GAO's second option is to issue an unclassified/unrestricted product for general distribution and to separately transmit the classified or restricted information to those that have the appropriate clearances.

CM, chapter 12.15, "Special Consideration and Handling of Classified, Restricted, and Sensitive Information in GAO Products," also includes guidance on handling sensitive information dealing with the following subjects:

- Referrals to the Department of Justice.
- Issues in litigation.
- Agency decisions in process.
- Identifying organizations and people.

Presentation

The presentation standard states:

The report should be complete, accurate, objective, convincing, and be as clear and concise as the subject matter permits.

GAO products should:

- Contain enough information to promote an adequate understanding of the matters reported and to provide convincing but fair presentations in proper perspective.
- Present the results of GAO's work in an unbiased manner and include enough information to be persuasive.
- Be error free to assure users and readers of product reliability. All factual data must be verified.
- Be clear and not assume that the reader has detailed technical knowledge of the subject. Where technical terms, acronyms, or unfamiliar abbreviations must be used, they should be clearly defined.
- Be no longer than necessary to communicate the message. GAO's audiences are composed largely of busy people who should not be burdened with unessential details.
- Persuade readers of the importance of the findings and the reasonableness of any conclusions and recommendations.
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Distribution

CM, chapter 12.1, includes guidance for complying with this standard.

The *distribution standard states*:

Written audit reports are to be submitted by the audit organization to the appropriate officials of the organizations audited and to the appropriate officials of the organizations requiring or arranging for the audits, including external funding organizations, unless legal restrictions, ethical considerations, or other arrangements prevent it. Copies of the reports should also be sent to other officials who may be responsible for taking action on audit findings and recommendations and to others authorized to receive such reports. Unless restricted by law or regulation, copies should be made available for public inspection.

GAO reports to committee or subcommittee Chairs or Members of the Congress on work done at their request. Reports are sent to the Congress when the substance or significance warrants it, when it is legislatively required, or when the areas covered are of congressional interest.

The distribution of reports on GAO-initiated assignments is determined by considering the results of the work performed and the need, requirement, or desirability of communicating the information to the Congress, committees, Members, and/or agency officials.

Once issued, all GAO's unclassified communication products are available to the public. Such availability may be delayed up to 30 days, however, when the requester asks that this be done.

Guidance to assist in complying with this standard is included in chapter 3 and in the CM, chapters 12.1 and 12.14, "Processing and Distributing GAO Products."

Related Materials

Appendix I cross-references GAGAS standards to GAO guidance on complying with them.
## Appendix I: Cross Reference to GAGAS and GAO Guidance on Standards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fieldwork Standards</th>
<th>GAGAS reference</th>
<th>GAO reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>6-1</td>
<td>Chapter 5 - &quot;Program Planning&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considerations in planning</td>
<td>6-1</td>
<td>Chapter 6 - &quot;Planning and Managing Individual Assignments&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit objectives, scope, and methodology</td>
<td>6-3</td>
<td>Chapter 3 - &quot;Supporting the Congress&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personnel</td>
<td>6-6</td>
<td>Chapter 6 - &quot;Planning and Managing Individual Assignments&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit Program</td>
<td>6-6</td>
<td>Chapter 9 - &quot;Findings, Conclusions, Recommendations, Followup, and Accomplishment Reporting&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervision</td>
<td>6-8</td>
<td>Chapter 10 - &quot;Methodology&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal and Regulatory Requirements</td>
<td>6-9</td>
<td>Chapter 13 - &quot;Supervision&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GAO/OP-4.1.2 - Assessing Compliance With Applicable Laws and Regulations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence</th>
<th>6-16</th>
<th>Chapter 8 - “Collecting Evidence”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Types of evidence</td>
<td>6-16</td>
<td>Chapter 8 - “Collecting Evidence”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tests of evidence</td>
<td>6-17</td>
<td>Chapter 8 - “Collecting Evidence”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability of evidence from computer-based systems</td>
<td>6-18</td>
<td>GAO/OP-8.1.3 - Assessing the Reliability of Computer-Processed Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working papers</td>
<td>6-21</td>
<td>Chapter 11 - “Workpapers and Assignment Files”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reporting Standards</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td>7-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Internal Controls | 6-13 | GAO/OP-4.1.4 - Assessing Internal Controls in Performance Audits |
| | | GAO/OP-8.1.3 - Assessing the Reliability of Computer-Processed Data |
| | | Guide for Incorporating Internal Control Evaluations Into GAO Work, FIA Steering Committee (Mar. 1987) |
| | | Standards for Internal Controls in the Federal Government, GAO |
| | | Office of Management and Budget Circular A-123, Revised - Internal Control Systems |
| | | FMFIA of 1982 (Public Law 97-255) |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timeliness</th>
<th>7-2</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 3 - “Supporting the Congress”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM, chapter 12.1 - “Basic Communications Policy”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM, chapter 12.2 - “Early External Communications”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Report Contents</th>
<th>7-2</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 12 - “Communications Policy”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM, chapter 12.8 - “Introductory Material: Background and Objectives, Scope, and Methodology”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM, chapter 12.9 - “Findings and Conclusions”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM, chapter 12.10 - “Recommendations”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objectives, scope, and methodology</th>
<th>7-2</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CM, chapter 12.8 - “Introductory Material: Background and Objectives, Scope, and Methodology”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM, chapter 12.9 - “Findings and Conclusions”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM, chapter 12.10 - “Recommendations”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audit findings and conclusions</th>
<th>7-4</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CM, chapter 12.9 - “Findings and Conclusions”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cause and recommendations</th>
<th>7-5</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CM, chapter 12.9 - “Findings and Conclusions”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM, chapter 12.10 - “Recommendations”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement on auditing standards</th>
<th>7-6</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CM, chapter 12.8 - “Introductory Material: Background and Objectives, Scope, and Methodology”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAO/OP-4.1.4 - Assessing Internal Controls in Performance Audits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal controls</th>
<th>7-6</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAO/OP-4.1.2 - Assessing Compliance With Applicable Laws and Regulations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compliance with laws and regulations</th>
<th>7-7</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CM, chapter 12.11 - “Agency Comments”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 14 - “Agency Relations”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Views of responsible officials</th>
<th>7-10</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 9 - “Findings, Conclusions, Recommendations, Followup, and Accomplishing Reporting”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noteworthy accomplishments</th>
<th>7-11</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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| Issues needing further study | 7-11 | Chapter 5 - "Program Planning"
|-------------------------------|------|----------------------------------|
| Privileged and confidential information | 7-11 | CM, chapter 12.15 - "Special Consideration and Handling of Classified, Restricted, and Sensitive Information in GAO Products"
| Report Presentation | 7-12 | CM, chapter 12.1 - "Basic Communications Policy"
| Report Distribution | 7-15 | CM, chapter 12.14 - "Processing and Distributing GAO Products"

Chapter 3 - "Supporting the Congress"
# Fieldwork and Reporting Standards for Financial Audits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAO's policy is to ensure that AICPA (American Institute of Certified Public Accountants) standards, GAGAS (generally accepted government auditing standards) supplemental standards, and GAO's requirements are followed in performing and in reporting the results of financial audits.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fieldwork Standards for Financial Audits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AICPA fieldwork standards apply to GAO's financial audits. (See Codification of Statements on Auditing Standards published by AICPA.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The standards included below are supplemental to those of AICPA.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audit Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The audit requirements supplemental standard states:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning should include consideration of the audit requirements of all levels of government.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Auditors performing financial audits should be knowledgeable of requirements of the Single Audit Act of 1984, the Office of Management and Budget Compliance Supplement, and AICPA's guide entitled Audits of State and Local Government Units. When required by audit objectives, assignment planning should consider the audit requirements of all levels of government. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal and Regulatory Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This supplemental standard states:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A test should be made of compliance with applicable laws and regulations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To comply with this standard, auditors/evaluators should do the following: |

- Identify laws and regulations that, if not observed, have a direct and material effect on financial statements and on the results of financial-related audits. |

- Assess, for each material requirement, the risks that material noncompliance could occur. This assessment includes consideration of internal controls to ensure compliance with laws and regulations.
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- On the basis of that assessment, test compliance with laws and regulations to provide reasonable assurance of detecting both intentional and unintentional instances of noncompliance that could have a material effect on financial statements or the results of a financial-related audit.

On the basis of the above requirements, the "Yellow Book" standards require auditors/evaluators to design and implement steps to provide reasonable assurance of detecting errors, irregularities, and illegal acts that could have a direct and material effect on financial statements or on the results of a financial-related audit. Auditors/evaluators also should be aware of the possibility of illegal acts that could have an indirect and material effect.

In pursuing indications of illegal acts, auditors should do the following:

- Use due professional care not to interfere with potential future investigations. They should consult with division management and the Office of the General Counsel (OGC) before proceeding.

- Promptly consult with division management and OGC on the need to report any indicated illegal acts to law enforcement or investigative authorities.

GAO's guide entitled Assessing Compliance With Applicable Laws and Regulations (GAO/OP-4.1.2) provides help in complying with this standard.

Evidence—Working Papers

The evidence standard states:

A record of the auditors' work be retained in the form of working papers.

Workpapers are the link between fieldwork and the report. They are the record of work done and of the basis for opinions expressed in the report. Guidance on workpaper preparation and review is included in chapter 11, "Workpapers and Assignment Files."

Internal Controls

The internal controls standard states:

A sufficient understanding of the internal control structure is to be obtained to plan the audit and to determine the nature, timing, and extent of tests to be performed.

For financial audits, the auditor is concerned with policies and procedures that pertain to the entity's ability to record, process,
summarize, and report financial data and to ensure compliance with laws and regulations. The data must be consistent with the assertions embodied in the financial statements and financial-related items. Other policies and procedures may be relevant if they pertain to data used in applying auditing procedures. This may include, for example, policies and procedures that pertain to nonfinancial data used in analytical procedures.

At a minimum, the guidance contained in AICPA's standard entitled "Consideration of the Internal Control Structure in a Financial Statement Audit" (Statement on Auditing Standards No. 55) should be followed in meeting this standard.

### Reporting Standards for Financial Audits

AICPA reporting standards apply to GAO's financial audits. (See Codification of Statements on Auditing Standards published by AICPA.)

The standards included below are supplemental to those of AICPA. Communications Manual (CM), chapter 12.19, "Financial Statement Audit Reports," gives guidance on complying with them.

### Statement on Auditing Standards

**This supplemental reporting standard states:**

A statement should be included in the auditor's report that the audit was made in accordance with GAGAS.

When applicable standards were not followed, the statement should disclose the required standard that was not followed, the reasons for the departure, and the known effect on the audit results.

### Report on Compliance

**This supplemental standard states:**

The auditors should prepare a written report on their tests of compliance with applicable laws and regulations. This report, which may be included either in the report on the financial audit or a separate report, should contain a statement of positive assurance on those items which were tested for compliance and negative assurance on those items not tested. It should include all material instances of noncompliance and all instances or indications of illegal acts that could result in criminal prosecution.

Instances of noncompliance that are not material separately but that cumulatively could have a material effect on financial statements or on the results of a financial-related audit should be reported. Instances that are not material separately or cumulatively could be reported in a separate communication.
Acts that are criminally prosecutable should be promptly reported in writing. A separate report should be used if doing otherwise could compromise investigative or legal proceedings.

OGC must be consulted for appropriate reporting and before other actions are taken.

GAO's guide entitled Assessing Compliance With Applicable Laws and Regulations (GAO/OP-4.1.2) provides procedures for complying with this standard.

**Report on Internal Controls**

The auditors should prepare a written report on their understanding of the entity's internal control structure and the assessment of control risk made as part of a financial statement audit or a financial-related audit. This report may be included in either the auditor's report on the financial audit or a separate report. The auditor's report should include, as a minimum, (1) the scope of the auditor's work in obtaining an understanding of the internal control structure and in assessing the control risk; (2) the entity's significant internal controls or control structure including the controls established to ensure compliance with laws and regulations that have a material impact on the financial statements and results of the financial-related audit; and (3) reportable conditions, including the identification of material weaknesses, identified as a result of the auditor's work in understanding and assessing the control risk.

GAO's report on internal controls usually will be bound as a part of its overall report but may be issued as a separate report for publication in the entity's annual report.

CM, chapter 12.19, and AICPA's statements on auditing standards, and interpretations of them, give guidance on reporting conditions related to an entity's internal control structure. (See Statement on Auditing Standards No. 63.)

**Report on Financial-Related Audits**

Written audit reports are to be prepared giving the results of each financial-related audit.

If relevant to the audit objectives, AICPA reporting standards apply to financial-related audits. Otherwise, reporting standards for performance audits/evaluations should be followed. (See CM, ch. 12.19.)
### Chapter 4.3
### Fieldwork and Reporting
### Standards for Financial Audits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Privileged/Confidential Information</strong></td>
<td>This supplemental standard states: If certain information is prohibited from general disclosure, the report should state the nature of the information omitted and the requirement that makes the omission necessary. The requirements of CM, chapter 12.15, “Special Consideration and Handling of Classified, Restricted, and Sensitive Information in GAO Products,” as discussed under the reporting standards for performance audits/evaluations, also apply to financial audits. In addition, CM, chapter 12.19, applies and should be reviewed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Report Distribution</strong></td>
<td>This supplemental standard states: Written audit reports are to be submitted by the audit organization to the appropriate officials of the organization and to the appropriate officials of the organizations requiring or arranging for the audits, including external funding organizations, unless legal restrictions, ethical considerations, or other arrangements prevent it. Copies of the reports should also be sent to other officials who have legal oversight authority or who may be responsible for taking action and to others authorized to receive such reports. Unless restricted by law or regulation, copies should be made available for public inspection. The policies and procedures for distributing reports on performance audits/evaluations apply to financial audits. (See CM, chs. 12.1, “Basic Communications Policy,” and 12.14, “Processing and Distributing GAO Products.”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Related Materials</strong></td>
<td>Appendix I cross-references GAGAS standards to GAO guidance on complying with them.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix I: Cross-Reference to GAGAS and GAO Guidance on Standards

AICPA fieldwork standards are applicable and should be followed; the standards included here supplement those of AICPA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fieldwork Standards</th>
<th>GAGAS reference</th>
<th>GAO reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Planning</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit requirements of all government levels</td>
<td>4-1</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal and Regulatory Requirements</strong></td>
<td>4-2</td>
<td>GAO/OP-4.1.2 - Assessing Compliance With Applicable Laws and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evidence</strong></td>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>Chapter 11 - “Workpapers and Assignment Files”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internal controls</strong></td>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>AICPA standard - Consideration of the Internal Control Structure in a Financial Statement Audit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reporting Standards</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement on Auditing Standards</td>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>CM, chapter 12.8 - “Introductory Material: Background and Objectives, Scope, and Methodology”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report on Compliance</td>
<td>5-2</td>
<td>GAO/OP-4.1.2 - Assessing Compliance With Applicable Laws and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CM, chapter 12.19 - “Financial Statement Audit Reports”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Page</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report on Internal Controls</td>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>AICPA standard - Compliance Auditing Applicable to Government Entities and Other Recipients of Governmental Financial Assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting on Financial-Related Audits</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>Chapter 12 - “Communications Policy”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privileged and Confidential Information</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>CM, chapter 12.15 - “Special Consideration and Handling of Classified, Restricted, and Sensitive Information in GAO Products”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report Distribution</td>
<td>5-11</td>
<td>CM, chapter 12.14 - “Processing and Distributing GAO Products”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Policy

GAO's policy is to use a program planning system to assure that, to the maximum extent possible, its limited resources are directed to the most important national issues to which it can make a significant contribution and that it gives the Congress timely products that are responsive to its needs.

GAO also uses its program planning system to support GAO's budget requests and resource allocation decisions. GAO managers and staff are expected to implement approved plans.

Policy Highlights

In accomplishing program planning objectives, GAO

- identifies the most important national issues to which it can make a significant contribution and develops plans to address them;

- establishes multiyear audit/evaluation objectives consistent in substance and timing with the needs of congressional customers;

- develops strategies to accomplish broad objectives through interrelated assignments within and across divisions;

- communicates results expected from planned work and provides an effective basis to measure progress, assure accountability, and evaluate results; and

- fosters the development and application of its expertise and interaction with outside experts and officials.

Issue-Focused Planning

GAO's planning system is built around issue areas and issues. An issue area is a topic of national importance to which GAO can make a contribution through the use of its resources. Issues are major accountability units within an issue area and are established by identifying and responding to issues, generally stated as questions, that most need answering. Individual assignments are the major vehicles by which issues are developed and issue area objectives are met.

Components

Within the issue area approach, GAO's planning system has the following major components:
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- Issue area plans (see ch. 5.1, “Program Planning--Issue Area Plans and Updates”).

- Issue area plan updates (see ch. 5.1).

- Annual work plans (see ch. 5.2, “Program Planning--Resource Requirements and Annual Work Plans”).

- Divisionwide memorandum on issue area resource requirements (see ch. 5.2).

- Oversight by GAO top management.

Planning software is available to facilitate completing paperwork requirements and to provide the basis for GAO's integrated planning data base. An overview of the focus and contents of the planning documents is shown in figure 5.0A.
### Chapter 5.0
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#### Figure 5.0A: Overview of Issue Area Planning Documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue Area Plan 2 to 3 Years</th>
<th>Issue Area Update 1 Year</th>
<th>Divisionwide Memo on Resource Requirements 1 Year</th>
<th>Annual Work Plan 1 Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Broad Areas of Concentration and Basic Approaches</strong></td>
<td><strong>Progress and Changes Required</strong></td>
<td><strong>Divisionwide Perspective on Issue Area Requirements</strong></td>
<td><strong>Assignment Planning Consistent with Issue Area Objectives and Anticipated Results</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Identify achievements during prior period in relation to prior plan objectives.</td>
<td>• Determine progress and contribution of work to date.</td>
<td>• Recommend staff allocations to issue areas for new fiscal year based on division's current year level.</td>
<td>• Identify individual assignments to meet issue objectives within available resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Establish issue area significance and GAO's contribution.</td>
<td>• Identify significant factors requiring plan changes.</td>
<td>• Identify other resources needed to carry out planned issue area work, including additional staff.</td>
<td>• Allocate staff among issues and assignments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Select significant issues.</td>
<td>• Modify approach/strategy.</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Alert field offices to planned work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Define strategies for achieving objectives in each issue, including key # jobs, and anticipated # results.</td>
<td>• Realign resource estimates.</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Establish the basis for developing assignment authorization forms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Estimate required resources.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Page 5.0-3 Policies/Procedures Manual November 1992*
Development Considerations

GAO's planning system uses a wide range of inputs to assure that its outputs are characterized by a GAO-wide perspective and a high order of expertise.

The issue area director, assistant directors, and division management are responsible for developing issue area plans/updates and the annual work plans, with active participation from the regions. In developing plans, input should be sought from a variety of sources including the Minority and Majority in the Congress; other GAO divisions and offices having related responsibilities; and, as appropriate, outside experts. Planned work to be performed by other divisions must be coordinated with them.

Overall, the focal point is the issue area director, but plan development and oversight is participative as illustrated by figure 5.0B.

Figure 5.0B: Issue Area Planning Relationships
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Monitoring Implementation and Progress

Monitoring implementation and progress of issue area and annual work plans helps to ensure that (1) programmed work is that which most needs to be done, (2) approved objectives are being expeditiously achieved, and (3) timely modifications are made where change is needed. Monitoring should be continuous, and the issue area director and division management are primarily responsible for carrying it out.

While the primary oversight responsibility is with the issue area director and division management, GAO's Program Planning Committee (PPC), GAO's Job Starts Group (JSG), and the Office of Program Planning (OPP) also have oversight responsibilities.

PPC

The PPC (1) conducts sessions to discuss new issue area plans and provides input and guidance for planned issues and objectives, (2) reviews and approves issue area plans, and (3) allocates resources to carry out the objectives of approved plans. Members of the PPC include the Comptroller General; the Special Assistant to the Comptroller General; the Assistant Comptroller General for Planning and Reporting (ACG/P&R); the Assistant Comptroller General for Operations (ACG/Ops); the Assistant Comptroller General; the Assistant Comptroller General for Policy (ACG/Policy); the General Counsel; the Chief Economist; the Director, Office of Congressional Relations (OCR); and the Director, OPP.

JSG

Office-wide oversight is provided by JSG composed of the Comptroller General; the Special Assistant to the Comptroller General; the ACG/P&R; the ACG/Ops; the Assistant Comptroller General; the ACG/Policy; the General Counsel; the Chief Economist; the Director, OCR; and the Director, OPP.

This group conducts a weekly review of incoming congressional requests, all new assignments, and those moving from job design into the data collection/analysis or product preparation phases. This review keeps top management informed of the work GAO is undertaking and allows jobs to be reviewed and coordinated from a GAO-wide perspective.

JSG's review considers

- GAO's proper role in the assignment area,
- consistency with issue area and annual work plans,
- significance of the work,
- compliance with the Comptroller General's work priorities,
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#

- potential impact in relation to cost,
- job sensitivity,
- adequacy of internal and external coordination,
- assignment scope and methodology,
- resource application,
- timeliness of work, and
- staff expertise.

Biweekly Reports Review

On the basis of its review, JSG may ask the division Assistant Comptroller General to respond to questions or comments at the biweekly Reports Review meeting or it may request a more lengthy discussion at a Small Group meeting.

Small Group Meetings

Small Group meetings are often held to discuss jobs of particular complexity, interest, or sensitivity. Although they are most often requested by the JSG, they may also be held at the request of division management to discuss a job's progress or other matters warranting top management attention.

OPP

OPP prepares the guidance for issue area plans, updates, and annual work plans. It oversees the operation and implementation of the planning system and analyzes planning documents as staff support to the Comptroller General, PPC, and JSG. OPP helps facilitate the Job Starts process and Small Group Meetings, providing analytical support and statistical analysis of issue area and assignment performance.

Use of Planning Results

Issue area plans and updates, PPC sessions, divisionwide recommendations, and overall monitoring of issue area progress provide the basis for PPC decisions on how staff resources can most effectively be used. (See app. I for an overview of the timing of the key planning documents and processes as they relate to resource allocation decisions and to implementation of specific assignments in annual work plans.)

Planning documents and other outputs are designed primarily for internal use. However, issue area directors are encouraged to share them with appropriate external parties. Release outside GAO must be approved by OPP.
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Key Responsibilities

**Issue area directors** are responsible for all aspects of issue area management. This responsibility includes (1) preparing issue area plans, issue area updates, and annual work plans and coordinating planned work with other GAO divisions, Inspectors General, and other affected parties; (2) implementing the plans and monitoring progress; (3) working closely with both majority and minority members of key congressional committees, outside experts, and sister organizations; (4) distributing planning documents to all staff who will implement and should be aware of the plan; and (5) serving as GAO's focal point for the issue area.

**Assistant Comptrollers General** review and oversee the issue area planning process for their divisions' respective issue areas. They (1) review and approve issue area plans, issue area updates, and annual work plans; (2) review and approve assignment authorizations to ensure that assignments, to the extent possible, are consistent with approved plans; and (3) recommend issue area resource needs and requirements for PPC consideration.

**Issue area management teams**, which consist of key headquarters and regional office managers and staff working in or providing support to an issue area, (1) participate in issue area planning conferences and efforts, (2) identify and program assignments that support issue area objectives, and (3) provide support to carry out planning and assignment efforts.

**PPC** and **JSG** provide direction and oversight for GAO's program planning. **OPP** designs, implements, and administers GAO's planning system.
## Appendix I: Overview of Timing of Key Planning Documents and Processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| November  | • Issue area directors begin self-assessment of group's progress. OPP provides selected performance data to each issue area director.  
• ACG/P&R publishes specific planning guidance for fiscal year 19xx plans. Issue area directors make sure all members of their management and planning teams receive copies.  
• Issue areas begin preparing plans or updates using software provided by OPP. |
| December  | • OPP provides checklist for divisional review of issue area plans and issue area updates. |
| February  | • Issue areas submit earliest plans (hard copy and disk) to OPP.             |
| March     | • PPC sessions begin.                                                        |
|           | • Issue areas begin to submit updates (hard copy and disk) on staggered schedule. |
| April     | • Issue areas submit last updates to OPP.                                    |
| May       | • Issue areas begin to prepare annual work plans using software provided by OPP. |
| June      | • Divisions submit memorandums requesting resources to OPP/PPC no later than the third week.  
• Planning and reporting directors send congressional backlog data to OPP. |
| July      | • PPC meets to decide fiscal year 19xx issue area staff budgets and review issue area progress against plans. |
| August    | • The Comptroller General publishes issue area staff-year budgets.  
• Issue areas start submitting annual work plans to division. |
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| September       | • Divisions distribute approved annual work plans by the 30th. |
|                | • Divisions submit approved annual work plans in both hard copy and electronic form to OPP by the 30th. |
|                | • Field offices and divisions negotiate commitments consistent with resource levels and jobs in approved work plans. |
| October         | • Divisions and field offices submit proposed commitments to OPP. |
|                | • OPP publishes approved regional allocations. |
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Policy

GAO's policy is to ensure, through an multiyear planning system, that its work is directed to the most important national issues to which it can make a significant and timely contribution.

As part of GAO's program planning system, it prepares issue area plans to identify and focus work on nationally-significant issues and updates these plans annually.

Issue Area Plans

Issue area plans help GAO make significant and timely contributions by focusing GAO's limited resources, to the maximum extent possible, on important national issues.

Issue area plans state GAO's objectives and planned contributions for an issue area, generally over a 2- to 3-year period. The planning period for each issue area, however, depends on factors such as changes or emerging trends in legislative or executive agendas. The plans identify issues to be addressed, estimate resource needs, and define the approach to follow.

Timing of Plan Preparation

Each year, the Assistant Comptroller General for Planning and Reporting (ACG/P&R) gives the divisions a schedule stating when the Program Planning Committee (PPC) will hold issue area planning sessions. The sessions usually are held from mid-February through May. Issue area plan preparation is keyed to ensuring division availability when PPC sessions are held.

Cooperative Plan Development

The issue area director is responsible for developing the issue area plan. But its preparation requires a wide range of inputs to ensure that it has a GAO-wide perspective and is based on a high level of subject matter knowledge and expertise. It is particularly important to obtain input from key Congressional Committee staff representing both the majority and minority parties.

To foster this preparation, the issue area director should hold a planning conference(s), open to officials both inside and outside GAO, to discuss the issue area. These sessions should be structured to allow a free exchange of ideas, information, and viewpoints. Participants could include:

- Issue area management team members, such as key GAO headquarters and regional office managers and staff working in, or
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providing support to, the issue area.

- Key staff from related issue areas.

- Congressional committee staff from both Majority and Minority parties.

- Agency officials.

- Outside experts.

Contents of Issue Area Plans

The issue area plan consists of (1) a transmittal memorandum; (2) an issue area plan summary; (3) a narrative section discussing the overview, the plan's development and issues, and resources; and (4) tables showing progress made in meeting issue area objectives in the prior plan. The issue area plan should be no more than 20 pages (excluding the attached progress tables) and should be transmitted by a short cover memorandum not exceeding four pages and including

- a brief overview and reference to the Issue Area Plan Summary attached to the memorandum;

- a summary of progress under the prior plan;

- highlights of major changes from the prior plan;

- a brief discussion of the emphasis to be placed on work aimed at (1) dollar savings; (2) programs highly vulnerable to fraud, waste, and abuse; and (3) other specific initiatives called for in the planning guidance issued annually by the ACG/P&R;

- a request for resources including a justification for any requested changes; and

- highlights of efforts needed to build capacity within the issue area.

Plan Summary

The Issue Area Plan Summary is a matrix showing, for each issue, objectives, anticipated results, strategies, and key efforts/assignments to achieve objectives. These elements of an issue can be described as follows:

- Issue: An issue is a topic or question of national importance that warrants the use of GAO resources during the next 3 years and that can be expected to result in major improvements in government, contribute substantially to congressional policy and decisionmaking, or result in large dollar savings. Typically, an issue affects a major
segment of our society, is tied to the large expenditures by the
government, or has a significant congressional audience in the form
of oversight or appropriations committees or an agency that could
be expected to take action on the basis of GAO's work.

- **Objective:** The objective is the broad purpose of GAO's work on
  this issue in terms of expected results, such as program
  improvement, savings, agency efficiency, or assistance to the
  Congress in making a key decision. Objectives are results-oriented.
  They are focused on an external action by an agency or the
  Congress.

- **Anticipated Results:** These results are the specific contributions or
  measurable results GAO hopes to achieve and the time when they
  are expected to occur. Taken as a group, they should constitute the
  accomplishment of the objective and/or the completion of tasks
  expected to achieve the objective. Numbers of reports to be issued
  or testimonies to be delivered are internal results and not acceptable
  for the plan. Rather, the specific impact on an agency or program
  should be the overall focus of the anticipated results. Again, the
  anticipated result should be measurable to the extent possible, and it
  should indicate the time when it is expected. For example: "We
  anticipate $2.5 billion in reductions of duplicate inventories
  (FY 1993)."

- **Strategy:** The strategy is the approach, plan of action, or method
  (including key efforts) necessary for achieving the objectives and
  anticipated results associated with an issue. Strategies also include
  holding symposiums, preparing capping reports, testifying, preparing
  training courses for delivery to agency managers, etc.

- **Key efforts.** Key efforts are key assignments or major blocks of
  work to be undertaken over the plan's life. Key efforts listed are
  those considered to be essential to meeting the plan's objectives and
  those that should, therefore, be given priority in annual work plans
  and job start decisions.

A sample of an Issue Area Plan Summary is shown as appendix I to
this chapter.

**Issue Area Plan**

The issue area plan, including attachments, should be concise and
discuss only significant matters. It should contain (1) an overview,
(2) a section on plan development, and (3) issues identified and
resources needed. Each section must be clearly identified. The
following guidance shows the types of information that should be
considered for each section.
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Section I: Overview

The overview section should address the following elements:

- The importance of the work, including (1) the significance and impact of the issue area; (2) national goals and objectives; (3) the federal role; (4) potential cost savings or nonmonetary benefits that can be expected from work planned in the issue area; (5) significant congressional interest in the issue area, including recent or planned legislative initiatives and major statutory requirements; (6) related executive branch programs or initiatives that have been or will be undertaken; and (7) economic, demographic, or other conditions, events, or trends that have affected, or will affect, the issue area and the relationship of this work to other issue areas or others' ongoing or planned work.

Section II: Plan Development

This section includes information on how the plan was developed. It should discuss matters such as

- the extent and nature of planning and coordination within the division and with other divisions and regions;

- the extent and nature of external planning and coordination (including coordination with congressional staff, sister agencies, Inspectors General, advisory groups, etc.); and

- an analysis of congressional customers, showing principal congressional customers from both the majority and the minority, their specific interests, and the resources spent responding to these customers during the prior fiscal year. Appendix II shows examples of congressional interest and appendix III provides an example of resources devoted to fulfilling different congressional customer requests.

Section III: Issues Identified and Resources Needed

This section discusses issues identified and resources needed. It should include:

- Changes in issue area focus and priorities.

- Capacity building efforts, including a discussion of plans to improve capabilities to meet issue area objectives through recruiting and hiring, using consultants, handling unusually large audit-related contract needs, training employees, and using new technology.

- Other work in the issue area, including work that does not contribute directly to the issues targeted, such as "target-of-opportunity" assignments and unanticipated congressional requests.
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## Progress Tables

- **Work programmed by issue area staff** that supports the objectives of other issue areas, including Federal Managers' Financial Integrity Act (FMFIA) work, general management reviews (GMR), and work that crosscuts agency financial statement audits.

- **A summary table of resource requirements** that lists issues to be pursued during the planning period. It shows, by year for the duration of the plan, resource requirements for each issue. The table should clearly disclose work planned in each issue by other GAO contributors. (See app. IV.)

### Review and Approval of Issue Area Plans

A table should be prepared, for each issue, of the progress the issue area has made in meeting the objectives spelled out in the previous plan. This progress is measured in terms of the major accomplishments or achievements GAO was able to get implemented by the Congress/agency. Numbers of reports issued and testimonies delivered are not appropriate measures for these tables. (See app. V.)

As previously stated, a PPC session is scheduled for each new plan. OPP works with each group to get its plan in shape. Four weeks before a session, a draft plan is provided to OPP. The plan must include the tables of information prepared using software provided annually by OPP.

OPP forwards the plan to selected PPC members for review and comment. It then provides feedback to the issue area director on the basis of comments received and on its own analysis. OPP staff work with the issue area director and the division to revise the plan, as needed. The revised plan and OPP's analysis of it are distributed to all PPC members. OPP also provides data on the issue area's performance. This information, which comes mainly from GAO's centralized data systems, is also provided to, and discussed with, the issue area director before the PPC meeting.

At the PPC session, the issue area director presents and discusses the plan and responds to PPC questions and concerns. After the session, OPP helps the division make any required changes.

After the PPC approves the plan, the division should distribute it for internal use by other divisions, all regions, the Office of Congressional Relations, the Office of the Chief Economist, OPP, all issue area staff, and all others with an interest in the plan.

Planning documents and other outputs are designed primarily for internal use. However, issue area directors are encouraged to share
Issue Area Updates

Because events may significantly affect even the best of plans, issue area plans are reviewed and updated annually. Issue area updates also (1) promote accountability by comparing performance and results with plans and (2) keep the plan current by making approved modifications.

The focal point for issue area reevaluation is the issue area director. The reevaluation should involve the issue area team and, to the extent that major changes are warranted in a particular issue or issues, widespread participation should be obtained as it is with the issue area plan.

OPP will provide specific performance data to each issue area director. This data should be used to make a "self-assessment" that, with an examination of events and progress in meeting issue area objectives, helps provide the basis for preparing issue area updates.

Development requirements for issue area updates are less extensive than for new plans. They allow for needed additions, deletions, and/or revisions to particular issues.

If reevaluation of an issue area establishes the need for extensive changes or plan redirection, a new plan—rather than an update—should be prepared. When a new plan is required, PPC must be notified and a PPC session scheduled.

Timing of Preparation of Issue Area Updates

Issue area updates must be prepared annually, except when the planning period ends or extensive changes require a new issue area plan. Issue area updates generally are prepared in time so that they can be reviewed in March and April of each year. The Comptroller General, PPC, or OPP may, however, request a review and update of particular issue areas at any time.

Contents of Issue Area Updates

Issue area updates include a cover memorandum that highlights significant matters for consideration by PPC, an Issue Area Plan Summary showing all modifications, tables showing progress in meeting the objectives of the plan, and a resource allocation table.

The cover memorandum generally should be limited to three pages and, as a minimum, must address the four sections for which guidance is given below. Information included in each section is, at the discretion of the issue area director, based on those matters that are most significant and relevant to the issue area.
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- **Progress made:** This section highlights the extent to which (1) issue area goals and objectives have been achieved, (2) planned work has been implemented, (3) anticipated contributions have been made, and (4) deviations from the plan have occurred. Details on progress should be clearly spelled out. (See app. V.) These tables must be prepared using software provided annually by OPP.

- **Modifications to the plan:** This section describes proposed changes to the issue area plan. Proposed changes include matters such as (1) issues being dropped; (2) new issues being proposed; (3) shifts in emphasis from one issue to another; (4) changes in issue area work, including that being done by other GAO contributors; (5) changes in objectives or anticipated results; and (6) changes to accommodate FMFIA work, GMRs, and agency financial statement audits. These modifications also should be clearly marked in the Issue Area Plan Summary.

- **Resource requirements:** This section is supplemented with a summary table (see app. IV) listing the issues that have been or will be pursued during the period covered by the plan. The table reflects, by year, the staff-years that have been used in prior fiscal years and that will be required for the duration of the plan.

- **Capacity building efforts:** This section describes the progress being made in implementing the capacity building strategy of the last approved issue area plan. Consideration should be given to recruiting and hiring, consultants, unusually large audit-related contracts, training, and new technology.

**Review and Approval of Issue Area Updates**

The issue area director forwards a draft of the update to OPP for review. OPP works with the issue area director and division management to revise it, as needed. After this revision, OPP distributes it, along with indicators of the issue area's performance, to the PPC where it is reviewed by selected members. Although these PPC members may meet with the issue area director to discuss the update and issue area performance, more frequently OPP staff discuss the PPC members' concerns with the issue area director and the update is modified.

**Related Materials**

**Other Chapter of This Manual**

5.0, "Program Planning--Policy Summary."
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### GAO Orders


0130.1.80, “Program Planning Committee.”

0130.1.81, “Job Starts Group.”

### Other Publications

Mission and Assignment Tracking System (MATS) Users’ Manual (GAO/OIMC-6.1.1), appendix III, “GAO Approved Issues for Issue Areas and Areas of Interest.”

Memorandums providing guidance on issue area plans and updates issued annually by the ACG/P&R each November.

**Planning for Results:** A training manual used by OPP and the Training Institute.

### Software

Annual Work Plan.

Issue Area Plan.

Planning Information Manager.
### Transportations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Anticipated Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aviation Safety: Does FAA adequately oversee the aviation industry’s compliance with federal safety and security regulations?</td>
<td>(1) Serve as a major influence in achieving management improvements and realizing cost savings through effective and efficient use of FAA resources.</td>
<td>(1) Recommend ways DOT and FAA can use the inspection workforce more efficiently. (FY 92-94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) Identify short- and long-term domestic and international safety issues, including certification of newly manufactured aircraft.</td>
<td>(2) Recommend ways DOT and FAA can improve management and oversight of the inspection and security programs. (FY 92-94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3) Recommend ways DOT and FAA can improve management and oversight of the inspection and security programs. (FY 92-94)</td>
<td>(3) Recommend ways DOT and FAA can improve management and oversight of the inspection and security programs. (FY 92-94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Transportation Safety: How can surface transportation be improved to promote safety and reduce economic losses?</td>
<td>(1) Identify impediments to federal, state, and local efforts to promote safety at the lowest program cost.</td>
<td>(1) Recommend approaches to comply with federal safety rules/regulations to achieve results at lower cost for programs dealing with trucks, cars, and railroads.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) Identify ways FAA and the railroad industry can best meet all statutory rail safety requirements.</td>
<td>(2) Identify ways FAA and the railroad industry can best meet all statutory rail safety requirements. (FY 92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3) Identify approaches to improve federal-aid investment strategies.</td>
<td>(3) Recommend funding priorities in FAA’s $30 billion investment in ATC facilities and equipment. (FY 92-94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4) Identify rail safety improvements.</td>
<td>(4) Identify and recommend alternatives to FAA’s investment decisions. (FY 93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airport and Airway System Improvement: Does FAA use federal funds effectively and economically to improve the nation’s airport and airway system?</td>
<td>(1) Identify large dollar savings for the government by identifying ways FAA can use effective and economical methods to improve safety, maintain modern control facilities, and develop a system of airports.</td>
<td>(1) Identify, annually, savings of at least $100 million in FAA’s modernization activities and $20 million in its airport grants program. (FY 92-94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) Recommend funding priorities in FAA’s $30 billion investment in ATC facilities and equipment.</td>
<td>(2) Identify strategies for improving airport/airway system performance. (FY 92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3) Identify strategies for improving airport/airway system performance.</td>
<td>(3) Identify strategies for improving airport/airway system performance. (FY 92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4) Identify rail safety improvements.</td>
<td>(4) Identify rail safety improvements. (FY 93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Transportation Infrastructure: Do the current highway, bridge, mass transit, and rail programs effectively meet the nation’s surface transportation needs?</td>
<td>(1) Serve as a major contributor to congressional decision making by identifying approaches to achieve federal-aid highway and mass transit program objectives at a lower cost.</td>
<td>(1) Advise Congress on cost-saving strategies that leverage federal, state, and local governments’ investments in highway and mass transit. (FY 92-94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) Identify approaches to improve federal-aid investment strategies.</td>
<td>(2) Advise Congress on cost-saving strategies that encourage public/private partnerships to finance surface transportation needs. (FY 92-94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3) Identify approaches to meet emerging surface transportation needs such as alleviating urban congestion.</td>
<td>(3) Advise Congress on cost-saving strategies that encourage intermodal solutions to congestion through improvements in federal-aid highway and mass transit programs. (FY 92-94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4) Advise Congress on cost-saving strategies that advance passenger rail alternatives.</td>
<td>(4) Advise Congress on cost-saving strategies that advance passenger rail alternatives. (FY 92-94)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal Years 1992-1994</th>
<th>Overall Strategy</th>
<th>Key Efforts to Achieve Objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conduct a series of jobs resulting in reports and testimonies focusing on the efficiency and effectiveness of FAA’s safety oversight and airline security inspection programs. Assess the impact of FAA’s response to selected security recommendations made by the President’s Commission on Airport Security and Terrorism. Acquire technical expertise to assess international safety standards and the differences between these and domestic standards.</td>
<td>(1) Soundness of FAA’s “self-audit” concept, where the industry polices itself. (2) Impact of FAA’s response to strengthen airport security. (3) Adequacy of FAA’s surveillance of domestic and foreign air carriers (new aircraft certification and equipment maintenance).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review federal, state, private and international initiatives to improve railroad safety and safety for drivers, passengers, vehicles, equipment, and other activities. Examine state, local, and industry enforcement of various laws, rules, and regulations. Enhance methodological and technical skills needed to assess the effectiveness of laws, rules, and regulations. Follow up on FRA’s implementation of GAO recommendations.</td>
<td>(1) Safety of private and commercial vehicles, including longer, heavier trucks. (2) State implementation of safety provisions of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991. (3) Impact of elderly drivers on highway safety and design. (4) Effectiveness of seat belt laws. (5) FRA and railroad industry actions to improve safety.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continue to appear as lead witness at FAA’s appropriation hearings. Conduct a series of jobs on the progress of FAA’s modernization program. Develop measures of system delays and performance to identify investment priorities for enhancing capacity. Develop modeling expertise to identify strategies to improve airways and terminal gate system performance. Examine the feasibility—economic, technical, and operational—of alternative forms of air traffic control.</td>
<td>(1) Status and results of FAA’s modernization program. (2) Reform of FAA’s acquisition process. (3) Extent and causes of system delays and performance shortfalls. (4) Implications of satellite technology and facility consolidation. (5) Cost-effectiveness of alternative strategies for modernization.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct a series of jobs examining alternative federal-aid investment and funding structures that encourage state, local, and private sector involvement in highway and mass transit construction and repair. Examine equity of contributions to surface transportation funding made by federal, state, local, and private sources. Examine impact of Clean Air Act attainment standards and Americans With Disabilities Act on states’ highway and mass transit programs and identify needed improvements in DOT’s management of states’ compliance. Review studies on passenger rail alternatives.</td>
<td>(1) Effectiveness of alternative federal funding strategies. (2) Impact of highway/mass transit funding flexibility on congestion relief. (3) Impediments to private-sector investment. (4) Adequacy of DOT oversight of state transportation agencies’ compliance with air quality attainment standards and with requirements of Americans With Disabilities Act. (5) Passenger rail alternatives.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Appendix II:
Sample of the Congressional Interest Table for the Issue Area Plans

### Congressional Interest in Tax Policy and Administration Issues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Committees</th>
<th>Majority</th>
<th>Minority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Senate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget</td>
<td>Reducing tax gap</td>
<td>Earned income tax credit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tax incentives</td>
<td>Taxation of employer-paid fringe benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improving Internal Revenue Service (IRS) efficiency</td>
<td>Investment tax credit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Passive real estate losses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governmental Affairs</td>
<td>Human resource issues</td>
<td>Tax gap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use of consultants</td>
<td>Adequacy of income measurements used in distributional tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collections update</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Performance indicators/business review process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>Effective marginal tax rates across countries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Revisions to alternative minimum tax</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noncompliance of U.S. citizen living abroad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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House

Government Operations, Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer, and Monetary Affairs

Accessibility and training for IRS assistors
Business information reporting program
Coordinating IRS collection actions
Criminal Investigation Division management
Summary study of expiring tax benefits

Ways and Means

User fee inventory
IRS notice clarity

Ways and Means, Subcommittee on Oversight

Budget and filing season hearing
Tax System Modernization (TSM)

Appropriations

Home equity loans

Joint Committee on Taxation

Joint Committee on Taxation

Passive loss rules
Inventory valuation rules

Passive loss provisions particularly real estate
Burden of corporate tax preparation
Accounts receivable, TSM, taxpayer service, and taxation of U.S. subsidiaries of foreign corporations
## Appendix III:
Sample of the "Congressional Customers" Table for the Issue Area Plans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Congressional Committee</th>
<th>Staff-Years</th>
<th>Percent of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>House Energy and Commerce</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congress</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>21.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-initiated</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Committee Requests</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House Banking, Finance, and Urban Affairs</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senate Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House Government Operations</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House Member Requests</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senate Judiciary</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House Agriculture</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House Ways and Means</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue Area Plan</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senate Agriculture,</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrition, and Forestry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senate Commerce,</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science, and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senate Governmental</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affairs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>123.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Statutorily mandated (Congress) and self-initiated assignments were principally of interest to the Banking Committees.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aviation Safety (6618)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airport and Airway System Improvement (6620)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Transportation Safety (6619)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Transportation Infrastructure (6621)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition and Consumer Protection (6622)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coast Guard and MARAD Efficiency and Effectiveness (6623)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Modal (6624)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Issue Area Work and Unanticipated Requests (6691)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>140</strong></td>
<td><strong>140</strong></td>
<td><strong>140</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Appendix V: Sample of Progress Tables for Issue Area Plans and Updates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Progress and Accomplishments, Current Plan Through First Quarter FY 1992</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Issue: Surface Transportation Safety: How can surface transportation be improved to promote safety and reduce economic losses? (6619)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff Years Planned: 63 Staff Years Spent: 4 (1st Qtr FY 92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objective(s):</strong> Identify impediments to NHTSA's and FHWA's efforts to promote safety and determine potential changes in policies and procedures to achieve safety objectives at a lower program cost. Identify ways FRA can enhance rail safety to fully meet its statutory and program requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anticipated Results</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommend approaches to comply with federal safety rules/regulations to achieve results at lower cost for programs dealing with trucks and cars, highway and bridge design, and maintenance standards. (FY 92, 93, &amp; 94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide Congress with analysis of effectiveness and societal costs of seat belt and helmet laws. (FY 92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify the safety cost/benefits of larger trucks on the highways. (FY 93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify rail safety improvements. (FY 93)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Related results:** As a result of our work, NHTSA has required new light trucks and vans to have passive restraints, which could save 2,000 lives annually. Also, Congress passed legislation to freeze longer combination vehicle operations in the states in which they were operating as of June 1991. FHWA has strengthened enforcement action against motor carriers when serious safety violations are found. It also initiated actions to improve its Safetynet Program's data base on motor vehicle inspections. We have a review under way on the use of intelligent inspection devices ("smart pigs") for inspecting pipelines.
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Policy

GAO's policy is to ensure that available resources are most effectively applied, on a GAO-wide basis, to issues and to individual assignments that best achieve current planning objectives.

As part of GAO's program planning system, GAO prepares divisionwide issue area resource requirements memorandums and annual work plans to help allocate resources and identify specific assignments to be undertaken.

Divisionwide Memorandum on Issue Area Resource Requirements

Resource requirements included in issue area plans and updates frequently exceed available staff-year resources. The Program Planning Committee (PPC) decides how to allocate available resources among issue areas to best achieve GAO's objectives. To help in this, the Assistant Comptrollers General should prepare memorandums giving divisionwide perspective to issue area requirements.

Each memorandum should be submitted to PPC through the Office of Program Planning (OPP) no later than the third week in June.

The memorandum generally should not exceed five pages including attachments. It should include the following information:

- **Resource usage**: This section discusses how the Assistant Comptrollers General would allocate staff-years to issue areas in the fiscal year beginning October 1 if there were no changes from those allocated to the division in the current year. Given the prospects for the following years budget, the Assistant Comptroller General for Planning and Reporting (ACG/P&R) also may ask in any particular year that divisions provide allocations based upon an overall reduction in the divisions' budgets. This section should discuss the reasons for recommended allocations, which would focus on (1) any new or emerging issues requiring changed resources for an issue area; (2) increases or decreases in emphasis on existing issues, necessitating a change in resources within an issue area; and (3) reasons for recommended changes to the headquarters/field staff mix.

- **Other resource needs**: This section discusses the division's plans to build organizational capacity needed to implement issue area strategies. The Assistant Comptrollers General should discuss other resources that may be needed by the division to carry out planned issue area work, including any significant new requirements for

# #

# #

# #

# #
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(1) enhanced evaluation skills through recruiting and hiring staff and
using consultants; (2) specialized training to build expertise; (3)
unusually large audit-related contracts; (4) enhanced regional
expertise by developing core staff and regional Band IIIIs; and (5)
special purpose computers, software, or data bases to be purchased.

- Matters for PPC consideration: In this section, the Assistant
Comptrollers General discuss any matters the PPC should consider
in determining staff-year allocations. This discussion could include
concerns about headquarters/field staff mix, the congressional
workload, potential problems in initiating critical basic legislative
requirement assignments, or any other matter the division would like
to bring to the PPC's attention. The Assistant Comptrollers General
should include the level of any additional resources beyond the
current-year level that will be needed for each issue area. They
should highlight how resources would be applied and why the need
cannot be met by reallocating existing resources.

- The Assistant Comptrollers General staff-year allocation
recommendations for his/her division: In a separate one-page
attachment, the Assistant Comptrollers General must provide a table
(see app. I) showing, for each issue area and area of interest within
the division's lead responsibility, the (1) approved PPC staff-year
allocation for the current year stating headquarters and field staff
separately and (2) division's recommended staff-year allocation for
the year to begin on October 1 broken down by headquarters and
field. The division's recommended allocation should be based on the
approved current fiscal year allocation as a ceiling.

This table also should state resources needed for work not within
the issue area, the Assistant Comptrollers General office, and
support staff. It should, therefore, state the division's total resource
needs.

- Annual Work Plans

Annual work plans identify individual assignments that will be
undertaken to implement issue area plans or updates. Annual work
plans also provide a basis for selecting a limited number of key
assignments that the programming divisions consider particularly
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important to start during the upcoming year to achieve the objectives of the issue area plan.

Annual work plans are developed by the issue area director for each issue area. They define the work to be done during the upcoming planning year beginning October 1 and ending September 30 for each issue covered by the issue area plan. They define individual jobs, assign division priorities, link individual jobs to issue area objectives, and distribute allocated staff-years among issues and assignments. They alert field offices to planned work and form the basis for developing assignment authorization forms.

Annual work plans enable top management to give guidance on planned assignments well before work begins. They help focus on work that most needs to be done and play an important role in helping influence request work toward areas where GAO can make the greatest contribution. Annual work plans also alert GAO’s field offices to potential work. They are an important component of the field resource allocation system and they help to communicate planned work throughout GAO’s divisions, encouraging coordination and avoiding duplication.

Timing of Preparation

Issue area staff should begin thinking about and preparing the contents of their annual work plan as they prepare their issue area plans or updates. However, they should wait until they receive approved staff-year allocations from PPC in July or August to finalize their work plans.

OPP should receive all approved plans—on computer disk and hard copy—no later than June 30 so that those plans can be analyzed for the Comptroller General and computer-generated information on all upcoming work can be customized and sent to all field activities.

Contents

The annual work plan for each issue area should be transmitted by a short memorandum. Items to be included are left to the discretion of the issue area director, but could include assignments (1) critical to meeting the issue area plan’s objectives (typically those starting during the planning year that were designated as key efforts in the Issue Area Plan Summary) and (2) that address the Comptroller General’s work priorities, such as jobs with significant potential dollar savings and jobs aimed at significant fraud, waste, and abuse.

The annual work plan should consist of the following sections (see apps. II and III):
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• A list of all assignments, ongoing and planned: The list, covering a 1-year period from July 1 to June 30, includes the name of each assignment written, whenever possible, in the form of the major question to be answered; the names of all regions to be used; an estimate of staff-days to be spent; and information on the job’s timing. Assignments deemed critical to meeting the issue area plan objectives (usually noted as key efforts in the Issue Area Plan Summary) also are identified.

• A resource summary table showing planned staff-day usage for each issue and time reserved for unanticipated congressional requests: Staff-days set aside for unanticipated congressional requests and targets of opportunity should equal 20 percent of an issue area’s total issue area staff-days.

The annual work plans should be prepared using software supplied by OPP. This software, which becomes a data base, is necessary so that the plans can be analyzed and OPP can alert all GAO’s regions of work planned for the upcoming year.

The division should work closely with affected divisions and field offices to ensure that the plan is properly coordinated and reflects those assignments that best contribute to issue area objectives.

# Review and Approval

Annual work plans are drafts until the division Assistant Comptroller General formally approves them. Once approved, the division distributes copies of the plan to all staff in the divisions, staff offices, and regions having an interest in the contents of the plan.

Related Materials

Other Chapter of This Manual
5.0, “Program Planning - Policy Summary.”

GAO Orders
0130.1.80, “Program Planning Committee.”
0130.1.81, “Job Starts Group.”

Other Publications
Mission and Assignment Tracking System (MATS) Users’ Manual (GAO/OIMC-6.1.1), appendix III, “GAO Approved Issues for Issue Areas and Areas of Interest.”
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Memorandums providing guidance on issue area plans and updates
issued annually by the ACG/P&R each November.

Planning for Results: A training manual used by OPP and the
Training Institute.

# Software

Annual Work Plan.

# Issue Area Plan.

# Planning Information Manager.
Appendix I: Format for Divisionwide Staff-Year Allocation Recommendations

(Name of Division)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue area/area of interest</th>
<th>Staff-years(^1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Current year PPC allocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HQ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Work not in issue area

Assistant Comptrollers
General office and support

---

\(^1\)Recommended allocations among issue areas may differ from those of the current year. The total staff-years and the total headquarters/field mix for the upcoming year must be the same as the PPC allocation for the current year.
## Appendix II:
Sample of Assignment List for Annual Work Plans

### Section 1
Transportation Issues
Ongoing and Planned Assignments
October 1991 - March 1992

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>1st 12 Mos.</th>
<th>Remaining</th>
<th>Quarterly Time Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airfield</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENRO</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCED (L)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ongoing**

26. Is the new Denver airport still likely to be completed on time and within the budget estimate?
   (341345) (BLR) (Mulvey)

27. Has FAA determined the need for precision approaches using MLS, ILS, and GPS-based systems?
   (341359) (Request) (Levin)

28. How effectively has FAA identified the mission needs for new system acquisitions?
   (341329) (Request) (Levin)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>1st 12 Mos.</th>
<th>Remaining</th>
<th>Time Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCED (L)</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 2 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHIRO</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>450</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**29. What are the key issues regarding the new Chicago airport?**
(341356) (Request) (Levin)

**PLANNED**

**30. Is FAA effectively using the Airport Improvement Program to meet the safety and capacity needs of the aviation system?**
(Request) (Williamson)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>1st 12 Mos.</th>
<th>Remaining</th>
<th>Time Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCED</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEARO (L)</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**31. Has FAA developed an effective strategy for consolidating its air traffic control (ATC) facilities?**
(Request) (Williamson)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>1st 12 Mos.</th>
<th>Remaining</th>
<th>Time Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCED (L)</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEARO</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**32. Will FAA's plans for advanced automation projects maximize benefits while minimizing costs?**
(Request) (Levin)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>1st 12 Mos.</th>
<th>Remaining</th>
<th>Time Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCED</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILRO (L)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**33. What is the overall status of FAA's ATC modernization program, including critical projects such as Mode S, AAS, and VSCS?**
(Request) (Levin) Critical

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>1st 12 Mos.</th>
<th>Remaining</th>
<th>Time Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCED (L)</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYRO</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILRO</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>450</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix III: Sample of Resource Allocation Table for Annual Work Plans

Section 2
Education and Employment Issues
Staff-Day Resource Allocation
July 1, 1992 - June 30, 1993

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issues</th>
<th>Issues</th>
<th>Staff-Days</th>
<th>Jobs</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>On-going</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>HQ</td>
<td>Field</td>
<td>HRD Total</td>
<td>Other Divs.</td>
<td>Issue Total</td>
<td>HQ</td>
<td>Field</td>
<td>HRD Total</td>
<td>Other Divs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2375</td>
<td>2650</td>
<td>5025</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5025</td>
<td>1325</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>2675</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financing Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1075</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>2175</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2175</td>
<td>1225</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>4125</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workplace Quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancing Workers' Skills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Issue Area Work - Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Issue Area Work - Employment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unallocated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unanticipated Congressionals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Issue Area Work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>7900</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>17900</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17900</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table above represents a sample of resource allocation for annual work plans, focusing on education and employment issues. It outlines the resource requirements and annual work plans for the specified period.
GAO's policy is to effectively plan and manage individual assignments to ensure that all standards are met and that high-quality, significant, useful, and timely products are delivered to customer(s).

GAO staff use a customer-focused, flexible, decision-oriented approach to plan and manage individual assignments. Assignments are generally conducted in three phases—job design, data collection/analysis, and product preparation. Managers and supervisors follow appropriate practices to monitor an assignment's progress; this includes top level management reviews at key decision points.

Within GAO's overall approach (described in this chapter), GAO staff perform the following functions:

- They initiate individual assignments as quickly as possible to ensure that the resulting information is timely and meets users' needs. (See ch. 6.1, "Initiating Assignments.")

- They perform sufficient design work on an assignment to ensure conceptually sound and well-planned efforts before spending substantial resources on detailed work. (See ch. 6.2, "The Job Design Phase.")

- They efficiently obtain and analyze data necessary to reach supportable conclusions and recommendations and to formulate useful products for approved assignment objectives. (See ch. 6.3, "The Data Collection/Analysis Phase.")

- They communicate the results of audits/evaluations using the product type that best meets both the principal user's needs and the reporting standards and policies applicable to the assignment. (See ch. 6.4, "The Product Preparation Phase.")

- They effectively follow up on and assess the results of assignments—including appraising staff, preparing accomplishments, following up on recommendations, and managing workpapers and central files. (See ch. 6.4.)

- They use appropriate management practices and tools, including GAO's Mission and Assignment Tracking System (MATS). Monitoring an assignment's progress, managing assignments,
allocating scarce resources, and measuring GAO's effectiveness in responding to congressional needs should be based on high-quality data. (See ch. 6.5, "Tracking GAO Assignments.")

**Overall Framework**

GAO assignments cover a broad spectrum of national and international issues and range from narrow questions to far-reaching, complex, and/or sensitive assessments of major policies, programs, or activities. GAO's program planning process (see ch. 5, "Program Planning") helps GAO focus on work that most needs to be done and plays an important role in influencing congressional request work toward areas where GAO can make the greatest contribution.

**Customer Focus**

Most GAO assignments respond to specific congressional requests. Other GAO assignments result from legislative mandates or GAO's basic legislative responsibilities (BLR). (See ch. 3, "Supporting the Congress.")

Before initiating an assignment, staff must carefully evaluate the expenditure of resources considering the customers' needs, expected benefits, level of GAO's contribution, and the consistency with GAO's work priorities and program plans. Most often, GAO performs work consistent with its plans, expending only those resources necessary to adequately address the assignment objective(s) and provide sufficient, competent, and relevant evidence to support its findings, conclusions, and recommendations. In those rare instances when GAO must work on a congressional request on which management determines that GAO's contribution is minimal, work must be done efficiently to minimize the resources expended while still addressing the assignment's objective(s).

GAO acknowledges congressional requests quickly and tries to initiate work on all assignments in a timely manner to ensure that the final products meet users' needs. (See ch. 6.1.) To preclude surprises, customers should be kept informed throughout the assignment, especially when circumstances cause significant changes in scope, objective(s), or timing.

**Assignment Phases**

GAO assignments are normally performed in three phases—job design, data collection/analysis, and product preparation—each serving defined purposes. At times, the staff's work overlaps into different phases, particularly the data collection/analysis and product preparation phases. The progress of assignments through these phases and the degree of resources expended in each must be as flexible as circumstances require.
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As an assignment moves from one phase to another, the assignment team must work together to answer key questions and cooperatively reach key decisions regarding the assignment's progress, the product's message, and the user's needs. Appendix I summarizes the assignment phases and key decision points. The key questions for each of the three phases are summarized in appendix II. (Also see ch. 10, "Methodology," regarding methodological issues to be considered during these phases.)

The Job Design Phase

The job design phase provides an opportunity for staff and management to assess the validity of the assignment objective, to determine whether a reportable message exists, and to establish the scope and methodology to assess the objective(s). The purpose of the job design phase is to quickly ensure, with a minimum of staff time, that assignments are well thought out and are planned before extensive resources are used to gather additional data.

Staff are expected to perform enough work, including testing of transactions, to ensure that a reportable message exists and that the potential message warrants further expenditure of scarce resources. Completion of the job design phase is a major decision point, when management and staff must decide whether the assignment should be continued. For specific information tasks to be accomplished during the job design phase, see chapter 6.2.

Data Collection/Analysis Phase

During the data collection/analysis phase, staff and management are implementing the assignment plan and working toward two key decision points—the one-third point assessment and message agreement. These decision points provide an opportunity for management and staff to meet and discuss the direction and progress of the assignment; what modifications may be needed in the scope, the methodology, or GAO resources; and the best way to meet the customer's needs. For information on data collection/analysis phase activities, see chapter 6.3.

Product Preparation Phase

During the product preparation phase, staff and management work together to prepare and issue a final product according to decisions reached during the message agreement. During this phase, it is expected that the final product to be developed will meet all quality standards and that the customer will not be surprised by changes in scope, coverage, or timing late in an assignment's life.

At this time, staff and management are working toward the final key decision point—director approval. This is the point at which the issue area director or regional manager approves the draft product to be forwarded to the division's planning and reporting function for
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Postproduct Issuance
Key Actions

Final actions taken on each assignment are an integral part of planning and managing GAO's work. These actions include assessing job results and staff performance against planned expectations and performance appraisal standards and expectations and providing feedback for improvement (see ch. 13, "Supervision"). Also, an assignment is not complete until effective plans for following up on product recommendations (see ch. 9.2, “Procedures for Recommendation Followup”) and recording accomplishments are established (see ch. 9.3, “Procedures for Accomplishment Reporting”).

For more information on other postissuance management actions, see chapter 6.4.

Effective Management

In planning and managing individual assignments, the assignment team—issue area director/regional manager, assistant director/assistant regional manager, evaluator-in-charge (EIC), audit staff, technical advisors, and writer/editor—must continually weigh the expenditure of resources against the expected benefits. While, in most instances, the issue area director will have overall responsibility for an assignment, regional and overseas managers may assume these responsibilities, including signing the final product in certain circumstances.

In performing assignments, management and staff must

- ensure that all applicable standards are met and the results are accurate, objective, and credible (see ch. 4, “Standards”);
- carefully monitor progress to ensure that objectives are met without the unnecessary expenditure of resources; and
- encourage a cooperative atmosphere in which management and staff work together to reach key decisions within the assignment phases.

Management Tools

Effectively managing individual assignments throughout the phases relies heavily on data that are timely, accurate, and meaningful. GAO management information systems are used to provide management and staff with on-line, real-time access to key management information regarding assignments.
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The primary system is MATS. MATS links several subsystems—requests, jobs, issue area, staff-day, and time and attendance—to routinely produce standardized reports by individual assignment, issue area, congressional request, or other classification to meet specific information needs. Job Starts Software (JSS) helps staff to compile the information needed to approve a new assignment or to move an existing assignment from the design phase to another phase.

MATS and JSS are two tools for proactively assessing assignment resources and progress and making decisions about shifting resources among competing demands. To maintain the effectiveness of these management information tools, management and staff must ensure the accuracy and timeliness of the data input. For more information on tracking GAO assignments, see chapter 6.6.

Oversight by the Job Starts Group

GAO's top management, through weekly Job Starts Group (JSG) meetings and the biweekly Reports Review meetings with each division head, reviews all assignments starting in GAO and those assignments moving beyond the job design phase to either the data collection/analysis phase or the product preparation phase. The group also discusses each incoming congressional request, each product to be issued, and contracts for audit/evaluation work over $10,000.

The JSG reviews assignments from an overall perspective of increasing its knowledge of jobs starting in GAO and sharing its views on them. For more information on the types of issues JSG considers when reviewing individual assignments, see chapter 6.1.

Key Responsibilities

Issue area directors/regional managers (when assigned responsibility) or their designees are responsible for ensuring that GAO assignments are adequately planned and efficiently managed and that all their products meet GAO quality standards. They also ensure internal and external coordination, including communication with requestors, and continually monitor the assignment progress. (For more detail, see app. III.)

EICs/project managers/site supervisors are responsible for carrying out an assignment—preparing assignment plans; collecting, analyzing, and summarizing data; drafting products; documenting work; supervising staff; and performing all work in accordance with applicable auditing standards. (For more detail, see app. III.)
The Office of Congressional Relations acknowledges written congressional requests, assigns responsibility for the work to divisions or offices, and enters new congressional requests in MATS.

The JSG reviews all new assignments and those moving beyond the design phase to increase its knowledge of jobs starting in GAO and to share its views on the scope, methodology, timing, and reporting of jobs.

The Office of Program Planning (OPP) assists JSG, manages GAO's program planning process, provides coordination assistance with other legislative support agencies, and ensures that the Congress receives the required or legislatively-mandated information about new job starts through the Research Notification System. OPP uses the data in the MATS and JSS systems and approves significant changes to historical data in MATS.

The Office of Policy is responsible for maintaining the accomplishment reporting and recommendation followup systems and reporting the results to the Congress.
Appendix I:
Summary of Assignment Phases and Key Decision Points

MATS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Design Phase</th>
<th>Data Collection/Analysis Phase</th>
<th>Product Preparation Phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job Start</td>
<td>DP 1 End of Job Design</td>
<td>DP 5 Exit Conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DP 2 One-Third Point Assessment</td>
<td>DP 4 Product Received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DP 3 Message Agreement</td>
<td>DP 6 Product Issued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DP 7 Product Submitted to P &amp; R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DP 8 Product Issued</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These steps occur if written agency comments are requested.
Appendix II:
Key Assignment Questions

During each assignment phase, staff and management must continually monitor the progress in meeting the stated objectives and consider modifications based on the following key questions:

# Job Initiation and Job Design Phase (ch. 6.1 and 6.2)

- Is the issue significant? Can GAO make a contribution and is the work appropriate for GAO examination?
- Can GAO adequately respond to the assignment's objective(s) in a timely manner?
- Will the scope and methodology adequately, yet efficiently, address the assignment's objective(s)?
- Does a reportable message exist and, if so, does the message warrant the additional expenditure of resources?
- Does a customer exist for GAO's BLR work?

# Data Collection/Analysis Phase (ch. 6.3)

- Is the assignment progressing as planned to ensure that a product can be delivered in time to meet the user's needs?
- Should the objectives, scope, methodology, or resource requirements be modified to better meet the user's time frame?
- Is sufficient, competent, and relevant evidence being collected to support the necessary elements of a finding?
- Do all key parties agree on the message to be presented, the form and the timing of the product, and who will sign the product?

# Product Preparation Phase (ch. 6.4)

- Does the product meet all reporting standards?
- Has the product received adequate internal and external review and coordination?
- Have the agency's views been adequately considered?
- Is the product ready for final processing?
- Will the product be issued in time to meet the user's needs?
- Does the product meet the assignment's objective(s)?
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Issue area directors/regional managers (when assigned responsibility) and division and office heads are responsible for ensuring that

- initial contact is made with the requester within 2 weeks,
- assignment teams are staffed with persons having the required skills and expertise,
- appropriate questions have been answered before proceeding to the next assignment phase,
- agreements are reached at key decision points,
- continuing oversight of all assignments is exercised, and
- applicable auditing standards are complied with.

Assistant directors/assistant regional managers (when assigned responsibility) or their designees are responsible for

- initiating and maintaining communication with requesters,
- initiating discussions with potential congressional customers on BLR assignments,
- ensuring internal and external coordination,
- complying with liaison arrangements with agencies,
- ensuring that an understanding of performance expectations exists,
- continually monitoring assignment progress to ensure that key issues–reportable message, customer interest, GAO contribution, and timeliness–are addressed in reaching assignment decisions,
- assessing performance of EICs and ensuring that they prepare performance appraisals and counsel assigned staff,
- reviewing workpapers prepared by EICs,
- providing input during the drafting of the product,
- keeping issue area directors/regional managers informed of major developments and seeking their assistance in resolving problems,
- certifying conformance with all applicable auditing standards,
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- establishing a followup plan for recommendations made, and
- reporting accomplishments when achieved.

*EICs/project managers/site supervisors are responsible for*

- initiating assignment authorization documentation;
- preparing the assignment plan and decision paper;
- completing the MATS job initiation forms using JSS and keeping the MATS information up to date;
- collecting, analyzing, and summarizing data;
- drafting and revising the product as necessary;
- providing substantially full-time supervision over all aspects of assignment completion;
- organizing the one-third point assessment and the message conference;
- initiating changes to assignment plans or resource requirements when needed;
- keeping issue area directors/regional managers and assistant directors/assistant regional managers informed of major developments and seeking their assistance in resolving problems;
- assessing performance of assigned staff; and
- performing the assignment in accordance with applicable auditing standards.
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Policy

GAO's policy is to initiate individual assignments as quickly as possible to ensure that the resulting information is timely and meets users' needs.

Approach

Objectives to be addressed in individual assignments are generated by written or oral congressional requests or as part of the longer range issue area plans and annual work plans. For those initiatives generated through legislative mandates, the signed legislation generally provides the objectives of the assignment.

In most cases, request letters from committee and subcommittee Chairs, Ranking Minority Members, and individual Members to the Comptroller General are the starting points for GAO's assignments. In some instances, however, staff learn of proposed or anticipated requests during periodic meetings with congressional staffs. Such discussions should be documented with congressional contact memorandums, which are addressed to the Office of Congressional Relations (OCR) and can form the basis for new starts. While GAO recognizes these as formal requests, the preference is to have them documented with proper request letters.

Issue area directors, before agreeing to do new work, should consider the feasibility of doing the requested work as part of an ongoing assignment or satisfying it with prior work done in the area. Before starting a new assignment, issue area directors should determine whether the issue meets GAO's work priorities (see ch. 3.0, "Supporting the Congress—Policy Summary") and is consistent with the issue area plan (see ch. 5.1, "Program Planning—Issue Area Plans and Updates"). Issue area directors should discuss any current limitations, including staff availability, with congressional staff before committing to do the work. Discussions of proposed work should be documented in congressional contact memorandums.

GAO staff should be aware of legislative mandates for GAO work. Generally, staff work with the individual committees when the legislation that specifically requires GAO work is being drafted. Once the legislation is passed, GAO staff should begin working with the appropriate committees to ensure that GAO meets the objectives of the mandate.
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In many instances, GAO begins assignments to meet its overall basic legislative responsibilities. In these cases, responsible units propose assignments through their annual work plans and the longer range issue area plans that address key issues that could contribute to overall congressional debate and deliberations. These assignments should be initiated in time to facilitate congressional use of the results of such work. Staff on these assignments should maintain contact with those congressional committees that could act on the results of such efforts.

Acknowledging Requests
OCR acknowledges the receipt of written requests for audit/evaluation work promptly—usually within 24 hours or by the next workday. The acknowledgement, however, is not a substantive response committing GAO to a defined scope of work or timing. Whether GAO actually undertakes work as a result of the request or employs some other means of satisfying the request should be determined by the division or office assigned responsibility.

Assigning Unit Responsibility
OCR assigns congressional requests to the division or office having primary subject matter responsibility. OCR then enters the request data into the Mission and Assignment Tracking System (MATS), and MATS generates a master request report that is transmitted to the assigned division or office for action. Any questions on assignment responsibility should be resolved between the divisions and OCR. The Office of Program Planning (OPP) is available to assist.

In assigning this responsibility, OCR provides the unit any known background on the request, such as sensitive areas that require special consideration and insights on referring the requester to other sources that could meet the requester's needs more appropriately.

Making Initial Contact
The division or office assigned the response is responsible for making a prompt initial contact with the requester to begin resolving how GAO can best respond to the request. After the division or office receives the request, initial contacts must be made within 2 weeks. Such contacts are normally face-to-face contacts to define and clarify the objective; when such clarification is not necessary, contact may be made by telephone.

Initial contacts should reinforce the fact that congressional requests are GAO's top priority. Initial contacts also provide useful information on the requester's needs and time frames, helping GAO set priorities.

More specifically, the issue area director, regional manager, and/or assistant director should discuss the proposed work with the requester and
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- ensure that he/she understands the request and its objectives;

- discuss scope and methodology options that could fulfill the request and their implications for substance and timing;

- learn when the results are needed (including product type and distribution arrangements) and work with the requester to determine how his/her needs can best be met in the required time frame; and

- explain how GAO informs agency officials of request work, performs audits/evaluations and reports on them, and discusses the results with affected parties.

Staff also should discuss GAO's policy of disclosing the requester's name. In those rare instances where the requester objects to this identification, the issue area director should not commit to performing work on this assignment until the matter can be addressed by GAO's top management. Only in limited situations, such as national security or sensitive investigations of agency officials, will the Comptroller General and the Job Starts Group (JSG) consider the initiation of an assignment with requester anonymity.

Agreements reached with the requester should be documented in a congressional contact memorandum, along with significant aspects of the discussions that led to the agreements. When significant changes to the request letter are negotiated or when sensitive issues are involved or other events suggest that documentation may prove desirable, staff should document these agreements with a confirmation letter to the requester. These confirmation letters should be sent promptly after GAO and the requester have reached such understandings, and they generally should be signed by the issue area director or regional manager.

The Communications Manual (CM), page 12.2-4, provides information on the proposed content of these letters.

The issue area director/regional manager (when designated) are responsible for initiating and coordinating assignments. These responsibilities include

- defining staff needs and making arrangements for specialists needed,

- assigning staff,
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• assuring that assignment justifications and documentation are prepared and data are entered into MATS and Job Starts Software (JSS),

• seeking division and office approval, and

• notifying agencies to be examined.

Assigning Staff

The issue area director/regional manager generally assign the evaluator-in-charge (EIC) and assistant director/assistant regional manager. These individuals will make the initial contacts with the requester and prepare the assignment documentation for work undertaken.

Because of resource constraints or other staff obligations, key staff may not be available when the request is received. In these cases, the issue area director/regional manager must consider staffing alternatives or negotiate delayed start dates with the requester.

As the assignment progresses, the issue area director or regional manager should ensure that the team collectively possesses the desired skills to ensure quality work and timely completion.

Staffing requirements and availability must be continually monitored to meet stated objectives and time frames.

Preparing Assignment Documentation

Once issue area directors/regional managers determine that work on an assignment will be done, the EIC is responsible for preparing the MATS Job Initiation Report (GAO Form 300) and the New Job Proposal (GAO Form 301) used to authorize GAO work. Both the GAO Forms 300 and 301 should be prepared at the same time and approved as a package and submitted to JSG no later than 14 days after the initiation of an assignment. To initiate this documentation, the EIC needs to know about

• key organizational information, such as programming division; issue area code; job code; and, for congressional requests, the Controlled Case Activity Report number(s);

• key staff, estimated resource requirements, and preliminary target dates for key decision points;

• background on the assignment, assignment objectives or key questions to be answered, and proposed methodology;

• the potential impact and savings to be realized from the assignment;

• how this assignment corresponds to GAO's work priorities; and
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- the extent of internal and external coordination completed.

JSS enables the EIC to key in essential data elements for the authorization documentation and electronically transmit these data to divisions and offices for further processing. Much of the information related to the data elements and work priorities is available in the computerized system. For further information on filling out JSS and MATS forms for new jobs, see the JSS: Job Starts Software, Version 1, Reference Manual, and the Mission and Assignment Tracking System (MATS) Users’ Manual, chapter 5.

### Input for the Research Notification System

The Congressional Research Service’s (CRS) Research Notification System (RNS) is used to provide the legislatively-mandated monthly congressional report listing all investigations and audit and evaluation projects undertaken by GAO. OPP electronically transmits data on new jobs for inclusion in the RNS report using JSS data.

JSS data should be prepared for all assignments. Division planning and reporting staff should indicate in JSS whether each job should be forwarded to CRS. All jobs should be forwarded to CRS when the staff time will be charged to a new MATS code, except when the assignment

- requires less than 50 days to produce an additional product that is a spin-off of an existing congressionally-requested job and needs no new data gathering or analyses;

- produces an internal product unrelated to a specific audit, evaluation, or investigation; or

- includes highly sensitive issues, such that disclosure would compromise an ongoing investigation or involve a national security problem. (These latter assignments are to be discussed with JSG and, if deemed necessary, other arrangements will be made to notify congressional leadership.)

### Seeking Division/Office Approval

Division and office management authorizes individual assignments considering

- existing workload,
- backlogs,
- congressional interest,
- cost/benefit of jobs,
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- relationship of proposed work to GAO's work priorities and annual work plan/issue area plans,
- potential GAO contribution,
- timeliness to the Congress,
- resource availability,
- staff availability, and
- special skill needs.

Assignments should be coordinated with other offices and divisions, as needed, including those with issue area or primary audit responsibility for the agencies involved. They also should be coordinated with the agency's Inspector General or its equivalent and other legislative support agencies—the Congressional Budget Office, CRS, and the Office of Technology Assessment. (See ch. 14.3, "Agency Relations—Other Legislative Support Agencies," and GAO Order 1420.1, "Cooperation and Coordination With the Congressional Budget Office, the Congressional Research Service, and the Office of Technology Assessment.") Any questions regarding coordination with other legislative support agencies should be resolved with OPP.

Once an assignment has been authorized, the job starts forms are to be approved by the division heads or directors for planning and reporting and submitted to JSG as soon as practicable but not later than 14 days after the assignment begins.

Notifying Agencies

Before beginning an assignment, GAO notifies the agencies, generally in writing, of the assignment to be undertaken. The 0175 series of GAO orders describe how to prepare these notifications for specific agencies and CM, chapter 12.2, "Early External Communications," provides general guidance on the contents of such letters.

In addition, GAO holds entrance conferences with agency officials to provide an overview of an assignment and to answer questions. (See ch. 14.1, "Agency Relations—Executive Agencies and Other Governmental Entities," regarding GAO and agency personnel who should generally attend entrance conferences and the topics that should be discussed.) The results of an entrance conference should be documented in the workpapers.
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JSG Review

After division or office approval, JSG reviews proposed assignments, looking at all assignments starting in GAO and those moving from the job design phase to the data collection/analysis phase or product preparation phase if the assignment skips the data/collection phase. The group, assisted by OPP, reviews assignment documentation and relates questions or concerns.

In reviewing individual assignments, JSG pays particular attention to:

- assignments that do not appear to meet GAO's work priorities;
- the worth of the proposed work given the anticipated assignment cost and expected benefits;
- whether a more appropriate entity to perform the work exists;
- the role in which the assignment puts GAO and its sensitivity;
- in-house or external coordination;
- the scope and/or methodology and planned or actual use of resources;
- expertise available to conduct the assignment; or
- assignments involving multiple regions in the job design phase or assignments appearing to take an inordinate amount of time.

Divisions and regions should consider these matters when they prepare their paperwork justifying assignments. To fully consider the assignments, JSG must have the MATS Job Initiation Report (GAO Form 300) and the New Job Proposal (for new assignments) (GAO Form 301) or the Job Completion Plan (for assignments moving from job design to another phase) (GAO Form 301).

Related Materials

Other Chapters of This Manual

3, "Supporting the Congress."

5.1, "Program Planning--Issue Area Plans and Updates."

14.1, "Agency Relations--Executive Agencies and Other Governmental Entities."
### Communications Manual

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communications Manual</th>
<th>GAO Orders</th>
<th>Other Publications</th>
<th>GAO Forms/Reports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1420.1, “Cooperation and Coordination With the Congressional Budget Office, the Congressional Research Service, and the Office of Technology Assessment.”</td>
<td></td>
<td>301, “Job Completion Plan” (for assignments moving from job design to another phase).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MATR001, “MATS Master Request Report.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GAO's policy is to perform sufficient design work on an assignment to ensure that the efforts are conceptually sound and well planned before spending substantial resources on detailed work.

GAO undertakes assignments as a result of specific congressional requests, legislative mandate, or as part of its basic legislative responsibilities (BLR). In these instances, GAO must be assured that it can make a contribution before expending scarce resources. Assignments must be planned to use scarce resources in the most efficient way to best meet the objectives, while producing a reportable message in time to meet users' needs. Most assignments begin in the job design phase, during which work is done quickly to provide the necessary information for managers to decide whether to continue the assignment to the data collection/analysis or product preparation phases or terminate it.

At times, the assignment's objective(s) and plans may have been sufficiently defined through prior work so the assignment could start in the data collection/analysis phase. In these cases, however, staff and management must be assured that sufficient information exists to answer the key questions of the design phase.

On the basis of work in various issue areas, GAO is aware of key issues that are important to the Congress. GAO identifies these issues in the long-range issue area plans and annual work plans and shares these with appropriate committees. These assignments are started as BLRs; however, these could become congressionals if requests are subsequently received. For these assignments, GAO may need to determine customer interest and timing. In certain cases, GAO may prefer to do the work under a BLR code and report the results to the Congress as a whole.

The keys to a highly successful job are effective supervision and continuous reassessments of the assignment's objective(s) and progress made toward achieving it within the plan. Prompt decisions should be made to terminate an assignment that is not doable or is not likely to produce desired results. Terminating unproductive assignments is important because the resources will be available for other assignments.
Working Toward Decision Point 1

At the end of the job design phase, staff and management will be deciding whether to terminate the assignment or whether sufficient evidence exists for GAO to make a contribution by presenting a reportable message.

As discussed in chapter 6.1, "Initiating Assignments," within 2 weeks of receiving a congressional request, GAO should meet the requester to clarify the assignment's objective(s) and establish a means by which GAO can be responsive. While the initial contact may do much to establish the framework by which GAO carries out the assignment, staff and management must continually reassess the expected benefits in light of resource expenditures.

Regardless of whether an assignment began as a result of a congressional request or as part of GAO's BLRs, during the job design phase, staff and management should continually consider

- the proposed worth of the work and the potential message,
- GAO's role and contributions,
- customer interest,
- timeliness of GAO's response, and
- doability.

Worth of Proposed Work

The worth of the proposed work should be demonstrated. This requires considering two elements—anticipated assignment cost and expected benefits. In this phase, it is not expected that detailed staffing and cost estimates will be known, but approximate total resources required for assignment completion should be considered in relation to expected results. Staff could continually reassess the proposed work in light of GAO's work priorities (see ch. 3.0, "Supporting the Congress--Policy Summary").

In determining the potential worth of an assignment, staff and management should compare the best potential message expected and time frames as well as the minimum message to be presented. Resource allocations should be considered from those perspectives as well as the likelihood of achieving the desired option. This comparison permits tradeoffs in performing GAO's work.

GAO's Role and Contribution

Continual consideration should be given to whether the assignment's objective(s) is appropriate for GAO's examination and prospective contribution. Questions to be resolved include the following:
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- Does GAO have the necessary access to data to conduct the assignment?
- Is GAO's independence a key factor in making its contribution unique?
- Can GAO add significantly to the issue?
- Is the contribution commensurate with the investment?
- Will GAO be able to perform high-quality work in sufficient detail to accomplish the objective in a timely manner?
- Has anyone else performed work in the area, and to what extent can GAO rely on it?
- Can the issue be developed and is anyone likely to act on the results developed?
- Should GAO market the results and, if so, what strategies should be used?
- Is the issue sensitive or controversial? Should special steps and precautions be taken?
- Is the issue being litigated?
  If so, staff should carefully consider GAO's policy of not usually expressing opinions on such matters or doing work that might interfere with the legal process. (See Communications Manual (CM), p. 12.15-4.)
- Does the objective involve potential criminal matters that could be recommended for prosecution? Does the issue involve current bid protest considerations, or are there prior issued decisions?
  If so, staff should contact the Office of Special Investigations and the General Counsel, as appropriate, for advice.
- Does the objective involve a major agency decision in process?
  If so, staff should exercise caution and consult with division management before intervening in the decisionmaking process. This is particularly important when the potential exists for GAO to release sensitive information that might put the government or other parties at a disadvantage. Examples include information on planned
sensitive procurement or potential government programs whose details have not been made public. (See CM, p. 12.15-5.)

Most GAO assignments are initiated in response to congressional requests and, in these cases, customer interest is generally established. However, even under these circumstances, staff should periodically consult with requesters to clarify expectations and ensure that the objective(s), methodology, timing, and communication strategy remain acceptable.

In responding to congressional requests, GAO staff should

- maintain effective communications with the requester throughout the assignment;

- refer requests (as appropriate after discussing with the requester) to other legislative support agencies, agency Inspectors General (IG), internal audit groups, or other sources if they can meet the requester’s needs in a more timely manner;

- suggest broadening the scope of narrowly focused requests, if needed, to (1) be more responsive to requesters’ needs; (2) provide a more balanced and representative perspective; or (3) avoid the need for restrictive qualifications in the objectives, scope, and methodology statement;

- suggest narrowing the scope of a request when the requester needs only a limited amount of information and/or the scope of requested work is too broad and impractical or impossible to do; and

- suggest combining similar requests or modifying ongoing assignments to include the subject matter of new requests.

For BLR assignments, GAO staff should identify which congressional committees or Members are responsible for the subject matter of the assignments and consult with them to determine their interest and concerns. When appropriate and feasible, the proposed GAO work should be adapted to those concerns to better meet congressional needs. In these cases, GAO should establish a continuing dialogue with responsible committees.

The Office of Congressional Relations should be consulted and kept informed of all significant developments, agreements, and commitments through the use of congressional contact memorandums.
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Considering Timeliness
Throughout an assignment, the broad parameter of customers' deadlines and information needs should be reevaluated in light of potential emerging issues. As such, staff should remain flexible to adjust plans and strategies to respond to these changing needs. Questions to be answered include the following:

- What are appropriate target dates for product issuance and are these realistic?
- Will using alternative objectives, scope, and/or methodology enable GAO to meet target dates?
- Can target dates be met if anticipated product types are changed?
- Are the objectives of continuing interest and therefore not time critical?

Doability

An overriding consideration for undertaking assignments is whether GAO actually could perform the necessary work in the time frames required. Although GAO's role and contributions, the assignment's proposed worth, and customer interest clearly may be established, the overall doability may be questionable because of lack of resources, expertise, or available data to satisfy the request.

In such cases, management and staff should reassess the assignment's objective(s), scope, and methodology in view of the proposed time frames and determine whether some alternative means could satisfy the request. In those rare cases when an assignment is not doable in its existing format, management and staff should consider recommending that the objectives be redefined; the scope be narrowed; a different methodology be used; the time frames be expanded; or alternative information source, such as agency IGs or other legislative organizations, satisfy the request. Terminating the effort could be a logical outcome of this assessment.

Reaching Key Decisions
During the job design phase, staff should perform sufficient work to contribute to the decisions reached on the assignment and to perform certain tasks to

- validate or redefine the assignment's objective(s) and potential message,
- formulate specific question(s) to address the assignment's objective(s),

#
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- establish the assignment scope,
- establish a methodology that best responds to the assignment's objective(s),
- obtain general background information,
- test transactions, and
- prepare a detailed assignment plan for those assignments progressing to the data collection/analysis phase.

On the basis of the information obtained from the above tasks, staff and management should be able to reach key decisions regarding the assignment.

Validating/Redefining Objectives

For congressional requests, the request letter provides an initial assignment objective, which could be clarified during the initial contact. But, on the basis of subsequent work, staff may need to validate or redefine the cited objective.

Objectives for GAO's self-initiated assignments are usually defined through issue area or annual work plans. They may be general or broad (for example, review the administration of a certain program), or they may take the form of specific questions (for example, did an agency award a contract or a grant in accordance with regulatory requirements?).

Validation requires that staff determine if the objective(s) is reasonable and appropriate for GAO's attention. This involves understanding the context and issues surrounding the assignment's objective(s). Knowledge of public policy formulation and issue area management can help in identifying and understanding issues. Staff should review an issue's background and history as well as determine the reasons for the request, the key players with an interest in the issue, the public perception of the issue, and how the information GAO develops might be used.

Questions to answer in validating the assignment objective(s) include the following:

- How does the objective(s) conform to the program plan?
- Is the objective significant and does it warrant GAO attention?
- What are the alternative approaches to address the objective(s)?
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Formulating Specific Questions

- Has GAO recently addressed the objective(s) and, if so, does GAO need to reexamine it?

- Have other organizations (agency IGs or other legislative support agencies) recently done work in this area?

As the assignment progresses, the objective(s) should become more focused on specific questions to answer. This refinement and focusing may be unnecessary if the assignment's original objective was a specific question.

Focusing on questions involves testing assertions to determine if they are consistent with information being developed. The process of formulating questions

- fosters discipline and precision,

- facilitates clarity,

- focuses attention on alternative ways to get answers,

- helps establish the underlying logic needed to be responsive,

- permits the establishment of manageable segments,

- guides project design, and

- structures the presentation of communication products.

Translating the objective(s) and questions into a series of subquestions is often helpful. All questions or subquestions should be phrased in such a way that GAO can, in fact, answer them on the basis of reasonable criteria.

Most questions in GAO's work are descriptive, normative, program impact, or prospective. Descriptive questions ask for information about a condition or an event. Normative questions require that a condition be compared with a criterion; impact questions establish how a condition differs from what it would have been without a program or a policy. Prospective questions examine the likely impact of one or several alternative proposals for addressing a particular problem. Additional information on types of assignment questions is discussed briefly in chapter 9.1, "Procedures for Developing Findings, Conclusions, Recommendations, and Matters for Congressional Consideration," and described more fully in Designing Evaluations (GAO/PEMD-10.1.4).
Establishing the Assignment Scope

Assignment questions are formulated before developing the design by which they will be answered. However, design problems, which should be discussed and resolved with the requester if it is a congressional request, may lead to modifying the assignment questions.

The relationship between the assignment's objective(s) and the methodology used to address it is the assignment scope. Scope is affected by the complexities of the issue to be addressed, the work environment and conditions GAO will be working in, and the availability of necessary data. It is influenced by the methodologies selected, the time frames allotted to collection and analysis activities, and the availability of GAO resources to implement the assignment plan.

Generally, scope relates to the number of sites or field locations visited, the time frames covered by the examination, and the depth of coverage of audit/evaluation steps necessary to ensure that all audit standards have been met. In establishing the assignment scope, staff must determine:

- the type of assignment question and which elements—cause, criteria, condition, or effect—may be necessary to constitute a finding;
- the degree to which GAO wants or needs to generalize its findings (that is, to an entire program or function or to only a part of it);
- kinds of information that will be needed to answer the questions (for example, whether anecdotal data are acceptable);
- what time frames should be explored (that is, time elapsed since program inception or a more recent number of fiscal years);
- how available the required data are for collection and analysis; and
- whether the objective calls for assessing internal controls; compliance with laws and regulations; or verification of computer-processed data and, if so, whether the levels of risk involve modifying the degree of testing required.

After preliminary data tests, either the scope and/or the methodology of an assignment may require revision to meet the stated objective in a timely manner. Conversely, if assignment scope remains the most critical element, staff will need to carefully negotiate time frames with the requester to ensure that sufficient, competent, and relevant evidence can be obtained and analyzed. Therefore, staff and
management should keep abreast of these interacting factors and modify the assignment plans accordingly.

Determining overall scope generally includes tradeoffs. For example, in some instances, a more narrow scope or different methodology would result in a less powerful message, but the work would be accomplished in the established time frames. As such, management and staff should consider these tradeoffs and at times present alternatives to the requester while mindful of GAO's responsibility to provide sufficient information to contribute to overall improved government actions.

A critical part of this assignment phase is considering alternative methodologies to meet the assignment's objective(s) and selecting the one that will satisfactorily meet the assignment's objectives. (See ch. 10.0, "Methodology--Policy Summary.")

The following questions should be considered in examining alternative methodologies:

- Will proposed methodologies develop the needed elements of a finding?

- Is the methodology reasonably related to the conclusiveness of the information required, e.g., generalizability and validity?

- Is the rationale for selecting locations or informed sources of accurate information adequate? Is the extent of proposed data collection necessary to attain objectives, or is it excessive? For example, will performing the assignment in fewer states yield valid results?

- What are potential data collection problems? For example, can GAO rely on information collected or compiled by others, with appropriate testing to ensure accuracy and reliability, instead of spending substantial staff resources developing its own information? (See Assessing the Reliability of Computer-Processed Data (GAO/OP-8.1.3) for additional guidance.)

- How do alternative methodologies affect the timeliness of the product?

- Given methodological constraints, can alternative but sufficiently useful objectives be postulated?
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A methodology should be selected, after considering alternatives, that meets the assignment's objective(s) as efficiently as possible. When appropriate, assistance should be sought from programming divisions' or regional offices' technical assistance or economic analysis groups, the Program Evaluation and Methodology Division, and the Office of the Chief Economist.

Obtaining Background Information

The extent of information to be collected and reviewed varies by assignment and depends on staff's knowledge of the area/program.

Typically, information reviewed or collected involves

- reviewing the legislative background,
- reviewing prior audits/evaluations with attention given to methodological issues and substantive findings and recommendations,
- reviewing agency records,
- interviewing key agency officials at headquarters and in the field,
- interviewing program beneficiaries, and
- examining program regulations and procedures.

Testing Elements in the Audit/Evaluation Plan

To learn if the planned design will actually work is essential. Testing also helps to determine whether the planned design will be excessively costly or time consuming to execute. The degree to which GAO needs to test transactions or pretest data collection plans during the job design phase varies by assignment and by GAO's experience with examining a particular agency/activity.

In testing transactions, the key element to be evaluated is the adequacy of an agency's procedures and systems. *Staff are expected to do some transaction testing to assure that the agency's systems are working as designed.* This valuable insight, if done properly, can significantly impact the assignment plan. The more effective the systems and the more GAO can rely on the systems, the less testing is generally expected. To test these transactions, staff should

- review agency self-evaluations and reports required by the Federal Managers' Financial Integrity Act,
- assess the internal controls structure and determine the level of risk,
- assess compliance with applicable laws and regulations,
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- determine the level of reliance that could be placed on the work of others,

- determine the quality of computer-processed data if the objective relies heavily on this data source, and

- test a limited number of transactions to determine if policies and procedures are followed.

Testing strategies also may include:

- checks to ensure that the chosen information sources are available and knowledgeable;

- questionnaire and structured interview pretesting; and

- model testing, verification, and validation.

The design is typically tested at various stages of development, but most importantly tests and checks are administered before the data collection phase begins and again before starting the analysis phase. If, at any stage, plans cannot be implemented as expected, the assignment questions may need revision. Revisions should be discussed with management and may need to be renegotiated with the congressional requester.

As preliminary data and information are obtained, analyzed, and tested, tentative conclusions (including potential savings, benefits, or other impact) and potential recommendations emerge. As this phase continues and evidence accumulates, the results should continue to be compared with tentative conclusions.

In all instances, the totality of evidence obtained must be objectively analyzed and interpreted. Sometimes, emerging or tentative conclusions or recommendations are later proved invalid; *staff must maintain an objective attitude to ensure that GAO's products are based on solid evidence and sound logic.*

Preparing the Assignment Plan

During the assignment initiation stage, staff should have outlined the basic tasks to be completed during the job design phase. As the job design phase progresses, staff should prepare the detailed assignment plan or evaluation design that will be needed in the next phases.

Extensive detail is not always necessary in preparing plans, and they should be adapted to meet the needs of the assignment. For
example, an assignment plan involving multiple field locations and regional offices would generally have more detail than a plan for an assignment staffed by one or two persons with all work to be done at an agency's headquarters. Also, a plan is generally less detailed for staff more experienced with the subject matter. However, regardless of their detail or complexity, assignment plans should

- state the assignment's objective(s) and questions to be answered;
- the line of reasoning or the methodology to address the objective(s) and answer the questions;
- identify information needed, tasks to be performed, and key management decision points;
- identify those responsible for (1) obtaining and analyzing information or for performing other tasks and (2) preparing and reviewing the expected products (including workpapers);
- identify expected beginning and completion dates for major work segments and estimated staff-days;
- determine what and where data are to be collected and how they will be analyzed;
- promote efficient performance by sequencing activities and organizing work and staff around assignment outputs;
- provide a mechanism for monitoring; controlling; and, where necessary, redirecting the assignment during the data collection/analysis phase;
- determine the communication vehicle that will best meet objectives and achieve expected results considering the customer's timing requirements; and
- establish how generally accepted government auditing standards applicable to the assignment will be addressed.

Before an assignment plan is finalized, developing a data analysis plan should be considered. This requires that the projected information collection and analysis activities be carefully considered to determine how the collected information will be manipulated, portrayed, compared, or analyzed. Careful planning makes it more likely that sufficient information will be collected to support firm conclusions and that accumulation of unnecessary information will be avoided.
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The issue area directors/regional managers should ensure that the assignment plan complies with applicable government auditing standards. For more details, refer to chapter 4.0, "Standards–Policy Summary," and the more detailed policy guides—Assessing Compliance With Applicable Laws and Regulations (GAO/OP-4.1.2), Assessing Internal Controls in Performance Audits (GAO/OP-4.1.4), and Assessing the Reliability of Computer-Processed Data (GAO/OP-8.1.3)—for additional guidance on meeting the standards.

Decision Point 1

At the end of the job design phase, staff and management should decide whether the assignment should proceed to the data collection/analysis phase or be terminated.

In rare cases, the job design phase may have produced sufficient evidence to support a reportable message and message agreement was reached. In these cases, the assignment could skip the data collection/analysis phase and proceed directly to the product preparation phase.

When expending additional resources would not result in intended benefits, GAO staff should terminate the assignment. For congressional requests, however, the staff should meet with the requester and explain the decision. In some instances, however, the requester will still require GAO to perform work on the issue and, in these cases, management and staff should take the steps necessary to respond to the request but minimize resource expenditures.

Continuation Decision

Since completion of the job design phase is a major decision point, issue area directors/regional managers and division management must decide whether to proceed with the assignment. To facilitate these decisions, the evaluator-in-charge (EIC) generally should develop a written summary (decision paper), which provides information needed for these decisions. The decision paper should be succinct and include:

- objectives to address and questions to answer;
- methodology to use (including sampling, data collection, verification, and analysis plans);
- contribution(s) that GAO expects to make and the assignment's relation to a broader strategy;
- costs, staff-days, and critical time frames to be met;
customer interest; and

potential message.

GAO divisions and, in some cases, issue area directors in divisions require staff to complete decision and/or design papers. Although the formats for completing these papers often differ, staff are requested to provide information similar to that described above.

Once the decision to continue has been made, the EIC is responsible for preparing the Job Completion Plan (GAO Form 301) and making appropriate changes to the MATS Form 372. After division approval, the Job Completion Plan is forwarded to the Job Starts Group for review.
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The Data Collection/Analysis Phase

Policy

GAO's policy is to efficiently obtain and analyze data necessary to reach supportable conclusions and recommendations and to formulate useful products for approved assignment objectives.

Approach

Most GAO assignments go through all three assignment phases. In some instances, however, such as spin-off efforts, some assignments may either begin in the data collection/analysis phase or skip it entirely. This flexibility is necessary to ensure that GAO products are delivered in time to meet users' needs.

To enter this second phase, the assignment team must have reached key decisions regarding customer interest, timing, reportable message, and so forth and have developed an assignment plan. The data collection/analysis phase involves carrying out the assignment plan or the evaluation design. It is the stage when GAO staff develop and analyze the collected data to support findings, conclusions, and recommendations.

In those rare instances when an assignment spins off from an existing or previously completed assignment and begins in the data collection/analysis phase, staff and management must be assured that the questions that would have been answered during the job design phase are considered when identifying the additional data to be collected and analyzed. At a minimum, staff should develop a streamlined assignment plan to identify:

- the objective(s) to be achieved and the questions to be answered;
- the information needed and the tasks to be performed to obtain, verify, and analyze the data;
- staff responsible for performing and reviewing the work; and
- estimated time frames for the message conference and message agreement.

For assignments beginning in the data collection/analysis phase, staff should follow the guidance in chapter 6.1, “Initiating Assignments,” regarding the preparation and approval of job initiation documentation.
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For those rare assignments that skip the data collection/analysis phase because sufficient evidence was collected during job design or in previous assignments, staff and management must be assured that the assignment will meet all quality standards and that the overall message is agreed to before entering the product preparation phase.

Working Toward Decision Point 2

The data collection/analysis phase involves carrying out the assignment plan or redirecting it so that data are efficiently collected, analyzed, and summarized to support GAO's findings, conclusions, and recommendations.

Monitoring Progress and Modifying Plans

An important priority for effectively performing assignments is that work progress be closely monitored. Key questions to consider are as follows:

- Is GAO asking the right questions? Or should they be modified to be more responsive to customers' concerns?
- Are the scope and the methodology appropriate to answer these questions?
- Is high-quality evidence readily available?
- Is the evidence being collected sufficient to support conclusions and possible recommendations?
- Is work progressing satisfactorily and on schedule?

During the data collection/analysis phase, the principal supervisor designated to work full time on the assignment—normally the evaluator-in-charge (EIC)/project manager or the site senior—is primarily responsible for day-to-day monitoring and supervision. Others in the supervisory hierarchy also should monitor and review work progress to the extent reasonable and consistent with their responsibilities.

Any deviations from estimated target dates or staff-day estimates should be carefully considered. If actual work progress is proceeding faster than anticipated in the assignment plan, the estimated time frames for assignment completion and authorized staff-days should be reevaluated and revised if necessary.

If, however, work is proceeding more slowly than planned, the following questions should be considered:
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- Will alternative communication strategies enable results to be reported on time and meet users' needs? (Requesters should be kept informed of any changes in completion dates.)

- Can objectives be redefined to enable more timely completion of work?

- Can the methodology or the scope be modified to enable work to be completed sooner?

- Can assignment progress be brought back on schedule by assigning more staff?

In monitoring work progress, supervisors should ensure that assignments comply with GAO standards.

Collecting and Analyzing Data

Data and other information should be collected and analyzed in accordance with the assignment plan. The following are some principal questions to answer during this process:

- Are all needed data and information being made available? Or must GAO enforce its access authority?

- Do the data and evidence being obtained meet GAO's standards of competence, relevance, and sufficiency?

- Are data and evidence fully documented in the workpapers?

- Are workpapers complete, accurate, relevant, clear, understandable, legible, and neat?

- Have any inconsistencies in data or information been resolved?

- If data and information are not readily available, are alternative data collection strategies feasible? What changes will be necessary in the assignment plan, assignment target dates, and authorized staff-days?

- Are the elements of a finding—condition, criteria, cause, and effect—being identified and developed to the extent appropriate to the assignment's objective(s)?

- Are conclusions and recommendations consistent with the evidence, responsive to assignment objectives, constructive, and convincing?
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The appropriateness of the scope and the methodology should be reassessed as this phase proceeds. Assignment plans should promptly be changed if planned work will not attain the assignment's objective(s) or is more extensive than necessary. For example, if data gathered from fewer sources or covering a shorter period would be adequate to meet the assignment's objective(s), the scope should be reduced.

For more information on data collection and analysis, see chs. 10.4, "Methodology—Collecting Information," and 10.5, "Methodology—Performing Analysis."

**Data Summarization**

Summarizing data lets reviewers see what was done and the depth of the support. Workpaper summaries may be appropriate when numerous data are obtained from many sources or when a key issue is being developed for the final product. Summaries also may be appropriate when an issue not included in the final product is the subject of followup work.

Summaries should

- succinctly recap significant information developed in an assignment or an assignment segment and
- be indexed to the workpapers to efficiently guide reviewers to the supporting information and data.

The extent and type of summarization should be adapted to the needs of the assignment and may consist of statistics and/or a narrative about information obtained, including proposed findings, conclusions, and recommendations.

Each workpaper binder may contain its own summary, or a single summary may summarize work in several binders. For more information on workpaper summaries, see chapter 11.1, "Workpapers."

**One-Third Point Assessment**

After one-third of the calendar days between the completion of job design and the estimated date for message agreement have elapsed, a meeting should be held to reach agreement on the second key decision point. The purpose of this meeting is to bring together management and staff to

- assess overall assignment progress and determine whether goals are being achieved,
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- make any needed modifications to the assignment's scope and assignment plan,
- modify the proposed product type and estimated issuance date,
- identify additional resource needs and revise estimated staff-day authorizations, and
- write a brief statement of the expected product message and/or prepare a preliminary product outline.

Key personnel, including issue area directors/regional managers, generally should participate and, when this is not possible, their concurrence on key decisions should be obtained and documented.

Decisions reached at the one-third point assessment should be documented through a summary or a memorandum, and copies should be circulated to those with supervisory responsibilities. A copy of the document should be included in the master job file. A sample one-third point assessment check sheet is included as appendix I. Once the one-third point decisions are reached, the EIC is responsible for updating the MATS Master Job Report (MATS Form 372).

Working Toward Decision Point 3

At the conclusion of the one-third point assessment, all required modifications to the scope, assignment plan, and staffing requirements should be accomplished. Staff then should continue to collect and analyze the necessary data and complete all required tasks associated with the assignment. During this stage, all work performed and data collected must be continually monitored to ensure that work will achieve the assignment's objective(s) and be completed within projected time frames.

Near the completion of audit work, staff and management generally should meet again to finalize message agreement. In most instances, a message conference will be held. In some instances, however, a less formal mechanism (such as a conference call or less structured meeting of key participants) achieves the same purpose of agreeing on the message of the final product.

Message Conference

The message conference should bring together key staff–issue area director/regional manager, the assignment team, writer-editors, technical advisers, and legal staff–to

- determine whether audit work has been completed and whether it is sufficient to support the desired message;
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• determine whether any additional audit/evaluation work should be identified;

• finalize the product's message and to whom the message will be conveyed;

• assess the validity of the proposed recommendations on the basis of the facts and the soundness of the conclusion reached;

• finalize the form and timing of the product and who will sign the product;

• refine the product outline, develop "charge" paragraphs, and draft an executive summary;

• assign responsibilities for preparing product sections and for consolidating the sections into a cohesive product; and

• finalize decisions as to when, where, and how referencing and product processing will be done.

Message conference results should be documented through a summary or memorandum. Copies of the document should be circulated for sign-off to those with supervisory responsibilities, and a copy must be included in the master product file. At times, depending on the message's complexity, sensitivity, or potential controversial nature, the issue area director should forward a copy of the message agreement document to the division or office head to keep top management apprised of the results of the assignment.

A sample message agreement check sheet (GAO Form 288) is included as appendix II. Message Conferences: A Guide to Improving Product Quality and Timeliness (GAO/OP-6.3.1) provides additional guidance on planning, conducting, and documenting message conferences.

**Message Agreement**

At the conclusion of the message conference, staff should be ready to concentrate their remaining time and efforts on drafting and processing the final product. When some additional data collection/analysis work needs to be done, this should be accomplished while the product is being drafted. Care should be exercised to make sure that the draft product reflects the facts still under development.

Once the team has reached message agreement, the EIC is responsible for updating the MATS Master Job Report (MATS Form 372).
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Keeping Customers Informed

To preclude surprises, customers should be kept informed at appropriate intervals throughout the assignment, and circumstances causing significant changes in scope, objective(s), or timing should be brought to the customer's attention. Caution and discretion must be used in advising customers of information being developed since additional data and evidence obtained during an assignment may lead to a reassessment of prior evidence and/or GAO's tentative position. Information used to support briefings generally should be referenced but, as a minimum, must be approved by the issue area director or regional manager.

Related Materials

Other Chapters in This Manual
4.0, "Standards--Policy Summary."
6.1, "Initiating Assignments."
10.4, "Methodology--Collecting Information."
10.5, "Methodology--Performing Analysis."
11.1, "Workpapers."
13.0, "Supervision--Policy Summary."

Communications Manual
12.3, "Audit and Evaluation Products."

Other Publications
Mission and Assignment Tracking System (MATS) Users' Manual (GAO/OIMC-6.1.1).

GAO Forms/Reports
MATR372, "MATS Master Job Report."
Appendix I:
Sample of One-Third Point Assessment
Check Sheet

Job Title: 

Job Code: 

Attendees/Units:
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________

The following are critical factors that should be addressed at the one-third point assessment. For those checked "no," please provide comments and identify the corrective actions that have been or will be taken.

Objective: The assignment objective has been assessed and is appropriate.  

YES  NO

Scope: The scope of examination has been assessed and is appropriate.  

YES  NO

Methodology: The methodology was assessed and is appropriate.  

YES  NO

Evidence: The evidence being collected and analyzed meets the standards of evidence and should support any findings, conclusions, or recommendations developed.  

YES  NO

Timing: Based on the progress to date, the assignment is progressing as scheduled, and a product should be issued in time to meet the user's needs.  

YES  NO

Resources: Current resources are adequate to address the assignment objective and issue a product within the established time frames.  

YES  NO
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer interest:</th>
<th>We have briefed the requester and he/she is satisfied with the results to date.  ___YES  ___NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reportable message:</td>
<td>Based on the work to date, we anticipate the following reportable message (attach separate sheet if necessary):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Products:</td>
<td>Based on the work to date, the following product(s) will answer the assignment objective and best meet the user's time frame.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other matters agreed to:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unresolved issues or other matters that could affect product issuance:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Estimated target dates:

_____ Message Agreement (DP3)
_____ Director Approval (DP4)
_____ Product to Planning and Reporting
_____ Product to agency for comment
_____ Product to final processing
_____ Product issued

Approvals:

Evaluator-in-Charge

Date

Assistant Director

Date

Regional Manager (if applicable)

Date

Issue Area Director

Date
Appendix II:
GAO Form 288
Message Agreement
Check Sheet

The following are critical factors that should be addressed at the message conference:

**Message Soundness** (Check (x) whether agreement has been reached, See attached document for content of message.)

1. Work addresses and product will answer original assignment questions/objectives.
2. Appropriate elements of finding needed to address each assignment question have been identified.
3. Evidence developed supports conclusions reached.
4. Recommendations proposed are linked to the problems and causes and are feasible, practical, and workable.
5. Proposed product title and message have been agreed to and are reflected in the draft executive summary, product outline, or in other document attached.

**Message Presentation** (Check (x) if agreement was reached on product type and structure.)

6. Product type selected is appropriate for type and length of message and time requirements.
7. Graphics or other visuals to enhance message have been discussed, appropriateness considered, and agreed to formats are shown or described on document attached.
8. Proposed order of material in product has been agreed to and is shown below or on document attached.

**Production Preparation and Processing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Submit completed first draft to assistant director.</td>
<td></td>
<td>g. Obtain oral comments from agency.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Complete referencing of first draft.</td>
<td></td>
<td>h. Notify requestor of status and proposed message.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Submit draft to issue area director</td>
<td></td>
<td>i. Submit draft to issue area director incorporating agency comments and referenced changes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Provide draft to other GAO units for comment.</td>
<td></td>
<td>j. Issue final product.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Complete referencing of changes to draft.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Submit draft to agency for comment.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OPE/OP GAO Form 288 (3/91)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10. List people responsible for drafting and processing product and segments or tasks assigned.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>11. Describe other matters agreed to.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12. Describe unresolved issues or other matters that could affect product issuance.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>13. Evaluator-in-Charge</th>
<th>14. Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>15. Assistant Director</th>
<th>16. Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>17. Regional Manager (if applicable)</th>
<th>18. Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>19. Issue Area Director</th>
<th>20. Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>21. Additional Comments (optional)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Product Preparation Phase

Policy

GAO policy is to

- communicate the results of its audits/evaluations using the product type that best meets both the principal user's needs and the reporting standards and policies applicable to the assignment and

- effectively follow up and assess the results of its assignments, including appraising staff, managing workpapers and central files, reporting accomplishments, and following up on recommendations.

Approach

The vast majority of GAO assignments result in the preparation of one or more written products to satisfy congressional information needs. When GAO performs work under its basic legislative responsibilities or as part of a legislative mandate, the final product may be a report to the Congress as a whole, to one or more congressional committees interested in the particular subject, or to an agency official.

More frequently, however, GAO undertakes work at the request of a specific congressional committee or subcommittee Chair, Ranking Minority Member, or individual Member. In these instances, a requester may be interested in one product or a series of related efforts that respond to an overall need for information. Thus, a congressional request can consist of one assignment with one final product or multiple assignments, each with a final product.

During an assignment's product preparation phase, management and staff finalize the product according to the agreements reached at the message agreement decision point. Generally, staff should not wait until this phase to think about the product's message and start drafting segments of the final product. Staff should determine the message as early as possible in the assignment process and refine it as additional evidence is gathered to support or refute the position presented.

In some instances, an assignment may begin in the product preparation phase if sudden, unanticipated requests for a product (for example, testimony) arise. In other cases, staff may have developed sufficient evidence in the job design phase to address the assignment objective and may proceed directly to preparing the product.
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Regardless of whether an assignment progressed through all three assignment phases or it began in the product preparation phase, **staff and management must be sure that the information presented is accurate, sufficient, and credible and that the product will be prepared in time to meet the user's needs.**

**Product Rules**

While most assignments progress through both the job design and data collection/analysis phases before the product preparation phase, sometimes a need arises to quickly issue an unanticipated product based on current or previous work. Most likely, these products result from supplemental requests for attributable information by a requester.

For example, GAO may start to fully assess a certain program, function, or activity, and, before all audit/evaluation work is completed or a product prepared, the requester may require that GAO testify on that program, function, or activity. To best meet the requester's needs, GAO could

- continue work on the original assignment and use some of the staff to simultaneously prepare the testimony,
- discontinue work on the original assignment and begin preparing the testimony, or
- assign a new team to prepare the testimony and allow the existing team to complete the original assignment.

To better measure its responsiveness to the Congress, GAO established product rules that track the actions taken in response to each request for GAO services. Staff should establish a separate job code for each principal product. That is, a request for a report and one for testimony should be performed under two job codes.

Frequently, however, a request assignment may result in both a principal product and a secondary product—oral briefing, correspondence, or other written product(s), such as questions for hearings—performed under one job code only. This happens when the secondary product requires a minimal expenditure of resources.

The number of anticipated staff-days required for preparing the product determines the degree of assignment authorization documentation required. For more information on tracking multiple-product assignments, see chapter 3 of the Mission and Assignment Tracking System (MATS) Users' Manual (GAO/OIMC-6.1.1).
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Working Toward Decision Point 4

The culmination of any GAO assignment is the issuance of the final product(s). But staff and management must not wait until the final assignment phase to determine the overall product message and begin drafting the final product. Rather, planning for the product(s) should begin as early in the assignment as possible and be refined throughout the earlier phases. As information is obtained and analyzed, staff and management should periodically assess all significant information as they formulate the product's message, timing, and communication strategy.

When all or most of the audit/evaluation work has been completed and staff and management agree on the product message and the timing and format of the final product, they begin to finalize the product for issue area director approval.

Even in cases where a formal message conference is not held, such as spin-off efforts to produce testimony or prepare for a formal briefing or alternative communications, staff and management must agree on the message before expending resources to develop that alternative product.

During the product preparation phase, staff implement the agreements reached during the message conference and finalize the product for review and approval by the issue area director. Staff and management are working toward the final assignment decision point—director approval.

This final decision point (DP4) is reached when the issue area director is satisfied that staff have prepared a high-quality product that addresses the assignment's objective(s), meets all reporting standards, and is ready for review by the planning and reporting director and the division head.

Before submitting any product for review by the division's planning and reporting director, the issue area director should answer the following questions:

- Does the product respond to the assignment's objective(s)?
- Does the product meet all reporting standards?
- Will the product be issued in time to meet the user's needs?
- Has the requester been informed of the overall message so that no surprises occur when the product is issued?
- Have the agency's views been adequately considered?
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- Are the findings and conclusions supported with accurate, sufficient, and relevant evidence and have any substantial revisions since referencing been checked for accuracy and support?

- Are the recommendations constructive, action-oriented, and cost beneficial? Are they addressed to people who can act on GAO recommendations?

- Has the product received internal coordination and review by the Office of the General Counsel and any other parties who should review it—that is, the Office of the Chief Economist; the Office of Special Investigations; other issue area directors; or appropriate Assistant Comptrollers General for Planning and Reporting, Operations, or Policy?

When the issue area director responds affirmatively to these questions, he/she submits the product to the division's planning and reporting director for review. This review serves as the initial step in processing the product for final issuance as outlined in chapter 12.14, "Processing and Distributing GAO Products," of the Communications Manual (CM).

If written agency comments will be obtained, the planning and reporting director and division head also will see the product after the comments have been incorporated and before final processing. (See CM, ch. 12.11, "Agency Comments.")

On particularly sensitive, controversial, or time critical assignments, the issue area director should not wait until final processing to consult with or request a review by the division's planning and reporting director or division or office head. Instead, this should be done whenever it would benefit the overall product.

Postissuance Management Actions

An integral part of planning and managing GAO's work is the final management actions taken for each individual assignment. These actions should include

- assessing job results and staff performance against planned expectations and performance appraisal standards,

- providing feedback for future improvement,

- managing workpapers and assignment files,

- reporting accomplishments,
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- assuring that an effective plan for following up on product recommendations is established, and

- communicating innovative ideas for approaches or methodologies.

These final actions provide valuable information on the management of current assignments that could be transferred to future assignments. This is particularly important for developing a plan to address recommendation followup activities.

Preparing Performance Appraisals/Providing Feedback

An integral part of an assignment is comparing staff performance with expectations and coaching staff for future improvement. Performance appraisals are to be prepared at the end of assignments or annually, but frequent, informal coaching should occur so that staff can correct performance weaknesses and improve their effectiveness. (See ch. 13.0, “Supervision—Policy Summary,” and GAO Orders 2430.1, “Performance Appraisal Program,” and 2430.2, “Annual Assessment,” for additional details on the performance appraisal and annual assessment processes.)

Managing Workpapers and Central Files

During an assignment, staff gather considerable evidence in their workpapers and maintain administrative information about an assignment in central files. As part of final management actions, management and staff should assure that

- all workpapers have been properly assessed for classification and prepared for storage,

- all master product folders and master job files are complete to provide an accurate record of the assignment, and

- an appropriate retention period is established for all workpapers and assignment files.

For additional information on the contents, storage, and retention of workpapers and assignment files, see chapters 11.1, “Workpapers,” and 11.2, “Assignment Files,” respectively.

Reporting Accomplishments

All GAO staff should be alert for indications of actions taken by agencies, the Congress, or others—based entirely or in part on GAO’s work—that result in financial or other benefits. Such actions should be reported on an accomplishment report (GAO Form 82). These accomplishments contribute to an overall measurement of GAO’s success in improving government operations.

The Office of Policy (OP) is responsible for the system that ensures that all accomplishment reports meet GAO quality expectations.
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Planning for Recommendation Followup

Chapter 9.3, "Procedures for Accomplishment Reporting," contains instructions on identifying, categorizing, and preparing these reports.

Another integral part of assignment management involves determining the actions taken in response to GAO's recommendations. GAO has established a centralized system for following up on its recommendations. This system focuses on making appropriate inquiries twice a year, when GAO Forms 66 covering each open recommendation are sent to the divisions and offices responsible for updating the status of actions taken.

Ensuring that agencies effectively implement GAO recommendations is an essential measure of GAO's overall effectiveness in improving government operations. Therefore, management and staff should ensure that an effective recommendation followup plan is established for each assignment.

OP is responsible for the system that tracks open recommendations and prepares the annual report to the Congress on the status of such recommendations. For more information on recommendation followup, see chapter 9.2, "Procedures for Recommendation Followup."

Communicating Innovative Approaches

Before an assignment is completed, staff and management are encouraged to identify

- innovative approaches and methodologies that worked particularly well and

- systemic factors that caused the assignment to turn out differently than expected.

Matters believed to have divisionwide or regionwide applicability should be communicated to the division or office head. If staff think that these innovative approaches should be applied GAO-wide, they should communicate this to the Assistant Comptroller General for Policy for consideration. Staff should use other forums, such as the GAO Technical Conference, to share their experiences with new and promising approaches and methods.

Related Materials

Other Chapters of This Manual


9.3, "Procedures for Accomplishment Reporting."
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communications Manual</th>
<th>GAO Orders</th>
<th>Other Publication</th>
<th>GAO Forms/Reports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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Policy

GAO policy is to use appropriate management practices and quality data for monitoring an assignment's progress, managing assignments, allocating scarce resources, and measuring GAO's effectiveness in responding to congressional needs.

Overall Philosophy

Organizational accountability rests with top GAO management to ensure that scarce resources are allocated to those critical issues that best contribute to congressional decisionmaking and requests for other information. GAO's primary management information system, the Mission and Assignment Tracking System (MATS), incorporates issue area planning and staff allocation modules that provide managers with needed data. GAO's Job Starts Software (JSS) helps staff compile the information needed to approve a new assignment or to move an existing assignment from the design phase to another phase.

While these systems can be an invaluable aid in managing assignments, they do not substitute for the sound management decisions needed and expected at all levels. If used properly, these systems can be proactive tools to aid timely decisions. They should not be viewed primarily as a means to track missed assignment goals.

While management information systems cannot replace day-to-day oversight by supervisors and line managers, the information generated provides an opportunity to make proactive management decisions based on the progress of an assignment compared with expected target dates. Yet, the decisions reached can only be as good as the information upon which they are made.

Therefore, each staff member, whether administrative, professional, or management--is responsible for maintaining current and accurate information in the systems. Divisions and offices are to establish systems of review and approval that ensure the quality of the information tracked. Units should carefully consider the information to be included and should achieve the spirit of the systems by not circumventing the intent of the decision points. For example, it is important that only limited field work be performed in the job design phase—not the extensive field work needed to complete the assignment.
GAO introduced MATS in 1991 as an assignment management tool. It is a comprehensive assignment management system that incorporates the necessary parts of current GAO-wide job management systems—the congressional request tracking system and the assignment tracking system. (For a description of the subsystems, see ch. 1 of the Mission and Assignment Tracking System (MATS) Users' Manual, GAO/OIM-6.1.1.)

MATS is an integrated system that tracks an assignment from initiation to closure and eliminates redundant and unnecessary data required by previous systems. It links related information for congressional requests, assignments, personnel, and time charges.

MATS is designed to reinforce the importance GAO places on building quality into its products. It focuses on GAO assignments' four key decision points—end of job design, one-third point assessment, message agreement, and director approval—and is expected to improve the timeliness of GAO's work by building discipline into the decisions reached at these key points. MATS also focuses attention on important upcoming job events and provides an opportunity for proactive management of assignments by management and staff.

All management levels and organizations use MATS to monitor the progress of individual assignments and issue-area- and unit-level performance. MATS generates standard reports covering information about congressional request assignments and job status. For example, reports include the

- request by congressional requester,
- committee and Member request by signers of the request letter,
- open request status report,
- principle processing dates for incomplete jobs, or
- staff active assignment listing.

MATS can produce, on demand, file extracts of the MATS data bases. As needed, programming units and performing organizations can easily download assignment information related to their respective organization.

These downloaded files can support assignment management at the unit level and provide a snapshot of actual performance to date and
project future trends. This allows management to spot potential problems and take early corrective action.

The Comptroller General and other top GAO managers use MATS output during the Job Starts Group (JSG) meetings to assess new assignments moving through assignment phases. Additionally, they use MATS output during Reports Review sessions to keep abreast of ongoing work.

### Long-Range Goals

MATS is compatible with GAO's microcomputers and with GAO's total information management strategy. It allows GAO to better take advantage of technology upgrades and prolong the life of the system. As GAO moves toward interconnected local area networks, MATS enhancements will be designed to grow with the system, providing more access, more automation of functions, and more analytical capability.

A future MATS goal is to allow more managers and supervisors access to individual and summary information on assignments. Once GAO's local area network systems are in place, "local" MATS data bases at the unit level could be maintained allowing managers and supervisors immediate access to this local data base.

### GAO's JSS

JSS, introduced in 1991, is an efficient means to collect job-related data and automate the production of required GAO paperwork. JSS is user-friendly software developed to help staff compile data needed by MATS and JSG for new assignments and JSG for ongoing assignments. JSS is used by evaluators-in-charge and team members to produce job starts forms and MATS Job Initiation Reports for new assignments and the Job Completion Plan at the end of the job design phase;

- division management to approve assignments, designate new jobs which should be forwarded to the Congressional Research Service (CRS), and maintain an assignment information data base, and

- the Office of Program Planning (OPP) to receive and forward approved job starts forms to JSG and to electronically transmit data to CRS for inclusion in the Research Notification System.

OPP, the divisions, and other subunits (for example, issue areas) can use JSS to store, retrieve, and search the assignment-related information more efficiently.
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The JSS: Job Starts Software, Version 1, Reference Manual; the "JSS Quick Reference"; and the "JSS User Tips" provide additional information on the purpose of JSS and detailed procedures for using JSS.

Related Materials

Other Chapter of This Manual

6.0, "Planning and Managing Individual Assignments–Policy Summary."

Other Publications

Mission and Assignment Tracking System (MATS) Users' Manual (GAO/OIMC-6.1.1).


"JSS Quick Reference."
Obtaining Access to Information—Policy Summary

Policy

- GAO’s policy is to obtain prompt access to all information needed for the effective and efficient performance of its assignments.

Policy Highlights

- Evidence is the cornerstone of GAO’s findings, conclusions, and recommendations. To ensure that GAO has appropriately considered all evidence, staff must have access to all important facts related to agency or contractor decisions or actions that affect assignment objective(s). Authority to access information is based on various statutes.

- In the normal course of GAO’s work, requests for information can be expected to be honored on a timely basis. When access is delayed or denied and assignment performance or timetables are jeopardized, resolution should be sought at progressively higher management levels. If an impasse is reached, GAO has legislative enforcement authority which must be used prudently.

Obtaining Access to Information

- Obtaining access to needed information requires the following:
  - **Determining what information is needed and when it must be available to meet assignment objectives on a timely basis:** Requests for information should have a direct relationship to specific assignment objectives. Requests should be complete but no more onerous on the agency or contractor than necessary.
  
  - **Vigorously pursuing access to records through effective working relationships:** Under normal circumstances, agency people are most cooperative when they understand GAO’s objectives, when GAO staff are as considerate as practical of their time, and when relationships are professional and objective. (See ch. 14.1, “Agency Relations—Executive Agencies and Other Governmental Entities.”)

  - **Considering the need for additional action when access to information is unnecessarily delayed or denied:** Recognizing that assignment objectives are paramount, GAO tries to meet those objectives without unnecessary confrontation. If access to requested information is delayed or denied and if assignment objectives can be effectively achieved on a timely basis by an alternative approach, the alternative is used.

  If no alternative is feasible, GAO’s top officials assert its access rights in the strongest terms possible to the highest available agency or contractor officials.
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Avoiding Limitations on the Use of Data

In the unlikely event that access to needed information continues to be denied, enforcement action is considered by the Special Assistant to the Comptroller General.

GAO complies with laws and regulations that prohibit or limit the disclosure of information. (For example, U.S.C., section 1905, prohibits the disclosure of proprietary or business confidential information to any extent not authorized by law.)

When GAO has a right of access to information and its intended use is not contrary to law or regulation, staff should not agree to an auditee's attempt to restrict the right of access or to limit data use.

Pledges of Confidentiality

Pledges of confidentiality and nondisclosure statements are sometimes requested as a condition of providing information to GAO.

GAO does not use pledges of confidentiality when it has a right of access to information. When it does not have such a right, pledges of confidentiality may be used but only when valid information needed to meet assignment objectives cannot feasibly be obtained in another way. The data should be protected under the Privacy Act.

Care must be exercised and the staff must follow these steps:

- Discuss the present and future implications of a pledge of confidentiality with the Offices of the General Counsel (OGC) and Policy (OP) and the division/office head before it is offered. Offering a pledge of confidentiality must be approved in writing by division management.

- Describe in the pledge how the information will be obtained and used, as well as GAO's limitations on preventing disclosure. OGC assistance should be obtained.

- Obtain the requester's written confirmation before making pledges. When there are multiple requesters, the confirmation of each must be obtained. If confirmations are not received, issue area directors must discuss the continued doability of the assignment with division and GAO top management. In those situations where GAO offers an unconfirmed pledge, it must explicitly state the possibility of disclosure by requesters.

That pledges, when given, are honored.
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GAO is required to maintain the same level of confidentiality for
records or data obtained by federal agencies and other entities
originally collecting the data through pledges of confidentiality. In
these cases, GAO should inform the requester that data required for
the assignment was appropriately obtained under a pledge of
confidentiality and GAO is expected to honor that pledge. GAO
should obtain a letter confirming the requester's agreement to treat
the data in such a manner. If the requester will not honor the pledge,
the issue area director must raise this point with division
management and the Comptroller General's Job Starts Group.

Nondisclosure
Statements

In isolated cases, agencies or contractors have asked staff to sign
confidentiality statements or financial interest statements as a
condition to providing requested information to GAO. GAO's access
is prescribed by law and must not be diluted.

Staff must inform their unit managers when agencies or
contractors seek to impose disclosure restrictions on data use. OGC
and OP will advise on action to be taken.

Polygraph
Examinations

GAO staff are authorized to take polygraphs when absolutely needed
to gain access to highly classified and/or compartmentalized data.
Heads of divisions and offices should consider approving staff to
taking polygraph examinations only after determining that to do so is
essential to GAO's ability to meet the assignment objectives. A
second key requirement is that the agency must require such a test of
its own employees before granting them access to such data. Prior
to such approval, division and office heads should consider

- the time required to take such a test and

- any possibility that such use could become routine in the future.

Taking the polygraph test must be voluntary on the part of the staff
member and any refusal will not be viewed negatively when
assessing individuals. If a staff member is reluctant to take the
polygraph examination, supervisors are responsible for finding
another candidate for the job.

Use of Sworn
Statements

Depositions are highly technical legal documents and should be
considered only in extraordinary circumstances. Affidavits, while
less technical, should rarely be used.

Staff must obtain sworn statements only when specifically
authorized and then must follow the requirements of GAO Order
0150.1, "Authority to Administer Oaths and Affirmations."
Key Responsibilities

**Evaluators-in-charge/assignment managers** are responsible for

- ensuring that required information access requests are expeditiously made and vigorously pursued consistent with job schedule requirements;

- for advising the issue area director, the assistant director, or the regional manager, as appropriate, when an access problem first arises; and

- for documenting actions taken and responses received.

**Issue area directors/regional managers and division management** are responsible, after notification of an access problem, for assessing the problem with advice and assistance from OGC and OP and, where necessary, for referring it to OGC for enforcement action.

**OGC** is the central point responsible for handling GAO's access-to-records problems. OGC

- works with division and/or regional management to resolve records access problems informally, where possible, and

- drafts, for the Comptroller General's signature, a subpoena or formal demand letter based on specifications provided by the issue area director when essential information cannot be obtained by any other means.

**OP** provides advice and assistance on the appropriate uses of nondisclosure statements and on problems with pledges of confidentiality.
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Policy

GAO's policy is to obtain prompt access to all information needed for the effective and efficient performance of its assignments.

GAO's Need for Access to Information

An adequate, independent, and objective review requires complete information of what happened and why.

If information is withheld, it could conceal adverse conditions—illegal, inefficient, or uneconomical activities. Unless specifically exempt by law, every public official is required to give a complete account of his/her stewardship.

If information needed for a comprehensive understanding of all important factors underlying management decisions and actions related to an assignment's objectives is not available, appropriate findings and conclusions and effective recommendations cannot be assured.

Knowledge of factors significant to a management decision or action is as important to the GAO reviewer as it was to the decisionmaker. Opinions, conclusions, and recommendations of individuals directly engaged in programs affect decisions that were made and actions that were taken. It is important for the auditor/evaluator to know about them as a basis for evaluating the efficacy and wisdom of what was done.

Internal agency audits and other evaluative studies are important ways for management to keep informed of how activities are being carried out. GAO must be able to obtain knowledge of such studies to eliminate unnecessary duplication or overlap.

Books, documents, papers, and other records concerning costs borne by the government under negotiated contracts relate directly to the contracts and to the government's financial interest. Such records include data underlying costs incurred by the contractor and reimbursed directly or indirectly by the government.

Pertinent proprietary information or information having a security classification is no less necessary for an effective review than other information. Special arrangements are needed to ensure that the security of the information is not compromised. But access to information cannot be denied because it is classified or proprietary.
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Statutory Authority for Access to Records

GAO's right of access to records is well established by a number of statutes. The basic authority permitting access to government agency records is in section 716 of title 31 of the U.S. Code (formerly sec. 313 of the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921). Other statutes provide GAO's right of access to the following records:

- Government corporations.
- Contractors.
- Recipients of loans, grants, and other federal assistance.
- Federal banking agencies.
- Tax returns and tax return information.
- Energy data bases and other energy information.
- Nonappropriated fund activities.
- Certain unvouchered accounts.
- Employee benefit plans.
- Certain Social Security Act programs.

Appendix I provides a general overview of GAO's access to records rights provided by those statutes. Any question that may arise concerning GAO's right of access should be promptly referred to the Office of the General Counsel (OGC). That office is also available to assist in locating and interpreting specific provisions of law.

Exercising GAO's Right of Access to Records

Requests for access to records must have a direct relationship to specific assignment objectives. In requesting records, GAO staff should explain the nature of the assignment as specifically as possible, the information and/or documents that are needed, and why they are needed.

In the normal course of GAO's work, requests for records are promptly honored. However, at times, an agency or a contractor may have what it believes to be a valid reason for not immediately providing requested records or for denying access altogether. Examples of particularly sensitive cases where requested data may not be immediately forthcoming include procurement-sensitive data, budget data, and matters possibly involving executive privilege.
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When access is delayed or denied, the issue area director, the assistant director, or the regional manager should be notified. He/she should assess the agency or contractor position and its implications, considering such matters as the availability of alternatives for meeting assignment objectives on a timely basis.

If the issue area director (or the regional manager, as appropriate) determines that prompt access to requested records is necessary for effective and timely assignment performance, he/she should immediately consult the OGC issue area attorney. If the assignment is a congressional request or is of particular interest to a committee or a Member, the Office of Congressional Relations should also be notified. The issue area director or the regional manager and OGC should consult with the division/office head to reach agreement on the various strategies that might be pursued, including who should meet with the highest available agency or contractor official to make GAO's case, as strongly as possible, for prompt access to the requested records. If access is not forthcoming, division management, in close consultation with OGC, should consider enforcement action. All proposed enforcement actions must be submitted to the Special Assistant to the Comptroller General for review.

As soon as access to requested information is denied or the information is not promptly provided, GAO staff must begin documenting GAO and agency or contractor views and actions. Such documentation is essential for enforcing GAO's right of access.

Section 716 of title 31 of the U.S. Code is GAO's basic authority to compel the production of records to which GAO has a right of access by law or agreement. It also states the circumstances under which GAO can be precluded from obtaining certain records. The enforcement provisions of that section are included as appendix II for information only.

GAO staff have every reason to believe that required documents will be promptly made available. Only in rare cases will it be necessary to consider using GAO's enforcement authority. Any such decision will be made by division/office management in close consultation with OGC and will be reviewed by the Special Assistant to the Comptroller General.
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Avoiding Limitations on the Use of Data

Pledges of Confidentiality

Pledges of confidentiality impose significant restrictions on GAO's right to use information acquired during an audit/evaluation. They should not be given when GAO has a right of access to the needed information. They should be given only when valid information cannot feasibly be obtained in another way or without a pledge of confidentiality.

A pledge of confidentiality can limit GAO's future right to information on the same assignment or on other assignments. This potential restriction should be considered, along with the information needs of the present assignment.

Before a pledge is offered, the matter should be discussed with OGC and the Office of Policy (OP); the division/office head; and, if the matter is particularly sensitive or controversial, the Job Starts Group. Pledges of confidentiality must be approved in writing by division management as early in the assignment as possible.

The most common use of pledges of confidentiality is in connection with questionnaires. Pledges can increase the validity of conclusions based on the responses by

- increasing the response rate, thereby helping to ensure that respondents are representative of all those to whom questionnaires were sent, and

- reducing bias by increasing the truthfulness and candor of respondents.

Pledges of confidentiality may also be used in connection with privacy issues, such as personnel and medical information.

When pledges are given, the link between individuals and their responses should be destroyed after all analysis, referencing, and supervisory reviews have been completed.

Use of Pledges on Congressional Request Assignments

When a pledge of confidentiality is considered necessary in connection with work being done for a committee or Member of the Congress, advance agreement must be reached with each requester to ensure that the pledge can be kept. Requesters should be told that
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when a pledge of confidentiality is given, the workpapers will not include a basis for linking information with the person or organization to which confidentiality was pledged. The requesters' agreement with the pledge should be confirmed in writing, preferably by a letter from them. An alternative is for the issue area director to prepare confirmation letters for signature and return by the requesters. Whichever approach is used, it should be cleared with OGC and then the matter should be discussed with each congressional requester to reach agreement on the pledge of confidentiality and the approach to be followed.

If requesters do not agree to honor a pledge, it cannot be offered unless it explicitly states that respondents may be identified to the requesters with no assurance that the requesters will not further disclose their identities.

Wording of Pledges

Extending pledges of confidentiality requires serious thought and legal advice. Possible uses of information received under a pledge must be considered, and the pledge must be worded accordingly.

For example, the following language leaves little question about the extent that questionnaire answers will be disseminated. Also, this example could be modified to be more reflective of how the information will be used.

"Your name and the name of your organization will be kept confidential and will not be released outside GAO, unless compelled by law or required to do so by the Congress. While the results are generally provided in summary form, individual answers may be discussed in our report, but they will not include any information that could be used to identify individual respondents."

If it seems desirable to release identifier data to the Congress or any of its committees, to another federal agency, or to someone outside the government, that fact should be specifically set forth in the pledge.

Pledges of confidentiality must be carefully worded to reflect statutory limitations on GAO's ability to prevent disclosure of proprietary information gathered under section 502(e) of the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (42 U.S.C. 6382(e)) and section 207 of the Department of Energy Organization Act (42 U.S.C. 7137). Under section 502(e), disclosure may be made only to congressional committees. Under section 207, information must be disclosed to congressional committees and federal agencies on request and to the
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courts under court order. These disclosures should be done in a manner designed to preserve confidentiality. OGC should be consulted on the wording of pledges under such legislation.

The possibility of disclosure by subpoena is implicit in any request for information. Because many congressional committees, as well as the federal courts, can compel disclosure of information by issuing a subpoena, it is not possible to absolutely ensure the individual respondents' confidentiality. However, subpoenas for GAO's disclosure of information are rare, and the court or committee could possibly be persuaded to accept information in a way that would protect the respondents' identities.

Honoring Pledges

Honoring its pledges is important to GAO's continued credibility. Information received under a pledge of confidentiality must be safeguarded consistent with the pledge. OP will advise on any questions that may arise.

In no case where a pledge has been given should the data files, individual respondents' replies, or interviewees' identities be released outside the Office without the consent of the Comptroller General or the Special Assistant to the Comptroller General. This requirement also applies to information obtained under a pledge of confidentiality given by the agency, grantee, or contractor that originally collected and supplied it to GAO. If the originating entity raises any question regarding GAO's usage of data originally gathered under a pledge of confidentiality, staff may want to consider obtaining the data without the personal identifier information if the original pledge was judiciously provided and if it does not jeopardize meeting the assignment objective(s). (See p. 8.1-15.)

Nondisclosure Statements

GAO staff may be requested to sign a nondisclosure statement that would require them to not disclose any documents or information furnished to them. GAO generally does not accept requests for nondisclosure statements generated by agencies or government contractors as a prerequisite to obtaining information.

GAO staff should not sign these statements or other documents, such as financial interest statements or confidentiality agreements, as a condition of receiving information. GAO's access rights are stated in law and should not be compromised or diluted by separate agreements.

Staff should inform their unit managers when agencies or contractors make these requests. OGC and OP will advise staff on appropriate actions.
Appendix III provides a sample letter declining to sign a nondisclosure statement.

A person indicating knowledge of another’s serious misconduct or criminal acts should be urged to permit the use of his/her name. If testimony is refused on that basis, the witness should be told that every precaution will be taken to protect his/her identity but that an absolute guarantee of anonymity cannot be given. When a witness does not permit his/her name to be used, corroborating evidence should be obtained, since it is especially important for use in referring the matter to the Department of Justice.

The OGC/Office of Special Investigations (OSI) should be contacted promptly when misconduct or illegality is indicated. The development of evidence for submission to the Department of Justice should be closely coordinated with OGC/OSI. (See sec. entitled “Referrals of Criminal Acts and Instances of Abuse” in ch. 14.2.)

Sworn statements are either depositions or affidavits.

Depositions are highly technical legal proceedings normally taken in connection with pending litigation. They are not suited to the normal conduct of GAO’s assignments. Their use requires legal advice and participation.

Affidavits are simpler to prepare than depositions. They are written statements sworn to before someone who is authorized to administer the oath. A witness has no legal obligation to sign an affidavit. Care must be taken to avoid antagonizing someone from whom an affidavit is being requested.

An affidavit is more credible than a simple signed statement because the person making it is subject to penalties of perjury laws. But an affidavit rarely has more probative value than a simple signed statement. Only in rare circumstances should an affidavit be used in audit/evaluation work.

Statements for which an affidavit may be considered include those that

- seriously compromise the personal or business interests of a witness,
- involve essential facts under circumstances that strongly indicate the likelihood of later retraction, and
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- affirm or deny allegations or charges against a person.

GAO's authority to administer oaths is found in

- 31 U.S.C. 711(4), which provides that the Comptroller General may "administer oaths to witnesses when auditing and settling accounts," and

- 42 U.S.C. 6382(a), section 502a of the Energy Policy and Conservation Act, which provides that the Comptroller General may administer oaths in connection with verification examinations conducted under 42 U.S.C. 6381, section 501, of that act.

Responsible division/office heads, foreign branch office managers, or regional managers may authorize GAO staff members to administer oaths or affirmations. However, when an oath is to be administered under the Energy Policy and Conservation Act, the matter should be coordinated in advance with the Assistant Comptroller General for Resources, Community, and Economic Development Division.

A request for authorization may be made by any staff member who believes that a sworn statement is necessary in connection with his/her work. It should be in writing and should specify the circumstances necessitating the use of the oath and the interview or interviews for which it is proposed. The authorization, if granted, applies only to the particular interview or interviews specified in the request. The approved request for authorization should be kept in the workpapers and identified as a part of the interview record.

As previously mentioned, only in rare circumstances will the taking of testimony under oath be desirable in GAO's activities.

More detailed information on the content, preparation, form, witnessing, and other matters affecting the use of affidavits is included in GAO Order 0150.1, "Authority to Administer Oaths and Affirmations."
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Related Materials

GAO Orders

0135.1, "Audit Assignments Involving Access to Tax Information and Coordination of GAO's Work on Tax Policy and Administration at Treasury."

0150.1, "Authority to Administer Oaths and Affirmations."

1170.1, "Information Requests and the Issuance and Enforcement of Subpoenas Under the Social Security Act."


Other Publications

Legislation Relating to the General Accounting Office, OGC.

Office of Management and Budget Circular A-34, "Instructions on Budget Execution." (This circular implements sec. 716 of title 31 as it applies to executive agencies seeking certification that would preclude GAO from seeking judicial enforcement of access to records.)
Appendix I:
Statutory Basis for
GAO's Access to
Records

Basic Access
Authority

The basic authority governing GAO's access to records of
government agencies is contained in section 716 of title 31, U.S.
Code (formerly sec. 313 of the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921):

“(a) Each agency shall give the Comptroller General information
the Comptroller General requires about the duties, powers,
activities, organization, and financial transactions of the agency.
The Comptroller General may inspect an agency record to get the
information. This subsection does not apply to expenditures
made under section 3524 or 3526(e) of this title.”

(See app. II for the enforcement provisions of sec. 716.)

Government
Corporations

Section 9105 of title 31, U.S. Code, which provides for the audit of
wholly owned government corporations, provides that:

“(c) An audit under subsection (a) of this section shall be
conducted consistent with principles and procedures applicable to
commercial corporate transactions where the accounts of a
government corporation usually are kept. A government
corporation shall-

“(1) make available to the Comptroller General for audit all
records and property of, or used by, the corporation that are
necessary for the audit; and

“(2) provide the Comptroller General with facilities for
verifying transactions with the balances or securities held by
depositaries, fiscal agents, or custodians.”

The same section provides for audit and access to information on
mixed-ownership government corporations.

Contractors' Records

Section 304(c) of the Federal Property and Administrative Services
Act of 1949, as amended (41 U.S.C. 254(c)), provides the following
concerning purchases and contracts for property or services made
by an executive agency, except the military departments, the Coast
Guard, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA):
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“All contracts negotiated without advertising pursuant to authority contained in this Act shall include a clause to the effect that the Comptroller General of the United States or any of his duly authorized representatives shall until the expiration of three years after final payment have access to and the right to examine any directly pertinent books, documents, papers, and records of the contractor or any of his subcontractors engaged in the performance of and involving transactions related to such contracts or subcontracts . . . .”

Section 2313(b) of title 10, U.S. Code, grants GAO similar access authority to contracts negotiated by the military departments, the Coast Guard, and NASA. Section 3(b) of the act of August 28, 1958 (50 U.S.C. 1433(b)), contains similar authority for contracts executed under the authority to disregard provisions of law relating to the making, performance, amendment, or modification of contacts involving the national defense.

With respect to contracts with foreign governments or foreign companies, each of the statutes mentioned above contains special provisions affecting GAO's authority to examine contractor records.

In Bowsher v. Merck, 460 U.S. 825 (1983), the U.S. Supreme Court stated that under firm fixed-price contracts where no certified cost and pricing data have been obtained, GAO was not entitled to access to records relating to costs that were not allocated to the government contract.

Under 31 U.S.C. 6503, section 202 of the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 1968, GAO has a right of access to records on grants-in-aid to states. Municipalities and other subdivisions are not subject to this authority. Numerous other laws authorizing federal 'grants-in-aid, cost-sharing programs, and other financial assistance specifically provide for GAO audit and access to recipients' records. Information on these laws is available from OGC.

An example of a law permitting access to the recipients' records is section 437 of the General Education Provisions Act (20 U.S.C. 1232f). That act applies to agencies and institutions receiving federal funds for establishing and operating state and local educational programs and projects. It provides that:

“(b) The Secretary and the Comptroller General of the United States, or any of their duly authorized representatives, shall have access, for the purpose of audit examination, to any records of a recipient which may be related, or pertinent to, the grants,
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grants, contracts, subcontracts, loans, or other arrangements to which reference is made in subsection (a) of this section, or which may relate to the compliance of the recipient with any requirement of an applicable program.

Under 31 U.S.C. 7304, GAO has a right of access to records related to block grant, consolidated assistance, or other grant programs established or provided for by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981. This includes, but is not limited to, Consolidated Refugee Education Assistance, Elementary and Secondary Education Block Grants, the Puerto Rico Block Grant, Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Grants, Community Economic Development Grants, Community Services Block Grants, Social Services Block Grants, and Home Energy Assistance Grants. The Reconciliation Act should be consulted for the numerous other programs covered by section 7304’s cross-cutting access authorization.

It is important to recognize that section 7304 is not limited to access to records in the possession of the state governments. It extends to grant-related records in the possession, custody, or control of states; their political subdivisions, such as municipalities; and grantees of states or their political subdivisions.

For programs established or provided for by the Reconciliation Act of 1981, specific provisions authorize the Comptroller General’s access to records of program recipients. See 42 U.S.C. 300w-6 for the access authorization for Preventive Health Block Grants; 42 U.S.C. 300x-6 for the authorization for Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Block Grants; 42 U.S.C. 300y-8 for access to Primary Care Block Grant records; and 42 U.S.C. 706 for access to records related to Maternal and Child Health Care Grants.

Federal Banking Agency Records

GAO has been given statutory responsibility for auditing certain functions of the Federal Reserve Board, all federal reserve banks and their branches and facilities, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Offices of the Comptroller of the Currency, and the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council.

Right of access to the books and records of these agencies is contained in 31 U.S.C. 714(d):

“(d)(1) To carry out this section, all records and property of or used by an agency, including samples of reports of examinations of a bank or bank holding company the Comptroller General considers statistically meaningful and workpapers and
correspondence related to the reports shall be made available to the Comptroller General. The Comptroller General shall give an agency a current list of offices and employees to whom, with proper identification, records, and property may be made available, and who may make notes or copies necessary to carry out an audit. An agency shall give the Comptroller General suitable and lockable offices and furniture, telephones, and access to copying facilities.

“(2) Except for the temporary removal of workpapers of the Comptroller General that do not identify a customer of an open or closed bank or bank holding company, an open bank, or an open bank holding company, all workpapers of the Comptroller General and records and property of or used by an agency that the Comptroller General possesses during an audit, shall remain in the agency. The Comptroller General shall prevent unauthorized access to records or property.”

GAO also has authority to conduct program audits of the National Credit Union Administration under the general audit authority contained in 31 U.S.C. 717. Access to the Administration’s records relating to such audits is provided by 31 U.S.C. 716(a).

Section 713 of title 31, U.S. Code, authorizes GAO to make tax administration audits of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms. Section 6103(i)(7) of the Internal Revenue Code provides a comprehensive set of conditions under which IRS and the Bureau are required to disclose tax returns and tax return information to designated GAO officers and employees to the extent necessary in making these audits.

Under section 6103(f), GAO’s authority to examine tax information extends to audits of agencies other than IRS and the Bureau when GAO staff act as duly designated agents for congressional committees having access to tax information.

Section 6103(i) of the U.S. Code was amended by the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (Public Law 97-248) to provide GAO with access to tax information during audits of certain other federal agencies. Generally, GAO has access to tax information for auditing (1) any agency’s programs or activities for which that agency has obtained tax information and (2) certain agencies identified by statute that have not obtained tax information but that are authorized to obtain such information by the U.S. Code.

GAO Orders 0135.1, “Audit Assignments Involving Access to Tax Information and Coordination of GAO's Work on Tax Policy and
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Administration at Treasury," and 0910.1, The GAO Security Manual, (sec. 13) establish policies and procedures concerning tax returns and tax return information. These policies and procedures should be followed when obtaining and using tax returns and tax return information during any authorized GAO audit, including nontax administration audits.

GAO has statutory authority to evaluate and analyze federal energy-related programs, including federal contractors' energy programs, and to evaluate the interrelationship among all federal departments, agencies, and programs involving energy matters. Among the most significant legislation in this area are the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (42 U.S.C. 6201 et seq.) and section 12 of the Federal Energy Administration Act of 1974 (15 U.S.C. 771).

These two laws grant GAO access to any energy information in the possession of a federal agency and authorize similar access to the books and records of any person or company that is required to submit energy and financial information to such agencies.

Title V, section 501(a) of the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (42 U.S.C. 6381), authorizes GAO to make independent verification examinations of energy data and to inspect the books and records of private persons and companies under certain conditions. To carry out this verification authority, section 502 of the act (42 U.S.C. 6382(a)) authorizes GAO to (1) issue subpoenas for attendance and testimony of witnesses and the production of books, records, papers, and other documents and (2) enter any business premise or facility and examine similar documents relating to any energy or financial information. In addition, section 502 specifically grants GAO access to any energy-related information in the possession of any federal agency (other than IRS) in order to carry out GAO's functions under the act.

Section 12 of the Federal Energy Administration Act of 1974 (15 U.S.C. 771), which applies to the Department of Energy (see 42 U.S.C. 7151), authorizes the Comptroller General to monitor and evaluate the operations and activities of the Department. Access authority under section 12 follows:

"(b) The Comptroller General or any of his authorized representatives in carrying out his responsibilities under this section may request access to any books, documents, papers, statistics, data, records, and information of any person owning or operating facilities or business premises who is engaged in any phase of energy supply or major energy consumption, where such
material relates to the purposes of this Act, including but not limited to energy costs, demand, supply, industry structure, and environmental impacts. The Comptroller General may request such person to submit in writing such energy information as the Comptroller General may prescribe.

“(c) The Comptroller General of the United States, or any of his duly authorized representatives, shall have access and the right to examine any books, documents, papers, records or other recorded information of any recipients of Federal funds or assistance under contracts, leases, cooperative agreements, or other transactions entered into pursuant to subsection (d) or (g) of Section 7 of this Act which in the opinion of the Comptroller General may be related or pertinent to such contracts, leases, cooperative agreements, or similar transactions.”

In addition to this access authority, subsection 12(d) of the act authorizes GAO to issue subpoenas, with the concurrence of a congressional committee, for production of the books, documents, papers, statistics, data, records, and information referred to in subsection 12(b) of the act.

Records of Nonappropriated Fund Activities

Under 31 U.S.C. 3525, the operations and funds of nonappropriated funds and related activities, such as military exchanges, commissaries, clubs, theaters, and restaurants, are subject to GAO audit. To carry out this audit authority, section 3525(c) grants GAO access to the records and property of a fund and related activities.

Certain Unvoucherred Accounts

A number of laws authorize the making of unvouchedered expenditures—those accounted for solely on the approval, authority, or certification of the President or an executive agency official.

Under 31 U.S.C. 3524, GAO is authorized to audit such unvouchedered accounts, with certain specified exceptions, for the limited purpose of verifying that the funds were actually expended and that the expenditures were authorized by law. In addition, sections 105 and 106 of title 3, U.S. Code, authorize GAO to make similar audits of certain unvouchedered accounts established for the operation of the White House and the entertainment and travel expenses of the President and Vice President.

Under these laws, GAO has a statutory right of access to all necessary books, papers, and records relating to the audit of unvoucherred expenditures.
### Employee Benefit Plan Records

29 U.S.C. 1143a, Public Law 99-272, section 11016(d), makes employee benefit plans, including the effect of such plans on employees, participants, and their beneficiaries, subject to audit pursuant to the request of any Member of the Congress. It grants GAO access to books, documents, etc., to conduct such studies.

### Records Related to Social Security Act Programs

42 U.S.C. 1320a-4 provides for the Comptroller General to issue subpoenas for the production of records needed for audits/evaluations under certain Social Security Act programs.
Appendix II: 
Enforcement 
Provisions of 
Section 716 of 
Title 31 of the 
U.S. Code

"(a) Each agency shall give the Comptroller General information the 
Comptroller General requires about the duties, powers, activities, 
organization, and financial transactions of the agency. The 
Comptroller General may inspect an agency record to get the 
information. This subsection does not apply to expenditures made 
under section 3524 or 3526(e) of this title.

"(b)(1) When an agency record is not made available to the 
Comptroller General within a reasonable time, the Comptroller 
General may make a written request to the head of the agency. The 
request shall state the authority for inspecting the records and the 
reason for the inspection. The head of the agency has 20 days after 
receiving the request to respond. The response shall describe the 
record withheld and the reason the record is being withheld. If the 
Comptroller General is not given an opportunity to inspect the 
record within the 20-day period, the Comptroller General may file a 
report with the President, the Director of the Office of Management 
and Budget, the Attorney General, the head of the agency, and the 
Congress.

"(2) Through an attorney, the Comptroller General designates in 
writing, the Comptroller General may bring a civil action in the 
district court of the United States for the District of Columbia to 
require the head of the agency to produce a record-

"(A) After 20 days after a report is filed under paragraph (1) of 
this subsection and

"(B) Subject to subsection (d) of this section.

"(3) The Attorney General may represent the head of the agency. 
The court may punish a failure to obey an order of the court under 
this subsection as a contempt of court.

"(c)(1) Subject to subsection (d) of this section, the Comptroller 
General may subpoena a record of a person not in the United States
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Government when the record is not made available to the Comptroller General to which the Comptroller General has access by law or by agreement of that person from whom access is sought. A subpoena shall identify the record and the authority for the inspection and may be issued by the Comptroller General. The Comptroller General may have an individual serve a subpoena under this subsection by delivering a copy to the person named in the subpoena or by mailing a copy of the subpoena by certified or registered mail, return receipt requested, to the residence or principal place of business of the person. Proof of service is shown by a verified return by the individual serving the subpoena that states how the subpoena was served or by the return receipt signed by the person served.

"(2) If a person residing, found, or doing business in a judicial district refuses to comply with a subpoena issued under paragraph (1) of this subsection, the Comptroller General through an attorney the Comptroller General designates in writing, may bring a civil action in that district court to require the person to produce the record. The court has jurisdiction of the action and may punish a failure to obey an order of the court under this subsection as a contempt of court.

"(d)(1) The Comptroller General may not bring a civil action for a record withheld under subsection (b) of this section or issue a subpoena under subsection (c) of this section if-

"(A) the record related to activities the President designates as foreign intelligence or counterintelligence activities;

"(B) the record is specifically exempted from disclosure to the Comptroller General by a statute that-

"(i) without discretion requires that the record be withheld from the Comptroller General,

"(ii) establishes particular criteria for withholding the record from the Comptroller General, or

"(iii) refers to particular types of records to be withheld from the Comptroller General; or

"(C) by the 20th day after a report is filed under subsection (b)(1) of this section, the President or the Director certifies to the Comptroller General and Congress that a record could be withheld under section 552(b)(5) or (7) of title 5 and disclosure
reasonably could be expected to impair substantially the operations of the government.

“(2) The President or the Director may not delegate certification under paragraph (1)(C) of this subsection. A certification shall include a complete explanation of the reasons for the certification.

“(e)(1) The Comptroller General shall maintain the same level of confidentiality for a record made available under this section as is required by the head of the agency from which it is obtained. Officers and employees of the General Accounting Office are subject to the same statutory penalties for unauthorized disclosure or use as officers or employees of the agency.

“(2) The Comptroller General shall keep information described in section 552(b)(6) of title 5 that the Comptroller General obtains in a way that prevents unwarranted invasions of personal privacy.

“(3) This section does not authorize information to be withheld from the Congress.”
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Appendix III:
Sample Letter

United States
General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Information Management and Technology Division

April 2, 1992

Mr. Robert Valone
Director
Systems Program Office
1325 East-West Highway
Room 11400
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Dear Mr. Valone:

This letter responds to your concerns about our Office's review of the Advanced Weather Interactive Processing System (AWIPS) procurement. You have asked that our staff members sign a conflict of interest/nondisclosure agreement before being given access to certain acquisition information.

However, the General Accounting Office's statutory authority for access to agency records, 31 U.S.C. Sec. 716(a), extends to any "information . . . about the duties, powers, activities, organization, and financial transaction of an agency. This includes agency procurement records. In light of our Office's statutory access rights our general policy is not to sign nondisclosure or other agreements as a condition of getting the access to which we are entitled.

We nevertheless appreciate that some of the information that we will review is considered sensitive in terms of the conduct of, and the competition in, the procurement. We therefore point out that there are, in fact, certain legal and policy restrictions on our disclosure of records obtained pursuant to our statutory authority. First, our access statute, at 31 U.S.C. Sec. 716(e), requires us to maintain the same level of confidentiality for the record as is required of the head of the agency from which it is obtained.

Further, General Accounting Office officers and employees, like all federal officers and employees, are precluded by 18 U.S.C. Sec. 1905 from disclosing proprietary or business confidential information to any extent not authorized by law. Although this proscription does not preclude disclosure to the Congress, our Office's policy is to respect business confidential information and to protect the competitive positions of individual companies in a manner consistent with our reporting responsibilities. As a general matter, we therefore will exclude proprietary or confidential business information from our reports, and instead transmit it separately. Where such a transmittal is made, we alert the...
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report recipient to the sensitivity of the contents by means of an appropriate legend advising that further release may be prohibited by 18 U.S.C. Sec. 1905.

We also appreciate your concern about real and apparent conflicts of interests between government employees and the competitors in the acquisition. We point out that all professional employees of our Office in grades GS-7 and above are required to file annual financial disclosure statements. Moreover, our employees are cautioned, through our published policy on employee ethics and conduct, that the submission of a financial disclosure statement does not relieve an employee of the responsibility to disqualify himself or herself from any assignment that conflicts with a financial or non-financial interest, and that the fact that an interest is not reportable does not mean that it is not susceptible of giving rise to a conflict.

We trust that the above information addresses your concerns. However, if you have any questions, please call Mr. Jerold D. Cohen, of our Office of General Counsel, at (202) 275-5212.

Sincerely yours,

JayEtta Z. Hecker
Director, Resources Community, and Economic Development Information Systems
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Policy

GAO's policy is to obtain and present persuasive and convincing evidence in support of its findings, conclusions, and recommendations that help satisfy the assignment objective(s).

Policy Highlights

Evidence is the factual basis for GAO's findings, conclusions, and recommendations.

The Standard of Evidence

Evidence must be competent, relevant, and sufficient to support findings, conclusions, and recommendations.

To be competent, evidence must be valid and reliable. If there is reason to doubt the competence of evidence, it should be corroborated by other evidence.

To be relevant, factual material must have a logical, sensible relationship to the issue it seeks to prove or disprove. It should make the finding, conclusion, or recommendation convincing and believable. If it is not relevant, it is not evidence and should not be collected because collecting unneeded information wastes valuable audit resources.

To be sufficient, evidence need not be wholly indisputable but must lead a reasonable person to the same position as taken by GAO.

Even the best evidence available, in rare cases, may not fully meet GAO's standard. Such evidence should be factually reported, including its limitations. Generally, conclusions or recommendations should not be drawn in cases of serious evidence limitations.

Types of Evidence

GAO uses physical, testimonial, documentary, or analytical evidence.

- Physical evidence involves direct inspection or observation of (1) activities of people, (2) property, or (3) events.

- Testimonial evidence is obtained from witnesses by interviews, statements, or questionnaires. To be persuasive, testimonial evidence must be obtained from knowledgeable people. In controversial cases, care must be taken to get views from persons having opposing views.
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Evidence Obtained From Others

- **Documentary evidence** is created information, such as letters, contracts, invoices, accounting records, and data from information management systems. The reliability of computer-processed data must be established by data testing or by systems review when such data are to be used as key evidence.

- **Analytical evidence** is frequently considered a subset of documentary evidence. Analytical evidence includes computations, comparisons, reasoning, and separation of information into components. It must be based on appropriate methodology, the integrity of which can be convincingly demonstrated.

Using the work of Inspectors General and other audit and evaluation organizations to meet the assignment objective(s) can reduce cost and time requirements. When GAO relies on the work of others as the primary or sole support for findings, conclusions, or recommendations, GAO staff must ensure that the work being relied on meets GAO's quality standard.

Sensitivity of Evidence

Staff should exercise particular care in collecting evidence regarding sensitive payments, conflicts of interest, and related ethics matters affecting senior agency executives. Diligence is required in following the guidance and instructions in GAO's Guide for Review of Sensitive Payments (GAO/AFMD-8.1.2).

For additional information on collecting evidence, see chapter 8.1, "Collecting Evidence."

Key Responsibilities

**Issue area directors/regional managers** are responsible for ensuring that GAO's policies have been followed and standards met in assignments for which they are responsible. This may include inquiry concerning evidentiary support for the more controversial, sensitive, or significant findings.

**Assistant directors/assistant regional managers** are responsible for evaluating the persuasiveness of evidence supporting a finding and for ensuring that the reference's comments have been adequately handled.

**Evaluators-in-charge and assignment managers** are primarily responsible for ensuring that staff are aware of their responsibilities and that their work meets GAO's standard of evidence. This responsibility is met by thorough first-hand knowledge of assignment design and work performed.
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All staff members are responsible for developing well supported and convincing evidence.

Referencers are responsible for checking the support for evidence in terms of GAO's standards and for ensuring that significant questions are resolved or communicated to higher authorities.
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Policy

GAO's policy is to obtain and present persuasive and convincing evidence in support of its findings, conclusions, and recommendations that help satisfy the assignment objective(s).

Importance of Assignment Design

Assignment design establishes (1) the type of evidence that will best meet the assignment objective(s) and (2) how it will be collected to ensure that GAO's standard is met. While cost and timing should be considered in determining the type and sufficiency of evidence to be collected, those factors must not be allowed to jeopardize the quality of GAO's work.

Types of Evidence

The four types of evidence used to support GAO's findings, conclusions, and recommendations are

- physical,
- testimonial,
- documentary, and
- analytical.

Physical Evidence

Physical evidence is obtained by direct inspection or observation of (1) people, (2) property, or (3) events. Examples of physical evidence include observing inventory taking; counting cash and bonds; observing military equipment testing; and examining other government assets, such as motor vehicles or buildings.

Meeting the standard requires making the inspection or observation at a time and under circumstances that are representative of the activity, property, or events. It requires recording the inspection or observation in a form that establishes its competence in a convincing way. In certain cases, corroboration by documentary evidence is essential. For example, observed construction progress at a site allegedly owned by the auditee must be corroborated by such documents as contracts, insurance policies, permits, and property titles.

Testimonial Evidence

Testimonial evidence is information obtained from others through interviews or written responses to inquiries, e.g., questionnaires. It is frequently obtained from the following sources:
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- **Agency and contractor employees**: The knowledge and views of employees are an important source of information for many GAO assignments.

- **Program beneficiaries**: Federal agencies' expenditures are directed to achieving certain results with respect to particular groups of beneficiaries. The experience and opinions of those beneficiaries are often an important source of information.

- **Experts and consultants**: GAO's assignments cover a wide range of highly complex technical and scientific subject areas. At times, GAO staff capabilities in certain areas need to be supplemented by those of consultants or experts.

- **Others**: For example, individual citizens may provide leads on or evidence of a particular condition or deficiency.

- **Special considerations for testimonial evidence**: Frequently, GAO uses secondary data collected by federal agencies and other entities to identify program beneficiaries. Special circumstances arise when the collecting agency provided pledges of confidentiality to obtain the data from the recipients. While GAO generally has access to this information and is bound by statute to maintain the same level of confidentiality as the originating entity, GAO should consider (1) the entity's actions in granting the pledge of confidentiality and (2) the needs of the assignment objective(s) before determining the most appropriate method of operating.

GAO staff should determine whether the assignment objective(s) requires access to specific personal identification data or whether other alternative means would satisfy the objective. (For additional information on the special considerations of using secondary data, see p. 8.1-12.)

**Documentary Evidence**

Documentary evidence is generated by an agency or a contractor, or they may originate with suppliers, program beneficiaries, or others external to the organization being reviewed. When documents to be used as primary evidence are the product of an organization's accounting, administrative, or management system, internal controls should normally be reviewed and tested.

Examples of documentary evidence include correspondence, contracts, agency files and records, laws, regulations, audit/evaluation reports by GAO and others, internal management studies/evaluations, automatic data processing tapes, maps, charts, and graphs.
Analytical Evidence

Analytical evidence is developed or derived from other evidence by making computations, comparisons, or analyses of other evidence. While documentary evidence is created by others, analytical evidence is developed by the auditor/evaluator using other types of evidence as the basis for analysis. For example, GAO creates analytical evidence when it analyzes responses to questionnaires or structured interviews or makes computations on the basis of information obtained from agency case files.

GAO's Standard of Evidence

For evidence to be used without qualification in a product, it must meet GAO's standard and that of the "Yellow Book." Evidence must be

- competent,
- relevant, and
- sufficient.

This standard applies to all types of evidence. It must be met regardless of assignment design or the methods used in collection, verification, or analysis.

In rare cases, the best evidence reasonably available may not fully meet GAO's standard. Such evidence may be used in GAO products if its limitations are appropriately disclosed, but generally no conclusions or recommendations should be drawn from it. Also, care must be taken to ensure that such evidence is the best available and that limitations on its competence and sufficiency do not preclude its usefulness.

The burden of establishing the reliability of evidence is on GAO. GAO holds exit conferences and obtains comments on draft reports to verify facts and the implications that flow from them. Those approaches are a key part of ensuring the accuracy and validity of evidence.

Competence

Competence is the inherent soundness and credibility of evidence. In assessing competence, the key question is whether there is any reason to doubt the evidence's currency or authenticity. Competence can be furthered by ensuring that the evidence was obtained by effectively applying professionally accepted methodology and/or was provided by a knowledgeable, experienced, reliable, independent, and unbiased source.
Factors to consider in assessing competence follow:

- Was it obtained from a knowledgeable, experienced, reliable, independent, and unbiased source?
- Was it obtained through appropriate audit/evaluation methodology? (See ch. 10, “Methodology.”)
- Is there any reason to doubt its currency or authenticity?

**Corroboration**

Corroboration is used to support the competence of evidence by obtaining additional evidence. Corroborating evidence can be of the same type (e.g., the testimony of more than one involved person) or a different type (e.g., documents compared with testimony). Within the limits of time and resources, corroboration may include testing competence by using an alternative design or an alternative data collection or analysis method.

_Evidence should be corroborated whenever there is reason to doubt its validity or sufficiency._ Corroboration should be considered, even when credibility does not seem questionable, if particular evidence is key to a finding.

Examples of corroboration follow:

- Analytical or documentary evidence can establish the veracity of an agency official's testimony that patients' average length of hospitalization has increased. (Appropriate analysis of documents is usually better evidence than an individual's views or memory.)

- The amount of loss asserted by an insurance claim can be verified by comparison with inventory records and by physical inventory.

- The validity of an unsigned copy of a contract obtained from agency files can be established by reviewing the official contract file, discussing final contract negotiations with the contracting officer or his/her technical representative, and comparing it with the original signed copy. (Staff should remain alert to the possibility that documentary evidence offered to them may not be accurate or complete.)

**Relevance**

Relevance involves the relationship of evidence to its use. _The information used to prove or disprove an issue must have a logical, sensible relationship to that issue._
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The assignment objective(s) and the planned use of evidence to support findings are the basis for determining relevance. If evidence does not help to meet the assignment objective(s) in a clear and demonstrable way, it is not relevant and should not be included as evidence.

Following are some tests of relevance:

- Does the evidence make a finding, conclusion, or recommendation more believable?
- Is the evidence an element of a chain of logic by which the assignment objective(s) are accomplished?

Sufficiency

To test sufficiency is to determine that there is enough competent and relevant evidence to lead a reasonable person to the same positions as those taken by GAO. The test establishes that positions taken on the basis of the evidence are convincing and that GAO's findings have not inappropriately generalized or overstated available evidence.

Evidence that qualifies as sufficient can range from physical facts established by multiple observations to cause-and-effect relationships attributable to complex national programs based on effectively designed and implemented statistical inference and quantitative techniques.

Whatever the source or the nature of the evidence, it must effectively establish that the GAO position is warranted and supported.

While evidence must be convincing, it need not be totally indisputable. Collecting evidence is costly and should be done prudently.

The Relationship of Competence, Relevance, and Sufficiency

The standards of competence and relevance require that each piece of evidence be a valid and integral part of a framework within which findings, conclusions, and recommendations are developed.

The standard of sufficiency tests whether there is enough evidence within that framework to provide convincing support for GAO's communication product. Taken together, the standards of competence, relevance, and sufficiency test whether readers will be convinced that the facts and conditions described are real and that action on GAO's recommendations is needed.
Meeting the Standard of Evidence

Physical Evidence

The standard of evidence is the same regardless of the type of evidence obtained. The following discusses matters that should be considered in determining whether that standard is met for each type of evidence.

The competence of physical evidence depends on such factors as when, where, and how the inspection or observation was made and whether the manner in which it was recorded fairly represents the facts observed. Staff should satisfy themselves that each observation was reasonably representative of the condition observed. For example, if an observation is intended to be representative of a normal condition, staff should make sure that observations were not made at peak or slow periods. Care should be taken to ensure that a nonrepresentative “show” was not put on for GAO.

Care must also be taken to establish that the observation is relevant to the assignment objective(s). To do this, a physical observation may need to be linked to other evidence. For example, assume that an auditor/evaluator observes a project under construction. The site is a “beehive” of activity, and significant progress is evident. A prominent sign clearly identifies the site as the auditee’s property. But is it? The visual evidence should be linked to documentary evidence—contracts, insurance policies, or building permits—as best evidence of ownership.

When physical evidence is critical to the assignment objective(s), attempts should be made to minimize the likelihood that it could be challenged. This may be done by having another GAO staff member or an agency or contractor representative present when the observation is made or by authenticating the manner in which it was recorded.

In some circumstances, it may be useful to ask an agency or contractor representative to signify his/her concurrence in the observed description of people, property, or events.

Physical evidence can be recorded as memorandums, charts, photographs, maps, or samples. The form in which it is recorded should normally be the one that best establishes its competence and is most convincing. For example, a clear photograph or a videotape showing storage boxes obstructing access to a fire extinguisher clearly and convincingly demonstrates a fire-fighting obstacle. It has a far greater impact than a written description.

The competence of physical evidence is enhanced when the circumstances under which the observation was made are clear, e.g.,
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when and where the photograph was taken, the camera angle that was used, and any special circumstances involved.

Testimonial Evidence

To be competent, testimonial evidence must accurately record the discussions with experienced, qualified, and directly involved people.

In GAO's work, testimony is received orally (face to face or telephone interviews) or by written response (e.g., questionnaires).

Regardless of how it is obtained, the competence of testimonial evidence depends on several respondent factors:

- **Knowledge of the matter**: Judgment and perception are required to determine the appropriate people to be interviewed. For example, the fact that a person is in a high-level agency or contractor position does not ensure the competence of the information furnished. He/she may be new in the position or may otherwise lack the detailed firsthand knowledge that a subordinate might have.

- **Forthrightness in providing information**: Sometimes, those being interviewed seek pledges of confidentiality concerning information they provide. Care should be taken not to extend such pledges unless specific approval has been obtained. Chapter 7.1, "Obtaining Access to Information," discusses when such pledges can be given.

- **Personal and professional reputation**: When their testimony is the primary or sole support for a finding, conclusion, or recommendation, the reputation of consultants and experts in technical and scientific areas must be carefully determined. This determination could include their professional credentials, membership and role in professional associations, publications and the manner in which they are referred to, and professional colleagues' opinions of them.

- **Independence and lack of bias in the outcome**: When an official or an employee makes statements that are adverse to his/her employer, care should be taken to minimize the potential for retribution.

Establishing Competence

Competence can be established by the following means:

- **Care in the selection of those from whom testimony is sought**: Staff should determine that those who are supplying information have personal or expert knowledge of the matters involved. When an interviewee speaks for an organization, care must be taken to ensure that he/she is authorized or in a position to do so.
Corroborating facts on which testimony is based: This can be done by getting the testimony of others who are familiar with all or some of the information and/or by comparing the testimony with documents or other forms of evidence. If corroboration is not feasible, the product should disclose the source of the evidence and the reason it was not corroborated.

Assignment design: For example, when the views of a representative number of a large universe of persons are sought to establish a condition, appropriate assignment design can help ensure competence.

When information is obtained by written response, competence is highly dependent on the methodology used, e.g., the effective design of questionnaires. Well-designed questions are also important in interview situations. But interviews, particularly those that are face-to-face, provide an additional basis for judging competence, e.g., demeanor and body language.

Establishing Reliability of Witnesses

Ways in which an interviewee might show reliability include

- reciting facts or other information that is known to be valid or
- frankly acknowledging that some questions cannot be answered immediately and promising to obtain and provide the requested information or referring the interviewer to other knowledgeable persons.

Conversely, if an interviewee provides information known to be erroneous or not current, the reliance that can be placed on other information he/she provides is seriously impaired.

Significant factors that cause staff to believe that evidence is credible or not credible should be detailed in the workpapers.

It is necessary to ensure that testimony critical to a finding cannot be effectively repudiated. This is perhaps most likely when statements made may be perceived by the person making them as contrary to his/her best interests. Steps to prevent possible repudiation include having two people present during an interview, having the interviewee initial the accuracy of the interview writeup, or obtaining permission to record the interview.

When appropriate, the testimony of more than one knowledgeable person should be obtained to ensure a balanced and objective perspective.
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Additional guidance on planning, obtaining, and documenting testimonial evidence is in chapter 10. That chapter discusses various techniques of gathering testimonial evidence, including the use of structured and telephone interviews and questionnaires.

Documentary Evidence

The competence of documents as evidence depends on their authenticity and the integrity of the system producing them. While the authenticity of books and records taken from agency or contractor files can normally be assumed, the accuracy of the information in those documents must be established in accordance with GAO's standard.

Manuals and other prescriptive statements are evidence of agency or contractor policy. But unless they are determined (by appropriate test) to control day-to-day operations, they do not establish the organization's actual practice.

When documents to be used as evidence are the products of an organization's accounting, administrative, or management system, internal controls should be reviewed and tested. Those internal control procedures have an important effect on the reliability of documentary evidence. For example, the reliability of an employee's time card would be enhanced if (1) the employee punched the time clock, (2) his/her supervisor approved the time card, (3) the payroll section checked the time card against job tickets or production schedules, and (4) internal auditors or management made surprise floor checks.

When computer-processed data are an important part of the audit and the data are crucial to accomplishing audit objectives, staff must determine the reliability of the data.

GAO's responsibility to assess internal controls, including those applicable to computer-based systems, are discussed in chapter 4, "Standards." Further guidance is included in Assessing Internal Controls in Performance Audits (GAO/OP-4.1.4) and Assessing the Reliability of Computer-Processed Data (GAO/OP-8.1.3).

The credibility of correspondence and other documents that are not the product of a controlled system depends on such matters as the qualifications, knowledge, and position of the writer and the document's purpose. This should be established in the same manner as testimonial evidence, or appropriate corroboration should be obtained.

The news media—newspapers, magazines, radio, and television—are useful sources of background information on activities under review.
However, the news media should not be used as the primary or sole source of factual information. For example, a news article identifying the cost of a project would not be acceptable evidence for use in a GAO product.

Analytical Evidence

The competence of analytical evidence depends on how other evidence is used to meet the assignment objective(s). For example, individual responses to questionnaires are testimonial evidence. Using those responses to establish the effectiveness of a national program requires staff to develop analytical evidence. To be competent, analytical evidence must be based on a sound design and must consider such matters as:

- the accuracy of mathematical computations and comparisons;
- a sample size adequate to reduce random error to acceptable limits;
- the ability to repeat the methods used with the same or similar results;
- the representativeness of the sample to its universe;
- the adequacy of information obtained to meet the objective to which it is directed (e.g., will information on student achievement be reasonably related to a new learning approach, the results of which are being probed by the assignment?);
- the ability of the information received to measure the attributes the assignment addresses (e.g., is educational attainment established by information on the number of grades completed?);
- the adequacy of the questionnaire design to eliminate systemic bias (e.g., will the questionnaire promote truthful responses or those that respondents believe to be most “acceptable?”); and
- the reliability and adequacy of computer software used in the analysis.

These matters are discussed in chapter 10.

Evidence Supplied by Others

The work necessary to accomplish the assignment objective(s) often can be reduced and completion expedited by relying on the work of others. During the proposal phase, GAO staff are expected to determine what work has been done by others, including
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- Inspectors General (IGs) and other program evaluation groups;
- state and local government audit organizations;
- independent public accountants;
- other legislative support agencies (the Congressional Budget Office, the Congressional Research Service, and the Office of Technology Assessment); and
- recognized "think tanks" and other experts.

When GAO relies on the work of others as the primary or sole support for its findings, conclusions, and recommendations, that work must meet GAO's quality standard.

As a first step in ensuring the quality of the work, staff should determine the professional reputation, qualifications, and independence of those who did the work. Consideration should then be given to other relevant factors, such as the sensitivity and complexity of the issues, the soundness of the methodology used, and the reasonableness of work results and objectives. Next, staff should decide whether additional tests are needed to determine the acceptability of others' work, such as

- reviewing the work program,
- reviewing workpapers,
- reviewing procedures followed and the results of work performed,
- assessing the assignment objective(s),
- considering the appropriateness of methods or assumptions used,
- determining whether the organization has an effective quality control system,
- making supplemental tests of work done,
- obtaining corroboration by other persons having personal or expert knowledge, and
- comparing the results with those of other well designed studies which employed rigorous methodology.
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See also generally accepted government auditing standards (GAGAS) and Guide for Review of Independent Public Accountant Work (GAO/AFMD-8.1.1).

GAO also uses the services of consultants, experts, and specialists when

- professional opinions or technical advice is needed to augment staff expertise (e.g., an engineering evaluation of the strength of a bridge or a medical opinion on the effectiveness of alternative treatments for a disease);

- outside points of view are needed to avoid limited judgment on administrative or technical issues;

- advice on developments in industry, university, and foundation research is needed;

- assistance is needed in evaluating the acceptability of work by other audit/evaluation groups or other consultants, experts, and specialists; or

- panels or focus groups of consultants, experts, or specialists are convened to develop new or innovative methodologies or to formulate a consensus on issues of unusual complexity or controversy.

When GAO relies on experts' opinions on scientific or technical matters, the competence of their evidence depends heavily on such factors as their knowledge, experience, competence, professional status, and lack of bias. The ability to test the competence of expert evidence may be limited since it is frequently based on the experts' cumulative experience. Consequently, care must be exercised in the selection process. Obtaining corroborating testimony by more than one expert may be necessary in particularly significant, sensitive, or controversial cases. The circumstances and limitations of expert testimony must be clearly explained in the product so that readers will not be misled. (GAO Order 2304.1, "Employment of Experts and Consultants," discusses how to employ consultants, experts, and specialists.)

Data Obtained Under Pledges of Confidentiality

GAO frequently uses data gathered from secondary sources such as federal agencies or entities receiving federal funding and, at times, those entities collected the data by using a pledge of confidentiality. While GAO policy and the Yellow Book require staff to independently test the evidence provided by others to ensure that it
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meets quality standards, problems may arise regarding that data collected under pledges of confidentiality.

While GAO's access authority generally is not questioned, practical issues emerge that may affect

• GAO's relationship with the originating entity,

• relationships with other organizations in the "community," and

• the originating entity's ability to perform subsequent data gathering from a target audience.

To determine the most appropriate method of operating, GAO staff members should consider (1) the entity's actions in granting the pledge of confidentiality and (2) the needs of the assignment objective(s). That is:

• Did the entity in originally collecting the data appropriately use the pledge of confidentiality or, in doing so, did the pledge preclude other legitimate parties (for example, GAO and IGs) from accessing the data?

• Does the assignment objective(s) necessitate access to personal identification information or does some other alternative(s) exist?

Appropriateness of a Pledge

GAO staff should consider whether the originating entity was entitled to gather the data under program requirements. Therefore, a pledge would be inappropriate. Even if the pledge was offered to ensure a better response rate and quality of information, this would be an inappropriate use of a tool that should be used very judiciously.

Staff members should consider the wording of the pledge to determine whether the collecting entity gave away rights of access that it was not entitled to waive.

When GAO uses a pledge of confidentiality, it must seek agreement from the requester that he/she recognizes the importance of the pledge and will not seek further access. Yet, the wording of the pledge should alert the respondent that, under unusual circumstances, such as a subpoena, the data might have to be released. To minimize risk of inadvertent disclosure, GAO staff should cut the linkage (identifiers) to individual responses as soon as all quality tests are met.
Collecting entities must recognize that GAO, by statute, would be prohibited from releasing proprietary, sensitive data, or privacy data and is required to provide the same level of safeguards as afforded by the collecting entity.

**Assignment Objective(s)**

The assignment's objective(s) determines what information needs to be tested and how it should be tested. For example, in data bases containing program recipient/respondent information (personal identification data such as name, address, and/or social security number) generally would be included on both the data base and the source document. GAO must determine whether access to this personal identification data is required or whether alternative means exist to check the reliability of such data bases.

In those instances where the assignment objective(s) relates to information about specific program recipients/respondents, staff members would be required to access the data base and source documents containing personal identification data regardless of whether the information was obtained under pledges of confidentiality. This probably would occur most frequently in special investigations of fraud, abuse, or other illegal acts.

When the assignment objective(s) does not relate to information about specific individuals, staff members could work with the collecting entity to achieve a reasonable assurance that the system to collect the data is reliable and that quality checks have been undertaken to ensure the accuracy of data entry.

After considering the needs of the assignment objective(s) and whether the pledge was appropriately given, GAO may work cooperatively with the collecting entity to obtain summary data or detailed data breaking the linkage to the individual respondent. This may include receiving data tapes or original documents modified to include substitute personnel identification numbers or codes.

In those instances where GAO believes that it must recontact the recipients/respondents, staff members should work with the collecting entity to select the sample where original pledges of confidentiality have been provided. In doing so, staff members should be alert to implications for future data gathering efforts by the entity while ensuring the integrity of GAO's methodology. Staff should work closely with the division/office Design, Methodology, and Technical Assistance Group/Technical Assistance Group to ensure that the sample selected meets Office standards and assess the potential implications on the final message.
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# Broken Linkages

While GAO's guidance requires that the linkage between the respondent and the response be broken as soon as all data has been fully analyzed and quality assurance procedures have been fulfilled, GAO is not suggesting that other audit organizations should break the linkage where subsequent access may be necessary. At a minimum, GAO and other organizations should maintain at least a listing of those persons from whom data was requested and those that responded. This would permit subsequent access to the individuals. In cases where fraud, abuse, or other illegal acts are suspected or detected, the linkage should not be broken until all subsequent investigations are resolved.

In those cases where the entity may have inappropriately broken the linkage, GAO would need to consider an alternative methodology and fully disclose the situation in the objectives, scope, and methodology section of the product.

Related Materials

Other Chapters of This Manual

4, "Standards."
7, "Obtaining Access to Information."
9, "Findings, Conclusions, Recommendations, Followup, and Accomplishment Reporting."
10, "Methodology."
11, "Workpapers and Assignment Files."

GAO Orders

0150.1, "Authority to Administer Oaths and Affirmations."
2304.1, "Employment of Experts and Consultants."

Other Publications

Government Auditing Standards (GAO/AFMD-4.1.1), "Yellow Book," GAO.
Assessing Internal Controls in Performance Audits (GAO/OP-4.1.4).
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Assessing the Reliability of Computer-Processed Data (GAO/OP-8.1.3).
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Findings, Conclusions, Recommendations, Followup, and Accomplishment Reporting--Policy Summary

Policy

GAO's policy is to

- ensure that its findings and conclusions are wholly consistent with the evidence on which they are based and are responsive to assignment objectives (see ch. 9.1, "Procedures for Developing Findings, Conclusions, Recommendations, and Matters for Congressional Consideration");

- make recommendations that are constructive and convincing and, when effectively implemented, will accomplish intended results (see ch. 9.1);

- continually work with the Congress and agencies to get recommendations implemented (see ch. 9.2, "Procedures for Recommendation Followup"); and

- recognize and document GAO's actions, involvement, and influence in bringing about improvements in government operations and in achieving other benefits (see ch. 9.3, "Procedures for Accomplishment Reporting").

Policy Highlights

Findings

Findings are the summation of facts developed in accordance with GAO's standards to meet the objective(s) of an assignment. They are the result of GAO's investment of resources and the basis for conclusions and, where warranted, for recommendations. Findings may be negative and point up situations requiring correction or they may be positive and highlight programs, policies, and procedures that work well and could be effectively applied in other areas.

A finding can consist of one or more of the following elements--criteria, condition, cause, and effect. Which elements are required for a finding depends on assignment objectives.

Findings must

- be responsive to assignment objective(s),

- be supported by evidence meeting GAO's standards,
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- include appropriately developed information on illegal acts and/or abuse detected during the audit/evaluation, and

- reflect a reasonable judgment of what could realistically be expected under the circumstances.

Findings may be positive and point out significant accomplishments. Such findings are particularly appropriate when an agency's management improvements in one area may apply elsewhere. They may also provide the balance and tone that will help to get action on GAO's recommendations.

Findings are most useful when they point to the need for future improvements rather than placing undue emphasis on past deficiencies.

Conclusions

Conclusions are GAO's assessment of facts disclosed by findings and of the implications that flow from them.

Conclusions must

- be clearly stated, not implied;

- logically flow from evidence in the findings and provide a transition from the evidence to any recommendations that follow;

- be based on sufficient evidence; and

- highlight evidence of significance to get management to take corrective action.

Recommendations

Recommendations state actions that GAO believes should be taken in response to findings and conclusions. They are made to the appropriate level that can implement them. This would generally be the Congress, an agency head, or lower level agency official.

Recommendations must

- relate clearly to the findings and conclusions giving rise to them;

- establish an effective and practical solution to correct the underlying cause of problems, weaknesses in internal controls, failure to comply with laws or regulations, or other matters impeding effective and efficient performance;

- have benefits that clearly outweigh the cost or other disadvantages that would result from carrying them out;
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- **appropriately consider the views** of all divisions and offices having related responsibilities;

- **be consistent with prior GAO positions** unless a reason for change is appropriate (in which case the Assistant Comptrollers General for Policy and Planning and Reporting should be consulted); and

- **seek appropriate recovery for overpayments**, as well as corrective measures to prevent recurrence, when there is a legal basis for recovery (in which case the Office of the General Counsel should be consulted).

When work shows that a particular action would be superior to possible alternatives, that action should be recommended. When no alternative is clearly superior, the advantages and disadvantages of each option should be stated and the need for action emphasized.

Matters for Congressional Consideration

Matters for congressional consideration include information developed, based on GAO's work, that will be useful to planned or likely congressional deliberations.

*Matters for congressional consideration must meet the same requirements as recommendations* and be useful and relevant to matters being considered or likely to be considered by the Congress.

Recommendation Followup

Recommendation followup is required under the due professional standard. It is an important way to achieve a fundamental objective of GAO's work—bringing about improvements in government operations and other benefits. It is the process by which GAO staff (1) monitor recommendations to ensure that they are timely and properly implemented and (2) assess the effectiveness of corrective actions taken. As an important and integral part of assignment performance, followup is a key responsibility of each staff member.

*Recommendation followup must*

- maximize the use of information available from agency systems but include independent work adequate to establish the actions taken and the results achieved;

- be actively and systematically pursued, recognizing the nature of the recommendation and the expected time frame;

- clearly, accurately, and thoroughly document the status of all recommendations and implementation progress in the spring and fall of each year; and
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Accomplishment Reporting

- give special attention to key recommendations.

Recommendation followup should be terminated when recommendations have been effectively implemented, when actions have essentially met the recommendations' intent, or when circumstances have changed and the recommendations are no longer valid. (See ch. 9.2.)

Accomplishment benefits can be of a monetary or nonmonetary nature.

Accomplishment reporting must:

- Be documented in the workpapers. GAO's involvement and influence for the positive change must be established—generally referred to as linkage.

- Fully satisfy quality tests to ensure the validity and integrity of the reported accomplishment.

See chapter 9.3 for additional information.

Key Responsibilities

Division/office heads ensure that GAO's communication products and its reported accomplishments are valid and are supported in accordance with GAO's policy and criteria.

Division/regional planning and reporting managers are responsible for ensuring that a system for exercising quality control on the reporting, followup, and accomplishment process is in place and working and that time frames are met—including submissions for the annual Status of Open Recommendations report (i.e., issue area summaries).

Issue area directors/regional managers (and assistant directors/assistant regional managers for individual assignments) are responsible for ensuring
• the reasonableness, supportability, and applicability of findings, conclusions, and recommendations;

• that followup of open recommendations is timely; and

• the timely submission of quality accomplishment reports.

Evaluators-in-charge, assignment managers, and all auditors/evaluators are responsible for complying with generally accepted government auditing standards and GAO's policies and requirements.

Referencers are responsible for checking the sufficiency and accuracy of material supporting findings, conclusions, recommendations, matters for congressional consideration, and accomplishments.

The Office of Policy is responsible for overseeing the recommendation followup and accomplishment reporting systems and coordinating the preparation of the annual Status of Open Recommendations report.
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Policy

GAO's policy is to

- ensure that its findings and conclusions are wholly consistent with the evidence on which they are based and are responsive to assignment objectives and

- make recommendations that are constructive and convincing and, when effectively implemented, will accomplish intended results. (Also, see ch. 9.2, "Procedures for Recommendation Followup.")

Developing Findings

Findings are facts established by evidence developed in accordance with GAO's standards to meet the objective(s) of an assignment. They are the result of GAO's investment of resources and the basis for conclusions and, where warranted, for recommendations. Findings may be negative and point up situations requiring correction or they may be positive and highlight programs, policies, and procedures that work well and could be effectively applied in other areas.

A finding can consist of one or more of the following elements—criteria, condition, cause, and effect. Which elements are required for a finding depends on the assignment's objective(s).

This chapter

- emphasizes that the assignment's objective(s) guides the development of findings;

- defines what elements—criteria, condition, cause, and effect—are needed to have a finding that adequately addresses the assignment’s objective(s); and

- states the requirements for each element of a finding.

The Importance of Assignment Objective(s)

A clear and well defined objective(s) is the critical starting point for each assignment. Stating an assignment’s objective as a question frequently helps to ensure specificity and clarity. It also helps to determine the type of work that needs to be done and the elements needed for a complete finding. Objectives stated as questions are illustrated in appendix I.
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Deciding What Elements Are Required for a Finding

A finding may require one or a combination of four elements—criteria, condition, cause, and effect.

The following table illustrates (1) how the meaning of these four elements may differ depending on the type of assignment objective and (2) the finding elements that are required for each type of audit/evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of objective</th>
<th>Elements of a Finding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy/efficiency</td>
<td>What</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>should</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptive</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>What</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>should</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program impact</td>
<td>Direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospective--options analysis</td>
<td>Direction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Depends on assignment objective.
Criteria are the goals, objectives, or standards used to determine whether a condition meets or exceeds expectations. As the above table shows, the use of criteria is required for all but descriptive audits.

Criteria may be found in laws, regulations, policies, written procedures, accepted standards or practices, etc. *Even when they are stated, such as by citing regulation or law, GAO staff should be alert to whether the criteria are valid for the purposes intended.* Circumstances may have changed since the criteria were established, and they may no longer conform to sound management principles or be consistent with legislative intent. For example, legislation passed 30 years ago that established an income eligibility ceiling most likely would be outdated since inflation and other economic considerations have eroded the value of the dollar. In such cases, GAO may start with the outdated criteria and develop current evidence to support a change to those criteria.

Sometimes, criteria do not exist or are not readily measurable. In those cases, staff may need to assert or seek acceptable criteria. When GAO staff develop criteria, it must be convincing to a reasonable reader. Staff may, for example,

- look for existing criteria in similar programs or operations;
- review existing literature and identify the measurement criteria used by experts in the field; and/or
- meet with agency officials, experts, consultants, or focus groups to develop criteria.

Once developed, staff should assess the potential criteria's logic, sufficiency, relevancy, competency, appropriateness, feasibility, convincingness, validity, and potential acceptability to others. Staff then should try to obtain advance concurrence and agreement on the appropriateness of the criteria with the requester, agency officials, and possibly experts who will judge the results of GAO's work.

Staff should consider views on the adequacy of criteria and make modifications believed to be appropriate. However, GAO is responsible for the adequacy and relevance of criteria used for its assignments. *If a requester insists on using a criterion that the*
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issue area director believes is inappropriate for the assignment's objective(s), the Assistant Comptroller General for Policy and the Director, Office of Congressional Relations, should be contacted.

Criteria frequently used by GAO include:

- goals established by legislation;

- federal regulations, such as Federal Procurement Regulations and Federal Personnel Regulations;

- statements of principles and standards from a recognized professional source, such as generally accepted accounting principles and generally accepted government auditing standards (the "Yellow Book");

- analytically developed measures, such as the most economical quantity of stock to maintain on hand (for comparison with an agency's stock levels);

- baseline data, such as the condition that existed before the introduction of a program, a policy, or another action;

- a control group not involved in the program being measured or a comparison organization following different practices; and

- a comparable program/function in another agency or private sector.

Condition

Condition is the situation that exists. It has been observed and documented during an audit/evaluation. Describing the condition is required for all types of assignments.

Evidence to develop condition may be obtained through direct observation for such things as physical condition or by gathering other types of support to document financial, economic, social, or procedural condition. In determining whether evidence supports a statement of condition, staff should consider whether:

- the methodology used to gather the evidence was sufficiently sound to conclude that the condition cited was valid and representative of the condition during the time frame covered by the assignment objective and/or

- the physical conditions identified at one location are generalizable to all pertinent locations or are limited to the location(s) assessed.
In some circumstances, such as those dealing with program impact or options analysis, GAO may need to assert an expected condition or alternative conditions. Staff should use a sound methodology to estimate what would have been the condition if a program had not been in existence or what it will be if one or more policy or program options are selected. When GAO estimates a condition or state, the assumptions underlying the estimate must be stated clearly, together with any attendant limitations. The estimate of condition must be clear, reasonable, logical, and persuasive.

Cause and Effect

Cause is the reason something happened or did not happen. Effect is the result or impact. Cause and effect determinations are required for most GAO assignments other than those that are only descriptive. There are, however, differences in how cause and effect relate to each other, as discussed below.

Economy/Efficiency and Compliance Objectives

For these objectives, GAO's primary interest in identifying cause is to establish a solid basis for recommendations that will correct the situation.

To develop the underlying reason why things are not working as expected, staff generally need to study the management system, relevant controls, or other areas to determine the changes needed to correct the problems. Because problems can result from a number of plausible factors, staff should clearly demonstrate, with convincing evidence and reasoning, the link between the condition and the factor(s) identified as the cause(s). When more than one potential cause exists, staff need to consider why the cause identified is the most likely reason something happened or did not happen and why GAO eliminated the others from consideration.

Determining effect—either favorable or unfavorable—is frequently necessary to stimulate action on GAO's recommendation. The demonstration of effect must be sufficiently convincing to cause the auditee to take necessary corrective action.

Effect may be directly measurable (such as specific cost savings or hours saved) or sometimes simply asserted (such as improved management practices that should improve employee morale). Obtaining evidence that establishes effect can be labor-intensive and costly. Sometimes, the need to establish effect can be minimized by reaching advance agreement on assignment design and/or preliminary findings with those who will act on GAO's recommendations.
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Program Impact and Option Analysis Objectives

Program impact assignments seek to establish whether a program caused certain things to happen—increases in reading levels, reductions in crime levels, etc. They use a range of methodologies and techniques to establish a causal connection between a program and changes in social or economic conditions.

Asserting cause in these assignments entails determining the condition that exists with the program in place and what it would have been without the program. This difference is the program's "effect." It is compared with the direction or size of the change in condition that the program was intended to accomplish (criteria).

Options analysis assignments differ from program impact assignments in that they involve the future. They project what would occur if one or more program options were pursued. As with program impact objectives, they compare condition, if a particular option were followed, with what the condition would be if there were no program or if a different program option were used.

Developing Conclusions

Conclusions are GAO's assessment of the facts disclosed by its work and of the implications that flow from them. Conclusions must be clearly based on GAO's findings and must represent a sound assessment of their significance. In developing and supporting conclusions, staff should ask themselves the following questions:

- Will the conclusions flow logically from the evidence in the findings and provide a transition from the evidence to any recommendations that follow?

- Will the conclusions provide a reasonable judgment about the significance of GAO's findings and not merely reiterate them?

- Will the conclusions clearly be identifiable as such rather than implied?

- Are the conclusions based on evidence presented in the findings? Do not introduce new evidence.

- Will the conclusions stress the need for improvements rather than dwell on deficiencies?

Developing Recommendations

When assignment objectives warrant or when GAO's work identifies a significant need for action by the Congress or an agency, the important next step is to develop recommended solutions.
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Recommendations should clearly state what should be done to accomplish beneficial results. They should be action-oriented, convincing, well supported, and effective.

Effective recommendations are

- directed to those who have responsibility and authority to act on them;
- clearly identified and worded, so that there is no doubt that a recommendation was made;
- as specific as possible in stating just what action should be taken;
- well supported by and logically flowing from the facts;
- convincing as a basis for motivating action;
- significant and clearly demonstrate that they are worthy of action;
- positive in tone and content;
- responsive to underlying causes of the deficiencies they seek to correct;
- feasible, taking into account legal and practical constraints that would make their implementation impossible or unlikely;
- cost-effective with full consideration of offsetting costs; and
- based on the best alternative when more than one corrective action could be taken.

Special Considerations for Recommendations

Because GAO recommendations can significantly affect government operations, staff should carefully consider the following points when developing recommendations:

- Legislative recommendations: Because recommendations proposing new or revised legislation require specific language, staff should coordinate with the Office of the General Counsel (OGC) early in developing and finalizing them.

- Higher funding levels and priorities: When evidence shows that funding is not adequate to achieve stated program objectives, GAO should inform the Congress. Because decisions to increase funding levels for government programs or activities often involve


congressional policy issues, GAO should develop such recommendations only after thoroughly considering other alternatives and determining that increased funding is clearly appropriate under the circumstances.

Recommendations to change budget priorities among different programs must meet the same criteria. Any recommendations to increase funding levels or change priorities must be discussed in advance with the Comptroller General's Reports Review Group.

- **Offsetting costs:** GAO must carefully consider any costs that would offset the claimed benefits of implementing its recommendations.

- **Individual tax data:** GAO must carefully assess the impact of recommending the use of tax data for other than tax administration purposes. (See app. II for specific guidance.)

- **Computer matching:** GAO must pay particular attention to the privacy of individuals when recommending that agencies use computer matching. Staff should consult with OGC to make sure GAO meets the restrictions of the Computer Matching and Privacy Protection Act of 1988 (5 U.S.C. 552a).

- **Disciplinary actions:** GAO usually does not recommend disciplinary actions against individuals.

- **Adjustments to contract prices:** If GAO determines that contract overpricing has occurred, it must consider the legal basis for government recovery in developing recommended recovery actions. Staff should consult with OGC in developing and finalizing such recommendations.

- **Applicability to internal GAO operations:** In developing recommendations that could affect GAO operations, staff must notify and consult with the Assistant Comptroller General for Operations, the Office of Internal Evaluation, and the office responsible for those GAO operations that could be affected by the recommendations.

### Related Materials

**Other Chapters of This Manual**

- 6.1, "Initiating Assignments."
- 6.2, "The Job Design Phase."
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6.3, "The Data Collection/Analysis Phase."

6.4, "The Product Preparation Phase."

8.1, "Collecting Evidence."

10.1, "Methodology—Assignment Design."

Communications Manual

12.9, "Findings and Conclusions."

12.10, "Recommendations."

Other Publications

"Legislative Requirements for Recommendation Followup" (31 U.S.C. 719 and 720).

Assessing Compliance With Applicable Laws and Regulations (GAO/OP-4.1.2).

Assessing Internal Controls in Performance Audits (GAO/OP-4.1.4).

Assessing the Reliability of Computer-Processed Data (GAO/OP-8.1.3).

How To Get Action on Audit Recommendations (GAO/OP-0.2.1).
Appendix I: Objectives Stated As Questions

Stating objectives as questions helps to determine the type of audit/evaluation, as well as the elements required for a complete finding.

This is illustrated by the following questions:

1. **How many teenagers participated in Job Training Partnership Programs (on-the-job and classroom training) in Kansas City during fiscal year 1989?**

   This question illustrates a descriptive objective which requires GAO to inform the Congress of a "condition" of the Job Training Partnership Program.

   To meet the objective, GAO might independently obtain and verify teenage enrollment figures for on-the-job and classroom training services. This is a straightforward descriptive question and would likely be reported through the use of a fact sheet. However, not all descriptive questions are easy; some require extensive work. For example, how many homeless children reside in city, church, or other public or private shelters? All descriptive work shares one common feature—it describes only the past or current condition of something.

2. **Did the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) procurement office follow correct procedures in determining which contracts were to be awarded on a sole-source versus competitive basis?**

   This is a compliance question. It requires determining criteria (that is, the correct procedures for identifying which contracts should be sole-sourced versus competitively awarded) and condition (that is, what procedures OPM followed). However, in many cases, GAO may go further and determine implications of observed noncompliance (effect) as well as the cause of noncompliance.

3. **Did the Environmental Protection Agency adequately administer the Superfund program?**

   This is an economy and efficiency question. Answering it requires determining how the program was administered (condition), compared with the criteria of good management practices and legal...
requirements. But if the program administration is found to be uneconomical or inefficient, the cause and effect of the deficiencies would normally be established as a basis for recommended improvements.

An often distinguishing feature of an economy and efficiency question is difficulty in developing criteria. In this question, staff must develop criteria of what would constitute adequate administration of the Superfund.

4. What was the effect of block grants on the availability of emergency fuel assistance money for the poor in Illinois?

This is a program impact question. It requires all four findings elements. To answer it, fuel availability, both with and without the program, must be determined (condition). Appropriate methodology must establish a causal relationship between the program and the differences in fuel availability (effect). Change intended by the program is the criterion against which differences are measured.

While both economy and efficiency and impact questions normally require all four findings elements, their meaning differs depending on the type of question. This is illustrated by the table on page 9.1-2 and the discussion of cause and effect beginning on page 0.15.

5. Which teenage pregnancy prevention program, A or B, is more likely to reduce teenage pregnancy rates in urban areas?

This is an option analysis question which requires all four findings elements. It asks about the future. The logic of an option analysis finding is the same as that for program impact questions. But the answer relates to future time periods. Answering it requires gathering information on likely program implementation and impacts for two specific pregnancy prevention programs. When substantial information already exists about similar programs or policies, options analysis can sometimes be straightforward; in other cases, information may be too poor to permit such an analysis.
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Policy

Each GAO product that recommends or suggests the use of tax data by agencies other than the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) must address seven core criteria as listed below. GAO must carefully consider and balance the potential monetary benefits that could be derived from such action with the potential impact on an individual’s privacy rights and taxpayer voluntary compliance with the tax system. This policy is intended to demonstrate to the cold reader that GAO systematically considered the key factors.

Specific Criteria

Before making the above recommendations, an analysis applying each of the seven core criteria to the specific case is required. Further, the product must formally present sufficient evidence to support any recommendations or suggestions when no data are available on a specific criterion.

1. Alternative to use of tax data: What means other than the use of tax data would accomplish the objectives? Proceed to the next steps only if an acceptable alternative is not available.

2. Increased program management efficiency/effectiveness: How can the effectiveness or efficiency of managing the program be increased through the use of tax data?

3. Financial benefits to the program: What is the estimated financial benefit, such as the dollar value of possible savings in benefit payments, available to the program by using tax data?

4. Enhanced compliance by program participants: How will the use of tax data increase compliance by the program’s participants?

5. Cost of retrieving and using tax data: What will it cost to retrieve the tax data, and what are the additional costs of using the data in the program? The analysis must include direct and indirect costs, such as those associated with the verification of data.

6. Impact on taxpayer privacy: What is the potential impact of the use of tax data on the confidentiality of records and taxpayer
privacy? Do appropriate safeguards over tax data (as required by 26 U.S.C. § 6103) currently exist in the organization, or can they be developed and implemented before the receipt of tax data?

7. **Impact on voluntary compliance**: What is the evidence, or lack thereof, relating to the impact of disclosing tax data on compliance with tax laws? In each instance, IRS views on the effect will be analyzed and incorporated in any proposed product.

**Key Responsibilities**

Each issue area director programming assignments related to the use of tax information for nontax purposes is responsible for ensuring that all of the above criteria are applied during an assignment and are discussed in the product. Staff must coordinate assignments and draft products with the General Government Division's Privacy and Tax Groups and OGC.
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Policy

GAO's policy is to continually work with the Congress and the agencies to get its recommendations implemented.

Definition of Recommendation Followup

Recommendation followup is an ongoing, systematic process in which GAO staff actively (1) monitor recommendations to ensure that they are timely and properly implemented and (2) assesses the effectiveness of the corrective actions taken by the Congress or agencies in response to GAO recommendations. Matters for consideration by the Congress are treated as recommendations for followup purposes.

Importance of Recommendation Followup

Recommendation followup, an important and integral part of assignment performance, is required by the generally accepted government auditing standards (GAGAS or the "Yellow Book") as a part of due professional care in conducting assignments and preparing related reports.

The GAGAS standard states that government auditors should have a process that enables them to track the status of management's actions on significant or material findings and recommendations from their prior audits.

Getting action on its recommendations is one key measure of audit effectiveness. The benefit from GAO's work is not in recommendations but in their effective implementation. While responsibility for implementation is with the Congress or the agency to which a recommendation is made, staff can do a great deal to improve the likelihood that it will be effectively implemented.

The extent to which staff are committed to effective followup is a critical factor in helping GAO bring about timely and effective improvements in government operations.

Planning for Followup

While overall responsibility rests with the issue area director, the first step in recommendation followup is planning for it. This begins before a recommendation is made by developing the recommendation in a way that fosters its implementation and by preparing a followup plan. In developing their plans, evaluators-in-charge and assignment managers should consider...
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- when a substantive decision on the recommendation can be expected,
- when implementation can reasonably be expected to begin and whether there are milestone events at which implementation progress can be gauged,
- whether there is a time-critical point by which the recommendation should be fully implemented,
- what should be done to test the adequacy of implementation and when it should be done,
- what must happen before implementation can be considered completed and followup action ceased, and
- what additional steps can be taken to foster acceptance and implementation of the recommendation.

Gathering and Validating Information on Implementation Status

Various information sources can assist GAO staff in carrying out their followup responsibilities. For example, title 31 U.S.C. 720 requires agencies to submit, within specific time frames, written statements to the House and Senate Appropriations Committees, the House Committee on Government Operations, and the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs explaining actions taken or planned in response to GAO recommendations made to heads of agencies. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-50 requires that similar statements be provided to the Director, OMB, with copies sent to GAO. These responses should be available in the division and should be starting points for following up on recommendations made to agencies. *When warranted, the issue area director should provide comments on the agency statements to the four congressional committees.* If the responses were not received, steps should be taken to obtain them.

Many agencies have automated or centralized followup systems of their own. GAO divisions should maximize the use of information available from these systems.

*It is important for GAO staff to do followup work to assure that action was taken and that the implementation produced the desired results.* Followup work should include discussing the status of recommendations with cognizant agency officials, obtaining copies of agency documents supporting implementation, and testing transactions to ensure that desired results were achieved.
Also, GAO staff should work with appropriate congressional committees to get recommendations implemented. Assistance to committees could entail providing questions and summary data for key oversight, authorization, and appropriations hearings.

### Updating Information on Recommendation Status

GAO's central computer facility enters recommendations into the documents data base directly from GAO products. While recommendations are automatically captured in the data base, the issue area director remains responsible for ensuring that all recommendations are accurately recorded.

The data base should contain the most current and accurate information about GAO's recommendations so that followup responsibilities can be conducted effectively. GAO Form 66 is used to update the status of recommendations. It consists of two parts: part I describes pertinent data about the report, and part II has an individual page for each recommendation included in the product.

Updating the status of recommendations occurs twice each fiscal year—once in the spring and once in the fall. At these times, the Office of Policy (OP) distributes GAO Forms 66 to divisions for completion.

- **Spring cycle.** GAO Forms 66 are distributed to divisions no later than March 1 and must be returned to OP no later than April 15. This cycle includes GAO products with open recommendations issued through February.

- **Fall cycle.** No later than August 1, GAO Forms 66 are distributed to divisions. This cycle includes GAO products with open recommendations issued through July. Also, for products issued from August 1 through 15, GAO Forms 66 are distributed to divisions no later than September 1. **All GAO Forms 66 issued during the fall cycle must be completed and returned to OP no later than September 30.**

GAO Forms 66 for products issued from August 15 through September 30 are not distributed to divisions, since actions on these recommendations are not likely to occur during this short period. **However, if action occurred, OP should be notified so that information in the followup data base can be updated.**

OP distributes GAO Forms 66 to planning and reporting (P&R) staff in each division who serve as liaisons for distributing, collecting, and returning completed forms. **Division P&R staff should ensure that**
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The forms are forwarded to the responsible issue area directors in a timely manner.

Issue area directors should pay special attention to GAO Forms 66 received for the first time to ensure that:

- all recommendations in issued products have been captured on the forms and

- each recommendation has been completely and accurately stated.

If recommendations are missing or if corrections are necessary, changes should be made on the GAO Form 66.

During each semiannual followup cycle, changes and/or updates should be made directly on the GAO Form 66 and returned to OP through division P&R staff. Before being returned, the forms should be carefully reviewed to ensure that they are completely and correctly filled out. As part of this review, issue area directors should ensure that for each GAO Form 66:

- congressional and agency actions and/or comments are described fully;

- appropriate congressional committees and subcommittees are cited; and

- succinct, logical comments about the status of each recommendation are written, including estimated or actual dates of implementation, whenever possible.

Forms containing classified information should be forwarded to OP under appropriate safeguards. For assistance in handling documents containing classified information, staff should consult The GAO Security Manual (GAO Order 0910.1).

Closing Recommendations

A recommendation should be closed when it has been implemented, when actions have been taken that essentially meet the recommendation's intent, or when circumstances have changed and the recommendation is no longer valid. Trend analysis indicates that action on GAO's recommendations usually occurs in the first 3 years and that, thereafter, only few recommendations get implemented.

After 3 years, issue area directors should conduct special analyses of open recommendations to determine whether implementation is
expected. Such analyses should include assessments of alternative strategies to get recommendations implemented. If, after this review, the issue area director determines that a recommendation should remain open, he/she should clearly and succinctly state the reasons in writing on the GAO Form 66. However, in most cases, recommendations should be closed or implemented after 4 years.

When the intent of a recommendation has been achieved, issue area directors should consider whether an accomplishment report should be prepared. Actions taken in response to recommendations provide opportunities for GAO to be formally recognized for its part in the action and resulting benefits. Accomplishment reports document cases of measurable and nonmeasurable benefits for which GAO deserves some credit. GAO Forms 66 are designed to capture information on whether an accomplishment report will be or has been prepared. In reviewing the forms, issue area directors should ensure that, when appropriate, this information is included on the forms. Chapter 9.3, "Procedures for Accomplishment Reporting," provides further guidance on procedures for preparing and approving accomplishment reports.

### Reporting the Status of Open Recommendations

In mid-January of each year, GAO provides a report to the House and Senate Appropriations Committees on the status of open recommendations. The report is intended for use by congressional oversight and authorization committees, as well as the Appropriations Committees, in preparing for hearings and budget deliberations. The report includes:

- background and findings information on each GAO product;
- describes the most recent actions on GAO’s open recommendations;
- categorizes product-related information by issue area within specific budget function categories; and

- includes an issue area summary, prepared by issue area directors, which identifies key open recommendations that, based on GAO's work and judgment, need priority attention from congressional Members and staff as well as agency officials.

Although the annual report is addressed to the Appropriations Committees, issue area summaries and related information should be useful to issue area directors in discussing open recommendations with other committees who are interested in their issue areas.
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Appendix I identifies the divisions responsible for submitting specific issue area summaries. Appendix II provides guidance to assist issue area directors in writing their summaries. The summaries—in both hard copy and computer diskette format—must be submitted to OP no later than September 30 of each year for inclusion in the annual report.

Information on open recommendations included in the annual report is taken directly from GAO Forms 66. Thus, the annual report reflects the quality of information included in the forms. Appendix III provides a sample GAO Form 66 for a product with open recommendations. Appendix IV shows how information on the same product appears in the annual report.

GAO Forms 66 updated during the fall followup cycle are used as the basis for the annual report. Thus, to the extent possible, information on the status of recommendations developed during the second cycle should be current as of September 30. This ensures that the Appropriations Committees are provided with the most timely and useful data possible.

Recordkeeping Requirements

To provide adequate followup documentation, each issue area director should ensure that a separate followup file is maintained for each product with recommendations and that each file contains all followup documentation relative to that product.

Followup files should be retained for at least 3 years from the date that the last recommendation is closed. For easy access, the files generally should be kept on location with the headquarters group responsible for issuing the product. However, if the issue area director determines that the files are not needed, they may be sent to the Federal Records Center for the 3-year retention period.

Followup files should contain

- copies of all GAO Forms 66,
- the agency's 31 U.S.C. 720 responses,
- the OMB Circular A-50 corrective action plan,
- memorandums of meetings or telephone calls with agency or other officials discussing the status of recommendations, and
- any other documentation necessary to provide evidence of agency action or inaction on recommendations.
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Related Materials

Other Chapters of This Manual
9.0, "Findings, Conclusions, Recommendations, Followup, and Accomplishment Reporting—Policy Summary."

9.1, "Procedures for Developing Findings, Conclusions, Recommendations, and Matters for Congressional Consideration."

9.3, "Procedures for Accomplishment Reporting."

Communications Manual
12.10, "Recommendations."

GAO Order

Other Publications
Government Auditing Standards (GAO/AFMD-4.1.1), "Yellow Book" (1988 Revision).

How to Get Action on Audit Recommendations (GAO/OP-9.2.1).
## Appendix I:
Divisions
Responsible for
Submitting Issue
Area Summaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Budget Function Category</th>
<th>Responsible Division</th>
<th>Related GAO Issue Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administration of Justice</td>
<td>GGD</td>
<td>Administration of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community and Regional Development and Housing Credit</td>
<td>RCED</td>
<td>Housing and Community Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, Training, Employment and Social Services</td>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Education and Employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>RCED</td>
<td>Energy and Science Issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Management and Information Systems</td>
<td>AFMD</td>
<td>Budget Issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AFMD</td>
<td>Civil Audits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AFMD</td>
<td>Corporate Audits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APMD</td>
<td>Defense Audits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMTEC</td>
<td>Information Management and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AFMD</td>
<td>Legislative Reviews and Audit Oversight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food and Agriculture</td>
<td>RCED</td>
<td>Food and Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Government</td>
<td>GGD</td>
<td>Federal Management Issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GGD</td>
<td>Financial Institutions and Markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GGD</td>
<td>Government Business Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 9.2</td>
<td>Procedures for Recommendation Followup</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGD</td>
<td>Government Information and Statistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGD</td>
<td>Tax Policy and Administration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGD</td>
<td>Workforce Quality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Science,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space, and Technology</td>
<td>NSIAD National Aeronautics and Space</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Federal Health Care Delivery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Medicare and Medicaid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>National and Public Health Issues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income Security,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Security,</td>
<td>HRD Income Security</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Veterans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits and Services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intergovernmental</td>
<td>HRD Intergovernmental Relations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affairs</td>
<td>NSIAD Foreign Economic Assistance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GGD International Trade and Finance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NSIAD Security and International Relations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Defense</td>
<td>NSIAD Air Force</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NSIAD Army</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NSIAD Command, Control, Communications, and Intelligence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NSIAD Defense Force Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NSIAD Logistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NSIAD Navy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NSIAD Research, Development, Acquisition, and Procurement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Resources and Environment</td>
<td>RCED</td>
<td>Environmental Protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RCED</td>
<td>Natural Resources Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>RCED</td>
<td>Transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Functions</td>
<td>GGD</td>
<td>Competitiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PEMD</td>
<td>Program Evaluation and Methodology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OSI</td>
<td>Special Investigations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix II: Guidance for Preparing Issue Area Summary for Annual Status of Open Recommendations Report

The side captions below are those that are included in the annual Status of Open Recommendations report. Guidance for preparing each such section follows:

Impact of GAO’s Work

This section provides readers an overview of GAO’s past work in the issue area and discusses progress made in implementing recommendations. The information in this section acquaints readers with the nature of the issue area so that they can better understand the message of subsequent sections.

Key Open Recommendations

In this section, readers should be able to obtain information on the key open recommendations that warrant priority attention from congressional and/or agency officials. This information provides division and issue area management the opportunity to highlight recommendations that, if implemented, can contribute significantly to improved government operations. Selection of key open recommendations is based on the results of GAO’s past work and the informed judgment of division and issue area management.

Issue area directors should identify the GAO products that contain key open recommendations and present information about the recommendations so that readers can understand the reasons for their importance. To help identify key open recommendations, divisions should consider such factors as:

- potential budgetary impact;
- the extent to which recommendations can enhance the effectiveness of national programs that have far-reaching effects (e.g., environmental cleanup efforts, health care, mass transit issues, etc.); and
- the degree to which recommendations may be considered particularly important, sensitive, or controversial.
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For some issue areas, it may be appropriate to discuss separately those recommendations needing attention from congressional entities or persons and those needing attention from agency officials. In some cases, such separate discussions can better focus the attention of appropriate officials on the recommendations and encourage action.

Further Actions Needed on Key Open Recommendations

In addition to identifying key open recommendations, the summary should include a discussion of further actions needed to implement these recommendations. Issue area management may discuss such matters as whether current events may affect the implementation of needed actions or the extent to which alternative actions may be appropriate to achieve the recommendations' desired results.

List of Other Related Products

The summary should also identify and list related GAO products with open recommendations that are included in other issue areas. By including such a list, issue area management can help ensure that congressional and/or agency officials know about a GAO product that addresses multiple issue areas.

An example of the need to point up related issue areas can be seen from a GAO report on domestic terrorism prevention efforts in selected federal courts and mass transit systems. The report is included in the annual Status of Open Recommendations report only under the budget category “Administration of Justice.” However, the domestic terrorism report also addresses transportation issues. Thus, congressional and agency officials who refer to the “Transportation” category may not be aware of the report’s existence.
Appendix III:
Sample of Completed
GAO Form 66

GAO Form 66 (Rev. 2/86) (GPPM, ch. 9.2)
U.S. General Accounting Office

Followup on GAO Report Recommendations

Date of Form 66: 07/13/90 Last Form 66 Update: 10/31/89

Title of Report: Tax Administration: Difficulties in Accurately Estimating Tax Examination Yield

Report Number: GGD-88-119 Date of Report: 08/08/88
Accession Number: 136661 B-Number: B-227715
Job Code: 268325

This is data collection cycle number 4 - 04/90.

Divisions Must Maintain Supporting Documentation for Data Entered on the Form 66

Part I - Data Concerning Entire Report

1. Division Responsible for Followup: General Government Division

   Associate Director: Stathis, Jennie S.

   Telephone Number: (202) 275-6407

   Associate Director's Signature/Date: ____________________________ /__/____

1Bolded information is included in GAO's annual Status of Open Recommendations report. (See app. IV, p. 9.2-17.)
2. Has the agency responded to the requirements of 31 U.S.C. 720? If yes, indicate the date of the agency’s response to the committee.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Not Applicable</th>
<th>(mm/dd/yy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal Revenue Service</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10/24/88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Has the agency prepared a written corrective action plan as required by OMB Circular A-50? If yes, indicate the date of the agency’s plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Not Applicable</th>
<th>(mm/dd/yy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal Revenue Service</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Agency actions/comments (limit to 200 words or less):

IRS agreed that changes were needed to its process for estimating examination yield and agreed with the recommendations. IRS disagreed, however, with the implication that an examination revenue initiative does not generate additional revenue in the first year.

5. Congressional actions/comments (limit to 200 words or less):

The Senate Budget Committee has been fully supportive of the recommendations. The committee asked GAO to do additional work relating to examination yield and expand inquiries into some of IRS’ other revenue producing functions.

6. Congressional committee(s):

A. Authorizing/oversight committee(s) or subcommittee(s):

Senate Committee on Finance: Private Retirement Plans and Oversight of the Internal Revenue Service Subcommittee.
House Committee on Ways and Means: Oversight Subcommittee
Joint Committee on Taxation

B. Appropriation subcommittee(s):

House Committee on Appropriations: Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government Subcommittee
Senate Committee on Appropriations: Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government Subcommittee

C. Other interested committee(s):

Senate Committee on Budget
House Committee on Government Operations: Commerce, Consumer,
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and Monetary Affairs Subcommittee

7. Name and telephone number of agency contact for followup information.

Agency: Internal Revenue Service

Name: Cox, Dennis Phone: (202) 376-0720

8. Agency case number:

Agency: Internal Revenue Service

Case Number: ____________________________

Part II - Data Concerning Status of Action Taken on Recommendations

Recommendation:

The Congress should consider requiring IRS to include in its annual budget submission information on the actual amount of revenues derived from its audits.

Addressee: The Congress

Intent: Improve Program Effectiveness Within Existing Funding

Significance: Estimare potential monetary benefits Yes ___ No ___

If "yes," check one of the following:

Over $100 million _____ Under $50 million _____

$50 to $100 million _____ Not determinable _____

Status Category Subcategory Data

___ 1. Action not yet initiated.

A. Agency/Congress intent not known ....................................................... ___ B. Agency/Congress intends to act but has not started .................................. ___

Explain in Section 7 the reasons for this status, including any dates for initiating action.

___ 2. Action in process. Date the Agency/Congress expects action to be completed (if known) .................................................. ___/___ (mm/yy)

Indicate in Section 7 what action is in process.

___ 3. Action completed-intent of recommendation met.

A. Have/will financial savings or nonfinancial benefits been/be achieved? ..................................................... Yes ___ No ___
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B. Has/will an accomplishment report been/be prepared?.....Yes __ No __
C. Accomplishment report number........................................__________
   Indicate in Section 7 what action was taken.

___ 4. Recommendation no longer applicable.
   Indicate in Section 7 reasons for dropping recommendation.

___ 5. Action taken not fully responsive.
   Should this recommendation remain open?............................Yes __
   Explain in Section 7 why the action was not responsive.
   No __

___ 6. Recommendation valid/no action intended.
   Should this recommendation remain open?............................Yes __
   Explain in Section 7 why no action is intended.
   No __

___ 7. Comments or reasons (limit to 80 words/400 characters or less):

What the Congress does, if anything, will probably not be decided until after IRS completes the work it is
doing in attempting to develop a methodology for identifying actual audit revenues.

Status last changed on: 07/06/89
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Appendix IV:
Sample of Product-Related Information Included in Annual Status of Open Recommendations Report

1. Tax Administration: Difficulties in Accurately Estimating Tax Examination Yield

GGD-88-119, 06/08/88 GAO Contact: Jennie S. Stathis, (202) 275-6407

2. Background
In response to a congressional request, GAO examined the Internal Revenue Service's (IRS) (1) computation of the revenue it actually realized as a result of its implementation of a revenue initiative, which added 2,500 to the examination staff, and (2) assumptions in estimating the yield derived from the increased staff.

3. Findings
GAO found that: (1) since 1978, IRS has consistently underestimated the amount of additional taxes that its examination staff would recommend each year, (2) the annual underestimate averaged 28 percent over the period and ranged from about $100 million in 1986, (3) it was difficult for IRS to estimate the exact amount of revenue that it would generate by adding a specific number of examiners in 1987, since it did not use all of the staff years Congress authorized, and (4) IRS used data from audits it closed in 1972 instead of current information in developing its estimates. GAO also found that: (1) to support its request for additional staff years, IRS expected to audit 120,000 more returns and assess $829 million in additional taxes, penalties, and interest, (2) IRS calculated that it would generate $647.0 million in assessed taxes, penalties, and interest in 1987 as a result of the additional audit staff, (3) IRS based its calculation on an increase in staff that was more than double what actually occurred, and (4) IRS did not take into account the amount of potential revenue lost because it used experienced staff to train the new staff.

4. Open Recommendations to Congress
Recommendation: Congress should consider requiring IRS to include in its annual budget submission information on the actual amount of revenue derived from its audits.
Status: Action not yet initiated.

5. Congressional Actions: The Senate Budget Committee has been fully supportive of the recommendations. The Committee has asked GAO to do additional work relating to examination yield and expand inquires into some of IRS' other revenue producing functions.

6. Open Recommendations to Agencies
Recommendation: The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should complete a systematic reexamination and validation of the IRS estimation process. This should include an analysis of the use of historical trends, updating of the audit tracking data used to compute assessment rates, validation of the average yield assumptions, and writing procedures to demonstrate the quality controls used in the process.
Status: Action in process. Estimated completion date: 03/90. A group in IRS has drafted a report which apparently identifies problems with the IRS estimating process and describes corrective actions. The report has not yet been approved within IRS. Once it is and GAO has had a chance to analyze it, it will have a better idea as to the IRS overall action plan.

Sources: 1. GAO Form 66 (see app. III, p. 9.2-13).
2. Text of GAO report.
### Procedures for Accomplishment Reporting

#### Policy

GAO's policy is to recognize and document GAO's actions, involvement, and influence in bringing about improvements in government operations and in achieving other benefits.

#### Elements of Accomplishments

One of GAO's major objectives is to bring about improvements in government operations. For the most part, this is done by influencing the Congress or agencies to take action on GAO's findings and recommendations. The results of such actions are tracked by GAO and they are one measure of GAO's effectiveness.

Certain key elements must be present before GAO can claim an accomplishment.

- Action must have been taken or substantially completed.
- GAO must have influenced that action.
- The benefits achieved must be the result of the action taken.

These elements must be documented in the workpapers, and the accomplishment report must undergo the quality control tests required of GAO products.

#### Actions Taken

The first key item in determining that an accomplishment exists is that action must have been taken or substantially completed. Promises that action will be taken are insufficient evidence of action.

#### Influence Exerted

The second requirement is that there must be a cause-and-effect relationship—linkage—between GAO's work and the action taken. The degree of influence exerted on a particular accomplishment ranges from direct to indirect.

- Actions taken on specific GAO recommendations have the most direct linkage.
- Actions taken following GAO's reporting of the need for action, and the advantages and disadvantages of various alternatives, can be linked to GAO's work. Persuasive evidence is the agency's or the Congress' attribution of such action to GAO.
- Linkage also exists when actions are based in whole or in part on GAO data provided to and used by decisionmakers. When GAO's
input is one among many, the linkage may be difficult to prove. Letters or committee prints attesting to GAO’s help firm up this linkage.

Judgment should be exercised to ensure that GAO has a reasonable basis for claiming an accomplishment. A reasonable basis requires that GAO’s part in the process preceded the action that was taken and significantly contributed to it. Others may also have contributed. When they have, the accomplishment report should clearly identify all parties who influenced the decision.

**Determining Benefits**

Accomplishments can be readily *measurable* or they can be *nonmeasurable*, i.e., have benefits that are difficult or even impossible to quantify. Staff should choose the right category of benefits (measurable or nonmeasurable) without spending *inordinate* audit effort to quantify the results of work. GAO is proud of all accomplishments—measurable and nonmeasurable.

As with recommendations implemented, accomplishments can be a key measure for judging GAO’s effectiveness. Consequently, when accomplishments are realized, they should be documented and reported to the Office of Policy (OP).

*Measurable benefits* are either budgetary savings or other measurable benefits.

- Budgetary savings are (1) congressional actions that reduce the President’s budget as submitted to the Congress or (2) a rescission, a deferral, or an increase in revenues.

- Other measurable benefits are those which result in the better use of funds, the avoidance or deferral of costs, or increases in revenue (i.e., revenue enhancements). Examples would be the congressional reprogramming and/or transfer of funds no longer needed for an approved program to another where new or added appropriation authority would otherwise have been necessary. A second example would be the reduction of an agency's budget before it is submitted to the Congress. Still another example would be actions that increase the effectiveness of tax collection.

*Measurable benefits must be reduced by any identifiable offsetting costs associated with achieving the accomplishment.* That is, “net” dollar values should be reported. When it is known that significant offsetting costs will be incurred, they should be estimated and offset against benefits. In those rare cases where an estimate of the
offsetting amount is not feasible, the circumstances must be discussed fully in the narrative section of the accomplishment report.

Benefits claimed must be fully supportable and should be on the conservative side. On program eliminations, the temptation may be to claim the full program costs, although the program was not scheduled for completion in the near future. This is unacceptable because anything beyond 2 years is conjectural in today's rapidly changing environment. Also, programs eliminated in 1 year may be resurrected in later years. Therefore, benefits claimed should cover only 2 fiscal years, either past and current or current and future. Future-year savings can be stated as the next year's amount to be saved or can be the annual average of at most the next 3 years. Finally, the accomplishment must be based on actions taken within the last 2 years. Any deviation from the 2-fiscal-year rule should first be discussed with the Assistant Comptroller General for Policy.

Nonmeasurable benefits are those that improve services provided by government or improve government operations without a discernable financial benefit.

Examples include

- improved programs that seek social justice,
- improved access of physically handicapped persons to public facilities,
- better administration of contract set-asides to minorities, and
- improved voter registration.

Accomplishment report documentation requirements are the same as those required for any GAO assignment. That is, the workpapers must contain evidence that supports the report in accordance with GAO standards; the workpapers must be reviewed by the supervisor; and the report must be indexed to the workpapers, referenced, and reviewed by the P&R report review process.

The two-part "Accomplishment Report" (GAO Form 82) is included as appendix I. Part I must always be completed. Part II must be filled out when GAO's work is the basis for congressional action to reduce agencies' budget requests. Accomplishments flowing from GAO's review of proposed budgets have become an increasing part
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of GAO's measurable accomplishments, and part II helps evaluators systematically document the budget review process.

Documentation using a computer format is an acceptable substitute for GAO Form 82, "Accomplishment Report." It must contain all the information and in the same order as that required for GAO Form 82, "Accomplishment Report."

The originating unit must retain accomplishment report documentation—referenced accomplishment report, "Report Review Sheets" (GAO Form 92), supporting workpapers, etc.—for at least 5 years from the date the accomplishment report is originally submitted to OP or is most recently revised, whichever is later. This requirement is for all accomplishment reports regardless of the amount or type of benefits involved.

Quality Controls

Primary quality control responsibilities for accomplishment reporting rests with the division responsible for the related assignment. Those responsibilities include fully referencing the report, ensuring that evidence supporting the accomplishment is convincing, establishing that no comments remain unresolved, and incorporating necessary changes before the report is processed. To ensure that this takes place, divisions' Reports Review staff should evaluate the proposed accomplishment before it is submitted to division management.

Accomplishment reports must be reviewed by divisions and offices with the same care given to GAO reports. The assistant director, issue area director, and division or office head (or their designee) must ensure that the accomplishment report has been prepared in accordance with all applicable requirements. If the originating unit is a regional office, the assistant regional manager and the regional manager have these responsibilities before the report is submitted to the issue area director.

OP works with each originating unit to resolve questions on validity or content, so that quality control can be maintained.

Approval of Accomplishments

All accomplishments must be submitted to OP. Divisions and offices are authorized to approve accomplishments having nonmeasurable benefits and those with measurable benefits of less than $100 million. OP is responsible for approving measurable accomplishments of $100 million or more. In addition, OP evaluates those accomplishments approved by the divisions that OP decides are particularly sensitive or controversial. OP also ensures that
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division-approved accomplishments meet GAO's quality requirements.

OP asks the Office of Internal Evaluation to review accomplishment reports of $1 billion or more and provide its advisory opinion to OP for consideration before approving or rejecting the accomplishment.

OP is responsible for entering accomplishment reports into the database. For those that OP must approve, the originating unit must also submit

- the indexed and referenced copy of the accomplishment report (including the "Report Review Sheets," GAO Form 92) and

- all supporting workpapers.

This material is returned when OP completes its review. Support for any accomplishment report, regardless of the type or amount of benefits involved, must be available to OP upon request.

Revising Reported Accomplishments

Revised reports should be submitted when new information becomes available that significantly affects a prior report. Such revisions should generally be prepared within 2 years of the original report. For example, revisions are appropriate when additional information indicates that

- accomplishments originally reported as nonmeasurable can be quantified,

- actual dollar amounts are significantly lower or higher, or

- actions on which accomplishments were based are unexpectedly discontinued.

Distribution

The originating division or office arranges for distribution of the accomplishment reports after OP has entered them into the database. The division or office can either distribute the accomplishment report itself or request copying and distribution by the Publishing and Communications Center by preparing a GAO Form 115-U or 115-R. The division or office must send a copy of the report to the (1) Assistant Comptroller General for Operations, (2) Assistant Comptroller General for Planning and Reporting, and (3) heads of participating divisions and offices.
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Related Materials

Other Chapters of This Manual

9.0, "Findings, Conclusions, Recommendations, Followup, and Accomplishment Reporting—Policy Summary."

9.1, "Procedures for Developing Findings, Conclusions, Recommendations, and Matters for Congressional Consideration."

Appendix I:
GAO Form 82,
Accomplishment Report

United States General Accounting Office

GAO
Accomplishment Report
Part I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instructions for preparing this form are contained in the Project Manual, Chapter 9.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Division Control No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Accomplishment Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Brief Description of Accomplishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Originating Division/Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Participating Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. GAO Orgs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Non-GAO Orgs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: Explain non-GAO Orgs. role in stock.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Assignment Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congressional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Organization Reviewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Summary of Accomplishment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. Category of Accomplishment (See Instructions on reverse)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurable Budgetary Savings</th>
<th>Other Measurable</th>
<th>Nonmeasurable Financial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. Budget Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenditure of Budget</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9a. Location

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10. Status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11. Action Taken By

| Congress |
| Agency |
| Other |

12. Program Area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Report No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13. Action Taken By

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testimony No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14. Area Code

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15. Program Area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testimony Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

16. Associate Director

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17. Approved (Head of Unit)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GAO Form 82 (Part I of 4) Rev. 4-92
An accomplishment should be reported whenever GAO's work results in, or significantly contributes to, budgetary savings or other financial or nonfinancial benefits to the government. Accomplishments can be reported on actions taken within the past 2 years and may claim measurable dollar amounts occurring over a 24-month period.

Measurable Budgetary Savings

Measurable budgetary savings should be indicated when actions result in actual and measurable decreases in federal spending or increases in federal revenues for a particular budget function, and appropriation or receipts account, in a specific fiscal year. There are three types of budgetary savings—(i) spending decreases, including congressional reductions to agencies' budget requests for accomplishments resulting from reviews of agency budget requests; Part II of this accomplishment report form must be filled out; (ii) revenue increases; and (iii) recoveries of erroneous payments. By definition, "savings" must be actual and, therefore, can occur only in prior and current fiscal years. Dollar amounts claimed should include those related to the first year action was taken and may cover a maximum 24-month period.

Other Measurable Benefits

Other measurable benefits should be indicated when actions result in measurable financial benefits but do not meet the criteria for measurable budgetary savings. For example, amounts reduced from agencies' budget requests by the Congress that are made available for other purposes are not "savings" and do not meet criteria for measurable budgetary savings. However, such redistribution does represent cost avoidance and better use of funds and, therefore, is another measurable financial benefit to the government. For accomplishments of this type, Part II of the accomplishment report form must be filled out. Dollar amounts claimed should include those related to the first year action was taken and may cover a maximum 24-month period. If the first-year action occurred in a prior fiscal year, use Part A of Block 8. If no, use Part B. Any future amount claimed should be annualized by calculating a simple average of up to 3 future years' benefits and will represent 12 months of the maximum 24-month period.

Nonmeasurable Financial Benefits

Nonmeasurable financial benefits should be indicated when the actual dollar amounts involved cannot be determined or reliably estimated.

Other Benefits

Other benefits should be indicated when GAO's work contributes to benefits that are not necessarily financially related, yet improve government operations (for example, an agency implementing GAO recommendations which result in improved acquisition and management practices).

Additional Information

Additional information on preparing GAO Form 82 is located in Chapter 9 of GAO's Project Manual.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>United States General Accounting Office</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accomplishment Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only required for accomplishments resulting from reviews of agency budget requests (see instructions on reverse).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurable Budgetary Savings *</th>
<th>Other Measurable Benefit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attributable to GAO Review</td>
<td>Attributable to GAO Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>(B)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Account Title</th>
<th>Category of Request</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Budget Law Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Between Actn. Request &amp; Actn. Agency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(G)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actn of Call Abt. Clm As Budgetary Savings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(H)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GAO WIP No Indicating Attraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount Claimed As Other Measurable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(I)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GAO WIP No Indicating Attraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(GAO Form 02 (Part 3 of 4) Rev: 04/94)
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**Instructions for Completing Part II**

Part II should be completed whenever GAO's accomplishments are a result of agency budgetary reviews (budget audits).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column</th>
<th>Instructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>Indicate the title of the affected appropriation account. The account title and number is identified in the Appendix to the Budget of the United States Government.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B)</td>
<td>Indicate the fiscal year being affected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>Indicate the title of the affected activity line within the account, if any. The activity lines are shown for each account in the Appendix to the Budget of the United States Government.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Indicate the difference between the amount requested by the agency and the amount actually appropriated for: (1) the entire appropriation account and (2) each activity line, if any.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E)</td>
<td>Indicate the amounts of each figure in (D) that GAO is claiming as an accomplishment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F)</td>
<td>Indicate the specific workpaper reference that attributes the accomplishment to GAO's work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(G)</td>
<td>Indicate the fiscal year source of funds and amounts claimed for: (1) the entire appropriation account and (2) each activity line within the account, if any.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(H)</td>
<td>Indicate the specific workpaper reference that attributes the accomplishment to GAO's work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I)</td>
<td>Total the amounts identified in columns (E) and (G) for: (1) the entire appropriation account and (2) each activity line, if any.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GAO's policy is to ensure that the methodology selected for each assignment effectively and demonstrably accomplishes the assignment objective(s), balances the cost to GAO and others with the quality and the quantity of data, and provides the ability to determine the support needed to issue quality products.

Various methodological approaches can be used to answer assignment questions and subquestions. Each offers advantages but has limitations. Staff should ensure that, whatever methodology is used, it is appropriate to the assignment objective(s) and properly applied.

When developing assignment designs and plans, collecting and verifying information, and analyzing data, staff use considerable judgment in deciding which methodological approaches are most appropriate. While these tasks generally are performed sequentially, the design, collection, and analysis issues cannot be separated—they are interrelated and must be considered together. For example, confronting data collection issues and determining the type and scope of data analysis should be an integral part of the assignment design. Early consideration of the later tasks may lead to a reformulation of the questions to ones that can be answered within the time and resources available.

Major methodological considerations for performance audits/evaluations are briefly discussed below but are described in greater detail in chapters 10.1 through 10.5. These chapters build on chapters 6.0 to 6.5 by giving guidance on assignment design and common methodologies by which information is collected, verified, and analyzed. The focus is on methodological approaches regularly used in GAO's audits and evaluations. GAO's Program Evaluation and Methodology Division (PEMD) has prepared methodology transfer papers describing these approaches in greater detail. (See "Other Publications" at the end of respective chapters.) Other methodologies, not referred to here, also may be effectively used. Major methodological considerations for conducting financial audits are described in the GAO Financial Audit Manual, GAO/AFMD-12.19.5A.
Developing an Assignment Design

As described in chapter 6.2, "The Job Design Phase," an assignment design is a plan for acquiring and using information to answer each question and subquestion posed for the assignment. To ensure that an assignment design is sound and credible, the strengths of all elements of the design must be considered in light of arguments that could be asserted against them. In developing or evaluating an assignment design, staff should

- determine and ensure that the design effectively counters possible threats to alternative explanations for findings and minimizes measurement problems (see ch. 10.1, "Methodology—Assignment Design");

- select the most appropriate approach to answer each assignment question after considering the strengths and limitations of alternative approaches (see ch. 10.2, "Methodology—Approaches"); and

- choose the type and size of sample and implement the sampling procedures that are appropriate to the assignment objective(s) (see ch. 10.3, "Methodology—Sampling").

Collecting Information

GAO staff should ensure that the data sources, data collection methods, and data verification procedures are sound and appropriate for answering an assignment question. With the assignment questions in mind, staff should specify what is needed, where it can be found, how it can be collected, the analytical techniques that will be used, and how the results will be presented. Generally, these plans are prepared during the assignment design phase, but all details should be determined before major data collection efforts begin. In finalizing and implementing data collection plans, staff should consider

- the sources of data, the nature or form of the data, and the steps necessary to obtain them;

- the pros and cons of using structured or semi-structured data collection instruments;

- the most appropriate methods for collecting the data (e.g., pro forma workpapers; individual face-to-face, telephone, or focus-group interviews; or mailed questionnaires);

- the necessity of collecting or verifying all or a sample of the information; and
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- the pretesting and training needed to ensure data collection strategies are sound and will obtain the desired information.

Many assignments require using a combination of data sources and collection methods. In choosing the most appropriate methods, staff must consider the strength and generalizability of the evidence necessary to answer the assignment questions, resources available, access to the information, burden to agency or respondent, security, and computer-processing requirements.

These data collection issues are described in greater detail in chapter 10.4, "Methodology--Collecting Information." Recognizing the potential burden on respondents and bias in results, GAO has a policy for reviewing data collection instruments used for obtaining information from a minimum number of respondents. This policy is discussed in chapter 10.4.

Performing Analysis

Analysis is part of the reasoning process used to answer assignment questions. To ensure that data are appropriately analyzed and presented, GAO staff should determine the type and scope of data analysis to address the assignment questions during the design phase, perform analyses suitable to the form and quality of the data collected, and interpret and present the results commensurate with the strength of the evidence.

There is a range of methodologies that help to structure, systematize, and generally facilitate analysis. The choice of methodology depends on factors such as the type of questions to be answered, the form and quality of the data collected, and the accuracy and precision required of the answer.

Successful data analysis requires

- understanding a variety of data analysis methods;
- planning data analysis during the design phase and making revisions as the job progresses;
- understanding which methods best answer the assignment questions, given the data actually collected; and
- once the analysis is finished, recognizing how weaknesses in the data or the analysis affect the conclusions that can be properly drawn.
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Basic analysis methods that are commonly used in performance audits/evaluations are described in chapter 10.5, "Methodology--Performing Analysis." Also, GAO policies in accounting for survey responses and in making comparisons with sample results are discussed.

Obtaining Advice and Assistance

Considerable judgment is required when staff develop assignment plans, collect and verify information, and analyze data. Representatives from the division Design and Methodology Technical Assistance Groups (DMTAG), economic analysis groups, regional Technical Assistance Groups (TAG), PEMD, and the Office of the Chief Economist (OCE) are available to assist in determining the appropriate use of the various methodologies in an assignment. Staff should consult with individuals with the relevant expertise early and continuously during an assignment to ensure that the most appropriate design is properly used.

The Office of Policy (OP) will advise on the conformance of particular methodologies to GAO's policies and standards. The Office of the General Counsel (OGC) will advise on legal issues.

Key Responsibilities

Representatives from division DMTAGs, economic analysis groups, regional TAGs, PEMD, and OCE are responsible for keeping abreast of new and developing methodologies and tools applicable to GAO's work; for keeping auditors/evaluators informed of how methodologies, whose reliability has been established, can best be applied for use in GAO; and providing expert advice and assistance on individual assignments as requested.

Evaluator-in-charge and assistant directors are responsible for selecting the job design, methodology, and techniques that can best accomplish the assignment objective(s).

Issue area directors and regional managers are responsible for ensuring that alternative assignment designs and methodologies have been appropriately considered and that those selected will effectively meet the assignment objective(s).

OP is responsible for ensuring conformance of particular methodologies to GAO's policy and standards.

OGC advises staff on aspects of data collection dealing with privacy, confidentiality, and access to records.
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Policy

GAO's policy is to use assignment designs that are sound and credible by ensuring that possible alternative explanations for findings are considered and measurement problems are minimized.

Key Considerations in Assignment Design

An assignment design is a plan for acquiring and using information to answer each of the questions and subquestions posed for the assignment's objective(s). As described in chapter 6.2, "The Job Design Phase," this design establishes what, when, and how information will be collected, validated, and analyzed. It determines the reasoning process that will be used to obtain answers to each assignment question. An assignment design must not predetermine the answers that result from it. Staff must ensure that it is sound and that all sides of each assignment question are explored, including looking for disconfirming evidence.

To ensure that the assignment design is sound and credible, the strengths of all elements of the design must be considered in light of possible arguments that could be asserted against the findings that are obtained. In developing or evaluating an assignment design, staff should determine and ensure that the design is sufficiently strong to support conclusions and minimizes measurement problems. This chapter describes major validity and measurement issues and the tradeoffs involved in developing a design for performance audits/evaluations. (Related methodological approaches and sampling issues are described in chs. 10.2, "Methodology--Approaches," and 10.3, "Methodology--Sampling," respectively. Major methodological considerations for conducting financial audits are described in the GAO Financial Audit Manual, GAO/AFMD-12.19.5A.)

Ensuring Validity

When developing the most appropriate assignment design, staff must consider and address rival explanations for conclusions that are drawn. To the extent that the rival explanations for GAO's evidence can be controlled for, staff can say that the findings and conclusions are valid.

To maximize validity, an assignment design must, depending on the assignment's objective(s), accomplish the following:

- Measure those attributes that the assignment design seeks to measure (construct validity).
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- Establish the existence and/or the magnitude of any situation where statistical significance is relevant (statistical conclusion validity).

- Establish the cause of an effect that has been measured (internal validity).

- Provide results that are generalizable when required by the assignment's objective(s) (external validity).

In general, enhancements or degradations in one type of validity often, in turn, affect other types of validity. These validity concepts are described below.

Construct Validity

Assignment questions should be precise enough that key concepts can be defined so that they can be measured and so that the scope and time frames can be identified. Defining the constructs to measure the concepts is often referred to as operationalization. The definitions of key operationalized terms should be meaningful, defensible, and correspond to terminology accepted by experts in the field.

When a proxy variable is used for the construct being evaluated, a question of the degree to which the measure is valid exists. For example, does the Metropolitan Achievement Test persuasively measure educational attainment? Can arguments against the validity of the measure be effectively countered? This aspect of validity is frequently referred to as construct validity—the extent to which the operationalized term measures the concept it is supposed to measure.

Staff can help ensure construct validity by pretesting the measures. In the pretests, staff should check for measurement problems, including:

- **Purposeful misrepresentation** that occurs when a respondent distorts facts on purpose to hide a problem.

- **Accidental misrepresentation** due to such problems as faulty memory, records not being updated in a timely manner, or questions that are misunderstood.

- **Social desirability or evaluation apprehension** that occur when respondents report what they think an interviewer wants to hear.

- **Sleeper effects** that occur when effects lag beyond the time of measurement, such as in business cycles or participation in welfare programs.
Changes in definitions of the data describing or monitoring the entity that make data from two time periods not comparable, such as changes in what is considered a “family” for qualifying for welfare or in definitions of crimes.

Treatment distortions due to program participants receiving widely varying amounts of “treatment” or services.

Staff also can enhance construct validity by using more than one measure of a construct. Cross-checking data by use of different sources; methods; and, at times, different evaluators is sometimes referred to as triangulation, corroboration, or convergent validity. Two or more measures of the same thing should covary highly if they are both valid measures of the same construct. In contrast, if two or more concepts are dissimilar, they should be distinct or differentiated from one another and valid measures of each should not be highly correlated. This is sometimes referred to as differential or discriminant validity.

Statistical Conclusion Validity

Statistical conclusion validity refers to the ability to detect a factor, a relationship, a difference if it is present, and/or the magnitude of an effect when required by the assignment’s objective(s). For example, did children taught with new learning approaches have significantly higher levels of verbal and mathematics achievement than those taught with traditional approaches?

The threats to statistical conclusion validity can come from a variety of sources. The most common threat is a sample size that is too small to enable statistically detecting an effect or relationship of a specific size, regardless of the analytic approach used. The level of statistical conclusion validity can be estimated during design development by determining the size of a sample necessary to detect an effect of a given size.

Statistical conclusion validity also can be affected by the choice of statistical tests that may not have sufficient power to detect an effect. Measures having a high degree of error also can threaten GAO’s ability to statistically identify relationships or differences that are actually present. Additionally, performing too many explanatory statistical tests on the same set of data can result in some findings being statistically significant purely by chance. (Note, also, that a finding of statistical significance may not indicate substantively significant results, particularly when dealing with large sample sizes.)

Internal Validity

Internal validity is the extent to which the cause of an effect that has been measured is established by the inquiry. For example, were the
higher levels of verbal and mathematics achievement of children taught with new learning approaches caused by the use of these approaches? The possible alternative explanations for the effects are frequently numerous. The assignment design must explore plausible competing explanations for observed outcomes and attempt to rule them out.

Common threats to internal validity include the following:

- **Selection bias:** When the characteristics of people affect the likelihood of obtaining certain outcomes, findings may be due to these pre-existing characteristics and not to the program being studied. "Volunteerism," for example, can significantly affect program results because those who volunteer for a health promotion program may already be different, i.e., healthier than those who do not.

- **Maturation:** Conditions may change over the period for which effects are being determined. For example, over time respondents naturally may grow older or wiser, stronger or weaker, etc. Those changed conditions, unrelated to the program, could cause changes in the variable being measured whether or not the program existed.

- **Intervening events or history:** While a program is in effect, many events may intervene that would distort premeasurements and postmeasurements as they relate to the outcome being studied. The observed effect may be due not to the program or treatment but to some other event that has taken place between the pretest and posttest.

- **Regression to the mean or regression artifacts:** This threat arises when measurements are taken when a program or other intervention occurs at an extreme or crisis point. Subsequent program performance measures tend to be like those of the more typical preceding time period. "Improvement" may be attributed mistakenly to some action that was taken during the crisis rather than to natural fluctuations in program performance. This threat also can occur when the observed effect is due to selecting a population on the basis of extremely high or extremely low scores of some variable of interest, e.g., grade point averages, knowledge about a particular subject, crime rates, claims processing rates, or global temperature measurements.

- **Experimental mortality/biased attrition:** If subjects dropping out of a program have characteristics that differ from those who remain, before-and-after comparisons may not be valid.
External Validity

External validity, commonly referred to as generalizability, refers to the ability of a research design to allow generalization of the conclusions to the population from which the groups and contexts being tested or evaluated were selected. For example, can GAO generalize conclusions about the situation studied to other entities such as the nation, cities, rural areas, a different population, or a different time period from that in which the group or area was tested?

If the characteristics of a group from which information was obtained are to be generalized to a larger universe, the assignment design must ensure that all generalizability requirements are met. Related sampling issues are discussed in chapter 10.3.

Staff should consider other related threats to external validity, including

- *selection effects* that are due to reviewing or studying nonrepresentative cases, situations, or people, such as instances when programs are chosen because of ease of access or availability or because they are the "best practice";

- "Hawthorne" effects that occur when the observed effect is due to multiple factors associated with the experiment, such as a case when a program functions in a very different way during the evaluation than it did before or will subsequently;

- *atypical situation effects* that make the selected context nonrepresentative on some dimension, like a program that appears...
to be exemplary due to a charismatic leader not because of certain policies and procedures;

- *time or place effects* that occur when the data collected are so outdated that they are no longer relevant or the evaluation was conducted in a specific area of the country or type of environment, respectively;

- *measurement effects* that occur when the respondent's sensitivity or responsiveness to the treatment or program is affected because of the pretest; and

- *multiple treatment interference* that occurs when a number of treatments or programs are jointly applied such that the effects confound the evaluation results and do not represent the effects of a separate application of any one treatment or program.

**Minimizing Measurement Problems**

In preparing the assignment design, staff must consider potential measurement problems, including error. Measurement is the process of assigning a number to a phenomenon-defined by the question-according to rules established by assignment design. Measurements are obtained by a number of collection approaches, e.g., interviews and questionnaires.

Measurements obtained from any collection approach are composed of three parts: a true score—an accurate reflection of what GAO intends to measure—and two types of error—systematic error and random error. Since all measurements have potential for error, staff should attempt to understand potential errors so that they can check for them and then either make corrections or be aware of how the errors distort evidence.

A *systematic error*, sometimes called a bias, occurs, for example, when a respondent provides an answer that the question leads him/her to believe is the one that is most acceptable. Systematic errors skew results by pushing answers of like respondents in a similar direction. The magnitude of systematic errors is difficult to measure.

A *random error* is one that can vary in direction among respondents and would average to zero if enough responses were obtained (sometimes referred to as “in the long run”). Random error gets smaller as the number of respondents increases. Measurement inaccuracy due to random error can be determined and expressed mathematically as reliability.
All measurement is subject to error. How to measure is a design decision that trades cost for accuracy requirements. For example, in determining whether respondents should be surveyed by mail or in person, matters such as the following are relevant:

- For an individual respondent, the random error for a mail-out questionnaire would likely be greater than for a face-to-face interview. But the larger sample size possible with the questionnaire (at equal total cost) would more than compensate for the questionnaire's greater random error rate for individual respondents.

- Response rates are critical elements in achieving the assignment's objective(s). Lower response rates, more likely when respondents are surveyed by mail, often result in greater systematic error and can cause a bias in the results of the survey that calls its generalizability into question. (Steps should be taken to obtain maximum response rates, including followup mailings, postcard reminders, and telephone calls.)

GAO staff should consider both bias due to respondents and bias due to questions. Respondent bias refers to the greater likelihood of certain types of respondents to return mail surveys than others. Question bias concerns how the wording of a question and/or its response options and placement in a data collection instrument can result in biased answers.

Another consideration in deciding how to measure is whether the accuracy of any single measuring process might be doubted enough to threaten confidence in assignment results. In such cases, more than one measurement should be made using different methods.

Selecting the Most Credible Design

The highest quality assignment design is the one that is appropriate and objective and minimizes as many threats to validity and measurement problems as possible. But cost and time constraints sometimes prohibit using the highest quality design. Nevertheless, the design used must be sufficiently strong to be credible and at the same time counter questions about the validity of the findings.

In responding to questions on the effectiveness of a program, for example, the most credible design might be to make measurements comparing people exposed to the program to those in a comparison group over a period of time. But time and other resource constraints may make it impossible to do this on a national scale. Furthermore, it may not be possible to find a companion group. As a result of these constraints, GAO staff may have to rely on a range of case studies, resulting in limited generalizability.
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Alternative designs should be considered to determine how the question can be effectively answered at the lowest cost. Time and cost tradeoffs are made by considering various designs and the persuasiveness of the arguments that each would permit. The design selected should be the one that best responds to the assignment's objective(s) and provides for high quality at a reasonable cost. The chosen design must meet GAO's fieldwork and performance standards. If no acceptable design is available, attempts should be made to renegotiate time/cost constraints or to modify the assignment question so that it can be answered in a way that complies with GAO's standards.

In assignment planning, especially for a complex assignment, it may be appropriate to use a design team—people who understand the range of designs available, their advantages, and subject-area experts—to develop or to review the design.

Related Materials

Other Chapters of This Manual

5, "Program Planning."

6.2, "The Job Design Phase."

9.1, "Procedures for Developing Findings, Conclusions, Recommendations, and Matters for Congressional Consideration."

10.2, "Methodology--Approaches."

10.3, "Methodology--Sampling."
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Policy

GAO's policy is to ensure that the strengths and limitations of alternative approaches are considered when selecting the most appropriate approach for an assignment. Common approaches used in GAO performance audits/evaluations include the case study, sample survey, evaluation synthesis, prospective evaluation synthesis, field experiment, and options analysis.

Case Studies

A case study is a method for learning about a complex instance based on a comprehensive understanding of it obtained by extensive description and analysis taken as a whole and in its context. The case study is used to add realism and in-depth examples to other information about a program or a policy.

In addition, case studies are used to examine in-depth instances of unusual or unique situations or events of interest. They are also used to compare cases with one another or to a standard, to determine patterns in the cases, and to aggregate information across cases. Case studies can address descriptive, normative, and impact questions. The most significant limitation of a case study, however, is that it does not allow one to generalize the results of the evaluation.

Case studies require obtaining a wide range of information about the instance being studied, including how it operated in relation to the events it is part of. If also important to probe for details about why and how events or actions occurred.

Often when collecting and analyzing comprehensive data for a large number of cases is prohibitively costly or time consuming, GAO can use one or only a few instances to answer an assignment question, in part or in whole. Cases should not be chosen to "prove a point" but should be selected either randomly or using criteria relevant to the assignment objective(s). For example, cases can be selected to

- establish what is happening at the extremes—best and worse cases—and provide some reasons for the difference,
- explain what accounts for an effective program at a specific site or why that program is not working,
- suggest comparisons between programs,
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- describe important variations within a program,
- generate ideas about where to focus the analysis of other data,
- formulate hypotheses for further study using different methodology,
- describe a typical situation, and
- describe a critical instance of unique interest.

While case studies may illustrate a relationship between events or conditions, they generally cannot provide sufficient evidence to conclusively impute causality or to generalize findings beyond the cases reviewed. For policy studies and assignments on controversial issues, the case study methodology should be used in conjunction with other forms of data collection. Particularly when evaluating the complex relationships that characterize federal programs and operations, causality cannot be verified through case studies.

For more information, see Case Study Evaluations (GAO/PEMD-10.1.9).

Sample Surveys

In a sample survey, data are collected from a sample (or portion) of a population to determine the incidence, distribution, and interrelation of events or conditions. The term “survey” is also used when the whole population is contacted, which GAO frequently does.

People, records, or institutions can be surveyed. Data can be collected through mail questionnaires, phone or in-person interviews, examination of records, or observation. In contrast to case studies that focus on collecting information in depth about a single or few cases, sample surveys tend to focus on the entire population of interest.

_The major benefit of using sample surveys is generalizability._ Generalizability allows GAO to make estimates about a population based on data from the sample of the actual units contacted for the information. Probability samples must be appropriately used to permit generalizing from the sample to the population. (Sampling is described in ch. 10.3, “Methodology--Sampling.”)

The purpose of sample surveys is to describe events or conditions by aggregating and generalizing from the survey results. It is important, therefore, to collect uniform data from every unit in the sample.
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(Data collection instruments are described in ch. 10.4, "Methodology--Collecting Information.") Also, it is important to note that while a sample survey may show a relationship between events or conditions being reported, there is usually insufficient evidence to conclusively impute causality. When warranted, special data analysis methods can be used to draw qualified causal interpretations.

For more information, see Designing Evaluations (GAO/PEMD-10.1.4).

**Evaluation Synthesis**

For some GAO assignments, there may be significant analyses in the literature dealing with the subject under study. Evaluation synthesis provides a systematic way to judge previous studies and synthesize their results. This approach integrates a lot of possibly conflicting information in a systematic and explainable way. It converts results to a usable form, creates a common knowledge base for people working in a subject area, makes disputed points prominent, and identifies areas where further empirical information is needed. Synthesis can yield stronger conclusions than would be possible from a single study, particularly when the synthesis establishes that there have been fairly consistent results from studies that used diverse methodologies.

Evaluation synthesis has been used to effectively address impact questions but can also be used to provide information for descriptive and normative questions. A synthesis may fully address the assignment objective(s) or it can be used in conjunction with other approaches.

The major advantage of the evaluation synthesis is that it makes use of work previously performed and, therefore, can save time and staff resources. The usefulness, or even the use, of evaluation synthesis, however, is limited by the scope and quality of the accumulated information. Evaluation synthesis can deal only with questions that have been studied. And it depends on the quality with which studies have been conducted and reported. Synthesis requires knowledge of results of prior evaluations in considerable detail and of how the information was acquired. Its application requires methodological and statistical knowledge as well.

The steps in an evaluation synthesis are as follows:

- Formulate the questions that, if answered, will satisfy the information needs that motivated the synthesis.
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- Search the literature for evaluative information dealing with the question. Computer-assisted literature search techniques can be helpful, as can the advice of experts, to identify gaps in the literature.

- Select evaluations to include in the synthesis if fewer than the total are to be included. Procedures to rate available studies can help to compare their strength in terms of factors such as adequacy of the evaluation design, validity of the measure used, and appropriateness of statistical analysis used.

- Draw conclusions from the chosen studies. Sometimes statistically aggregating results across studies is possible. Conflicting results among studies may be accounted for in terms of differences in methodologies used and their relative strengths. Other factors that may cause differences, such as variations in program settings and participants, can often be determined.

For additional information, see The Evaluation Synthesis (GAO/PEMD-10.1.2).

Prospective Evaluation Synthesis

Prospective evaluation synthesis was adapted by GAO from evaluation synthesis (discussed above) to answer questions about the future systematically and efficiently. It provides a way in which the logic of evaluation methodology and its procedures can be used in assessing potential consequences either of an individual proposal or of alternative policy proposals. Prospective evaluation synthesis combines the construction of underlying models of programs with the systematic application of existing knowledge developed in evaluation synthesis methodology. This approach also relies heavily on knowledge already obtained by evaluations and researchers.

The steps in prospective evaluation synthesis are as follows:

- Define the problem as clearly as possible to focus on concerns for which a solution is sought.

- Select policy options to evaluate. To evaluate all relevant policy options is rarely, if ever, possible. Options selected should be viable and reasonably stable and should represent the maximum difference in proposal characteristics.

- Perform conceptual analysis of the selected options. This includes identifying the assumptions, beliefs, values, and theory underlying the proposals selected.
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- Analyze each proposal's logic. This requires determining how the proposals are to be carried out.

- Test key assumptions. Evidence from prior research is collected. Key conceptual and operational assumptions underlying the proposals are compared with the findings of prior studies. Then the likelihood that the proposals will succeed is assessed.

For additional information, see Prospective Evaluation Methods: The Prospective Evaluation Synthesis (GAO/PEMD-10.1.10).

Field Experiments

Causal networks, particularly in federal programs, are quite complex. Field experiments often are used to evaluate the effects of these programs. In a field experiment, a "treatment" or "experimental" group is exposed to the assumed causal (or independent) variable while a "control" group is not. The two groups are then compared in terms of the assumed effect (or dependent variable). Experimental and quasi-experimental designs are sometimes used to isolate possible program effects and to determine and measure the extent to which they are attributable to government intervention.

These designs permit drawing causal inferences or estimating what would have happened in the absence of a program and usually are used to answer impact questions. Most designs require comparing observations from one group with observations from another group and provide an estimation that, depending on the strength of its design and the rigor of its application, can be quite useful to decisionmakers. But, particularly in the complex relationships that characterize social programs, causality cannot be verified empirically.

Some of the more common experimental and quasi-experimental designs are briefly discussed below. Each approach has advantages and disadvantages that should be carefully considered as part of the assignment design. For additional information, see Designing Evaluations (GAO/PEMD-10.1.4).

Experimental Designs

True experimental design requires random assignment to treatment and comparison groups. With random assignment, the two groups are assumed to be equivalent so that after exposure to the program, a direct comparison of outcomes yields an estimate of program impact. Assuming that the groups are large enough and that no threats to internal validity have intervened, the design permits strong statements about causality. (Threats to internal validity are described in ch. 10.1, "Methodology--Assignment Design.")
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This is an analytically strong methodology, but it can be costly and require administrative control over a program. Ethical considerations, such as excluding people from benefits, may make it impractical for social programs. The use of this approach, therefore, is not ordinarily available to GAO.

**Quasi-Experimental Designs**

Many settings offer evaluators the chance to introduce something like experimental design into their scheduling of data collection procedures even though they lack the full control over the scheduling of the experimental stimuli that makes the true experiment possible. Key features of quasi-experimental designs are described below.

**Nonequivalent Comparison Group Designs**

The nonequivalent comparison group approach may be used when the randomized selection required for control groups is not practical. Since selection is not random, the almost certain consequence is that the groups are not equivalent in perhaps a number of ways. Because of the nonequivalence, it is difficult to conclude that differences in outcomes between the groups are due solely to the program.

One way of dealing with the difference between the two groups is to choose a comparison group to match insofar as possible the treatment group in those aspects that are significant to the outcome. In theory, if all those differences, the confounding variables, could be determined and matched with the treatment group, a very good estimate of program effect could be determined. But since this usually cannot be done, professional judgment must be used to decide the strength of the causal statements that can be made.

Another way of dealing with differences between the two groups is to use statistical methods to control for differences. A variety of statistical techniques is available to control for most of the bias due to confounding variables. It is common to perform several kinds of statistical analysis to determine the weight of the evidence on program effects.

The nonequivalent comparison group design is probably the most frequently used approach for estimating program effects. It is practical and can result in reasonably strong conclusions about program effects.

**Time Series "Experiments"**

The basic idea of the interrupted time series design is that if an event, such as the onset of a federal program, has a causal connection with an outcome, the pattern of observations before the event should be different from those after the event.
Use of the design requires a number of observations about the same 
group(s) made over time. Simple before-and-after observations are 
usually inadequate for drawing cause-and-effect inferences because 
variations can result from factors not related to the program being 
studied. Multiple data points are needed to help separate program 
effects from the effects of other factors causing variations in the time 
series.

Possible changes detected by use of the time series design could be a 
change in the level of the series. Other possible changes could be 
alterations in the trend of the series.

Some changes can be detected by visual inspection, but often 
statistical techniques are needed to detect effects masked by other 
fluctuations in the data. Computer programs for time series analyses 
are included in widely available statistical packages.

An advantage of the time series design is that it permits some 
judgments about the variation in effect of a program over time, e.g., 
abrupt effect followed by a fadeout or a moderate climb in effect 
reaching a plateau.

# Options Analyses

Options analyses are concerned primarily with making predictions 
about the future based on analyses of probable cost and/or outcomes 
of policy options. One such analysis is policy analysis—the 
application of appropriate tools to problems where there is and will 
be great uncertainty. In policy analysis, staff must structure a 
complex problem and apply the appropriate analytic tools to it, 
including making assumptions explicit and trying to test them. The 
classic policy analysis includes five steps:

- Step 1: Define the problem and specify the objective(s) to be 
  achieved or maximized.

- Step 2: Select alternative policy options for achieving or 
  maximizing the objective(s).

- Step 3: Predict the consequences of each alternative using tools 
  such as modeling.

- Step 4: Describe how each alternative measures against the 
  objective(s) (specified in step 1) using the predictions (obtained in 
  step 3).
• Step 5: Communicate the results so that decisionmakers can choose the alternative(s) consistent with how they weigh the objective(s).

Although the steps appear sequential, policy analysis is an iterative process and need not always begin at step 1.

The key to a credible policy analysis is knowing and making explicit the limitations to the alternatives selected, the value priorities, the stakeholder groups, the logic and assumptions, and the tools used in the analyses.

Tools used to structure and analyze problems in a policy analysis include decision trees, modeling, sensitivity analysis, implementation analysis, analogies, and regression analysis. (The GAO's Training Institute's "Policy Analysis" course provides additional information.)
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Methodology--Sampling

GAO's policy is to ensure that findings and conclusions are sound by choosing the type and size of the sample and implementing the sampling procedures appropriate to the assignment objective(s).

Deciding to Sample

When deciding to sample, staff should focus on the relationship of the sample design to the assignment objective(s) and data collection and analyses. When data required to meet the assignment objective(s) are already on a computer or in machine-readable form, staff often can analyze every item efficiently. Other circumstances in which a census or a 100-percent survey may be appropriate, depending on the assignment objective(s), include:

- A population too small to permit sampling,
- A population in which individual items are very important in themselves,
- A situation when the information to be obtained is critical and the population is small enough to permit a 100-percent census, or
- A situation in which an event will occur rarely.

For many performance audits/evaluations GAO uses sampling instead of a 100-percent census because it is often more efficient and less costly. GAO uses both judgmental and probability samples. Their approaches and roles are very different. The assignment objective(s) establish which approach should be used. Each type of sampling is briefly discussed below. See figure 10.3A for contrasts between judgment sampling and probability sampling.

Using Statistical Sampling (GAO/PEMD-10.1.6) provides a more comprehensive and technical discussion of probability sampling as it relates to GAO performance audits/evaluations. Advice and assistance must be obtained from the Design and Methodology Technical Assistance Groups (DMTAG), the regional Technical Assistance Groups (TAG), or the Program Evaluation and Methodology Division (PEMD) when deciding to sample, particularly when applying probability sampling. The sample design, including a sampling frame, must be reviewed and approved by one of these two groups or PEMD before data collection begins.

**Judgment Sampling**

In judgment sampling (sometimes called nonprobability sampling), staff base the selection of a sample on their knowledge and judgment about the characteristics of the population.

Case studies, which GAO frequently uses, are usually judgmentally selected, but they can/should be selected randomly, particularly if they are being used to try to identify representative cases. Judgment samples are also sometimes used to establish vulnerability to fraud.

The major limitation of judgment samples is that the results cannot be generalized to a larger population because there is no way to establish, by defensible evidence, how representative the sample is. A judgment sample, therefore, must not be used if the assignment objective(s) is to generalize about the population from which the sample was taken.

**Probability Sampling**

A probability sample's (sometimes referred to as statistical or random samples) results (in contrast to those of a judgmental sample) can be computed and estimates made to the population under study. The precision of the sample results and the probability that the population estimate's confidence interval will contain the true but unknown population value can be numerically measured. The results of a well-executed probability sample are objective and defensible, and they can be replicated.

To ensure that the sample is well-designed and well-executed, care must be exercised in

- determining sample size;
- ensuring that all items in the population are either numbered or susceptible to numbering;
- determining the type of sample to be used (simple, probability proportional to size, stratified, or cluster, etc.); and
- selecting the sample from the sample frame in an unbiased way, i.e., by a completely random method.
### Figure 10.3A: Comparison of Judgmental and Probability Sampling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Factors to consider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Judgmental (Nonprobability)</td>
<td>• Selection of items to be sampled is based on the knowledge and judgment of the evaluator.</td>
<td>• Effective for probing for possible deficiencies in day-to-day applications of accounting or management systems, selecting case studies and anecdotal evidence, and describing and drawing conclusions about only the items sampled.</td>
<td>• Cannot be used to support inferences about the population from which the samples were selected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Probability (Statistical or Random)</td>
<td>• Sample size is statistically determined to yield required precision of the results within an established confidence level.</td>
<td>• Can be used to support inferences about the population from which the sample was drawn.</td>
<td>• Sample process must be directed by trained and experienced staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Units have a known probability (chance) of selection.</td>
<td>• Reliability of the results can be expressed in numerical terms.</td>
<td>• GAO normally uses a 95-percent confidence level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Results are objective, defensible, and replicable.</td>
<td>• Sampling error calculation should be developed for each assignment in consultation with DMTAG or TAG staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Results from several samples can be combined.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Elements of Probability Sample Design and Execution

Determining Sample Size

Sample size is a function of the following:

- **Precision required**: Precision, or sampling error, is a measure of the expected difference between the value found in the probability sample and the value of the same characteristic that would have been found if a 100-percent census had been taken using the same measurement technique.

- **Level of confidence that the sample will not exceed the tolerable sampling error**: Tolerable sampling error needs to be determined to ensure that the results estimated from the sample will provide adequate evidence for our conclusion(s). Confidence is a measure (usually expressed as a percentage) of the degree of assurance that the estimate obtained from a sample differs from the population value being estimated by less than the sampling error considered tolerable. GAO normally uses a 95-percent confidence level.

- **What the population looks like for the variables of interest**: For example, its size, central tendency, variability, skewness, and kurtosis (the degree of flatness or peakedness of the curve describing the frequency distribution).

- **Sample design**: The type of the sample has an effect on sampling, i.e., is the design simple random probability proportional to size, stratified, cluster, etc. These are discussed below.

Establishing a Sample Frame

The sampling frame is a means of access to a population, usually a list of items in the population. It is the source from which individual items to be sampled are selected. The frame should identify and locate specific items to be sampled and differentiate them from all other items. The frame should contain all items in the population to be sampled, have no duplicate entries, and exclude items that are not in the population of interest.

When a frame cannot be obtained that includes all items in the population, sample results are generalizable only to the frame from which the sample was selected, not the population.
Sources from which samples can be drawn are many and varied depending upon the objective(s) of the audit/evaluation. GAO staff must ensure that the source is appropriate, represents what it purports to represent, and is accurate and complete.

Determining the Type of Sample

The probability samples that GAO most frequently uses are simple random samples, probability proportional to size samples, stratified samples, and cluster samples. In practice, the sample design for a given assignment may use a combination of these.

*Simple random sampling* is basic to all other methods. This technique works best or is usually selected when the population is homogeneous. Its underlying assumptions are that the population is in one location (or can be sampled from a single frame if in several locations) and that only moderate variation exists among the values of the items in the population. No attempt is made to segregate any portion of the population into separate groups. The most important factor in simple random sampling is that each item in the population has an equal and known (nonzero) chance of being selected for the sample.

*Probability proportional to size* is sometimes referred to as dollar-unit sampling or monetary unit sampling. When selecting items in a simple random sample, each item in the sampling frame has an equal chance of being selected—equal probability. For certain assignment objective(s), it may be appropriate to give certain items a larger chance of being selected. This might occur in the case of selecting school districts for an evaluation when the school districts greatly differ in size. In such instances, selection probabilities would be assigned on the basis of the relative size of the units in the population. These selection probabilities, obviously, would not be equal.

Probability proportional to size sampling is based on the assumption that the variable to be measured is highly correlated with some data already known about the population, such as the number of students in a school district, the number of inhabitants, or the dollar volume of transactions. If this assumption is correct, this type of sample will yield a smaller sampling error than other methods would.

In *stratified sampling*, the population is divided into two or more groups (called strata), and a random sample is selected from each stratum. A stratum is a subpopulation of the total population. For example, a population of people could be divided based on their income into the following groups: "high income," "middle income," and "low income." A sample estimate is calculated separately for
each stratum, and they are then combined to make an estimate for
the population. The sample size increases when the results from one
strata are to be compared to the results for another strata.

A stratified sample is used

- to obtain equal precision with a smaller sample or greater precision
  with a given sample size (stratification generally reduces the cost of
  a sample for a given level of precision);

- to give special emphasis to certain subgroups, such as those of
  high-dollar value or those with a greater error potential; and

- as an administrative convenience when the population is divided
  among several locations. In such cases, a separate sample is drawn
  at each location and the estimates for each are combined to give an
  overall estimate for the entire population.

Items within a stratum should be as much alike as possible, but the
characteristics of the strata should differ as much as possible from
each other as they relate to the measurements being taken and the
estimates being made.

Cluster sampling is selecting groups of items and then either
examining all the items in the group or reviewing a probability
sample of the items in the group. Examples of clusters are drawers
of accounts receivable records, baskets of produce, and so on. The
purpose of cluster sampling is economy. But the economy is
frequently gained at the expense of having a larger sampling error.
Because of this, a larger sample size will be required with the
resulting offset to savings. Whether the use of cluster sampling will
result in a net reduction in costs needs to be determined in terms of
the particular application. Sometimes in GAO work, the only way to
sample the items is by using a cluster sample. For example, the
records are stored at individual district offices and no practical way
exists to create a sampling frame.

The results improve as each cluster becomes more like the other
clusters, and the items within a cluster become as diverse as the
items in the population. Ideally, each cluster should be
representative of the population.

Selecting the Sample

For a sample to be used in making inferences about the population
of interest, the sample must be based on the laws of probability.
Each item in the sample frame must have a known, nonzero chance
of being selected into the sample. The items to be sampled must be
selected by one or a combination of the standard techniques of random selection that minimize the influence of nonchance factors. The results of a sample drawn in this manner are predictable in terms of the laws of probability.

Probability samples can be selected in three ways: Random number sampling, systematic selection with a random start, and selection based on randomly selected combinations of digits in the lower order positions (sometimes called junior-digit sampling). *GAO staff must use only random number generators approved by GAO.* These include

- Statistical Package for the Social Sciences Update (SPSSX);
- Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, PC version (SPSSPC+);
- SAS, subroutine RANUNI;
- SASPC, subroutine RANUNI;
- International Mathematical and Statistical Library (IMSL), subroutines RNOPT-3, RNOPT-4, and GGUBT;
- DYL-Audit computer package;
- GAO random number package (SELECT); and
- IDEA, August 1992 Update, which is part of the Electronic Briefcase.

The major statistical packages and approved random number generators are referred to in chapter 10.5, "Methodology--Performing Analysis," in the discussion of computer analysis software tools.

*Random number sampling* uses tables of random digits (e.g., table of 105,000 “Random Decimal Digits” published by the Interstate Commerce Commission) or an approved random number generator. To use this method, all items in the population must be numbered or staff must have a method of assigning numbers to them. The beginning and ending numbers of the items in the population are determined. Sufficient numbers falling between the beginning and ending numbers are selected by a random method to produce a sample of the necessary size.

*Systematic selection with a random start* is a technique in which the necessary sample size is divided into the number of items in the population. The rounded down result is the sampling interval. The
starting point is obtained by selecting a number within the first sampling interval from a table of random digits. After the starting point is obtained, every nth unit, equal to the interval, is selected. To use this method, the population size must be known or susceptible to a close estimate. In certain types of populations with a pattern or an arrangement of items with recurring characteristics related to the variable being measured (for example, daily highway traffic past a certain intersection where GAO was measuring types and number of vehicles), its use would not be appropriate. GAO staff need to ensure that the population of interest does not have a pattern in the variable they are measuring that precludes the assumption of randomness.

Selection based on randomly selected combinations of digits in lower order position is another method of systematic selection with a random start. Certain types of sampling units have been assigned consecutive identification numbers. Examples are social security numbers, inventory stock numbers, and transaction numbers assigned in the order in which the documents were received or processed. The most important feature of such identification numbers is that the lower order position digits (usually the last three, sometimes the last four) can usually be assumed to be random with respect to the characteristics being measured.

The steps in the selection procedure are to

- determine the required sample size,
- divide the sample size by the population size to obtain the sampling rate (or the percentage), and
- select the required quantity or combination of random digits by using a table of random digits or some other suitable source of random numbers.

Selection should not be based on the leading digits in the identification number because they frequently are codes not assigned in serial order.
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Policy

GAO's policy is to ensure that the data sources, data collection methods, and data verification procedures are sound and appropriate for answering an assignment question.

Information Sources

Once the assignment questions have been formulated, staff select their information sources--who and what holds the information or evidence required to answer the assignment questions. Information sources can be of two types: Existing data and original data that GAO staff collect.

Existing Data

Existing data are relevant measurements of facts, attitudes, opinions and so forth that others have collected; they are formatted in a usable manner and can be analyzed with little or no editing. Sources include previous studies, administrative records or data bases--manual or computerized, correspondence, laws, regulations, and agency orders. Using existing data can save time, but staff should be aware of potential problems. For example, the information may not be reliable; it may not include the relevant variables; it may not have been collected well; it may have been manipulated or changed; and it may not have been maintained with proper internal controls.

Early attempts should be made to determine if data required to meet assignment objective(s) are available. If a data base will be used, staff should determine the amount of data verification needed. The level of effort required will depend on how critical the data are to satisfying the assignment objective(s), on the quality of the data base controls, and on the regular or routine uses of the data base. Verifying the reliability of such data is normally significantly less expensive than developing and maintaining an independent data base. (Verification is discussed later in this chapter. Also see Assessing the Reliability of Computer-Processed Data (GAO/OP-8.1.3).) If security or other considerations require, computerized data bases can readily and inexpensively be obtained for analysis on computers over which GAO has control.

# Computer Matches

Computer matching is a technique in which selected data from different computerized data bases are compared to determine if identical, similar, or dissimilar conditions exist in each data base. These comparisons are made using key criteria or elements such as names, social security numbers, addresses, contract numbers, or invoice numbers. For example, a data base of delinquent student loans from the Department of Education can be compared, using
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social security numbers, with a data base of federal employees to
determine whether the same person appears in both data bases.

Computer matching can be a quick and cost-effective technique for
evaluators to review large amounts of data to help better define
assignment questions or focus other data collection and analysis
efforts. This technique also can be useful for determining
appropriate methods for identifying and correcting mistakes in
agency records; improving agency efficiency; and detecting fraud,
waste, and abuse.

During the planning, conducting, and reporting of an assignment
where computer matching is being considered, GAO staff must do the following:

- Determine that the computerized data bases are appropriate and
that sufficient criteria (often referred to as "keys") exist to perform
the match.

- Consider the cost benefit and effectiveness of obtaining, analyzing,
and using the results of computer matches, and ensure that
appropriate alternative methods to accomplish the assignment
objective(s) have been considered.

- Conduct additional manual data verification and testing after the
match is made to ensure that data from each source are accurate and
up-to-date.

- Develop and follow adequate controls to meet the spirit of the

When GAO staff anticipate matching information from different
agencies' computerized data bases, staff must carefully balance the
benefits to be achieved from such matches with the potential
impacts on individuals' privacy rights. The key issue for GAO is
how the data will be used. GAO should not release data on
individuals when such data could be used in action against
individuals. Therefore, staff must coordinate with the Office of the
General Counsel as early as possible on any assignment where data
on individuals may be released.

GAO staff should contact appropriate Design and Methodology
Technical Assistance Group (DMTAG) or regional Technical
Assistance Group staff if they are considering computer matching
techniques. GAO staff also should coordinate closely with the
agencies to avoid access delays in obtaining the needed information.
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Original Data

Original data are measurements of facts, attitudes, opinions, and so forth that GAO staff collect and control through instrument design, formatting, recording, and transcribing. To collect original data, GAO staff use a variety of methods, including questionnaires, interviews, direct observation, and focus groups. The following sections describe these methods for gathering data.

Data Collection Instruments

Data collection instruments (DCI) are useful in obtaining information from individuals or records. If carefully developed, they can facilitate analysis by providing uniform information efficiently and systematically. DCIs provide comparable responses that most often allow for statistical analysis. Pro forma workpapers are DCIs used to collect information from records or observations. DCIs used to obtain information from individuals include face-to-face and telephone interviews and self-administered and mailed questionnaires.

Key points to consider in developing and using DCIs are that they will (1) obtain sound measurements of facts, attitudes, opinions, and so forth; (2) ease the burden on respondents; (3) maximize the likelihood of response; and (4) provide sufficient specificity, consistency, and accuracy to facilitate analysis. To help ensure that these things are considered, DCIs must be submitted to the division DMTAGs if they involve:

- 10 or more private citizens (e.g., participants in a federal, state, or local program);
- 10 or more private firms;
- 10 or more local governments, including such bodies as school districts and transit authorities;
- 5 or more state governments; or
- 25 or more federal agency officials or employees.

A major consideration in using DCIs is the privacy rights of individual respondents—similar to those discussed above under “Computer Matching.” Staff must follow the guidance provided in chapters 7, “Obtaining Access to Information,” and 8, “Collecting Evidence,” regarding pledges of confidentiality.

To effectively use a DCI, pretesting is essential. Testing the questionnaire or the interview guide or the pro forma workpapers
before they are used helps to ensure that they will ask the right people the right questions in the right way and that respondents are willing and able to give needed information. Pretests are conducted by the evaluator(s) with the assistance of DMTAG staff, with a small set of respondents selected from the universe considered for the full study. Training and supervision of interviewers also must be adequate to ensure that required data are consistently and accurately collected.

When using DCIs, GAO staff also should be aware of and report on possible nonsampling errors (e.g., question wording or order of presentation, interviewer effects, etc.) and the possible effects on the analyses conducted. Whenever results are used from a questionnaire, standardized interview, or other DCI, the entire instrument should be reproduced in the report or appendix. If space does not permit including the entire instrument, the wording and context of the questions of interest should be included.

Early consultations with DMTAGs can help in deciding on the best method for using DCIs and in developing, pretesting, and implementing DCIs. Questionnaire Programming Language (QPL) software can be used to prepare DCIs that facilitate computer analysis. (See the QPL Reference Manual, QPL Data Collection Program, and QPL Data Editing Program.)

Pro Forma Workpapers

Pro forma workpapers are DCIs that are used to ensure that data are consistently and accurately collected in a standardized format from files, records, or other written sources and/or from direct observation. Care in developing the DCI, especially a DCI that will be used by numerous staff at different locations, is important to facilitate analysis.

Interviews

Interviews are used to some degree in virtually all audits and evaluations. They may involve relatively few people—such as agency or contractor officials and employees—with the substance of the interview directed to the person being interviewed. Or they may be used to obtain the same kind of information from a larger number of people, for example, program participants.

Many interviews are either structured or semi-structured. Structured interviews, whether conducted face-to-face with the respondent or by telephone, use a DCI. The closed-ended questions and response categories and the order in which they are presented are normally the same for everyone interviewed. When using structured interview DCIs, staff must ensure that the DCIs are pretested and that the interviewers are trained.
Semi-structured interviews are based on interview guides that permit greater flexibility in relating questions and their phrasing to individual interviewees. They use open-ended questions that facilitate follow-up on cues given by the person being interviewed. Information obtained from semi-structured interviews is, however, much more difficult to analyze and aggregate. Aggregation can require using content analysis methodology discussed in chapter 10.5, "Methodology—Performing Analysis."

Some interviews may combine the features of both structured and semi-structured interviews by using closed-ended and open-ended questions. The most important consideration is developing the most appropriate interview instrument that permits collecting data in a clear and consistent manner.

Face-to-face interviews are relatively expensive. If relatively simple information must be obtained from many people and observing their demeanor is not important to assignment objective(s), consideration should be given to using telephone interviews. A computer-assisted telephone interview (CATI) can facilitate telephone interviewing that involves a DCI that has complex patterns. Using CATI, the telephone interviewer is guided on the wording and sequencing of questions so that the respondent's answers can be keyed directly into the computer.

Generally, GAO conducts a CATI survey in one of two ways:

- Through a contractor who hires interviewers and programs GAO's interview script using custom software or
- using evaluators to conduct the interviews using QPL software to create the CATI program.

Appendix I gives guidance on the use of both structured and semi-structured interviews. A detailed discussion of structured interviews is included in Using Structured Interviewing Techniques (GAO/PEMD-10.1.5).

Questionnaires

The use of mail, or self-administered, questionnaires is an important and frequently used data collection method. Generally, questionnaires are more cost effective than other DCIs when obtaining data on a number of variables from many people. Questionnaires do, however, take time to properly design, pretest, edit, administer, and follow up to get reasonable response rates. Staff preparing questionnaires also should be mindful of the burden and cost questionnaires place on respondents.
Mail questionnaires eliminate interviewer bias and can reduce respondent bias because respondents are more likely to answer difficult, unpleasant, or threatening questions honestly on paper than in person.

There are, however, disadvantages. Mail questionnaires can be answered by someone other than the intended respondent. Questionnaires have a relatively long response time, and followup can be more easily ignored than when other data collection methods have been used. They cannot be used when people do not have a known address or with people having low literacy or poor vision. The use of questionnaires does not permit an exchange of information, and inclusion of multiple cues in the questionnaire can get excessively complex and become unmanageable. Consequently, staff designing a questionnaire must be thoroughly familiar with the respondent group and understand the subject matter from the group members' viewpoint.

General principles to guide the development of questionnaires are included in appendix II. A detailed discussion of questionnaires is included in Developing and Using Questionnaires (GAO/PEMD-10.1.7).

Focus Groups

The use of a focus group involves a planned discussion designed to obtain information about individuals' perceptions and opinions related to a specific issue. Focus group discussions typically involve a small group of participants (usually 8 to 10) with similar characteristics who are knowledgeable about the preselected issue but do not know each other well and do not generally work together.

Discussions are conducted informally and guided by a moderator (i.e., a trained GAO staff member or consultant) who, through open-ended questions, encourages participants to freely share their thoughts and experiences. The moderator uses a preestablished protocol to ensure that all items for which the focus group was convened are covered. Focus group discussions are tape recorded. Transcripts of focus group interviews should be prepared in WordPerfect or ASCII files to facilitate analysis using text retrieval software, such as AskSam.

A primary advantage of focus groups is that they can produce quick results at a low cost. However, focus groups are not designed to demonstrate the extent of a problem or to generalize results to a larger population. Instead, they are intended to use group dynamics to elicit a range of opinions that people hold towards specific topics.
and why and to provide an understanding about how a process or program works or what issues are involved in a topic being evaluated.

In GAO's work, the results of focus group discussions are generally used to supplement other information obtained during an assignment. Focus groups can help staff members

- gather background information in a new field to prepare for an upcoming assignment,

- develop questionnaires and interpret responses, and

- obtain insight into individuals' perceptions and attitudes about specific topics, such as how effectively a new program has been implemented.

Preparation for a focus group discussion includes (1) selecting a moderator and participants, (2) developing open-ended questions, and (3) selecting a location where the group will convene. Because using focus groups involves much preparation, staff should contact their DMTAG representative for assistance in determining how to best use focus groups, developing the moderator's protocol, training to effectively moderate focus groups, and analyzing their results.

Delphi Method

The Delphi method is a systematic method of opinion gathering and consensus development. It is an alternative to committee or face-to-face discussion methods used to arrive at group opinions. It seeks to avoid the following biasing effects of those other methods:

- Influence of dominant individuals.

- "Noise" (irrelevant and distracting exchanges).

- Group pressure for conformity.

The basic characteristics of the Delphi method are as follows:

- It provides anonymity by the use of questionnaires or other methods that avoid associating specific responses with individual respondents.

- It provides iteration with controlled feedback that involves getting each respondent's views several times. When each additional response is requested, the results of the prior round are fed back to respondents in summary form.
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- It provides the use of a statistical average of the final individual opinions as the group opinion.

Anonymity helps eliminate the influence of dominant individuals. Feedback can be controlled and limited to essential considerations. Statistically averaging the final individual opinions helps reduce the pressure for conformity. It also reflects each member's opinion as part of the group opinion.

Verification

Establishing the relevance, competence, and sufficiency of information on which GAO relies as evidence begins with assignment design and continues throughout work on the assignment. Verification, discussed in this section, is used along with design, collection, and analysis methodologies to establish the reliability and authenticity of information obtained from accounting, financial, and management systems and from work products, statements, and opinions of others.

Verifying Accounting, Financial, and Management Systems

When reliance on information produced by an accounting, financial, or management system is planned, verification methodology includes

- assessing and testing internal controls (including electronic data processing controls) in the system that produced the information,

- assessing the risk to the assignment objective(s) if the system's internal controls on which reliance is placed are weak or are not followed, and

- performing sufficient substantive transaction testing to ensure the reliability of data consistent with the results of the risk assessment and the assessment of internal controls.

Chapter 4, "Standards," establishes GAO's standards for these methodologies. GAO's policy of ensuring the reliability of evidence through review of internal control systems and transaction testing is stated in chapter 8. The GAO Financial Audit Manual (GAO/AFMD-12.19.5A) describes in great detail GAO's methodology for financial statement audits, including testing of accounts, controls, and compliance.

Verifying the Work of Others

At times, GAO relies on information included in the work products of others, such as internal and external auditors and nonauditors (for example, consultants and experts). GAO's standards require that for reliance to be placed on the work of others, its acceptability must be established by appropriate tests or other acceptable means. Chapter 8.1 discusses how to establish whether others' work can be...
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Verifying GAO-Created Data Bases

In collecting original evidence through questionnaires or other DCIs, individual data elements must be verified to ensure the integrity of the entire GAO-created data base. For example, if a questionnaire respondent inadvertently answered a question when it should have been skipped, a data entry clerk may not know to delete that answer. Therefore, staff generally need to assess the reasonableness of responses. For DCIs, data manually extracted from agency files should be verified, at least on a sample basis, to ensure that original data extraction errors have not been made.

Since GAO frequently contracts for data entry services, a sample of the output data must be compared with the original input data to identify and correct inaccuracies in the GAO-created data base. When GAO staff do the data entry work, verification is also required.

Related Materials

Other Chapters of This Manual

4, “Standards.”
7, “Obtaining Access to Information.”
8, “Collecting Evidence.”

GAO Order

0150.1, “Authority to Administer Oaths and Affirmations.”

Other Publications

Assessing the Reliability of Computer-Processed Data (GAO/OP-8.1.8).
Using Structured Interviewing Techniques (GAO/PEMD-10.1.5).
Developing and Using Questionnaires (GAO/PEMD-10.1.7).


Appendix I:
Guidance on Using Interviews

Semi-Structured Interviews

The interviewer must be thoroughly versed in the purpose of the interview, the information required, and the best questions to obtain it. In some cases, the interviewer should know enough about previously disclosed facts to recognize and follow up on any inconsistencies between information obtained in the interview and information previously obtained from other sources. He/she should be adroit in developing questions to follow through on cues given by respondents' answers that had not been anticipated in planning for the interview without biasing the response.

It is important to let the person being interviewed know the topics or questions to be discussed beforehand if he or she will need to refer to particular documents or obtain information from other people in order to give a prompt and accurate response.

Normally, GAO interviews are conducted with two staff members but they may be conducted by one staff member. When significant or potentially controversial matters are discussed, a second staff member's presence is advisable. The presence of a second person, in particularly significant interviews, helps ensure that the written record of the interview accurately reflects information obtained. Developmental staff should usually be accompanied on interviews by a full performance auditor/evaluator.

The interviewer's attitude and demeanor should be one of obtaining information. It should not be argumentative. It is sometimes desirable to let the interviewee recount information in his or her own way. But the interviewer should control the discussion to keep it relevant to the matter being discussed. Care should be taken to get all needed information in one interview. But even with the best of care, to schedule another interview to further develop information obtained may at times be necessary.

At the conclusion of the interview, salient information should be briefly summarized. This can help confirm the interviewer's understanding of what was said, and it may help the interviewer recall additional pertinent facts that need to be developed before the interview ends.

Notes should be taken during the interview as a basis for preparing workpapers. But if there is an apparent adverse reaction to note...
taking that threatens to jeopardize the further conduct of the interview, it should be stopped.

Recording equipment or stenographers are not normally used during an interview. But if necessary, they may be used with the agreement of the interviewee. A copy of any recording or written transcript should be made available to the interviewee for needed corrections. When the interviewee arranges the recording or transcript, a copy should be obtained.

The record of the interview for the workpapers should be prepared as promptly as possible after the interview and include the reasons for and the substance of the interview, as well as its time and place. The names and the titles of participants should be included, as should the basis on which they were selected to be interviewed. Where practicable, the interview memorandum should be reviewed and signed by each GAO staff member present.

Interviewees should be asked to confirm significant information that they gave during the interview unless it is otherwise supported and confirmation is considered unnecessary. This is most important when information obtained deals with a point critical to a GAO finding; differs from documentation or from other testimony; or criticizes policies, practices, or individuals to be referred to in the GAO report. It is usually desirable to confirm information on a highly technical subject or one that involves numerous dates, amounts, or statistical information, even when the information is used only as background data in the report.

Confirmation of information provided in an interview does not eliminate the need to corroborate it. Confirmation establishes only that the record of the interview reasonably states the interviewee’s position. It does not establish the validity or the reliability of that position.

Confirmation should be in writing. The interviewee should be asked to sign and date the interview memorandum in a statement to the following effect:

"I have read this memorandum of interview and agree that it presents fairly the matters discussed and the statements made during the interview."

Under unusual circumstances, it may be appropriate to use a more formal statement signed under oath. When this is believed necessary, the division Assistant Comptroller General should be
contacted. (See GAO Order 0150.1, "Authority to Administer Oaths and Affirmations.")

If the interviewee refuses a request for written confirmation or if a reason exists to believe that a request for written confirmation would discourage further necessary cooperation, oral confirmation should be obtained and noted in the workpapers. The reason that oral, rather than written, confirmation was obtained should be noted in the workpapers. A second staff member should witness the oral confirmation and sign the workpapers evidencing it.

If an interviewee refuses to confirm significant information, either in writing or orally, that fact and the interviewee's reasons should be noted in the workpapers. While corroboration is essential, unwillingness of an interviewee to accept responsibility for information he or she provides makes corroboration particularly important.

Structured Interviews

A structured interview uses a DCI to gather data, either by telephone or face-to-face. In a structured interview, staff ask the same questions of numerous individuals in the same manner, offering each respondent the same set of possible responses.

What is said in the interview is basically dictated by the written, structured DCI that is prepared in advance and pretested with assistance from DMTAG staff. Interviewers are trained to use the DCI and to consistently transmit the meaning of questions to respondents. The DCI may include supplemental language that can be used if the interviewee does not understand the original wording of a question. Any improvisations made in the language to foster understanding should be noted and considered before the data are analyzed.

The DCI to be used in a structured interview should be pretested to determine whether

- the right questions are being asked,
- the subject matter of each question is relevant to the respondent and he or she has the knowledge to answer it, and
- the wording and procedures used in conducting the interview are adequate to ensure valid and reliable responses.

Pretest interviewees are selected from the universe that will be used in the study. The pretest selection need not be random but, when
the universe is heterogenous, several of each type of individual in that universe should be selected. Pretest interviewers usually are conducted in-person, but CATIs may be conducted by telephoning potential respondents. Problems can be identified by the interviewer's observations or by questioning the pretest interviewees in a debriefing.

In many instances, the critique by agency officials whose program is under review can avoid problems after data collection. If modifications to the DCI or to the conduct of the structured interview are extensive, another series of pretests may be necessary.

Interviewers must be thoroughly trained. Even though the DCI dictates the questions and their order, speech mannerisms of the interviewer may alter intended meanings. Training devices include (1) kickoff conferences, (2) interview booklets including instructions, (3) role playing, (4) field practice, and (5) supervisory field visits and telephone contacts. The devices used and the extent of their use depends on the complexity of the issue that is the subject of the interview and the prior training and experience of the interviewers.
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In developing questionnaires, staff should consider the following:

- Present questions in a format appropriate to their purpose and to required information. Many possible question formats exist, ranging from open-ended questions to those that provide response choices and rank or rate available alternative choices. The use of each depends on the assignment objective(s). Open-ended questions are seldom used because of the difficulty in aggregating or analyzing responses and the burden they place on respondents.

- Include all significant variables in a way that can be measured. This requires ensuring that measures included in response choices are consistent with standards to be used in analyzing responses.

- Ensure that questions are relevant and proper and are qualified as needed. In pretesting questionnaires, care must be taken to ensure that inappropriate questions have been avoided. This includes ensuring that the sensitivity of respondents, their likely attitude to questions, and their ability to easily understand and answer them have been considered. Mail questionnaires are pretested through personal interviews.

- Be clear and concise, consistent with respondents' language levels.

- Provide a comprehensive list of relevant, mutually exclusive responses to choose from. To obtain useful data, response choices must contain all important categories that apply to the question. This requires thorough research and understanding of what the question is about.

- Ask nonbiased questions in an appropriate format, sequence, and item construction. Bias can occur in either the question or the structure in which the response must be given. Information from biased responses is, for the most part, unusable, because the auditor/evaluator cannot determine to what extent information provided is distorted.

- Anticipate and account for various respondent tendencies. Question construction can go a long way toward countering
respondent tendencies, such as agreeing with a perceived "correct response," and promoting unbiased answers in subject areas that may be perceived as highly sensitive, objectionable, or threatening.

- Quantify response measures where possible. Questionnaires provide quantitative data, but they are not exact measuring instruments. Measurement error can be minimized by following good practice in developing and using questionnaires.

- Provide a logical and unbiased line of inquiry that is understandable and interesting to the respondent, including appropriate sequencing, and the use of subtitles and transitional phrases.

- Include good instructions that set expectations. An introduction should contain the purpose of the questionnaire, how the information will be used, who should complete it, who else will be receiving it, why or how they were selected, and instructions for returning it or asking questions about it.

- Before administering the questionnaire, prepare a preliminary data analysis plan that identifies how the information obtained will be used and which questions, if linked, provide the answers to even broader questions.
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Policy

GAO's policy is to ensure that data are properly analyzed and presented by determining the appropriate type and scope of data analysis during the design phase, performing analyses suitable to the form and quality of the data collected, and interpreting and presenting the results appropriate to the strength of the evidence.

Analysis Plan

Preparing a data analysis plan is an important part of designing an assignment. A data analysis plan describes how the data collected will be analyzed and presented to answer the assignment questions and to address the assignment issues. It should include the table shells (outlines of the tables without numbers) and the graphics that will be used to present the data. Table shells could present frequencies, crosstabs of two or more variables, correlations, or more sophisticated statistical results from regressions or other analyses. The tables and graphics must help answer all or part of the assignment questions. (Also, see ch. 6.2, "The Job Design Phase."

Completeness of the Data

A preliminary data analysis plan should be included in the assignment design, but, as the assignment proceeds, the plan is refined. After the data are collected, staff should determine the extent to which their expectations for data characteristics and quality have been met.

In the assignment design, plans are specified for obtaining certain data for a specific number of cases. Despite best planning efforts, staff usually cannot obtain data on all variables for all cases. Choice among possible analyses should be based partly on the collected data. For example, are many observed values small and only a few large? Are the data complete? If the data do not fit the assumptions of the methods planned, the staff should rethink what to do with the data they have.

Accounting for Survey Responses

When conducting a GAO survey, staff must account for all questionnaires mailed or interviews attempted in the workpapers and in the GAO products. This includes the number of questionnaires returned or interviews completed, the number of intended respondents that refused, the number of questionnaires that were undeliverable or interviews that could not be conducted, and so on.
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The response rate for a survey or, if a stratified sample is used, the response rate for each stratum should be calculated as the percentage of eligible study cases drawn from the sample or population list that provide usable data. In calculating this rate, GAO counts all selected cases as eligible, unless they are proven ineligible through such means as the response to a screening question or through independent sources of information. Mail questionnaires returned with the post office designation of "undeliverable" are considered to be eligible for the study and should be considered as nonresponses. Survey response rates must be reported along with the results in GAO products.

Qualitative Analyses

Qualitative data are information in the form of words or images. GAO staff often collect large quantities of written material--workpapers, agency documents, meetings transcripts, previous evaluations--that are difficult to combine and analyze because of their diversity and lack of structure. Content analysis is a set of procedures for organizing information in a standardized format that allows evaluators to make inferences about the characteristics and meaning of written and otherwise recorded material.

Content Analysis

Content analysis is used to convert narrative messages or visual images to quantitative form so that they can be interpreted with standard statistical techniques. It is a systematic way of assigning numerical codes to nonnumeric data. It may be useful in analyzing most written materials, including the narrative responses to open-ended questions asked of questionnaire recipients. This method tends to be time consuming, but whether it yields strong results or not depends on the variability contained in the responses, the appropriateness of the categories or themes into which the data are classified, and the level of interrupter reliability that is achieved by independent classifications. Therefore, early and continuous consultation with the Design and Methodology Technical Assistance Groups (DMTAG) is needed.

Content analysis involves the following steps:

- Choose material for analysis. Although written material is most frequently used, recorded communications (photographs, television programs, movies, tape recordings of interviews, and so forth) can be used if they are available to be reanalyzed and checked for reliability. Sampling can be used if the material is too extensive to be analyzed in its entirety.

- Select a unit of analysis. This means putting a boundary around the material to be analyzed.
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- Develop coding categories for converting narrative to quantitative information significant to assignment objective(s). The categories selected must be exhaustive, mutually exclusive, and independent of each other.

- Assign material included in the unit of analysis to particular coding categories. Coding can be done manually or by computer program. Coded material must be checked for intercoder reliability.

- Apply appropriate statistical analyses to meet assignment objective(s).

Pretesting is necessary to determine whether

- coding categories are clearly specified and adequate,

- coding instructions are adequate and result in reliable classifications, and

- coders are suitable for the job.

Computer text-retrieval and hypertext software packages, such as AskSam, are available to help search, sort, and extract qualitative information. The text information, however, must be made compatible with software requirements. For example, for AskSam the text must be converted into an ASCII text computer file which can be done using WordPerfect. The contents of the text file also must be broken into logical units of analysis—such as documents, comments, or paragraphs—and then tagged. If open-ended information is captured during or keypunched from an interview or questionnaire using the Questionnaire Programming Language (QPL), an AskSam import file is automatically created. (See QPL Reference Manual, Version 3.0.)

For additional information, see Content Analysis: A Methodology for Structuring and Analyzing Written Material (GAO/PEMD-10.1.3).

Quantitative Analyses

Quantitative data analysis deals with information expressed as numbers as opposed to words. When quantitative information is collected on a number of cases, convenient and well established procedures are available for comparing and aggregating information across cases. Findings may then be presented describing the cases in tables, graphs, or aggregate statistics, such as means, variances, and correlations. More complex methods include regression analysis, time-series analysis, and log-linear analysis.
A range of statistical techniques is used to facilitate analysis. Descriptive and inferential statistics are briefly described below but are more fully discussed in Quantitative Data Analysis: An Introduction (GAO/PEMD-10.1.11).

Descriptive Statistics

Descriptive statistics can be used to summarize and understand an otherwise incomprehensibly large amount of information. For example, given a long list of numbers (e.g., the dollar amounts of a thousand Medicare reimbursements), the size of reimbursements can be indicated by determining their mean, median, or mode. These statistics, which are measures of central tendency, need to be applied appropriately. For example, when the distribution of numbers is skewed, the median is typically a better measure of central tendency than the mean.

Another set of descriptive statistics illustrates how much dispersion exists among the numbers. These include

- **range**, which is the difference between the largest and the smallest numbers on the list;

- **variance**, which is determined by computing the difference between the mean and each number in the list, squaring the difference, and averaging the sum of the squared differences; and

- **standard deviation**, which is the square root of the variance.

Measures of association, such as correlation coefficient and regression coefficient, may be used to describe relationships among variables or comparison groups and to indicate the degree to which variation in one measure corresponds to variation in the other. This does not, of itself, establish causality. But, in conjunction with particular evaluation designs or with carefully formulated questions, the resulting regression coefficients can be used to support conclusions about causality.

Inferential Statistics

Descriptive statistics summarize a universe in which the significant attributes of all items included in it are known. When information has been gathered from probability samples, inferences can be drawn about the universe from which the sample was drawn. With appropriately drawn samples, inferential statistics permit the computation of statistics that estimate the central tendency, the dispersion, and other information about larger populations or groups of populations. (See Using Statistical Sampling (GAO/PEMD-10.1.6) for some elementary methods for drawing inferences.)
Generally, inferences should be drawn and reported only about differences, similarities, or relationships observed in sample data after GAO has performed the necessary statistical test(s) to ensure that the inferences are likely to be true for the population of interest.

*Use of inferential statistics requires that the sample be appropriately drawn.* Because not all of the universe is surveyed, the sample result will almost surely differ from the true but unknown universe parameter. When a probability sample is used to develop estimates, each estimate has a measurable precision, or sampling error, which may be expressed as a plus/minus figure. A sampling error indicates how closely one can reproduce from a sample the results that one would obtain if one were to take a complete count of the universe using the same measurement methods. By adding the sampling error to and subtracting it from the estimate, the upper and lower bounds for each estimate can be developed. This range is called a confidence interval. Sampling errors and confidence intervals are stated at a certain confidence level—in GAO it is usually 95 percent. For example, a confidence interval, at the 95-percent confidence level, means that in 95 out of 100 instances, the sampling procedure used would produce a confidence interval containing the universe value being estimated.

Inferential statistics include test statistics, which help to settle various propositions about a population based only on sample information. A wide variety of test statistics applies to different evaluation designs and conditions.

*When reporting on sample results, no statements about differences among subgroups may be made unless an appropriate statistical test has shown those differences to be significant at the .05 level.* For example, in a survey of manufacturing companies, it would not be appropriate to state that a greater proportion of large companies than of small had a specific attribute unless the observed difference in the sample data had been shown to be statistically significant at the .05 level. If important reasons exist for citing a difference that is not significant at the .05 level, the director of planning and reporting of the unit should be informed of the technical problem involved and the implications to the product message and his/her approval obtained for deviating from this policy. In these cases, the exact probability that there is not actually a difference (p value) must be shown in the same section of the product in which the difference is discussed.
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Forecasting
A number of forecasting methods is available. For uncomplicated situations, recent trends can be extrapolated to a future period using curve-fitting procedures. The simple extrapolation can sometimes be improved by modifying it to consider the impact of likely changes that will significantly affect future conditions. For example, foreseeable changes in population age might need to be considered if health care costs are extrapolated.


Formal Modeling
Conclusions about the operation of a government program or activity can sometimes be reached by modeling the operation. Models are abstract representations that seek to capture fundamental relationships in a simplified form. Formal models, which can be developed mathematically and tested or estimated statistically, can provide a sound and defensible way to analyze vast amounts of data or numerous variables. Since the use of formal models can be time-consuming and usually requires an understanding of operations research concepts, GAO staff should obtain advice from individuals with the proper expertise.

When using models, staff should ensure that the model is appropriate and credible for the purpose at hand. Staff should use appropriate factors/criteria to systematically assess the level of confidence to be placed in the model’s results for its intended purpose. Assessment criteria should include

- information about the theory, model design, and input data;
- how the model has been checked, including verification, validation, and sensitivity analyses; and
- how the model is documented and controlled.

Assessments of models should be documented, and information on strengths and limitations of models used should be disclosed in GAO products.
Many models are already available for certain issues, or they may be constructed if the benefits warrant the expense. Examples of common descriptive and optimizing models involved in GAO's audit and evaluation work follow. GAO also uses economic models that are described in chapter 17, "Economic Policy Issues."

Descriptive Models

Descriptive models can display the details of a situation to show how it might be rearranged or demonstrate the consequences of changing it. Descriptive models describe real-world situations in mathematical terms and can be of two types. Deterministic models produce the same results when run with identical input data sets. Probabilistic models (also referred to as Monte Carlo simulations or stochastic models) allow for uncertainty or variability in phenomena such as equipment failure and time spent in line waiting. The following are examples of descriptive models:

- **Combat:** Combat models describe confrontations between opposing forces, ranging, for example, from one-on-one opposing weapon systems to theater-level combat between forces composed of diverse combat elements in a specific geographic area. Combat models can, for example, be used to analyze conflicts that have not occurred.

- **Air quality:** Air quality dispersion models predict concentrations of pollutants in the atmosphere. These models can be used in both research and regulatory applications, including permit decisions, estimation of pollution levels around existing facilities, and review and development of air quality standards.

- **Cost-effectiveness:** These models focus on expected resource consumption associated with achieving a specified objective or level of effectiveness. The effectiveness objective is important since different objectives will produce different results.

- **Queuing:** Queuing models are mathematical representations of the behavior of systems in which objects wait in line for one or more services. Queuing network models estimate overall system response time and other key variables and are especially useful in estimating the capacity of the system under study.

- **Markov chain:** Markov Chain models are closely related to queuing models but focus on the behavior of a system whose condition can change randomly with some fixed probability.

Optimizing Models

Optimizing models that determine the optimal way in which given variables can be maximized or minimized subject to specified constraints include the following:
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- **Linear programming**: The most common of the optimizing models, linear programming can be used for maximizing or minimizing certain functions (e.g., allocating resources) when a linear relationship exists between variables.

- **Game theory**: These models seek to optimize the behavior of individuals when an outcome depends upon the interaction of two or more participants.

- **Network analysis**: Program Evaluation and Review Techniques (PERT) and Critical Path Method (CPM) use mathematical models to analyze steps that must be taken to achieve an objective. They are used to develop standards to meet an objective by planning and scheduling activities that depend on each other. While the models themselves do not find optimal scheduling parameters, they may be used to "optimize" by trying different sets of scheduling parameters.

PERT relies more heavily on complex mathematical models and computer methodology. CPM uses visual methods, as well as mathematical models.

**Computer Analysis**

Often, analysis of large amounts of data is needed to meet the assignment objective(s). To facilitate subsequent analysis, as well as data collection, computer processing requirements should be considered in determining where, how, and in what form data are to be collected.

Many computer software packages are available for arranging, analyzing, and presenting data and in creating workpapers. Computers are also used in reviewing agency information.

*In using computer software packages, staff must understand the algorithm involved.* For example, one must know whether it does what the assignment analysis requires and whether the assignment's data satisfy the requirements associated with the algorithm and so forth. *Also, GAO staff must document the input, procedures, and results of computer analyses in the workpapers.*

The significant characteristics of illustrative software packages are briefly described below.

**dBASE Software**

dBase is a relational database management system complete with its own programming language. It allows users to link or relate (and draw information from) one file or several files at a time. (Documentation manuals are available.)
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# FoxBASE and FoxPRO
These software packages are relational data base management systems. They are similar to and compatible with dBASE.
(Documentation manuals are available.)

# LOTUS 1-2-3, EXCELL, and QATTRO PRO
These are integrated software packages composed of an electronic spreadsheet, data base management features, and graphic functions.
(Documentation manuals are available.)

# Electronic Briefcase
Components of this software, developed by Canada's Office of the Auditor General, allow auditors to electronically prepare and manage workpapers; reference the workpapers to the audit program; maintain previously approved audit programs; extract and analyze data from client files; prepare lead sheets, ratios, and financial statements; prepare flowcharts; communicate with others on the job; and prepare spreadsheets.

# Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS and SPSSX)
SPSS is widely used in GAO for statistical analyses, data transformation, and file manipulation. It allows flexibility because data may be either numeric or alphabetic. (Detailed information is available in books such as *Statistical for the Social Sciences* and *SPSS Statistical Package for the Social Sciences* and *SPSS Update*.)
The SPSSX package includes a random number generator that has been approved for use in GAO assignments.

# The Biomedical Package (BIOMED)
The BIOMED package, which uses an English-based control language, includes 33 different programs that perform various statistical analyses. (Detailed information is included in a book titled *BMDP-77 Biomedical Computer Programs P-Series*.)

# SAS
SAS, formerly known as the Statistical Analysis System, provides a wide variety of tools for data analysis and reporting and is used extensively nationwide. Features include information storage and retrieval, data modification and programming, statistical analysis, output format, and file handling. Unlike BIOMED, it includes extensive graphics capability. (The Guideline for Preparing, Documenting, and Referencing SAS Products (GAO/IMTEC-11.1.2) provides detailed information.)
The subroutine RANUNI that generates random numbers has been approved for use in GAO assignments.

# DYLAKOR Software
DYLAKOR software has the power and flexibility of a high-level, general-purpose programming language but can be debugged and...
tested faster. It is appropriate for the audit environment, where quick response and one-time analysis and reporting are normal. DYLAKOR’s random number generator has been approved for use in GAO assignments. (DYLAKOR documentation manuals are available.)

Regional Office Selection Package

This is a software package tailored to GAO that uses the random number generator common to other acceptable packages discussed above (SAS, SPSSX). Regional Technical Assistance Groups, division DMTAGs, and the GAO interdivisional design group should be contacted for more details.

International Mathematical Statistical Library (IMSL)

IMSL is written in FORTRAN and is directed toward specialists. It contains computational subroutines to check for many kinds of errors. Manuals are available to describe procedures. Subroutines RNOPT-3, RNOPT-4, and GGUBT contain approved random number generators.

QPL software is a system of IBM/PC compatible programs developed by GAO that can be used to create computerized data collection instruments for conducting computer-aided telephone interviews or to enter data collected from handwritten interviews or questionnaires. QPL contains utilities that can automatically create SPSS and SAS programs for analyzing data. QPL also contains utilities to convert the data to other formats such as Lotus 1-2-3, dBase, and AskSam. (Documentation manuals are available from the Design and Data Analysis Group, Human Resource Division (HRD).)

Related Materials

Other Chapter of This Manual


Other Publications

Content Analysis: A Methodology for Structuring and Analyzing Written Material (GAO/PEMD-10.1.3).

Using Statistical Sampling (GAO/PEMD-10.1.6).

Quantitative Data Analysis: An Introduction (GAO/PEMD-10.1.11).

Preparing, Documenting, and Referencing Microcomputer Data Base Applications (GAO/IMTEC-11.1.1).
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# Guideline for Preparing, Documenting, and Referencing SAS Products (GAO/IMTEC-11.1.2).

# Preparing, Documenting, and Referencing Lotus Spreadsheets (GAO/IMTEC-11.1.3).

# "Financial Forecasts and Projections;" Attestation Standard Section 200, Codification of Statements on Auditing Standards, AICPA.

# Guide for Prospective Financial Statements, AICPA.
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Workpapers and Assignment Files--Policy Summary

Policy

GAO's policy is to ensure that

- performance of audit/evaluation work and the basis for findings, conclusions, and recommendations are accurately, promptly, fully, and clearly documented in workpapers (see ch. 11.1, "Workpapers");

- workpapers are adequately safeguarded and protected from unauthorized disclosure (see ch. 11.1); and

- key events and decisions affecting assignment performance and products are documented in files as a basis for tracking assignment history and responding to inquiries (see ch. 11.2, "Assignment Files").

Policy Highlights

Workpapers

Workpapers are the record of work performed and the results of that work. They include all material relevant to the assignment. They describe and support actions taken, steps and analysis performed, conditions encountered, conclusions reached, and recommendations made. They establish the support that work met GAO's standards, and they provide a basis for supervisors to guide staff, give meaningful on-the-job training, and rate staff on their performance.

Workpapers must have the following elements:

- They must be complete: Evidence supporting all assignment objectives must be thoroughly documented. Workpapers must establish that assignment evidence meets GAO's standards.

- They must be prepared and organized so that their purpose and the nature, scope, and results of work on the assignment can be readily understood: Standardized format, organization, indexing, and summarization procedures are designed to meet that requirement. But those procedures can be modified for the rare assignment that requires special treatment.

- They must be reviewed by a higher level supervisor: Workpapers should be reviewed as promptly as possible after they have been prepared. The review should be sufficiently prompt to (1) ensure
that any required modifications can be made or additional evidence collected on a timely basis and (2) promote early guidance to staff.

- **They must be adequately safeguarded:** All workpapers must be handled with appropriate care and safeguarded to prevent loss, theft, alteration, destruction, or disclosure to unauthorized persons. Certain data that may be included in workpapers are protected by law or regulation, are sensitive, or are covered by restrictions such as pledges of confidentiality. Such data require special safeguards and release restrictions.

- **They must be retained for a period that provides accessibility during the time that information in the workpapers may be needed,** normally 5 years: That period may be changed if circumstances indicate the need for a longer retention period. Historically significant workpapers, as determined by the Special Assistant to the Comptroller General with advice of the Chief Historian, are normally kept for 20 years and then offered to the National Archives and Records Administration for permanent retention as they believe appropriate.

- **They must be made available to those having a legitimate need, such as legislative support agencies; agency Inspectors General; and other federal, state, or local audit/evaluation groups where such access is necessary for the effective discharge of their responsibilities:** Access to workpapers may be provided by the issue area director or regional manager after consultation with the Office of Policy; the Office of Program Planning (where sister agencies are involved); and after the requester has been notified, through the Office of Congressional Relations. When access is given, care must be taken to ensure that the workpapers relate only to the information needed; have received appropriate supervisory review; and have met requirements for classified, sensitive, or proprietary data.

**Assignment Files**

Assignment files include key documents that describe decisions and events that significantly affected the performance of the assignment and the development of its products. The master job file is the primary assignment file and includes, as supplemental files, the master product folder and the signature package.

Minimum documentation requirements have been prescribed to ensure that materials significant to assignment performance and product preparation are readily available. The file should be kept at a place where it will be most readily accessible to respond to questions promptly as they arise. Retention periods are normally the same as those for workpapers.
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Key Responsibilities

*Each staff member* is responsible for the preparation and protection of workpapers documenting the results of his/her work.

*Immediate supervisors* (e.g., site supervisors, evaluators-in-charge, or assistant directors) are responsible for protecting workpapers and for reviewing them to ensure that they comply with GAO's policies and procedures.

*Issue area directors* (or regional managers when they have responsibility for an assignment) are ultimately responsible for ensuring that all steps needed to meet assignment objectives have been adequately performed and documented.

*Division Assistant Comptrollers General and regional managers* are responsible for ensuring that an adequate system is in place to identify and correct weaknesses in workpaper preparation, review, safeguarding, and retention.

*The Chief Historian* is responsible for providing guidance to GAO staff on selecting and handling historically significant assignment files.

*The Director, Records Management Center, Office of Information Management and Communications,* is responsible for providing guidance to the GAO staff on transferring, destroying, and retrieving workpapers.
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Policy

GAO's policy is to ensure that

- performance of audit/evaluation work and the basis for findings, conclusions, and recommendations are accurately, promptly, fully, and clearly documented in workpapers and

- workpapers are adequately safeguarded and protected from unauthorized disclosure.

Definition of Workpapers

Workpapers are the documentary record of work performed on an assignment to meet its objective(s). They include all relevant material--manual or automated--obtained or developed in connection with an assignment. They describe and support actions taken, steps and analyses performed, conditions encountered, conclusions reached, and recommendations made.

Workpaper Preparation

Workpapers must be prepared in a way that ensures that they are complete and accurate, relevant, clear and understandable, legible and neat, and in a standardized format.

Complete and Accurate

Evidence supporting all assignment objectives must be thoroughly documented. Workpapers must establish that evidence meets GAO tests of completeness, accuracy, reliability, and sufficiency. They must clearly identify the methodology and procedures used to obtain and analyze evidence. They must adequately demonstrate the nature and scope of GAO's work and they must properly support all findings, conclusions, and recommendations.

The completeness and accuracy of some workpapers, such as interview writeups, is significantly enhanced if they are prepared promptly after the event occurs. The faster such workpapers are prepared, the easier it is for staff to recall and record important details.

Mathematical Calculations

All mathematical calculations performed by GAO staff must be accurate. The workpapers must show what calculations were performed, who performed them, and what tests were conducted to ensure completeness and accuracy. All GAO calculations significant to the assignment's objective(s) must be verified by repeating the
calculation. The staff doing the calculation should document the steps taken to verify it and the results of verification.

When information obtained from sources outside GAO (e.g., agencies and contractors) contains mathematical calculations significant to the assignment's objectives, the workpapers should thoroughly explain what was done to ensure their completeness and accuracy.

Computer-Generated Data

Much of GAO's work involves the use of computers to record, store, develop, and analyze data. Computer outputs and data storage devices often are compiled as part of the workpapers. As with other types of data, GAO must ensure that computer-generated data are complete, accurate, and reliable so that GAO's products are adequately supported. The workpapers must show the steps that were taken to assess the reliability of computer-processed data and the results obtained. (See GAO/OP-8.1.3, Assessing the Reliability of Computer-Processed Data.)

Relevant

Evidence collected and documented in the workpapers must have a logical, sensible relationship to the issue it seeks to prove or disprove and to audit/evaluation objectives identified in the assignment plan (see ch. 8, “Collecting Evidence”). Accumulating and retaining unnecessary or duplicative evidence is costly and can hamper the management of an assignment, complicate storage and filing operations, and cause important information to be overlooked or obscured.

Clear and Understandable

Workpapers should be prepared so that anyone using them can readily understand their purpose as well as the nature, scope, and results of the work and the preparer's conclusions. Workpapers should detail the evidence obtained and the procedures or methodology used to obtain and analyze it. For example, if a sample of information or data is used, the workpapers should explain the rationale for the sample, how and why it was selected, and what it shows relevant to assignment objectives.

Legible and Neat

Workpapers should be carefully and neatly prepared so that they can be easily read and understood. Workpapers may be prepared on the computer or manually. When manually prepared, pencil is preferable for schedules containing figures that may change. Ink is preferable for writeups and narrative comments that generally are double-spaced.
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Standardized Format

Workpapers should be prepared in a standardized format designed primarily to (1) facilitate accessibility, handling, and storage; (2) streamline preparation; and (3) give a professional appearance. Generally, workpapers should

- be prepared on 8-1/2-inch x 11-inch paper,
- include on each document the job code and the document’s purpose and source, and
- be signed and dated by workpaper preparers and supervisory reviewers.

Additional guidelines on preparing workpapers, including a description of format and content, filing techniques, and workpaper covers, are included in appendix I. Although these guidelines cover most situations normally encountered in preparing and assembling workpapers, the evaluator-in-charge (EIC)/senior regional person should be flexible in adapting them to fit job needs. For example, when the workpaper title adequately identifies the purpose or source of the document, separate purpose or source captions would be unnecessary. Also, if a group of documents were all obtained from one source, a general statement of source could cover all pages rather than listing the source on each page.

Organization and Indexing

Because of the diversity of GAO’s audit and evaluation work, no organization pattern or indexing system can be prescribed to cover every situation. The indexing system used should do the following:

- Be as simple and clear-cut as possible. Simple, logical systems should be devised to best meet the needs of the assignment and to easily identify, store, and locate workpapers. Organization and indexing systems should promote efficiencies in handling workpapers and in writing and processing summaries and products. This system is particularly important when assignments involve multiple audit sites or groups.

- Bring together all workpapers logically related to each other, to the applicable assignment segment, and to the assignment plan. This step can be done by physical arrangement in workpapers or by effective cross-reference. Effective cross-referencing (1) reduces the need for data duplication; (2) helps ensure that information is properly related to assignment objectives and reporting; and (3)
facilitates supervisory review, referencing, and product preparation. Workpapers should be cross-referenced to related workpapers and they should either be cross-referenced to the assignment plan or vice versa (that is, the plan to the workpapers).

- Establish a unique number identifier for each workpaper that permits cross-referencing and facilitates tying material included in the report to specific supporting evidence. The top right corner of each workpaper (schedule or interview) should be identified. For multiple-page, agency-provided documents, the first page should be indexed and the bottom of each unnumbered page should be numbered (e.g., 1/10, 2/10, 3/10). If an agency document has numbered pages, the pages need not be renumbered.

- Include a master index that identifies the organization of the workpapers and their interrelationships.

- Provide for summaries of work performed and results as they relate to individual assignment segments or groups of segments.

**Summaries**

Workpaper summaries are valuable tools because they can be used to present in a clear, concise, and convincing manner the essence of work performed; results achieved; conclusions reached; and recommendations, if any, supported by evidence included in the workpapers.

They are particularly appropriate when extensive data are obtained or when a key issue is being developed for the final product. Summaries also may be appropriate when an issue will not be included in the final product but is the subject of followup work.

Summaries should

- provide a succinct recap of significant information that supports objectives;

- enable a reviewer to quickly grasp the nature of work performed and the extent of support for findings, conclusions, and recommendations;

- be indexed to workpapers to guide the reviewer to supporting evidence; and

- facilitate drafting the final product.
Examples of workpaper summaries include

- a lead schedule that brings together numerical data;
- a summary of key information to determine whether an assignment should proceed from survey to review phase (i.e., decision paper); and
- a summary of evidence supporting a finding, conclusion, or recommendation.

**Workpaper Review**

*Workpapers must be reviewed by a higher-level supervisor.* The purpose of the review is to assess

- compliance with the assignment plan and instructions given during the assignment;
- the accuracy, reliability, adequacy, and relevance of work performed;
- the competence, relevance, and sufficiency of evidence supporting findings;
- the reasonableness of conclusions and the appropriateness of recommendations; and
- conformity with applicable standards, policies, and procedures.

Workpaper review provides a basis for guiding staff, giving meaningful on-the-job training, and rating staff.

**Timing**

*Supervisors should review workpapers as soon as practicable after they have been prepared.* The review should be sufficiently prompt to (1) ensure that any required modifications can be made or additional evidence collected on a timely basis and (2) promote early guidance to staff.

While prompt review of all workpapers is required, timeliness is particularly important for workpapers prepared by junior and less experienced staff since they need the feedback and guidance for developmental purposes.

**Documentation**

*The results of the supervisory review must be documented in the workpapers.* This documentation evidences the supervisor’s
determination that work recorded in the workpapers meets GAO's standards. It establishes that questions, comments, or conflicts about audit/evaluation work have been satisfactorily resolved.

Immediate supervisors and/or EICs should sign and date all GAO-prepared workpapers. Other workpapers, such as agency manuals or regulations, need not be individually signed.

Supervisors generally should prepare a separate comment sheet for each workpaper or workpaper binder/bundle on which they have questions. The use of comment sheets is preferred because they focus attention on issues to be addressed.

Staff members should address open comments in the workpapers and annotate the comment sheet to indicate that those comments have been resolved. Before documenting final acceptance of the workpapers, supervisors should ensure that all outstanding questions and/or comments have been satisfactorily resolved and documented.

Assistant directors, assistant regional managers, or designees, at a minimum, should sign and date workpaper binder/bundle covers. This signature evidences that the workpapers meet GAO’s standards of evidence and preparation guidelines.

Safeguarding Workpapers

General Requirements

All workpapers should be handled with proper care and safeguarded to prevent loss, theft, alteration, destruction, or disclosure to unauthorized persons. For most workpapers, location in GAO-controlled office space affords adequate protection.

Special precautions should be taken when workpapers are outside of GAO-controlled space. If satisfactory arrangements cannot be made to adequately safeguard workpapers in such locations, the matter should be brought to the attention of the cognizant regional manager, branch office director, or issue area director so that suitable measures to protect the workpapers can be taken.
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Classified National Security Information

Workpapers containing classified information must be

- dated when created,
- marked with the highest classification of any information contained therein,
- protected in accordance with the assigned classification,
- destroyed when no longer needed,
- marked with declassification information when placed in permanent files, and
- accounted for and controlled in the manner prescribed for any document of comparable classification.

Tax Information

Information obtained from tax returns or other data reported to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) or to agencies that can be associated with an individual taxpayer must be safeguarded in accordance with procedures that have been approved by the Secretary of the Treasury. Unauthorized disclosure is subject to civil and criminal penalties.

Other Sensitive Workpapers Requiring Special Treatment

Draft reports; “Official Use Only” information; and sensitive data, such as proprietary data, personal medical information, information covered by pledges of confidentiality, and other legally protected data, must be specially safeguarded. Such workpapers must be stored in locked rooms or other key-locked receptacles, such as desks, cabinets, or bookcases, after normal working hours and when unattended during the workday.

Other safeguards include

- limiting access to authorized personnel;
- thorough briefing of personnel before they are permitted access to the information;
- proper storage, handling, transmission, release, and destruction of the material;
- proper marking; and
- observation of other special safeguards required by individual division or office requirements.
Automated Information

Automated workpapers require special precautions to limit access, to protect them from accidental destruction or alteration, and to otherwise ensure their physical protection and usability.

Threats to information in computer or automated systems include

- damage to floppy disks,
- copying of floppy disks by unauthorized persons,
- retrieval of discarded printer output and/or floppy disks by unauthorized persons, and
- destruction of data/information by computer viruses.

A general rule to follow in protecting sensitive information in computer systems is to apply the same precautions that would be used if the sensitive information were stored on paper: protect it physically and control access to it.

Sensitive Automated Information

The Computer Security Act of 1987 requires the protection of computer or automated systems containing sensitive information, such as performance appraisals, medical information, social security numbers, IRS data, geological/geophysical data, and proprietary information. Information and/or workpapers produced from GAO and agency computer or automated systems must be protected to prevent unauthorized release or use of such data.

Lost or Stolen Workpapers

If workpapers are lost, the EIC should be notified immediately of the circumstances surrounding the loss. The EIC should notify the assistant director so that an appropriate course of action for locating or replacing the lost workpapers can be determined.

If it seems likely that the workpapers were stolen, the building manager and/or security personnel where the theft took place should be notified immediately. The person who had custody of the stolen workpapers should prepare a memorandum describing all facts pertaining to the incident, including (1) approximately when (date and time) the theft occurred; (2) how (e.g., forceful entry into office, file cabinet, or safe) the theft was accomplished; (3) who was notified and what investigative actions were taken; and (4) what was included in the missing workpapers.

Copies of the memorandum should be sent to the head of the responsible division or office and the Director, Office of Security and Safety. The Security Officer acts as a focal point and maintains a file on all such occurrences.
For detailed requirements for safeguarding all types of classified, sensitive, tax, or sensitive automated information and the procedures to follow for lost or stolen workpapers, see The GAO Security Manual, GAO Order 0910.1. This order also includes requirements for Restricted Geological or Geophysical Information, Unclassified Nuclear Information, and Procurement Sensitive Information.

Workpaper Retention, Transfer, and Destruction

Retention

Workpapers, including automated data contained on such media as computer tapes and floppy disks, must be retained for at least 5 years after the assignment is completed. For some assignments, floppy disks may contain information that also is kept in hard-copy format in the workpapers. In these cases, the information on the floppy disks may be erased and the disks reused.

While other arrangements may be appropriate for some assignments, workpapers normally will be kept by the division or the office for 1 year and transferred to the Federal Records Center (FRC) for 4 years. Workpapers may be kept longer than 5 years when, in the judgment of the issue area director, the Office of Policy (OP), or the Chief Historian, they involve unsettled or historically significant issues. The Director, Records Management Center, should be notified when the workpapers are to be retained more than 5 years.

Historically Significant Workpapers

GAO’s policy is to identify and ensure the retention of historically significant workpapers that will have long-range value as sources of information on the history of the United States and/or GAO.

GAO’s work involves almost all activities of the U.S. Government. Some assignments concern issues of long-range significance that will be of importance to scholars in various disciplines for many years to come. GAO’s workpapers and related files bring together comprehensive information that may not be otherwise available.

Historically significant assignments include those that

- establish a primary source of information on an issue of far-reaching national or international importance, such as social security, the
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savings and loan crises of the 1980s and 1990s, the stock market crash of 1987, the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act (1985), the Strategic Defense Initiative, and the Iran/Contra controversy;

- collect information on matters that are less far-reaching but significant to America's heritage or culture, such as those involving archaeological preservation and American Indian artifacts (the information GAO collected on this assignment is considered a primary source for the history of archaeology in the United States); and

- had a significant impact on GAO, such as assignments that pioneered GAO's entry into an issue area of national importance or laid the groundwork for applying new and/or advanced evaluation methodologies.

Division Assistant Comptrollers General and other specified GAO officials are responsible for identifying completed assignments with potential long-range historical significance and notifying the Chief Historian. It is envisioned that only a few assignments in any one year will merit designation as historically significant. Assignment files and workpapers so designated are retained for 20 years (unless removed from the 20-year category after reevaluation by the Chief Historian) and then offered to the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) for permanent accession. (App. II contains procedures for nominating, selecting, and storing the files and workpapers for such assignments.)

Transfer

Soon after completion of work, regional and overseas offices generally should transfer workpapers to the headquarters division or office responsible for the assignment. There the workpapers normally are used in processing GAO products, developing questions for use by congressional committees, and preparing accomplishment reports. Other arrangements, such as keeping the workpapers in the regional or overseas office until called for, may be acceptable alternatives depending on the circumstances.

When workpapers are transferred between GAO offices, a GAO Form 355, "Workpaper Files Transmittal," or a list of the transferred files should be attached to the transmittal memorandum accompanying the files to the new location. A copy of the list should be receipted and returned to the sender.

Before being sent to headquarters or to storage, workpapers should be removed from binders and fastened together to save storage
space and permit reuse of the binders. When workpapers are no longer needed, the Records Management Center, Office of Information Management and Communications (OIMC), transfers them to FRC. When workpapers are transferred to FRC, a Standard Form 135, Records Transmittal and Receipt, or a GAO Form 355 should be prepared in accordance with GAO Order 0413.1, "Records Disposition."

Workpapers containing classified and/or sensitive information should be transferred in accordance with provisions of The GAO Security Manual.

Destruction

FRC will destroy workpapers on the disposal date specified by GAO. Before destroying them, however, FRC will notify responsible GAO divisions and offices. If the workpapers need to be retained, an additional retention period should be requested in a memorandum justifying the longer retention period.

Workpapers normally should be destroyed in accordance with GAO Order 0413.1 ("Records Disposition Program") and the Supplement to GAO Order 0413.1 ("GAO Comprehensive Records Schedule"). Divisions and offices may destroy workpapers still in their possession. Workpapers containing classified and/or sensitive information should be destroyed in accordance with the provisions of The GAO Security Manual.

Access to Workpapers

Workpapers are internal documents and normally are available only to GAO staff. However, on request, the issue area director or the regional manager may authorize access to persons outside GAO who have a legitimate need. For example, allowing access to other legislative support agencies; agency Inspectors General; and other federal, state, or local audit and evaluation groups may help them to effectively meet their responsibilities. Also, in certain circumstances, GAO may be required to make workpapers available to the courts and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).

Decisions on allowing access to workpapers should be made on a case-by-case basis and should consider matters such as the sensitivity of the data (e.g., IRS and FBI information) and assignment status.

Upon receiving a request for access to workpapers, regardless of whether the assignment is completed or ongoing, the issue area director or regional manager should follow the following steps:
Consult with OP. When classified, sensitive, or proprietary data are involved or where the material is particularly sensitive or controversial, special precautions are in order. Freedom of information requests should be referred to OP. (See ch. 15.0, "Other Audit- and Evaluation-Related Policies—Policy Summary.")

Consult with the Office of Program Planning when the request is made by a "sister agency."

Inform the requester through the Office of Congressional Relations.

After these requirements have been met, the issue area director or regional manager may provide access to the workpapers, provided that

- the workpapers received sufficient supervisory review;
- they relate solely to the information requested; and
- requirements of The GAO Security Manual for classified, sensitive, or proprietary data have been met.

Particularly when an assignment is ongoing, attempts should be made to meet a request for access to workpapers by alternative means, e.g., discussions, briefings, or synopsized workpapers. For ongoing assignments, care must be taken to ensure that compliance with a request for access to workpapers does not delay an assignment's performance.

**Related Materials**

**GAO Orders/Notices**

0135.1, "Audit Assignments Involving Access to Tax Information and Coordination of GAO's Work on Tax Policy and Administration at Treasury."

0410.1, "GAO Records Management Program."

0413.1, "Records Disposition Program."

0413.1 Supplement, "GAO Comprehensive Records Schedule."

0413.3(A-91), "Storage, Care, and Handling of Audit Workpapers Created on Computer Magnetic Tape."
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Other Publications

0415.1, “The GAO Vital Records Program.”

0416.1, “GAO Standardized Subjective Filing System.”


Preparing, Documenting, and Referencing Microcomputer Data Base Applications (GAO/IMTEC-11.1.1).

Guideline for Preparing, Documenting, and Referencing SAS Products (GAO/IMTEC-11.1.2).

Preparing, Documenting, and Referencing Lotus Spreadsheets (GAO/IMTEC-11.1.3).


GAO Forms


214, “7-Column Workpaper.”

215, “14-Column Workpaper.”

216, “21-Column Workpaper.”

219, “3-Column Workpaper”


221, “Preprinted Workpaper Cover”–11 inches.

222, “Blank Workpaper Cover” 11 inches.

237, “Workpaper Cover”–14 inches.

355, “Workpaper Files Transmittal.”

This form comes in two sizes: 11 inches and 14 inches. When obtaining the form from the GAO Supply Room, staff should designate which size they require.
Appendix I: Additional Guidelines on Workpaper Preparation

The following guidelines provide more specific information on workpaper format and content, filing techniques, and preparation of workpaper covers:

**Format and Content**

Workpapers generally should be prepared on 8-1/2-inch x 11-inch paper. Exceptions are (1) circumstances in which a realistic array demands wider or longer paper and (2) agency-provided legal and/or unusual size documents and computer printouts. The latter documents should be accumulated as appendixes in an outsize bundle.

Workpapers should be prepared on one side only. If it is necessary to write on the back, the front of the workpaper should be appropriately noted. Also, to avoid confusion and complications in filing, only one subject generally should be dealt with in a workpaper.

The job code, but not the job title, should be included at the top center of every workpaper for interviews, schedules, and other documents when the pages might become separated. Additionally, an appropriately worded workpaper title should be included, at a minimum, on the first page of interviews, schedules, and other documents. For bound documents included in the workpapers or as an appendix, the appropriate information should be cited only on the cover or first sheet.

A descriptive purpose and source generally should be included at the bottom of each document. When space is short, staff may (1) write "over" on the bottom front of the first page and put the information on the back of that page or (2) mark the purpose and source on a separate sheet of paper at the front of the document or on the tabbed or divider sheet preceding the document.

If symbols are used, the workpapers should include a legend to define what the symbols mean.

To the extent possible, GAO staff should consider using microcomputers to simplify their work efforts and save time.
example, titles and captions for interview writeups may be entered on a disk in a standard format and job codes, locations, or identifying information may be printed on labels that are attached to the workpaper or binder. All interviews or spreadsheets prepared on computers should meet Office guidance on automated/electronic workpapers. Such guidance is included in three technical guidelines published by the Information Management and Technology Division.

Workpaper preparers should sign and date the first sheet of agency-provided documents. Schedules and interviews should include the preparer's first initial and full last name and the preparation date on the first page, and subsequent pages should preferably include at least the preparer's initials and date. Use of a preparer's stamp is permissible.

Workpaper reviewers should follow the procedures described in the chapter.

(A list of GAO forms that may be used in preparing workpapers is included on p. 11.1-13.)

Filing Techniques

To keep all workpapers, except those considered to be appendixes, 1- and 2-inch three-ring binders should be used. The EIC/senior regional person should use the binder types best suited to staff preferences and assignment needs.

Binders should be labeled to indicate the type of information they contain.

Dividers or tabs should be used to organize the material in the binders for easy access.

A table of contents for each workpaper binder should be maintained to help locate documents. When more than one binder is used, an overall table of contents identifying all workpapers—including those in binders and those in appendix files/folders—should be maintained in the first workpaper binder.

Workpaper Covers

A workpaper cover sheet should be included as the first and last pages in the binder.

The use of preprinted workpaper covers is strongly encouraged for staff convenience but is not mandatory.

At a minimum, the job code, subject matter, job title, index, special handling notation, retention date, and evidence of supervisory review should be included on the cover.
Appendix II:  
Nominating, Selecting, and Storing Workpapers for Historically Significant Assignments

**Policy**

GAO's policy is to identify and ensure the appropriate retention of historically significant assignment files, workpapers, and files that will have long-range value as sources of information on the history of the United States and/or GAO.

**Nomination**

Nomination of historically significant assignments occurs every 6 months: On April 30 (for assignments completed in the preceding Oct. 1 through Mar. 31 time period) and October 31 (for assignments completed in the preceding Apr. 1 through Sept. 30 time period). At these times, division Assistant Comptrollers General, the Special Assistant to the Comptroller General, and the Assistant Comptroller General for Planning and Reporting may nominate such assignments by sending a memorandum describing the assignment and justifying the nomination to the Chief Historian.

**Selection**

After receiving nominations, the Chief Historian and the Special Assistant to the Comptroller General discuss the nominations and prepare a proposed final selection list. They refer that list to the Job Starts Group, which recommends to the Comptroller General the assignments that should be designated as historically significant. The Comptroller General makes the final selection.

**Storage**

The Chief Historian transmits the final selection list to the Director, Records Management Center, OIMC, who ensures that the records are appropriately identified for 20-year retention and transferred to a FRC, according to GAO Order 0413.1 Supplement. At the same time, the Chief Historian informs division Assistant Comptrollers General, as well as assignment EICs, of the final selections. EICs should clearly mark, for 20-year retention, the boxes containing these assignment files and workpapers and indicate that 20-year retention period when they file a GAO Form 355, "Workpaper Files Transmittal," with the Director, Records Management Center, OIMC.
Anytime during the 20-year retention period, the Chief Historian may reconsider whether an assignment's files and workpapers should be retained for the full 20 years. At the end of the 20-year period, the Director, Records Management Center, OIMC, offers the files and workpapers to NARA for accession as permanent records. If NARA decides not to accept certain files and workpapers for accession after 20 years, GAO may keep them if it still considers them important.
Assignment Files

Policy

GAO's policy is to ensure that key events and decisions affecting assignment performance and products are documented in files as a basis for tracking assignment history and responding to inquiries.

Composition of Assignment Files

The assignment file system consists of the master job file, which is the main assignment file, and two supplemental files:

- The master product folder.
- The signature package.

Master Job File

Definition

For each assignment, a master job file--including the master product folder and the signature package--should be kept as the primary assignment file. This file includes information on the assignment's history. It should contain key documents—whether in hard copy or computer disk format—that describe decisions and events that affected assignment performance and final products. (See app. I for a checklist of minimum documentation requirements for the master job file.)

Staff Responsibility

At the beginning of each assignment, the issue area director/regional manager should determine who (normally the evaluator-in-charge (EIC)) should prepare and maintain the master job file and where it should be kept. The file should be kept where it will be most readily accessible to respond to questions promptly as they arise. Generally, for an assignment with a headquarters EIC, this would be at the EIC's audit site or group.

For assignments in which the EIC is in a location other than headquarters, arrangements may be made to keep the file in a regional/overseas office until it is needed at headquarters (e.g., when report processing begins). Once the file is transferred, headquarters staff assume responsibility for maintaining it.

Retention/Destruction

Generally, the master job file should be kept for 5 years after assignment completion, the same retention period as GAO workpapers. During the first year, it generally should be kept by the
headquarters programming group. After that, the file generally should be warehoused at the Federal Records Center (FRC) for the remainder of the retention period. If the issue area director determines that it is not likely to be needed, the master job file—including the master product folder and signature package—may be sent to FRC earlier (i.e., at any time during the first year).

If the issue area director/regional manager believes that the file will be needed for a period longer than 5 years, he/she should arrange for its retention.

If a regional/overseas office expects the file to be needed for followup work, arrangements should be made to ensure its availability. The issue area director (or designee) should have a record of the file's location so it can be readily accessed by those who need it.

Procedures for destroying the file are similar to those for destroying workpapers. (See ch. 11.1, “Workpapers.”)

Historically Significant Assignments

GAO's policy is to identify and ensure the retention of information related to historically significant assignments. GAO's work involves almost all activities of the U.S. Government. Some GAO assignments concern issues of long-range significance, which will be of importance to scholars in various disciplines for many years to come. GAO's workpapers and related files bring together comprehensive information that otherwise may not be available.

Requests for the retention of files are the same as those for workpapers. (See ch. 11.1.)

Assignments With Classified, Restricted, or Sensitive Information

For assignments that contain classified, restricted, and/or sensitive information, the master job file including the two supplementary files should be handled in accordance with procedures in The GAO Security Manual.

Master Product Folder

Definition

The master product folder is the file that provides a record of a product's developmental history. The folder—prepared for each GAO product—documents that the product was reviewed, coordinated, referenced, processed, and issued in accordance with GAO's standards.
Drafts of the product should be included to establish changes made at various stages of the review process before it reaches its final form.

The draft approved by the issue area director and successive drafts and/or changes should be included in the master product folder. For some assignments, the various drafts can involve a large volume of paper. To help keep volume to a manageable level, drafts and/or changes developed before the issue area director’s approval should be kept as part of the workpapers and not included in the master product folder.

If hard copies of revised drafts are not prepared, to the extent possible, different computer disks should be used to document changes made to successive drafts.

(App. II is a checklist of minimum documentation requirements for the master product folder.)

Destruction/Retention

After the product has been issued, the master product folder should be kept with the rest of the master job file so that the folder can be readily accessed when needed. As part of the master job file, the master product folder is subject to the same retention and destruction procedures.

Signature Package

Definition

The signature package is a pocket folder containing key documents that support issuance of the GAO product. The package is used to circulate the completed product for final approvals and signature by the Comptroller General, division/office head, or issue area director, as appropriate. The signature package includes appropriate documentation (i.e., signed transmittal letters and the appropriate GAO Form 115-R, “Distribution for Restricted Reports,” or GAO Form 115-U, “Distribution for Unrestricted Reports”), which the Distribution Section uses as a basis for distributing GAO products to requesters and other recipients.

(App. III contains a checklist of minimum documentation requirements for the signature package. Communications Manual, ch. 12.14, “Processing and Distributing GAO Products,” includes more information on the use of the signature package and a sample checklist for assistance in preparing it.)
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Retention and/or Destruction

After the product has been distributed, the Distribution Section returns the signature package to the division responsible for the final product. The package then is filed inside the master product folder, which is kept with the master job file. The package is subject to the same retention and destruction procedures as the rest of the master job file.

Related Files

Additional files contain information on assignments that can assist GAO in subsequent work:

- Files that relate to agency and/or functional areas and contain such documents as issue area and annual work plans; correspondence to and from agency officials; accomplishment reports; background information on an agency or functional area; basic laws, policies, and procedures; organization charts; telephone books; agency liaison personnel; etc. These files should be kept current so that ongoing and future assignments can be facilitated without unnecessary duplications and imposition on the agency. They should be maintained by issue area directors, assistant directors, or regional managers.

- Files kept in the Office of Congressional Relations (OCR) that include congressional contact memorandums, correspondence addressed to or from Members of the Congress, and general information on the Congress’s organization and membership.

- Files kept in the Office of the General Counsel (OGC), including B-files that contain OGC comments on GAO draft products and analyses of legal issues involved in an assignment.

Related Materials

Other Chapter of This Manual

11.1, “Workpapers.”

Communications Manual

12.13, “Ensuring Product Quality.”

12.14, “Processing and Distributing GAO Products.”

GAO Orders

0410.1, “GAO Records Management Program.”

0413.1, “Records Disposition Program.”
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0413.1 Supplement, "GAO Comprehensive Records Schedule."


**GAO Forms**

115-R, "Distribution for Restricted Reports."

115-U, "Distribution for Unrestricted Reports."

279, "Master Report Folder Label." (Will be renamed when stock is depleted.)

300, "Job Initiation Report."

301, "New Job Proposal and Job Completion Plan."

319, "Action Routing Slip."

355, "Workpaper Files Transmittal."

372, "Master Job Report."
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Appendix I:
Checklist of
Minimum
Documentation
Requirements for
Master Job File

___ Master product folder. (See app. II for a checklist of minimum
documentation requirements.)

___ Signature package. (See app. III for a checklist of minimum
documentation requirements.)

___ Confirmation letters (when used).

___ Forms to track the history of the job (i.e., MATS Forms 300
("Job Initiation Report") and 372 ("Master Job Report"); Job
Starts Software Package Form 301 ("New Job Proposal and Job
Completion Plan"); and implementation package).

___ Original and revised assignment plans.

___ Press contact memorandums.

___ Agency notification letters.

___ Written agreements with
   ___ regional/overseas offices (if applicable) and
   ___ internal division/office groups, such as design,
   methodology, and technical assistance groups; human
   resources staff; or writer-editor/reports analyst staff.

___ Written summaries of job-related meetings (e.g., one-third
assessment).

___ Regional/overseas office work progress reports (if applicable).

___ Trip reports (if applicable).

___ Written legal opinions and/or analyses provided by OGC.
Other written correspondence sent to agency or agencies being audited (e.g., a request specifying a need for computerized data in tape format).

Personnel security clearance forms to allow staff access to assignment-related classified information (if applicable).

A list of workpaper binders/bundles kept in headquarters and in regional/overseas offices (if applicable) that also cites the physical location of the workpapers.

Workpaper summaries and draft GAO products received from regional/overseas offices, as appropriate, including the referenced versions of such documents, the referencer's comments, and information on the disposition of the referencer's comments.

Written comments from senior-level managers (e.g., the Job Starts Group and the Office of Program Planning) on assignments.

Other documents on the assignment that the division/office determines are important to provide a history of job-related events (e.g., documents to support follow-up on report recommendations and accomplishment reports).
Appendix II:
Checklist of Minimum Documentation Requirements for Master Product Folder

___ Summary of results of message conferences.

___ Referenced draft, referencer's review sheets, and referenced changes.

___ Drafts reviewed by

   ___ internal division or office with comments received, annotated to show disposition of comments, and

   ___ external to division or office for GAO coordination with comments received, annotated to show disposition of comments.

___ GAO Form 124 ("Draft Report Clearance Statement").

___ Memorandum summarizing results of exit conferences.

___ Draft approved for external release for advance review/comments.

___ Written agency comments, if obtained.

___ Annotated draft showing changes made after agency comments.

___ Other correspondence determined pertinent by division/office management.

1This checklist also appears in chapter 12.14 of the Communications Manual.
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____ GAO Form 185 ("GAGAS Determinations/Certifications").

____ Control copy of computer disk.

____ Signature package, including GAO Form 319 ("Action Routing Slip").

____ Copy of agency's required 720 response, when received, if applicable.
Appendix III:
Checklist of Minimum Documentation Requirements for Signature Package

___ GAO Form 319 ("Action Routing Slip"), affixed to the outside of the folder, identifying who reviews final product and in what sequence.

___ One copy of product, along with basic and nonbasic transmittal letter(s), including small personalized transmittal letters, if appropriate.

___ GAO Form 115-R ("Distribution for Restricted Reports") or GAO Form 115-U ("Distribution for Unrestricted Reports").

___ Congressional request letter; OCR memorandums; or other material documenting the product request, if appropriate.

___ Copy of the exit conference documentation.

___ A brief explanatory memorandum from the issue area director if 50 or more staff-days were spent on the assignment (if prepared).

___ Any other material specified by the division’s or office’s processing order.

___ First and last pages of most recent GAO Form 372 ("Master Job Report").

__This checklist also appears in chapter 12.14 of the Communications Manual.
Communications Policy--Policy Summary

Policy

GAO's policy is to communicate in a timely manner the results of its audits and evaluations through quality products. GAO uses a variety of product types to communicate these results and provide the information needed by congressional leaders, agency officials, and others.

GAO products—either oral or written—must (1) meet the assignment's objective(s), (2) meet GAO's quality standards, and (3) receive sufficient quality assurance before issuance to ensure the accurate and objective presentation of the overall message. All products must present pertinent, significant, and useful findings; conclusions; and, when warranted, recommendations at the time they can best be used. GAO products must be objectively and constructively presented and should focus on prospective improvements rather than past weaknesses.

GAO's message should be thoughtfully and conscientiously developed and refined throughout the assignment. Message development should begin at the earliest stages of an assignment and be continually reassessed in light of the evidence being developed. The assignment team must strive for agreement on what GAO should say, what GAO can say, and how it should be said.

Policy Highlights

Detailed processes and procedures for implementing GAO's communications policy are presented in the supplementing Communications Manual (CM). This chapter highlights the key components of GAO's policy and provides references to the more detailed guidance.

Briefly, the components of GAO's communications policy include

- appropriate addressees,
- meeting the assignment objective,
- content and format of GAO products,
- quality assurance,
- processing and distribution provisions, and
- other key policy matters.
**Communications Policy--Policy Summary**

**Appropriate Addressees**

GAO has a responsibility to objectively review federal programs, functions, and activities and communicate the results of these efforts to the Congress, congressional committees/subcommittees, Members, agency officials, and others who can act on the information provided. GAO encourages good, frequent, and open communications with congressional leaders so that work performed pursuant to their requests and under GAO's own initiative will be timely and responsive to their needs. GAO also encourages periodic communications with the agency being reviewed and the requester to foster a constructive working relationship.

*GAO must address its products to those individuals who are in the best position to act on the information provided.* GAO addresses its products to committee or subcommittee Chairs or Members on work performed at their request. GAO should report to the Congress when calling attention to important matters requiring or warranting congressional action, when communicating useful information on important matters of interest to the Congress, or when approved by the individual requester.

Matters not warranting congressional reporting but that GAO believes would be of interest or value to agency officials should be communicated directly to them. These products should be addressed to those agency or lower level officials who have responsibility for the matters reported. (For additional information, see CM, ch. 12.1, “Basic Communications Policy.”)

**Meeting Assignment Objective(s)**

GAO products must strive to answer the question at hand and provide information that is pertinent, significant, and useful to the reader. While all reasonable efforts should be undertaken to accommodate a congressional requester's proposed time frame, *GAO must not compromise quality standards for the sake of timeliness.* Rather, GAO staff have a responsibility to work with the requester to adjust the objectives, scope, and/or methodology of the assignment or the type of product to be issued to that which would permit the objective assessment and timely presentation of the information needed.

*Selection of the product type should be commensurate with the information to be conveyed.* Issue area directors should consider the complexity of the issue being addressed, the degree of detail necessary to convincingly convey the message to those who can act on it, and the potential distribution of the product. (For additional information, see CM, ch. 12.3, “Audit and Evaluation Products.”)
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Content and Format

GAO fosters the concept of objectivity, credibility, and professionalism by issuing products that meet quality and professional publishing standards.

Characteristics

To meet quality standards, a product should address the assignment objective(s) with sufficient facts to be responsive to the requester’s or user’s needs. GAO products should be useful, timely, accurate, and complete. Additionally, products should be presented in a constructive, convincing, objective, clear, and concise manner. GAO products should focus on the prospective improvements rather than solely concentrate on past deficiencies. (For additional information on the characteristics of GAO products, see CM, ch. 12.1.)

Findings, Conclusions, and Recommendations

Each GAO product should ensure that the findings and conclusions are wholly consistent with the evidence on which they are based and are responsive to the assignment’s objectives. The findings, including the supporting evidence, and any conclusions should be presented in a manner—either narratively or visually—that achieves the assignment’s objective(s) and complies with the basic characteristics of content, tone, and style required of GAO products. Findings and conclusions should provide a sound basis for any recommendations that will be included.

Recommendations should be action-oriented, convincing, well supported, and effective. When presented, recommendations should be hard-hitting, specific, convincing, and significant. To be effective, recommendations must identify a course of action that will correct an identified problem or cause significant improvements. Recommendations should deal with the underlying causes, be feasible, be cost-effective, and consider alternative courses of action. (For additional information, see CM, chs. 12.9, “Findings and Conclusions,” and 12.10, “Recommendations.”)

Views of Agency Officials

GAO values the views of agency officials as one means to verify the accuracy of the facts presented and as a means to generate a cooperative effort in taking action on needed improvements. The views of responsible officials should be obtained throughout the course of an assignment as well as during the formal exit conference.

Additionally, GAO prefers to obtain written comments in those situations where the matters presented are complex, sensitive, or controversial. Written comments provide the reader with a better appreciation of the issues and the degree of agreement or disagreement with GAO’s findings. (For additional information on views of agency officials, see CM, ch. 12.11, “Agency Comments.”)
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Format

While oral briefings are acceptable in certain circumstances, GAO prefers to issue written products on the results of its work. Written products (1) communicate the results consistently to officials at all levels of government, (2) make the results less susceptible to misunderstanding, (3) make the results a matter of record accessible to the public, and (4) facilitate followup to determine whether appropriate corrective measures have been taken when needed. Written products also permit GAO to meet the generally accepted government auditing standard on reporting results.

GAO products should follow the standardized easily recognizable format established for chapter reports, letter reports, and testimony. Other products, such as correspondence and briefing materials, should be produced in such a manner as to contribute to the professional image expected of all GAO products. (For additional information on format considerations, see CM, chs. 12.4, "Physical Makeup of GAO Products;" 12.5, "Table of Contents;" 12.6, "Transmittal Letters;" 12.7, "Executive Summary;" 12.12, "Additional Product Material;" and 12.17, "Testimony," and the Visual Communication Standards.)

Quality Assurance

GAO's policy is to ensure that all of its products are of the highest possible quality and that they accurately and objectively communicate the results of GAO's work. While quality should be built into the basic data gathering and analysis efforts, GAO's final quality control processes are referencing and product review.

Referencing

All GAO products must be independently referenced or the files documented to show which other quality assurance steps have been taken before the products are released. Full referencing is the preferred method for all products. However, in those rare cases where full referencing is deemed impractical, the cognizant issue area director should satisfy this objective through selective referencing and other quality assurance steps.

If selective referencing is used to get the draft to the agency for comment, issue area directors should consider performing full referencing while the draft is with the agency for comment. Issue area directors must alert the signers or presenters of GAO products when alternative quality procedures have been used.

Before issuance, all changes to the initially referenced draft must be referenced or the documentation annotated to identify what other quality assurance measures were undertaken to ensure the accuracy of the information included. Additionally, before issuance, the final
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Product Review

Product review by key GAO officials provides the final opportunity to ensure the accuracy and objectivity of GAO products. All products must be reviewed by those individuals, within the programming division and such other external GAO units, as is necessary to ensure a quality product.

All GAO products must be reviewed by the Office of the General Counsel (OGC) and must be coordinated with such other units with a subject matter expertise in the issues and/or the agency addressed in the product.

Products to be signed by or presented by the Comptroller General must receive additional levels of review, including that of the Assistant Comptroller General for Planning and Reporting. (For additional information, see CM, ch. 12.13, "Ensuring Product Quality.")

Processing and Distribution

GAO's unclassified products are public documents, accessible by interested parties and the general public. Additionally, GAO has a responsibility to ensure that all interested congressional leaders are aware of the products that may affect or facilitate congressional deliberations and decisionmaking. Finally, GAO has a responsibility to provide copies of products to the affected agencies so that corrective action on identified weaknesses can be initiated. (See CM, ch. 12.14, "Processing and Distributing GAO Products," and the Publishing Survival Guide (GAO/OIMC-12.14.3) for additional information.)

Other Key Policy Matters

GAO's communications policy addresses several aspects too numerous to adequately cite in one chapter. These issues are described more fully in the CM and are highlighted below:

*Signature levels:* Responsibility for signing GAO products depends on the overall message—its sensitivity, its magnitude, the degree to which it is controversial, etc.—and the addressee. Sensitive/controversial reports or those including sensitive or important recommendations generally will be signed by the cognizant Assistant Comptroller General or the Comptroller General while the issue area director/regional manager will usually sign all other reports unless the message is such that a higher signature level would be more appropriate. (See CM, ch. 12.6.)
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- **Availability of draft reports:** If requested, GAO provides the requester with a copy of a draft report at the same time it goes to the agency for comment. (See CM, ch. 12.11.)

- **Prepublication copies of reports:** GAO prefers that all products be finalized and printed before release. In those rare situations where a requester must have a copy of a report before it is printed, GAO generally will make a prepublication copy available. (See CM, ch. 12.14.)

- **Product restriction:** While GAO prefers to make its products immediately accessible to requesters and other interested parties, GAO generally will honor a requester’s wishes to restrict distribution for up to 30 days. (See CM, ch. 12.14.)

- **Special handling situations:** Classified, restricted, or sensitive information requires special considerations before inclusion in a GAO product. (See CM, ch. 12.15, “Special Consideration and Handling of Classified, Restricted, and Sensitive Information in GAO Products.”)

### Key Responsibilities

Signers of GAO products are ultimately responsible for ensuring that all policy requirements and quality standards are met before issuing the product.

*Division and office heads*

- must devise necessary procedures and techniques for providing effective levels of quality control and assurance within their units to comply with the requirements of this chapter and

- are responsible for devising systems that ensure that GAO products are processed and distributed in a timely manner.

*Issue area directors and managers (and assistant directors/assistant regional managers for individual assignments)* are responsible for

- ensuring that congressional requesters and other interested congressional parties are frequently apprised of the status of GAO assignments performed at their request;

- ensuring the reasonableness, supportability, and applicability of findings, conclusions, and recommendations before the product is released externally;
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- selecting the product type and format that best conveys GAO's message and best meets the user's needs in a timely manner; and

- ensuring that all products receive adequate levels of quality assurance to facilitate the review and referencing processes, including coordinating the draft with appropriate GAO units.

Evaluators-in-charge are responsible for ensuring that the draft to be referenced is adequately indexed and all supporting workpapers have been reviewed and approved by an appropriate level supervisor and for disposing of the referencer's comments to the extent possible.

Referencers are responsible for independently verifying the facts presented in the draft and ensuring that the conclusions and recommendations flowing from them are adequately supported.

Writers-editors/reports analysts are responsible for ensuring that products meet GAO editing and publication standards for typesetting or printing.

The Publishing and Communications Center, Office of Information Management and Communications (OIMC), is responsible for ensuring that products conform to GAO's publication standards; for developing graphics and other visuals; and for typesetting, printing, and distributing products to users.

OGC is responsible for reviewing all GAO products to ensure the legal accuracy and sufficiency of the material presented.

The Office of Congressional Relations is responsible for approving products for congressional requesters and for directing the Distribution Section to distribute restricted products at the appropriate time.

Any major deviations from the requirements set forth in this chapter and the CM must be referred through the division or office head to the Assistant Comptroller General for Policy.
Related Materials

Communications Manual

Chapters 12.1 to 12.21.

GAO Orders

0170.1, "Coordination."
0411.1, "Supplement for Secretaries and Typists."
0411.2, "Handling Congressional Correspondence."
0950.1, "Unauthorized Release of Draft or Restricted GAO Reports, or Their Contents."
1412.1, "Testimony Before Congressional Committees."
1553.1, "GAO's Policy Guidance System."

Other Publications

Writing Guidelines, OIMC (formerly the Office of Publishing and Communications [OPC]).
Visual Communication Standards, OIMC (formerly OPC).
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### Policy

GAO's policy is to provide appropriate guidance and supervision at all levels and during all phases of an assignment, from design through followup, to ensure quality and timely work and appropriate staff development.

### Policy Highlights

Managers/supervisors are expected to discharge this most important role expeditiously and effectively, but staff share in the responsibility of ensuring that adequate supervision is received and that a cooperative, productive work environment is maintained. (See app. I.)

### Overall Expectations

The overall expectations for supervision are best conveyed by the Comptroller General’s June 23, 1988, memorandum. He stated that:

> "... There should be no misunderstanding of my position on the importance of GAO doing, and being able to demonstrate to others that we do, consistently high-quality work. Conformity with our planning, supervision, and evidence standards must be an integral part of our way of doing business. I am confident that we can realize overall gains in both quality and timeliness by more consistent application of our policies and procedures under the direction of supervisors who will exercise sound professional judgment regarding the necessary amounts and types of evidence, planning, and supervision for their jobs."

Major supervisory roles and responsibilities are briefly discussed below but are described in greater detail in chapter 13.1, “Supervision.”

### Developing Assignment Plans

*Supervisors must develop an overall strategy for conducting an assignment.* Effective supervision begins with the strategy being spelled out in a plan that describes the assignment’s objective(s), scope, and methodology and establishes the roles, responsibilities, and tasks of each staff member.

### Assigning Tasks

*In conducting the audits/evaluations, supervisors must delegate tasks to staff.* Supervisors need to ensure that tasks will be performed by persons having the required skills, that they clearly understand the tasks, and that supervisors are available to help...
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*guide them in the assigned work.* Good supervisors inform staff not only of what work they are to do and how they are to proceed, but also why the work is being conducted and what is to be accomplished.

To the extent practicable, supervisors should consider staff members' developmental needs and goals and assign tasks to help achieve them. When staff with the skills necessary to perform special tasks are not available within the agency, supervisors must alert higher management; propose different approaches; or recommend adjusting assignments' objectives, scope, or methodologies.

Setting Expectations

*At the beginning of the performance period, supervisors must communicate the critical elements of work to be performed as well as the performance standards.* These expectations should be set within 30 days of a person's being assigned to a job or at least annually, reviewed periodically, and modified when necessary. Expectations consist of a clear understanding between supervisors and staff about what performance will be expected and how it will be evaluated. (See ch. 13.1, app. I, "Expectation-Setting Checklist").

Overseeing Assignments

Supervisors' responsibilities for ensuring that quality and timely work is performed vary depending on the positions of the individuals. However, supervisors at all levels are expected to travel when necessary so as to oversee their jobs and carry out their responsibilities.

- *Evaluators-in-charge (EIC), project managers, or site seniors (first-line supervisors) provide on-site, day-to-day oversight of the work and are GAO's primary quality checkpoints.* They ensure that the work is being done in accordance with approved assignment plans in terms of both quality and timeliness. They continually reassess the appropriateness of issues being reviewed and keep management in regions, overseas offices, and/or headquarters advised on needs for changes to assignments as appropriate.

They keep up-to-date on the job through daily contact with staff and, also, in a more formal way through the prompt review and evaluation of workpapers. These supervisors and staff assigned to jobs share the responsibilities for ensuring that the work environment is conducive to accomplishing the assignment objectives.

- *Assistant directors, assistant regional managers, and assistant overseas managers or their representatives ensure that first-line*
supervisors and assigned staff are performing their duties in a quality and timely fashion. Close coordination between headquarters, regions, and overseas offices is imperative for ensuring that day-to-day supervision is adequate, fair, and constructive.

- Directors and regional and overseas managers exercise continuing oversight of all assignments and are ultimately responsible for the quality and timeliness of the work done by their staffs. When delegating oversight functions, adequate management visibility should be retained at appropriate levels to ensure that first-line supervisors are performing satisfactorily.

Evaluating Staff

Supervisors assess staff members' work in relation to expectations in an objective, fair, and impartial manner. Evaluating staff performance is a critical and an integral part of GAO's performance appraisal process. Day-by-day performance monitoring is most essential. Performance monitoring and supervisory work review provide the basis for on-the-job training and counseling as jobs progress and for identifying the need to improve knowledge, skills, and abilities. Written performance appraisals are prepared after the staff members' roles on assignments have been completed or at least annually. For developmental level staff, such assessments must be performed at least every 6 months. Supervisors also are responsible for providing feedback to home units on the staff's performance.

Key Responsibilities

Staff are responsible for ensuring that their work meets GAO standards for quality and timeliness.

- EICs, project managers, or site supervisors are responsible for

  • preparing assignment plans and

  • setting performance expectations for assigned staff, reviewing work, giving recurring performance feedback, and completing end-of-assignment or annual performance appraisals.

Assistant directors/assistant regional or overseas managers or their designees are responsible for

  • supervising the development of assignment plans;

  • setting performance expectations for EICs/site supervisors, giving them recurring informal performance feedback, and completing their end-of-assignment or annual performance appraisals; and
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- reviewing end-of-assignment or annual performance appraisals prepared by EICs.

*Directors and/or regional managers* are responsible for

- satisfying special job skill needs by assigning persons with needed skills or using other strategies and

- ensuring that (1) assignments are properly supervised and (2) work is performed in accordance with all applicable government auditing standards.
## Appendix I: Shared Responsibilities of Effective Supervision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element of Effective Supervision</th>
<th>Responsibilities</th>
<th>Responsibilities</th>
<th>Both</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Effective working environment</td>
<td>• Clearly describing tasks and relationship to job objectives and being willing to consider staff preferences.</td>
<td>• Suggesting related personal abilities and interests.</td>
<td>• Being willing to communicate and being honest and enthusiastic, having a positive attitude, and showing mutual respect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Responsibilities and expectations</td>
<td>• Obtaining current, balanced, firsthand knowledge of performance; communicating results; giving advice and counsel; and redirecting the effort as needed.</td>
<td>• Exercising due professional care, asking questions, requesting help, making needed suggestions, and being receptive to advice and counseling.</td>
<td>• Being willing to understand each other's views.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Oversight responsibilities</td>
<td>• Performing or arranging training, being alert to areas of performance &quot;shortfalls,&quot; and relating them to developmental needs.</td>
<td>• Identifying areas where help may be needed to achieve his/her career goals and being responsive to training.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• On-the-job training and identifying of developmental needs.</td>
<td>• Being objective and adhering to appraisal standards.</td>
<td>• Being openminded and performing self-appraisal.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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GAO's policy is to provide appropriate guidance and supervision at all levels and during all phases of an assignment from design through followup to ensure quality and timely work and appropriate staff development.

Overall Expectations

GAO's most important resource is its skilled and dedicated employees. A supervisor is expected to develop a productive work environment by

- encouraging free and open communication and exchange of ideas;
- creating a caring, respectful environment by actively listening, sharing, and being sensitive to personal and work-related staff needs;
- creating an interdependent, participatory team environment;
- providing staff with opportunities for professional growth through assigned tasks and by allowing staff to influence their defined responsibilities and the work environment;
- being a positive role model by projecting a positive attitude, supporting organizational goals, and maintaining up-to-date technical skills;
- taking the necessary steps to prevent sexual harassment from occurring; and
- ensuring that all staff members share GAO's commitment to a fair and discrimination-free environment.

Overall, supervisors are responsible for ensuring that appropriate supervision is given, but staff share in the responsibility of ensuring that adequate supervision is received.

Major Functions

Supervisory activities and responsibilities primarily relate to

- developing assignment plans,
- assigning tasks,
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Developing Assignment Plans

- setting expectations,
- overseeing assignments, and
- evaluating staff and providing developmental opportunities and on-the-job training.

Assignment plans direct how GAO's staff and other resources are used and provide a framework within which supervision is exercised to ensure job completion. Therefore, preparation of these plans must be supervised to ensure that they appropriately outline the work to be performed and cover a clear definition of the assignment's objective(s) and an appropriate and sound methodology for addressing these objective(s).

First-line supervision responsibility rests with the evaluator-in-charge (EIC) or project manager and the participating regional/ headquarters counterparts. Preparation of assignment plans should, at a minimum, be supervised/reviewed by assistant directors/regional or overseas office representatives. The extent of direct, day-to-day involvement by the assistant director/regional or overseas representative depends on circumstances such as the assignment's scope, complexity, or sensitivity and whether new or innovative methodologies are involved.

Supervision of assignment plan preparation includes

- participating in discussions with requesters and their staffs to ensure that assignment plans focus on their concerns;
- participating in selecting methodology through discussions with representatives of other groups, such as design, methodology, and technical assistance and economic analysis groups; the Program Evaluation and Methodology Division (PEMD); and the Office of the Chief Economist;
- visiting work sites to test for availability of needed evidence;
- ensuring that the team meets the quality expectations and is complying with all applicable standards;
- estimating completion dates;
- determining type and amount of resources and special skills needed, including staffing requirements and work locations; and
Assigning Tasks

Supervisors determine the tasks to be performed and assign them to subordinates on the basis of their skills and proficiencies or for remedial skill reinforcement. In some circumstances, the tasks will be clearly stated in an assignment plan. In other circumstances, particularly during the job design phase, the tasks may be based on broad guidance, such as an assignment objective or subobjective or on potential finding elements (i.e., condition, criteria, cause, and/or effect).

In assigning tasks, supervisors should consider auditors' and evaluators' skills and proficiencies commensurate with the job dimensions described in Performance Appraisal System for Band I, II, and III Employees. Supervisors should remain alert for and resolve any concerns meeting any of the Yellow Book standards, but with particular attention to the independence and qualification standards and the continuing education requirement. (See ch. 4, "Standards.")

Supervisors should anticipate the need for persons with specialized skills in other disciplines and initiate action as early as possible to obtain needed assistance. If persons with needed skills are not part of an assignment team, such skills may be available through other GAO resources, such as design, methodology, and technical assistance groups; the Office of the General Counsel; PEMD; or the Office of the Chief Economist. If the needed skills are not present in GAO or not available when needed, expert advice and consultation can be acquired under contract. (See GAO Order 2304.1, "Employment of Experts and Consultants.")

Setting Expectations

At the beginning of the performance period, supervisors must communicate the critical elements of work to be performed as well as the performance standards. GAO's staff, at a minimum, is expected to perform at the fully successful level as described in GAO's performance standards.

Expectations should be set within 30 days of a person's assignment and should cover areas such as

- specific tasks to be performed,
• expected outputs and what they are expected to contain or cover, and

• when the outputs are expected to be delivered.

Expectation discussions should ensure that both parties have a clear understanding of what was agreed to and what is expected. Expectations should be reviewed periodically to determine if they are still relevant, realistic, challenging, and meeting their respective needs. They also should be modified as necessary. (Guidance on GAO’s performance appraisal system discusses in greater detail how to set expectations. App. I contains a checklist (GAO Form 209) to guide expectations setting and to monitor changes requiring modified expectations.)

All staff members should adopt a cooperative attitude in working together to achieve the assignment’s objective(s). If other duties and responsibilities interfere with or prevent team members from adequately fulfilling their assignment responsibilities, those persons should discuss and resolve such conflicts with supervisors and division/regional management as appropriate.

Overseeing Assignments

Supervisors’ responsibilities for ensuring that quality and timely work is performed vary depending on their positions. Supervisors at all levels are expected to travel when necessary to oversee their jobs and carry out their responsibilities.

EICs, project managers, or site seniors (first-line supervisors) provide on-site, day-to-day oversight of the work and are GAO’s primary quality checkpoints. They

• promptly review work being done;

• assess the reliability, accuracy, competence, and relevance of evidence;

• provide needed advice or assistance;

• continue to assess whether GAO is answering the right questions to resolve the assignment’s objective(s) and whether the methodology is appropriate to answer the questions;

• redirect assignments as needed to achieve their objectives;

• organize and assess evidence and outline and prepare the communication product;
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- provide developmental opportunities and on-the-job training; and

- plan and organize important internal review meetings (e.g., one-third assessments and message conferences), document meeting results, and circulate copies to those with supervisory responsibilities.

EICs, project managers, or site seniors ensure that the work is being done in accordance with approved assignment plans in terms of both quality and timeliness. They continually reassess whether the right objectives are being addressed and the methodology is valid to achieve objectives. They also keep higher management in regions, overseas offices, and/or headquarters advised on needs for changes to assignments as appropriate.

They keep up-to-date on assignments through daily contact with staff; reviewing work progress; and, in a more formal way, through the prompt review and evaluation of workpapers. Prompt reviews are particularly important when less-experienced staff are assigned to jobs because they may need added guidance, redirection, and/or on-the-job training. Supervisory workpaper review must be documented. (See ch. 11, “Workpapers and Assignment Files.”)

Assistant directors, assistant regional managers, and assistant overseas managers or their representatives are responsible for ensuring that first-line supervisors are performing satisfactorily. They

- visit sites during jobs;

- promptly review workpapers prepared by first-line supervisors;

- sample those workpapers prepared by staff and previously reviewed by the first-line supervisors (including key workpaper summaries);

- participate in important external meetings, such as entrance or exit conferences; periodic briefings or status reports; and meetings with agency, contractor, or congressional representatives and key internal meetings, such as job design meetings, one-third assessments, message conferences, etc.;

- assess any needed changes on the job;

- advise higher-level management of progress and/or significant problems on jobs and request their advice and assistance where necessary; and
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- work with the EICs, project managers, or site seniors to assess evidence and outline and prepare the communication product.

*Directors and regional and overseas managers* are ultimately responsible for the quality and timeliness of the work done by their staffs. Generally, they

- visit work sites at key points in assignments when possible;
- review any workpapers prepared by assistant directors or assistant regional managers;
- attend particularly important internal and external meetings;
- keep division management advised of any significant problems or progress in meeting assignment objectives; and
- ensure that GAO's output meets the quality standards by requiring that it be referenced, that issues raised are satisfactorily resolved, and that changes are incorporated into the products before further processing.

When delegating oversight functions, adequate management visibility should be retained at appropriate levels to ensure that first-line supervisors are performing satisfactorily.

Supervisors should be tactful and have a helpful, constructive attitude. They should be considerate of subordinates' views and sensitive to their concerns.

**Evaluating Staff**

Supervisors should compare staff performance with expectations and provide feedback for future development and improvement. Supervisors should prepare official performance appraisals at the end of an assignment or annually, but they should provide recurring, formal, and informal feedback at frequent intervals so that GAO staff will know how they are performing and can respond to areas needing improvement. Also, supervisors should provide feedback and coaching to reinforce and strengthen staff motivation.

If performance indicates a need for training, the supervisor should provide feedback and coaching on what training would be helpful and how to obtain the training. Training opportunities are available through GAO's Training Institute and through external sources (see GAO Order 2410.1, "Training of GAO Employees"). Supervisors should work through the divisions' or offices' resource managers, who should follow through to ensure that needed training is received.
Supervisors also should provide feedback and coaching on other developmental needs. They should provide counseling and advice to the staff on how those needs may best be met.

If staff demonstrate borderline or unacceptable performance in any job dimension, they should promptly receive feedback and counseling on needed improvement and be given an opportunity to demonstrate improved performance.

GAO staff share the responsibility for ensuring that supervision is received. If supervisors do not provide sufficient formal and informal performance feedback, the staff should initiate sessions to discuss assignment progress and their work effectiveness. Asking for feedback should be a natural process and should improve communication between staff and supervisors.

*Performance Appraisal System for Band I, II, and III Employees* provides overall guidance for evaluating performance and spells out performance expectations. Using the definitions of job dimensions and performance standards in the guidance, supervisors should assess subordinates' work in relation to expectations. They should make these assessments objectively, fairly, and impartially.

All performance appraisals must be fully supported and documented. The written summary narrative should focus on the individual's most important accomplishments and qualitative performance. When ratings are below fully successful or for developmental staff, however, narrative must be provided to support the assessment for each job dimension.

The performance appraisal also should identify feedback given and the training and other developmental opportunities the ratee received or is scheduled to receive.

(Additional discussion of the performance appraisal and annual assessment processes is contained in GAO Orders 2430.1, "Performance Appraisal," and 2430.2, "Annual Assessment.")
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Appendix I: GAO Form 209, Expectation-Setting Checklist

United States General Accounting Office

GAO
Expectation-Setting Checklist

Instructions: The rater and ratee may use this list as a guide during the expectation-setting session. As you discuss each point, check it off. At the end of the session, review the list to make sure that all important issues were addressed. You may want to add other expectations tailored to your situation.

1. Assignment Expectations
- Assignment objectives
- Assignment complexity and sensitivity
- Unusual job characteristics
- Roles, responsibilities, and tasks of the ratee
- Performance appraisal standards
- Products/results
- Due dates and quality expectations for tasks and products
- Collateral duties and responsibilities
- Assistance available staff, technical resources, etc.

2. Working Relationship Expectations
- Degree of supervision and the person(s) who will provide it
- Who will prepare, sign, and review the rating
- Roles and responsibilities in the supervisory relationship, when and how problems are discussed, who makes decisions, responsibilities for follow-up, etc.
- Relationship key staff have to the assignment (e.g., unit head, senior management of other units, support staff, etc.
- How both supervisor and ratee prefer to work
- How information is treated, personal privacy, mutual confidentiality, communicating up and down
- Timetable for feedback sessions
- Specific developmental experiences that will be provided
- Administrative expectations: flex time, training, travel, casework, leave

3. Staff Expectations
- What the ratee wants out of the assignment, including possible developmental opportunities
- Ratee capabilities and past experiences

4. Other

OPR:PPSL

GAO Form 209 (4/93)
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Policy

GAO's policy is to

- further the effective performance of its work by dealing professionally with auditee agencies and by maintaining objectivity and independence at all times;

- avoid unnecessary work duplication or overlap by maintaining effective relations with agency Inspectors General (IG) and with federal, state, and local agency audit and evaluation organizations; and

- coordinate and cooperate with other legislative support agencies to avoid duplication or overlap.

Policy Highlights

Auditee Agencies

Professionalism is the cornerstone of GAO's relations with the agencies it reviews. Day-to-day demonstration of staff professionalism promotes acceptance of GAO's objectivity and independence and encourages cooperation and acceptance of the results of its work.

Assignment plans should recognize the importance of obtaining the views of agency officials. The assignment team should build this time into the plan so as not to jeopardize meeting the agreed-to completion date.

To ensure effective relations with auditee agencies, staff must

- comply with "single face" requirements that permit individual assignments to progress smoothly and provide a single contact from which auditee agencies can learn about related GAO work,

- make space and equipment arrangements for work at an agency that are cost-effective and do not interfere unnecessarily with agency operations,

- use the entrance conference to inform agency officials of what GAO will do (and where) and to obtain agency cooperation,

- demonstrate professionalism at all stages of the review,
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- get access to all necessary information by informal cooperative means whenever possible, and

- get responsible officials’ views concerning the review results and the options available for corrective action.

(See ch. 14.1, “Agency Relations—Executive Agencies and Other Governmental Entities.”)

IGs and Other Audit/Evaluation Organizations

GAO’s mission can best be carried out by working effectively with audit/evaluation activities at all government levels.

GAO cooperates and helps to improve the effectiveness of federal, state, and local audit organizations. Fundamental considerations are effectiveness and avoiding unnecessary duplication and overlap between audit/evaluation organizations.

With regard to IGs and federal, state, and local audit and evaluation organizations, staff must

- consider the ongoing and planned work of those organizations in assignment planning;

- ensure that if an organization’s work is used as the primary or sole support for a GAO finding, conclusion, or recommendation, it meets GAO quality requirements established by chapter 8, “Collecting Evidence;” and

- refer indications of illegal or abusive actions to IGs or other agency audit/evaluation or investigative groups when directed by the Office of the General Counsel/Office of Special Investigations.


Other Legislative Support Agencies

In addition to GAO, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), the Congressional Research Service (CRS), and the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) support the Congress. While each organization has different responsibilities and expertise, they may assist the Congress in connection with the same agency or program. We all share the duty to coordinate and cooperate and to avoid unnecessary duplication and overlap.

Staff should take these steps:
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- Comply with the Office of Program Planning (OPP) instructions to ensure that information entered into Job Starts Software is appropriate for entry into the Research Notification System.

- *Ensure that planned work does not unnecessarily overlap or duplicate work of another agency.* If it does, staff should try to resolve the areas of duplication or overlap. When that is not possible, the reasons should be documented.

- Before beginning work on a congressional request made to two or more of the agencies, ensure that duplication by the requester was intentional. Extra communication is necessary to determine whether the requester would be willing to have the work done by a single agency.

- Attribute another agency's contributions to a GAO product and ensure the quality of work relied on as required by chapter 8.

(See ch. 14.3, "Agency Relations—Other Legislative Support Agencies.")

---

**Access to GAO Workpapers**

GAO generally provides access to its workpapers when doing so will significantly help GAO's sister agencies; agency IGs; and other federal, state, and local audit/evaluation groups more effectively meet their responsibilities. This is most likely when the other organization's assignment is closely related to the GAO assignment for which workpaper access has been requested. Particularly when an assignment is ongoing, attempts should be made to meet the other agency's needs by alternative means, e.g., discussions, briefings, or synopsized workpapers.

Upon receiving a request for access to workpapers, regardless of whether the assignment is completed or ongoing, the issue area director or regional manager should consult with the Office of Policy (OP). (See p. 11.1-11 for additional information on access to workpapers.)

*For ongoing assignments, care must be taken to ensure that such requests do not delay an assignment's performance.*

---

**Key Responsibilities**

"Single face" issue area directors are responsible for meeting the objectives of the single-face approach with the cooperation of other GAO organizations programming work at the agency for which they have single-face responsibilities.
Regional managers are responsible for representing GAO to the agencies in their geographical area and for promoting the cooperation of auditee agencies.

Issue area directors are responsible for

- keeping the cognizant issue area director informed of planned work and of significant developments throughout each assignment and

- maintaining relations with top agency officials that are conducive to cooperation and resolving access or other problems when their participation is needed.

Evaluators-in-charge and assignment managers are responsible for

- planning work in a way that avoids duplication with other audit/evaluation organizations' work and, where appropriate, takes advantage of work that they have done and

- meeting assignment objectives promptly and effectively without unnecessarily disrupting auditee agency operations.

OP provides advice and assistance concerning the release of workpapers.

OPP is responsible for overseeing the system by which GAO cooperates with CBO, CRS, and OTA and avoids unnecessary duplication or overlap.

The Accounting and Financial Management Division's Audit Oversight and Policy Group is responsible for helping GAO assignment staff coordinate planned work with IGs.
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Policy

GAO's policy is to further the effective performance of its work by dealing professionally with auditee agencies and by maintaining objectivity and independence at all times.

Providing a "Single Face" to Executive Agencies

Agencies reviewed by GAO typically have a number of programs and functions. One of GAO's divisions normally programs the bulk of work at a particular agency, and much of that work is the responsibility of a single issue area director. But other divisions and other issue area directors may also program work at that same agency, e.g., where "cross-cutting" issues are involved. In these cases, individual assignments progress more smoothly when GAO presents a "single face" to the affected individual agencies. Agencies are helped by getting status information on GAO assignments from a single contact.

To accomplish this single-face objective, the designated issue area director (cognizant issue area director) coordinates all GAO work at the agency. Others who program work at the agency must keep the designated issue area director appropriately informed and involved.

Cognizant Issue Area Directors

Issue area directors with single-face responsibilities

- sign letters notifying the agency about work to be performed there;
- review all draft and final products affecting the agency before they are issued to help to ensure the consistency of GAO conclusions and recommendations regarding the agency;
- ensure appropriate GAO and agency representation at entrance, exit, and other key conferences;
- establish and monitor liaison and protocol with agency officials and become sufficiently familiar with all GAO assignments to answer questions that arise;
- ensure that GAO-wide ongoing and planned work does not unnecessarily interfere with agency operations; and
- help other divisions and issue area directors in their relationships with the agency.
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Programming Issue Area Directors

Issue area directors who program work at an agency must cooperate to make the single face objective work well. This requires that they keep the cognizant issue area director informed of developments—particularly those that are sensitive or controversial—throughout the assignment. As a minimum, the programming issue area directors should

- inform the cognizant issue area director about planned work as soon as possible;
- prepare notification letters for his/her signature;
- routinely provide copies of GAO Form 300 ("MATS Job Initiation Report") and any changes, Office of Congressional Relations (OCR) contact memorandums, and other key assignment documents;
- provide all draft and final products in sufficient time for review and approval before release; and
- give notice of planned key conferences (entrance, exit, etc.) in time for the cognizant issue area director to arrange appropriate representation and to attend.

Regional Offices

Regional offices are not designated as having single-face responsibilities. But they have significant responsibilities for promoting good relations with organizations in their geographical area. This requires the cooperation of the headquarters divisions and other regions. GAO staff programming work or visiting a location within a region's boundary should coordinate with that region or overseas office.

Responsibility Designations

The following GAO orders establish related responsibilities:

- 0170.1, “Coordination,” which discusses coordination.
- 0175 series, which provides additional guidance for coordinating assignments at specific agencies.
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Using Executive Agency Space and Facilities

GAO uses executive agency office space and facilities when doing so best serves the needs of GAO, is cost-effective, and does not interfere with the executive agency's operations.

Short-term arrangements for work space at an agency and for other support, including automatic data processing services, should be made in accordance with protocols established with the agency. Attempts should be made to meet GAO's needs with as little additional cost as possible to GAO and to the executive agency.

For long-term arrangements and for establishing or discontinuing a site, the Assistant Comptroller General for Operations must be consulted.

Additional guidance on obtaining agency space is included in GAO Order 0611.1, "Acquisition and Assignment of Space."

Dealing With Agency Personnel

Timely and effective completion of assignments is GAO's foremost responsibility in work at an agency. This responsibility is best met with the cooperation of agency officials and employees. Under normal circumstances, agency people are most cooperative when they understand GAO's objectives, when GAO staff are considerate of their time, and when relationships are professional and objective.

Entrance Conferences

Before beginning work at an agency, the issue area director or assistant director normally holds an initial meeting with responsible top officials at the agency's headquarters. GAO regional staff, designated by the regional manager, hold similar meetings with top regional or field officials where work will be performed.

The objectives of these entrance conferences follow:

- Explain GAO's responsibilities, objectives, and methods of operation.
- Describe what GAO staff will be doing, why they will be doing it, and where work will be done. If asked, GAO will disclose the name of the congressional requester for whom work is being done. Additionally, if the requester agrees, staff may provide the agency a copy of the request letter if asked for one.
- Provide an early opportunity for agency officials to give leads and identify troublesome areas related to assignment objectives.
Establish "ground rules" to help accomplish assignment objectives. For example, if special clearances are required for GAO staff to work in certain areas, the entrance conference should provide assurances that staff will have the required level of clearance.

Some agencies establish a protocol for meeting with agency officials and for obtaining agency documents. GAO staff should attempt to work out mutually acceptable arrangements but cannot permit procedures imposed by an agency to unduly interfere with GAO's access authority or the assignment's timely completion. (If difficulties on access to information are encountered, see ch. 7, "Obtaining Access to Information."

Background Information

When possible, GAO staff should show consideration for agency employees' time by learning basic information about the agency before conducting interviews.

Generally, the single-face issue area director should be able to provide background information, such as:

- prior GAO reports;
- organization charts and telephone listings;
- descriptions of agency programs;
- agency regulations, policies, and procedures;
- financial and budgetary information; and
- basic legislation affecting the agency.

Similar information on agency field operations should be available from GAO's regional and overseas offices.

Staff Demeanor

Demonstrated professionalism and objectivity are important to achieving assignment objectives. When GAO's staff maintain a proper demeanor, agency officials will likely be more willing to (1) discuss problems freely, (2) provide needed documents and information expeditiously, and (3) implement GAO's recommendations.

In meetings and interviews with agency officials, GAO staff should present themselves in a self-assured and organized manner; speak in a tactful, nonthreatening, and nonabrasive tone; and follow the normal protocol of social amenities. Staff should treat agency
personnel in an objective, equitable, and courteous manner.

In arranging meetings with agency personnel, GAO staff should be aware of constraints on their time. Staff should

- seek a mutually agreeable time,

- state who will attend from GAO and which agency people would be most helpful at the meeting,

- give an overview of topics to be discussed, and

- estimate how long the meeting will take.

Exit Conferences

Exit conferences must be held on each GAO assignment to discuss the facts disclosed by GAO's work and the implications that flow from them. Exit conferences are an integral part of GAO's audit and evaluation work and allow GAO to meet the fieldwork standard of the "Yellow Book." As an important aspect of GAO's data gathering, exit conferences provide an opportunity to validate the data collected during the assignment.

Issue area directors or other senior managers should hold exit conferences at agency levels sufficiently high to promote assurance on the correctness of information covered in GAO products. Issue area directors should generally attend all exit conferences but should make particular efforts to attend those conferences where the subject matter is sensitive or controversial.

Issue area directors should alert division heads about problems that may make holding an exit conference infeasible or inappropriate. Any unresolved problems should be elevated to the Assistant Comptrollers General for Planning and Reporting and Policy (ACG/Policy) for resolution.

Exit conferences also should be held at field locations where GAO has done significant work. The meetings on key or lead region assignments should be attended by the regional manager or other management/supervisory staff as designated by regional management.

For additional information, see Communications Manual (CM), chapter 12.11, "Agency Comments."
Obtaining Agency Comments on GAO’s Work

The “Yellow Book” states:

“The report should include the pertinent views of responsible officials of the organization, program, activity, or function audited concerning the auditors’ findings, conclusions, and recommendations, and what corrective action is planned.”

GAO believes that the views of responsible agency officials help ensure that its work is accurate, complete, and objective and that proposed recommendations are reasonable and are likely to correct disclosed problems.

To get those views, GAO staff should discuss the preliminary results of work at successively higher levels throughout the assignment.

When work is completed, GAO conducts an exit conference with top officials of each agency or major field or headquarters location where significant work was performed. This discussion gives agency officials an opportunity to learn about and comment on problems identified by GAO. At that time, they can state disagreements, provide additional information, and discuss corrective options.

Written Comments on Draft Reports

GAO will, to the extent practicable, give agencies and other affected parties the opportunity to provide written comments on draft reports, especially when the issues involved are very sensitive or controversial or when the report includes a particularly wide-ranging recommendation for action by the agency head or the Congress.

When written comments are not obtained, the issue area director must be satisfied that the exit conference provided sufficient assurance that GAO’s report is both factually correct and fairly presented and that any conclusions or recommendations are appropriate. The issue area director should notify the division head about any decision not to obtain written comments on reports involving sensitive, controversial, or wide-ranging issues. The agency and/or other affected parties must be notified when written comments will not be sought.

Due to urgency or other reasons, a congressional requester may ask GAO to issue a report without obtaining written comments. While GAO will generally honor a requester’s wishes, issue area directors must decide whether the assignment’s significance and potentially controversial aspects and the general impression obtained during the exit conference necessitate the need for written comments to ensure that the agency’s actions and positions have been appropriately considered.
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If written comments are deemed essential, the issue area director should negotiate with requesters, strongly asserting the reason for GAO's position on the need for written comments. *In those rare cases where agreement with requesters cannot be reached, the ACG/Policy and the Director, OCR, must be consulted, and the report must clearly note the circumstances.*

As required by 31 U.S.C. 718(b), GAO may give an agency a maximum of 30 calendar days to comment on a draft report. In most cases, a shorter response time should be considered. In rare cases, the Comptroller General may grant an extension beyond the 30 days.

For additional information, see CM, chapters 12.6, "Transmittal Letters," and 12.11.
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Policy

GAO's policy is to avoid duplication or overlap by maintaining effective relations with agency Inspectors General (IG) and with federal, state, and local agency audit and evaluation organizations.

Assignment Planning

GAO normally does not work in areas where other government audit/evaluation organizations have done, are doing, or have planned competent and timely work directed to the same objectives as those sought by GAO.

In planning an assignment, an early step is to determine related work or plans of others. The Accounting and Financial Management Division's (AFMD) Audit Oversight and Policy Group has general oversight responsibility for IGs. Staff should contact AFMD's group, for IG organization-related information or questions.

Matters to be considered in connection with other organizations' work follow:

- **How the work or plans relate to GAO's assignment objective(s):** Is the work sufficiently on point--and have quality standards been met--so that GAO can use or build on the results? Can GAO's work be scoped to take advantage of the prior work, or can it be used to complement or reinforce GAO's work?

- **Timeliness of the other organization's work:** Will GAO's assignment permit awaiting completion of another audit/evaluation organization's ongoing or planned work? To the maximum extent possible GAO's work should be deferred to avoid both duplication and disruption of the agency due to related reviews conducted at the same time.

- **The congressional requester's views:** When a congressional request covers matters considered in whole or in part by another government agency's audit/evaluation work, the requester should be informed of how that work will be used to respond to his/her request. If the requester disagrees with GAO's planned use of such work, the issue area director should carefully scope GAO's work to minimize duplication. The Director of the Office of Congressional Relations (OCR) and the Assistant Comptroller General for Policy should be informed of the negotiations and their help should be sought.
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- **The relevance and adequacy of another audit/evaluation organization's work:** If another organization's work is to be used in whole or in part to meet GAO's assignment objectives, staff must ensure that its results meet "Yellow Book" standards. AFMD's Audit Oversight and Policy Group and the single-face issue area director should be contacted. They may have information on the competence of the audit organization's work, which could reduce the extent of testing that would otherwise be necessary.

Chapter 8.1, "Collecting Evidence," describes inquiries and/or tests that should be made to ensure that required quality standards have been met.

### Referrals of Criminal Acts and Instances of Abuse

At times, GAO's reviews of agency programs and operations disclose possible violations of federal criminal laws and instances of, or potential for, abuse. **Divisions and offices must report instances of criminal misconduct or serious abuse to the Office of Special Investigations (OSI).** They may consult OSI on less serious instances of abuse and on waste that may indicate the need for an OSI investigation.

### Referrals of Criminal Conduct or Serious Abuse

If staff have reasonable cause to believe that a federal civil or criminal law has been violated or that serious abuse has occurred, the matter must be referred to OSI using the "Office of Special Investigations Referral Form" (GAO Form 298). (In the regions, the referral may be to the Regional Criminal Investigator.)

After consulting with the appropriate audit/evaluation division or office, OSI determines whether further investigation is warranted and, as appropriate, opens an OSI case or refers the case. If a referral is warranted, OSI consults with the Office of the General Counsel (OGC) and refers the matter to the IG or another law enforcement agency. OGC makes all referrals to the Department of Justice. **Before referring a criminal matter on congressionally-requested work, the issue area director/regional manager and OSI must consult with OCR and the requester.**

Staff must remain alert to the potential impact that normal audit and evaluation procedures might have on ongoing or future investigations or prosecutions. If work on the assignment has not been completed, all work directly related to the criminal aspects of a matter must be coordinated with OSI and the agency receiving the referral.
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Staff should consult OSI before conducting an exit interview or a briefing on an audit/evaluation where a criminal referral has been made or is contemplated.

Referrals of Waste and Nonserious Abuse

If GAO’s work or information received from others indicates abuse that does not involve criminality, is narrow in scope, and relates to a single agency or a particular location and if GAO decides not to pursue it, the issue area director/regional manager, in consultation with OSI, normally refers the allegation to the agency’s IG or another agency organization. These referrals and related discussions must be documented. When a matter is referred, staff should coordinate with the IG concerning continuation of directly related work.

Staff will normally defer pursuing a matter that is already under an IG’s investigation to permit completion of that investigation.

GAO Assistance to Government Audit/Evaluation Organizations

GAO has a significant interest in improving audit and evaluation activities at all levels of government. Requests for assistance are particularly heavy in audit standards and audit forum areas.

GAO generally cooperates with requests, particularly from state and local governments, by

- providing staff for speaking engagements,
- participating in cooperative reviews, and
- assigning staff for work on a temporary basis.

Requests for assistance may be approved if they contribute to GAO’s objectives and if resources are available. GAO Order 1430.1, “Providing Assistance to State and Local Governments on Intergovernmental Audit Matters,” provides guidance, including circumstances in which requests can contribute to accomplishment of GAO’s objectives.

The Executive Director, Intergovernmental Audit Forum, may be contacted for advice and assistance.
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Policy

GAO's policy is to coordinate and cooperate with other legislative support agencies to avoid duplication or overlap.

Legislative Support Agencies

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO), the Congressional Research Service (CRS), and the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA), along with GAO, provide continuing support to the Congress.

Each agency provides services consistent with the purposes for which it was established. The agencies have different expertise, roles, and responsibilities but may assist the Congress in connection with the same program. Their assignments may have objectives that complement and support each other.

Arrangements are in effect to ensure continuing coordination and cooperation among the agencies. These arrangements impose requirements on staff as they initiate and perform assignments.

Agency Roles

CBO

CBO's basic function is to assist the Congress in carrying out the budget process established by the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, as amended. In particular, CBO

- provides economic forecasts as a framework and analytical basis for budget considerations;
- analyzes budgetary policies, alternatives, and trends;
- keeps score of the status of congressional action on the budget; and
- estimates the cost of programs.

CRS

CRS provides information, research, and reference materials to assist committees and Members in their legislative and representative functions. Additionally, CRS provides

- advice and assistance in the analysis, appraisal, and evaluation of legislative proposals;
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- a list of subjects and policy areas that committees may want to analyze in depth;
- a list of programs and activities scheduled to terminate during the current Congress;
- memorandums concerning legislative measures on which hearings have been announced, including such information as a description of similar measures introduced and actions previously taken; and
- summaries and digests of bills and resolutions of a general public nature introduced in the Congress.

OTA

OTA was established to assess the benefits and adverse effects of technologies and to analyze policy alternatives. Specifically, OTA assists the Congress in

- identifying existing or probable effects of technology or technological programs,
- ascertaining cause-and-effect relationships of technology applications,
- identifying alternative technological methods of implementing specific actions,
- identifying alternative programs for achieving requisite goals,
- estimating and comparing the effects of alternative methods and programs, and
- identifying areas needing additional research or data collection to support assessments.

Central Liaison Responsibilities

The Director, Office of Program Planning (OPP), is GAO's coordination and central liaison official. CBO, CRS, and OTA have assigned similar responsibilities to senior officials.

These officials have established a system and controls to ensure that (1) cooperative arrangements are working well, (2) planned work is not duplicative, and (3) problems are promptly resolved. The officials meet regularly, as an Interagency Coordination Group, to assess progress and to discuss planned work. Approximately once a year, the meetings are expanded to include the Comptroller General; the Assistant Comptroller General for Planning and Reporting (ACG/P&R); and the Directors of CBO, CRS, and OTA.
Requests to Two or More Agencies

When congressional requests are made to two or more support agencies, GAO staff should contact the requester to ensure that the duplicate requests are intentional. They should discuss the reasons for multiple requests and should determine how duplication of work can be eliminated or minimized. GAO staff should document efforts to avoid duplication in an Office of Congressional Relations contact memorandum, with copies to the Director, OPP.

Cooperation and Coordination Methods

Methods used to promote cooperation and coordination include

- sharing information on assignments,
- meetings of subject matter specialists,
- sharing information and reference services, and
- training exchanges.

In addition, staff are encouraged to have informal working relations for sharing expertise, advice, and suggestions on in-process and planned work. If a congressional requester asks that such discussions be limited to those necessary for effective coordination, the request should be honored.

Information on Assignments

CRS operates a Research Notification System (RNS), which contains information from, and is available for use by, each of the congressional support agencies. The RNS lists ongoing assignments and those that were completed during the last 6 months.

GAO staff must

- comply with OPP instructions to ensure that information entered into the Job Starts Software is appropriate for entry into the RNS,
- review the RNS to ensure that a planned assignment does not duplicate or overlap another agency's work and contact other agency representatives to determine whether any related assignments have not yet been entered in RNS, and
- consider whether work done by one of the other agencies could complement work on a GAO assignment.

GAO's Technical Library keeps a permanent collection of RNS information. Subject matter contacts for each legislative support agency are listed in GAO's telephone book. If no contact is listed for a particular subject area, staff should contact OPP.
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Meetings of Subject Matter Specialists

Periodically, the Interagency Coordination Committee schedules meetings of subject matter specialists from each of the legislative support agencies. At these meetings, issue area directors and their counterparts in other agencies

- foster continuing contacts to benefit from the other agencies' expertise,
- identify and eliminate the potential for duplication in current or planned work,
- discuss the overall thrust of each agency's work in an area, and
- identify issues that the Congress is facing or will face in the subject matter area and discuss ways in which the agencies can cooperate to assist.

Shared Information and Reference Services

CRS maintains several data bases and library resources that are available to GAO staff through the GAO library. Included among these resources are

- bill digest files, major issues files, and bibliographic citation files;
- national referral center resources files, which describe organizations offering a wide range of information services;
- Library of Congress computerized catalog files;
- Congressional Record abstracts;
- survey poll files, which contain information about and summaries of public opinion polls conducted in the United States and the results of selected special surveys conducted for government agencies or private organizations;
- terminating program files, which describe federal programs, activities, and one-time or recurring reports that by law terminate or are due for termination on a specified date; and
- public policy literature files and indexes of popular periodicals and books cataloged by the Library of Congress.

Training Exchanges

The Director, OPP, in cooperation with the Director of the Training Institute and CBO, CRS, and OTA representatives,
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- arranges staff training on the mission of each of the four agencies and

- identifies and implements training among the agencies when it would serve a useful purpose.

Division and office staff are encouraged to invite representatives from the other organizations when doing so would be helpful.

Assignment
Contributors From
Other Agencies

Because of their knowledge, expertise, or involvement in a particular area, CBO, CRS, or OTA may contribute substantive information to a GAO product. Attribution is required in the communication product. Requirements to ensure the quality of work performed by others are included in chapter 8.1, "Collecting Evidence."

Joint Studies

Different perspectives, approaches, time frames, and responsibilities generally limit instances when studies can be effectively conducted jointly with another agency. However, a joint study may best meet congressional needs in some cases. In such cases, the ACG/P&R and the Director, OPP, should be consulted.

Access to Draft
Reports

Issue area directors should comply with sister agency requests to review draft reports when interchange of information or expertise has been substantial. In many instances, asking for such a review may be desirable. Comments received should be considered in light of all the facts.

If interchange on an assignment has not been substantial and if sister agencies request the draft product, the Director, OPP, should be consulted.

Reviewing Work or
Activities of Other
Agencies

GAO staff are occasionally requested to review and provide comments—either formally or informally—on draft and final products, budget proposals, etc., by CBO, CRS, or OTA. Before starting work on a sister agency's assignment or product, GAO staff should notify the Director, OPP. GAO's policy is to notify the other agency of our planned work and provide it with an opportunity to comment on our work.
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| Policy | GAO employees must conduct themselves in a professional and ethical manner in the way they do their work and how they deal with those with whom they come in contact. |

| Purpose | This chapter briefly highlights some policies affecting significant audit- and evaluation-related activities that have not been incorporated in the remaining chapters of this manual. Details for implementing these policies are found in chapter 15.1, "Other Audit- and Evaluation-Related Procedures," chapter 15.2, "Dealing With the Media," and are supplemented by various GAO orders and notices. Specifically, this chapter addresses

* employee ethics and conduct,

* writing and speaking activities,

* professional associations,

* public requests for information, and

* dealing with the media. Additionally, this chapter provides a quick reference of GAO orders/notices cited in the manual and includes a listing of policy-related publications that supplement GAO's manuals. |

| Employee Ethics and Conduct | GAO employees must conduct themselves in an ethical fashion and avoid the appearance of unethical conduct or practices. Employees must not be involved in circumstances that invite conflict between self-interest and the integrity of GAO employment, such as seeking employment from agencies being audited. Where potential conflicts exist, GAO employees must inform appropriate officials to ensure that corrective action is taken to preserve the credibility of GAO's work. |

| Gifts, Entertainment, and Favors | GAO employees must not accept anything of monetary value under circumstances in which acceptance may result in or create the impression of a conflict of interest. |
# Honoraria

GAO staff must not accept any honorarium or anything of monetary value for writing articles or making speeches based on their work at GAO.

## Prohibited Procurement Practices

All GAO employees who participated or substantially participated in a GAO procurement of property or services are prohibited from:

- soliciting, accepting, or discussing future employment with the contractor;
- accepting money, gratuities, or things of value from the contractor; or
- disclosing any proprietary or source selection information.

Additionally, employees are prohibited, for a period of 2 years from the date of last participation, from participating in any way with the contractor or from being employed by that contractor.


## Financial Interests

All professional staff, all special government employees, and some special nonprofessional staff members must file annual “Statement of Employment and Financial Interest” forms if they are not required to file the Senate Public Financial Disclosure Report.

Senior GAO employees are required to file a Senate Public Financial Disclosure Report annually and within 30 days of beginning and terminating employment with the federal government. Employees who file a report more than 30 days after it is due will be assessed a $200 late fee by the Senate.

The division or office head or designee must review these employee statements and determine whether a conflict or potential conflict exists. The submission of the statement, however, does not relieve employees of their obligation to disqualify themselves whenever assignments conflict with a financial or nonfinancial interest, including one derived from nongovernment employment.

## Outside Employment

GAO employees shall not engage in outside activities, with or without compensation, that are not compatible with the full and proper discharge of their government employment. If employees receive permission to engage in outside activities, this information must be included on their annual financial disclosure form.
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Writing and Speaking Activities
External speeches and articles related to GAO's work and to the federal programs it reviews that are prepared by GAO staff must not compromise GAO's objectivity or credibility. Staff preparing these articles, including letters to the editor, or speeches must clear the pertinent subject matter through the division or office head.

Professional Associations
GAO encourages its staff to join and participate in professional organizations with interests and objectives similar to those of GAO. Such a relationship can help

- expand the professional expertise of GAO staff,
- increase public confidence in GAO and the excellence and civic-mindedness of its staff, and
- achieve goals of mutual interest to the association and GAO.

See GAO Order 2252.1, "Professional or Other Associations," for additional details on GAO requirements for participation in these organizations.

Public Requests for Information
GAO is not subject to the Freedom of Information Act but, following the spirit of the act, does respond to requests from the public for an opportunity to inspect or obtain a copy of GAO records. The Assistant Comptroller General for Policy (ACG/Policy) has overall responsibility for receiving, controlling, coordinating, and processing requests as well as for responding to all requests. Any GAO staff member who receives a request for access to GAO information should promptly forward that request to the Office of Policy (OP) for consideration.

Dealing With the News Media
GAO makes unclassified information on its audit and evaluation activities available to the media and attempts to be as responsive as possible. The Director, Office of Public Affairs (OPA), is responsible for providing the media with correct information. OPA provides information directly or refers requests to appropriate GAO staff.

The most senior knowledgeable official should respond to media inquiries about GAO's audit and evaluation activities. Inquiries about matters that are sensitive, restricted, or classified, however, are to be directed to the Senior Executive Service or management
official responsible for the work or to OPA. Inquiries about GAO policy and internal operations are to be referred to OPA.

GAO staff who have talked with a media representative must prepare a memorandum for OPA briefly summarizing the contact. Staff also must promptly notify OPA when they learn that a requester has released a report and the media have begun asking GAO questions.

For additional information on dealing with the media, see chapter 15.2.

Summary of Related GAO Orders/Notices

Appendix I includes the major GAO orders/ notices that pertain to audit and evaluation responsibilities. The appendix follows the overall organization of this manual and provides a crosswalk the GAO orders that are referenced in each chapter of this manual and the Communications Manual (CM). It is intended as a quick reference guide.

Summary of Policy-Related Publications

Appendix II includes a list of policy-related publications that supplement this manual and the CM. These publications are distributed to GAO staff and are generally available on the Automated Policy Guidance System. It is intended to be a quick reference guide.

Key Responsibilities

GAO employees must be familiar with and adhere to the conflict-of-interest laws and standards of conduct described in this chapter. Each staff member is responsible for identifying and properly resolving ethical issues concerning his/her behavior.

Issue area directors and regional managers are responsible for ensuring that staff working on assignments and activities within their control follow the policies set forth in this chapter and the other reference citations listed. If questions arise about the implementation of such policies, staff should contact the ACG/Policy; the Director, OPA; and/or the General Counsel, as appropriate.

OGC interprets legal requirements and provides guidance to assist GAO staff in fulfilling their responsibilities.

OP is the focal point for receiving and coordinating requests as well as for responding to requests from the public for access to GAO information.
OPA is responsible for dealing with the news media, and any questions should be addressed to OPA.
Appendix I:  
Summary Reference to Related GAO Orders/Notices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject and Chapter</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audit/Evaluation Authority (ch. 1)</td>
<td>0110.1</td>
<td>Legislation Relating to the Functions and Jurisdiction of the General Accounting Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0130.1.10</td>
<td>Office of the General Counsel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0130.1.11</td>
<td>Office of Congressional Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic GAO Objectives (ch. 2)</td>
<td>2410.2</td>
<td>Continuing Professional Education (CPE) Credits for Training and Other Professional Activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2735.1(A-91)</td>
<td>Code of Ethics Including Employee Responsibilities and Conduct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2735.2(A-91)</td>
<td>Conflict of Interest and Statements of Employment and Financial Interests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting the Congress (ch. 3)</td>
<td>0110.1</td>
<td>Legislation Relating to the Functions and Jurisdiction of the General Accounting Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0130.1.11</td>
<td>Office of Congressional Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0411.2</td>
<td>Handling Congressional Correspondence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1411.1</td>
<td>Assignment of U.S. General Accounting Office Personnel to Congressional Committees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standards (ch. 4)</th>
<th>1412.1</th>
<th>Testimony Before Congressional Committees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2410.2</td>
<td>Continuing Professional Education (CPE) Credits for Training and Other Professional Activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2735.1(A-91)</td>
<td>Code of Ethics Including Employee Responsibilities and Conduct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2735.2(A-91)</td>
<td>Conflict of Interest and Statements of Employment and Financial Interests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Planning (ch. 5)</td>
<td>0130.1.22</td>
<td>Office of Program Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0130.1.80</td>
<td>Program Planning Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0130.1.81</td>
<td>Job Starts Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning and Managing Individual Assignments (ch. 6)</td>
<td>0170.1</td>
<td>Coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0175</td>
<td>Coordination of Work at Individual Agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1420.1</td>
<td>Cooperation and Coordination With the Congressional Budget Office, the Congressional Research Service, and the Office of Technology Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obtaining Access to Information (ch. 7)</td>
<td>0135.1</td>
<td>Audit Assignments Involving Access to Tax Information Coordination of GAO's Work on Tax Policy and Administration at Treasury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2430.1</td>
<td>Performance Appraisal Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2480.2</td>
<td>Annual Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy Title</td>
<td>Policy Number</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authority to Administer Oaths and Affirmations</td>
<td>0150.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Requests and the Issuance and Enforcement of Subpoenas Under the Social Security Act</td>
<td>1170.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authority to Administer Oaths and Affirmations</td>
<td>0150.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment of Experts and Consultants</td>
<td>2304.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The GAO Security Manual</td>
<td>0010.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authority to Administer Oaths and Affirmations</td>
<td>0150.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit Assignments Involving Access to Tax Information and Coordination of GAO's Work on Tax Policy and Administration at Treasury</td>
<td>0135.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAO Records Management Program</td>
<td>0410.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Records Disposition Program</td>
<td>0413.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAO Comprehensive Records Schedule</td>
<td>0413.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 16.0</td>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0413.3(A-91)</td>
<td>Storage, Care, and Handling of Audit Workpapers Created on Computer Magnetic Tape</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0415.1</td>
<td>The GAO Vital Records Program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0416.1</td>
<td>GAO Standardized Subjective Filing System</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0910.1</td>
<td>The GAO Security Manual</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communications Policy (ch. 12)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0170.1</td>
<td>Coordination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0411.1</td>
<td>Supplement for Secretaries and Typists</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0411.2</td>
<td>Handling Congressional Correspondence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0910.1</td>
<td>The GAO Security Manual</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0950.1</td>
<td>Unauthorized Release of Draft or Restricted GAO Reports, or Their Contents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1412.1</td>
<td>Testimony Before Congressional Committees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1553.1</td>
<td>GAO's Policy Guidance System</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supervision (ch. 13)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2304.1</td>
<td>Employment of Experts and Consultants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2410.1</td>
<td>Training of GAO Employees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2410.2</td>
<td>Continuing Professional Education (CPE) Credits for Training and Other Professional Activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2430.1</td>
<td>Performance Appraisal Program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2430.2</td>
<td>Annual Assessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency Relations (ch. 14)</th>
<th>0130.1</th>
<th>Issuances Identifying the Internal Organization of the U.S. General Accounting Office</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0170.1</td>
<td>Coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0175</td>
<td>Coordination of Work at Individual Agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0611.1</td>
<td>Acquisition and Assignment of Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1130.1</td>
<td>Handling Information That May Indicate Criminal Misconduct or Serious Abuse in Agency Programs and Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1420.1</td>
<td>Cooperation and Coordination With the Congressional Budget Office, the Congressional Research Service, and the Office of Technology Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1430.1</td>
<td>Providing Assistance to State and Local Governments on Intergovernmental Audit Matters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Audit- and Evaluation-Related Policies (ch. 15)</td>
<td>0130.1.15</td>
<td>Office of Public Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0625.1</td>
<td>General Accounting Office Procurement Guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1330.1</td>
<td>Availability to the Public of General Accounting Office Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2252.1</td>
<td>Professional or Other Associations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2735.1(A-91)</td>
<td>Code of Ethics Including Employee Responsibilities and Conduct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2735.2(A-91)</td>
<td>Conflict of Interest and Statements of Employment and Financial Interests</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performing Investigations (ch. 16)</th>
<th>0110.1</th>
<th>Legislation Relating to the Functions and Jurisdiction of the General Accounting Office</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0130.1.5</td>
<td>Office of Special Investigations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0130.1.10</td>
<td>Office of the General Counsel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1130.1</td>
<td>Handling Information That May Indicate Criminal Misconduct or Serious Abuse in Agency Programs and Operations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic Policy Issues (ch. 17)</th>
<th>0130.10</th>
<th>Office of the General Counsel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obtaining Legal Assistance (ch. 18)</td>
<td>0140.9.10</td>
<td>Delegations and Authorizations for the Office of the General Counsel (OGC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1130.1</td>
<td>Handling Information That May Indicate Criminal Misconduct or Serious Abuse in Agency Programs and Operations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1160.1</td>
<td>Authorizations and Procedures for Handling Claims and Settlements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1330.1</td>
<td>Availability to the Public of General Accounting Office Records</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2735.1(A-91)</td>
<td>Code of Ethics Including Employee Responsibilities and Conduct</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2735.2(A-91)</td>
<td>Conflict of Interest and Statements of Employment and Financial Interests</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Human Resources
(ch. 19)

Information
Management Issues
(ch. 20)
### Appendix II: Summary Reference to Policy-Related Publications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.1.1</td>
<td>A Glossary of Terms Used in the Federal Budget Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.2</td>
<td>Critical Factors in Developing Automated Accounting and Financial Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1.1</td>
<td>Government Auditing Standards (1988, Yellow Book)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1.2</td>
<td>Assessing Compliance With Applicable Laws and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1.3</td>
<td>Standards for Internal Controls in the Federal Government (1983, Green Book)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1.4</td>
<td>Assessing Internal Controls in Performance Audits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1.5</td>
<td>Evaluating Internal Controls in Computer-Based Systems: Audit Guide (1976) (under revision)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1.1</td>
<td>Mission and Assignment Tracking System (MATS) Users’ Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3.1</td>
<td>Message Conferences: A Guide to Improving Product Quality and Timeliness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.1.3</td>
<td>Assessing the Reliability of Computer-Processed Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.1.4</td>
<td>Audit Guide for Assessing the Risks of Information Technology Acquisition (under development)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.1.6</td>
<td>Information Technology: A Model to Help Managers Decrease Acquisition Risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2.1</td>
<td>How to Get Action on Audit Recommendations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.2</td>
<td>The Evaluation Synthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.3</td>
<td>Content Analysis: A Methodology for Structuring and Analyzing Written Material (1982) (under revision)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.4</td>
<td>Designing Evaluations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.5</td>
<td>Using Structured Interviewing Techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.6</td>
<td>Using Statistical Sampling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.7</td>
<td>Developing and Using Questionnaires (1986) (under revision)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.9</td>
<td>Case Study Evaluations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.10</td>
<td>Prospective Evaluation Methods: The Prospective Evaluation Synthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.11</td>
<td>Quantitative Data Analysis: An Introduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.1.1</td>
<td>Preparing, Documenting, and Referencing Microcomputer Data Base Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.1.2</td>
<td>Guideline for Preparing, Documenting, and Referencing SAS Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.1.3</td>
<td>Preparing, Documenting, and Referencing Lotus Spreadsheets (1987)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.1.4</td>
<td>GAO Security Highlights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.1.2</td>
<td>Writing Guidelines (1986)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.9.1</td>
<td>TextFrame: Policies and Instructions for Producing Presentation Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.14.1</td>
<td>Typeset Documents: WordPerfect and Design Instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.19.1</td>
<td>How to Avoid a Substandard Audit: Suggestions for Procuring an Audit (Intergovernmental Audit Forum, 1988)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section</td>
<td>Policy Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.19.3</td>
<td>Guide to Federal Agencies Procurement of Audit Services From Independent Public Accountants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.1.1</td>
<td>GAO Ethics Code (under revision)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.1.1</td>
<td>Office of Special Investigations Special Agent's Handbook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.1.2</td>
<td>Investigators' Guide to Sources of Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.1.3</td>
<td>OSI Fraud Hotline Guide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.1.1</td>
<td>Discount Rate Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.1.1</td>
<td>Guide to Conduct- and Performance-Based Actions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Other Audit- and Evaluation-Related Procedures

Policy  
GAO employees must conduct themselves in a professional and ethical manner in doing their work and in dealing with those with whom they come in contact.

Purpose  
This chapter provides additional details on some of the procedures to implement GAO's other audit- and evaluation-related policies that are not discussed elsewhere in the manual. Specifically, this chapter addresses

- employee ethics and conduct,
- writing and speaking activities, and
- public requests for information.

Employee Ethics and Conduct  
Because of GAO's unique position in the federal establishment, the organization and its staff must be credible and beyond reproach in all situations. Staff must not become involved in conflict-of-interest situations or give the appearance that such conflicts exist.

The Comptroller General established the tone for employee conduct and ethical behavior by the following benchmark: In deciding whether their conduct is ethical, employees should ask themselves whether they are willing to have it discussed in the press. If not, employees should not behave in this manner, even though the conduct may not violate any specific rule. A positive answer to this question will go a long way to avoid embarrassment to GAO employees and the agency.

Ethics  
GAO requires that its employees conduct themselves in an ethical fashion and avoid the appearance of unethical conduct or practices. Employees must not be involved in circumstances that invite conflict between self-interest and the integrity of GAO employment, such as seeking employment from agencies being audited.

Other conflict-of-interest situations to avoid include

- using public office for private gain,
- giving improper preferential treatment to any person,
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- impeding government efficiency or economy,
- making a government decision outside official channels,
- losing independence or impartiality, and
- adversely affecting the public's confidence in the integrity of the government or its operations.

When potential conflicts exist, GAO employees must inform appropriate officials to ensure that corrective action is taken to prevent the compromise of GAO's work.

Seeking New Employment

GAO employees are permitted to seek or negotiate other employment with a private employer or governmental entity but first must notify his/her respective issue area director and, if appropriate, regional manager before beginning or continuing to work on an assignment dealing with that entity. The issue area director must then take appropriate action to ensure the integrity of GAO's work.

As soon as a manager becomes aware of any employee's active employment pursuit with an activity he or she is auditing, that employee should be reassigned to different duties until a job offer has materialized or has been withdrawn.

Gifts, Entertainment, and Favors

GAO employees may not accept gifts, gratuities, favors, entertainment, or anything of monetary value from anyone

- who has or seeks to obtain business or financial relations with the government;
- whose interests may be substantially affected by the performance or nonperformance of a GAO employee's official duty; or
- who conducts operations that are subject to audit, investigation, decision, or regulation by GAO.

Employees may, however, accept

- food and refreshments of nominal value in the ordinary course of meetings or on inspection tours and
- unsolicited advertising or promotional materials, such as pens, pencils, note pads, and other items worth less than $10.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Honoraria</th>
<th>Under the honorarium ban in the Ethics Reform Act of 1989, all GAO employees are prohibited from receiving any payment of money or anything of value for any appearance, speech, or article regardless of whether the subject matter is related to his/her official duties. Employees who speak or write on matters unrelated to GAO work may have a maximum honorarium of $2,000 paid directly to a qualified charitable organization, but an individual tax deduction is not allowed. Travel expenses incurred incident to an appearance, speech, or article may be accepted.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Prohibited Procurement Practices | GAO employees who participate personally or substantially in federal agency procurement may not during the conduct of a procurement:
- solicit, accept, or discuss future employment with the contractor or competing contractor;
- accept money, gratuities, or things of value from the contractor or a competing contractor; or
- disclose any proprietary or source selection information, unless authorized to do so.

Personal or substantial participation in the conduct of a procurement includes:
- reviewing or approving a procurement;
- developing acquisition plans, specifications, statements of work, or purchase descriptions/requests;
- developing solicitation or contract clauses;
- evaluating or selecting the contractor; or
- negotiating or awarding the contract or modification.

Additionally, for 2 years from the date of their last participation in a procurement, employees are prohibited from negotiating the modification or award of that contract or participating in the performance of that contract.

Financial Interests

GAO employees are prohibited from participating in assignments in which they have a financial or nonfinancial interest. To identify potential or actual financial or nonfinancial interests, all professional staff, all special government employees, and some special nonprofessional staff members must file annually a “Statement of Employment and Financial Interest” form or a “Senate Public Financial Disclosure Report.”

The employee’s statement addresses, but is not limited to, such financial and nonfinancial interests as:

- stock/bond ownerships in companies, partnerships, nonprofit organizations, etc.;
- a continued interest, through pensions, retirement plans, or other arrangements, in the above entities;
- earned income from or interest or investment in property of a trade or business;
- spousal or dependent children’s employment in certain organizations or membership or affiliation; and
- outside employment as an employee, owner, director, trustee, partner, advisor, or consultant.

Outside Employment

GAO expects its employees to devote their full energies during working hours to accomplishing their GAO assignments. Outside employment may impair a staff member’s mental and physical capacity to perform his/her government duties and responsibilities in an acceptable manner.

Therefore, employees may not engage in outside employment unless division/office heads have first granted permission. Permission should not be granted when it is possible that outside employment will:

- give rise to an actual or apparent conflict of interest or result in criticism of, or cause embarrassment to, GAO and/or
- impair the staff member’s mental and physical capacity to perform his/her government duties and responsibilities in an acceptable manner.
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extensive details on ethics, employee conduct, and financial disclosure statements. Staff also should see GAO/OGC-86-10, Guidance on Employee Ethics and Conduct, for additional information.

Writing and Speaking Activities

While staff are encouraged to share their experiences and knowledge with interested audiences, GAO must ensure that its employees' external speaking and writing activities related to their work and to the federal programs they review do not compromise GAO's objectivity or credibility.

Thus, staff members who are planning to write articles—including letters to the editors—or present speeches must notify the heads of their division or office before preparing the article or presenting the speech. This notification is needed for speeches or articles related to

- the employee's employment at GAO,
- the work of GAO, or
- federal programs or public policy issues within the employee's assigned area of audit or evaluation responsibility.

Articles or speeches not meeting these criteria are subject to approval as outside employment. Failure to obtain division/office approval for preparing articles or delivering speeches may be cause for disciplinary action.

In granting approval to write articles or present speeches, division/office heads should consider whether

- disseminating the particular information is in GAO's interest and
- the government's interest in seeing that the overall presentation reflects a proper balance between private and governmental concerns is maintained.

In preparing articles or speeches, staff should exercise caution not to compromise GAO's credibility and should not appear to have preconceived positions or attitudes. Generally, ongoing assignments should not be publicly discussed; however, in those rare instances when such discussion is unavoidable, special care should be exercised to preclude jeopardizing the assignment, the relationship with the affected agency, and the conclusions drawn on incomplete data.
Staff members preparing articles or formally preparing speeches must send two copies of the document to the Document Handling and Information Services component of the Office of Information Management and Communications for inclusion in GAO's Document Data Base.

Public Requests for Information

Although GAO is not subject to the Freedom of Information Act, it attempts to meet the spirit of the act as published under 4 C.F.R. 81. Therefore, GAO may respond to a request from the public for an opportunity to inspect or obtain a copy of GAO records if that request is approved by the Assistant Comptroller General for Policy (ACG/Policy). All requests for such information must be promptly forwarded to the Office of Policy (OP).

Because of GAO's unique ability to gain access to a vast amount of information from different sources, however, it must exercise care in the release of such information. Additionally, since GAO's workpapers are accessible to the public, staff members should exercise care to ensure that all workpapers meet GAO standards and that GAO-generated narrative is free from extraneous comments and annotations not related to the assignment's objective.

GAO does not release records from ongoing assignments or those that are part of other current projects. While the public generally has access to workpapers on closed assignments, certain documents involving privacy issues or proprietary or classified information and those designated nonreleasable by a congressional requester may be exempted under 4 C.F.R. part 81.

The ACG/Policy has overall responsibility for receiving, controlling, coordinating, and processing of and responding to all public requests. OP informs the division or office involved with the requested workpapers of its proposed actions on these requests. Also, OP coordinates its responses to public requesters with the Office of the General Counsel (OGC).

When requested by OP, divisions and offices are responsible for

- searching for and identifying records under their control that are responsive to the request;

- identifying records, or parts of records, that may be exempt from disclosure;
• forwarding records responsive to the request to OP for review and assisting in drafting responses;

• making copies of the records to be provided to the requester, and

• keeping a record of time spent on the request so that proper billing may be made.

When a request for information is denied, the public requester is given a description of the material and told the basis for denial. The public requester also is informed that if he/she believes the denial was unwarranted, an appeal may be made to the Comptroller General by sending a letter setting forth the basis for that belief.

See GAO Order 1330.1, “Availability to the Public of General Accounting Office Records,” for additional information.

Related Materials

Other Publication

Guidance on Employee Ethics and Conduct (GAO/OGC-86-10).

GAO Orders/Notices


0625.1, “General Accounting Office Procurement Guidelines.”

1330.1, “Availability to the Public of General Accounting Office Records.”


Dealing With the Media

Policy

GAO makes unclassified information about its activities accessible to the print and broadcast news media (hereafter referred to as the media). In the spirit of the Freedom of Information Act, GAO staff should be responsive to media inquiries and answer questions as accurately, factually, and promptly as possible to help assure correct reporting. If a question cannot be answered directly, the questioner should be given the courtesy of being told why.

Office of Public Affairs Responsibilities

In accordance with GAO Order 0130.1.15 ("Office of Public Affairs"), the Director, Office of Public Affairs (OPA), has primary responsibility for ensuring the United States and foreign media receive accurate and timely information about GAO activities. OPA either provides information on GAO activities directly to the media or refers media representatives to appropriate GAO personnel who can handle media inquiries. OPA coordinates release of GAO reports and other products to the media in cooperation with the Office of Congressional Relations (OCR) and other GAO offices and divisions. OPA also assists GAO personnel who are called upon to deal with media representatives.

Answering Media Inquiries

Normally, the most senior employee with the requisite knowledge for a complete and forthright response should answer questions from media representatives. However, any GAO representative with specific knowledge or competence in the subject of the inquiry may respond except if it concerns matters that are sensitive (e.g., bid protests), matters not directly related to their past or current assignments, or reports that are restricted or classified.

Staff below the management level should refer these inquiries to the issue area director or assistant director directly responsible for the work most closely associated with the inquiry or, if they are unavailable, to the Director, OPA. Staff should refer all inquiries relating to policy and internal GAO operations to the Director, OPA, who will respond after coordinating with the appropriate GAO officials.

Work in Progress

If a question concerns work still in progress or work that is completed but remains under restriction by the requester, a decision of what information may be provided and by whom will normally be made in consultation with the issue area director or assistant.
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Director directly responsible for the work. In exceptional cases, these matters may be decided in consultation with the Director, OPA; Assistant Comptrollers General; or the Comptroller General.

In most cases, information of this nature will not be appropriate for detailed discussion with media representatives. However, it may sometimes be useful for GAO staff to discuss briefly with media representatives an assignment's scope, objectives, and methodology. Staff should first clear the discussion of such limited information with the requester through OCR.

Selective Release of Restricted Reports

A requester may occasionally selectively release a restricted report to one or a few media representatives and suggest they contact appropriate GAO staff for further information or a requester may ask staff to respond to any media inquiries stemming from such a report. GAO will not knowingly favor one media representative over another or one news outlet over another. Accordingly, staff will decline to answer questions about a report that has been selectively released to one or only a handful of media representatives but which remains unavailable to others.

A staff member who is contacted by a media representative about a restricted report and is in doubt about whether it has been generally released should contact the requester for verification. If the report has not been generally released, the requester and the media representative should be told that GAO will not discuss a restricted report until such time as it is equally available to all. Questions about this policy should be referred to the Director, OPA.

Routine Inquiries

Routine media inquiries unrelated to specific work in progress or to future work plans should be handled directly by the inquiry’s recipient. A routine inquiry might concern how to obtain a GAO report, how to interpret a table in a published report, or whom to contact in another federal agency for costs associated with a particular program.

During the course of an assignment, GAO does not normally announce the names of those working on it. If employees are asked their name and organization, however, this information should be provided.

Requests for Formal Interviews

GAO is often requested to make personnel available for formal interviews (as opposed to routine inquiries as outlined above) to discuss in detail the results of its work and the findings, conclusions, and recommendations of its reports. Because most of GAO's work...
involves the efforts of numerous individuals, as well as the coordination of headquarters and regional staff, it is appropriate that senior officials with the broadest knowledge of the matters to be discussed participate in formal interviews. This is especially true of interviews for television or radio, where limited "sound bites" are often used to characterize an entire report in a few words.

Scheduled Interviews

Depending on the subject, issue area directors, associate directors, or other Senior Executive Service (SES) officials normally give formal interviews. In certain circumstances, staff below the SES level may give formal interviews. For example, local or regional news organizations might request formal interviews with GAO personnel in regional offices where SES officials are unavailable, a team of GAO personnel working in the field may be asked for a formal interview when it is not possible to refer the media requester to an SES official or a report might generate multiple requests for interviews, causing an issue area director to designate other staff to help fulfill the requests on a timely basis.

In such cases, approval for the interview should be sought from the issue area director or associate director and the interview coordinated with the Director, OPA, and other appropriate officials, such as a regional manager. These officials will determine whether the request should be granted, designate appropriate staff to give the interview, identify subject matter restrictions (if any), and determine any special ground rules for the interview.

Unscheduled Interviews

Requests for unscheduled, spontaneous interviews outside GAO facilities (e.g., those that might be sought after congressional testimony or at a public meeting where GAO representatives are present in conjunction with an audit assignment) may be filled at the discretion of the senior official present. Such interviews should be reported to the Director, OPA, within 24 hours in a media contact memorandum.

Releasing Reports to the Media

In accordance with instructions in the Communications Manual, chapter 12.14 ("Processing and Distributing GAO Products"), the Director, OPA, shall specify the media distribution on GAO Form 115-U, "Distribution for Unrestricted Reports." Initial distribution of unrestricted reports to the news media follows shortly after the initial distribution to other recipients.

When reports are of exceptional public interest to the national, regional, or local media, the Director, OPA, may arrange for senior officials to take questions from media representatives.
### Embargoed Reports
When reports are complex or of exceptional interest to the national, regional, or local media, the Director, OPA, in consultation with the Director, OCR, and the congressional requester, may arrange to distribute advance copies to appropriate media representatives with an "embargo" specifying a time and date for public release.

In no case will a report completed in response to a congressional request be released on an embargoed basis without the requester's concurrence. In cases of reports completed under basic legislative authority or statutory requirement, the Director, OPA, may arrange embargoed distribution of such reports after consultation with appropriate GAO offices or divisions.

### Premature Release of Reports
When completed reports or portions thereof have been released prematurely by others outside GAO through "leaks" to selected media representatives, the Director, OPA, in consultation with the Director, OCR, and other appropriate officials, may release the report for general distribution to other media representatives. If a draft report that has been circulated outside GAO for comment has been leaked, the Director, OPA, in consultation with appropriate officials, may, in exceptional circumstances, make copies of the draft available to media representatives who request them.

Release of draft reports will be made only if it is deemed essential to provide the media with full information to prevent misunderstanding or mischaracterization of a draft's findings, conclusions, or recommendations. In such cases, the Director, OPA, will stress that the draft's findings, conclusions, or recommendations are tentative and subject to further revision or clarification.

### Selectively Released Reports
When a story about a report that has been selectively released by a requester appears in any media outlet, GAO will, on its own initiative, release the report immediately to all media outlets. When GAO staff become aware that any element of the media has reported on a selectively released report, OCR and OPA should be notified promptly to facilitate the report's general release.

### Release of Prepublication Reports
Reports released by requesters in prepublication format are treated in the same manner as printed reports and will be made available to the media during initial distribution or upon request. Subsequent media distribution by mail, as specified on GAO Form 115-U, "Distribution for Unrestricted Reports," is normally filled as soon as the printed reports are available.
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Releasing Comptroller General Decisions

The Director, OPA, may release Comptroller General Decisions to the media after consultation with the General Counsel or the Special Assistant to the Comptroller General. Normally, Comptroller General Decisions are released 48 hours after copies have been mailed to the parties concerned. In certain cases, a decision may be restricted for a longer or shorter period of time, depending upon the nature of the decision and the circumstances involved.

Media Contact Memorandums

Media contact memorandums serve as an indicator of staff responsiveness to media interest in GAO's work, both as a source of breaking news and as a repository of background information for reporters who are researching issues connected to those GAO may have examined in the past.

In all cases, GAO staff members who speak to a media representative must send a media contact memorandum addressed to OPA's Director (usually within 24 hours). This applies to all media inquiries received in the continental United States—in Washington or in the field. Media inquiries outside the continental United States shall be handled by the senior GAO official in the area and a media contact memorandum airmailed or transmitted by facsimile to the Director, OPA.

The media contact memorandum should include as the subject the media representative's name and organization, and the media contact memorandum should include the contact date, a brief summary of the inquiry's nature, and the employee's response. It is not necessary to include every detail of a conversation with a media representative and, in most cases, three short paragraphs should suffice.

Copies of the media contact memorandum should be sent to the Assistant Comptroller General for Policy; the Director, OCR; Index and Files (when the media contact memorandum includes a B-number as part of the subject); and to other interested parties for coordination purposes.

Related Materials

Communications Manual

12.14, “Processing and Distributing GAO Products.”
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GAO Order
0130.1.15, "Office of Public Affairs."

GAO Form
# 115-U, "Distribution for Unrestricted Reports."
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Performing Investigations--Policy Summary

Policy

GAO's policy is to conduct investigations in accordance with the standards established by the President's Council on Integrity and Efficiency (PCIE) as adapted for GAO's work. Additionally, investigations are to be conducted in accordance with GAO policies and procedures, as set out in this manual, the Communications Manual, and the Office of Special Investigations Special Agent's Handbook (GAO/OSI-16.1.1). (Distribution of the Handbook is limited to staff involved in conducting investigations.)

Policy Highlights

The Office of Special Investigations (OSI), which is within the Office of the General Counsel (OGC), is the headquarters programming unit responsible for the Investigations Issue Area. As such, it is responsible for conducting GAO's investigative work and for integrating such work with GAO's audit and evaluation work.

OSI is the focal point for dealing with the Offices of Inspectors General, the Department of Justice, and other investigative agencies on matters that involve possible criminal misconduct or serious abuse.

OSI is responsible for conducting investigations of possible violations of federal laws or regulations that involve:

- contract and procurement improprieties;
- conflict-of-interest and ethics violations;
- fraud, waste, and abuse in government programs, activities, and functions;
- misconduct in agencies and regulated industries; and
- enforcement review matters (reexamination of matters previously investigated and the operations of federal law enforcement agencies).

OSI Mission and Objectives

OSI's primary mission is to investigate referrals from the Comptroller General concerning specific allegations of federal fraud, waste, abuse, misconduct, or specific reviews of law enforcement issues. These referrals are based on requests and information received from:
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- Congressional committees, subcommittees, and offices.
- Members of the Congress.
- GAO divisions and offices.
- Department and agencies of the U.S. government.
- The GAO Fraud Hotline.

To accomplish the Comptroller General’s mandate to integrate GAO’s audit, evaluation, and investigative functions, OSI:

- Consults, advises, and supports GAO divisions and offices on cases or assignments involving possible violations of federal criminal laws or indications of fraud or abuse.

- Participates in the development and presentation of training courses for other GAO staff. Training focus is on developing an alertness to criminal violations, such as fraud, and an appreciation and awareness for criminal investigative techniques.

- Directs and operates the GAO Fraud Hotline.

- Establishes, fosters, and maintains effective liaison with GAO headquarters divisions and offices, regional offices, and members of the law enforcement community.

- Assists GAO offices and divisions in official dealings with the law enforcement community. OSI does this by (1) developing a regional investigative program to conduct and assist in criminal investigations and (2) conducting strategic planning and sharing the results with appropriate issue area planners.

**Basic Authority**

OSI’s powers and authorities derive from those vested in the Office of the Comptroller General, as codified in title 31, U.S. Code. Other laws provide additional authority for investigation of specific activities.

Title 31 provides that the Comptroller General will do the following:

- Investigate all matters related to the receipt, disbursement, and use of public money (31 U.S.C. § 712(1)).
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- Make an investigation ordered by either House of the Congress or a congressional committee with jurisdiction over revenue, appropriations, or expenditures (31 U.S.C. § 712(4)).

- Give a congressional committee with jurisdiction over revenue, appropriations, or expenditures the help and information it requests (31 U.S.C. § 712(5)).

The Comptroller General has empowered OSI special agents to conduct investigations, collect evidence, and perform other duties authorized by law.

Definition of “Investigation”

An investigation is a planned systematic search for relevant, objective, and sufficient facts and evidence derived through interviews, record examinations, and the application of other approved professional investigative techniques.

Standards for Investigations

All investigations are to be conducted in accordance with the PCIE investigation standards as adapted to GAO's work, the policies set out in this manual, and the Office of Special Investigations Special Agent's Handbook (GAO/OSI-16.1.1).

The PCIE standards are categorized as general and qualitative standards.

General Standards

General standards apply to the desired qualities for investigators and the organizational environment in which investigations are performed. GAO conducts its investigations in accordance with PCIE's three general standards—(1) qualifications, (2) independence, and (3) due professional care.

Qualifications: This standard places upon GAO and its investigators the responsibility to ensure that investigations are conducted by personnel who collectively possess the knowledge, skills, and abilities to perform required investigations.

Independence: This standard places upon GAO and its investigators the responsibility to ensure that judgments made in collecting and analyzing evidence and communicating results are impartial. Personal, external, and organizational impairments must not adversely affect the independence of investigative endeavors.

Due Professional Care: This standard requires a constant effort to achieve a quality professional performance. Specific emphasis...
### Qualitative Standards

Qualitative standards apply to the management functions and processes necessary to perform investigations. PCIE recognizes four critical qualitative standards—(1) planning, (2) execution, (3) reporting, and (4) information management. GAO applies these through specific supervisory, case management, and report processing and approval procedures.

### Planning Investigations

Investigative priorities should be established and objectives developed to ensure that individual case tasks are performed effectively and efficiently. In recognizing the general limitation of resources, the planning standard requires that attention be given to the establishment of case priorities and the proper degree of supervision necessary to ensure a generally successful outcome.

### Organizational Planning

GAO's investigative program cuts across all division issue areas and is influenced largely by requests from the Congress. Investigation matters are referred by the Comptroller General, and continuing guidance is provided by the Job Starts Group. Long-term program objectives and direction are generally reviewed by the Program Planning Committee annually.

### Individual Case Planning

Investigations should be designed to ensure the collection of sufficient reliable information to support a final action.

### Analyzing Allegations

Allegations should be reviewed to establish a clear basis for the investigation. Issues should be clearly defined, potential problems identified, and appropriate laws and regulations researched.

Background information gleaned from public and private sources should be gathered and reviewed immediately to provide a basic understanding of the issues or areas to be examined.

### Preparing Written Investigative Plans

The main purpose of case planning is to establish and maintain the focus of the investigation. By stating the objectives and the scope of the investigation, a written plan helps the investigator maintain the proper focus of the inquiry and helps the supervisor ensure that the objectives are achieved within the established time frame.

The plan should set forth the nature of the investigation while specifically listing the substantive issues to be developed, a specific plan of action, the estimated required manpower, the expected completion date, and the anticipated results or accomplishments.
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Executing Investigations

Performing Routine Activities

Investigations should be conducted in a timely, efficient, thorough, and legal manner. Investigators select and use the appropriate legally authorized and approved techniques discussed below. Detailed procedures for using these techniques are included in the Office of Special Investigations Special Agent’s Handbook.

Investigations are authorized to perform the following routine investigative activities.

- Collecting and analyzing information, facts, documents, records, or other evidence from either manual or computer-based files.
- Interviewing complainants, witnesses, and suspects to obtain information about an allegation.
- Administering oaths and affirmations and taking testimony or written statements to establish a permanent record of information provided as evidence.
- Using federal, state, local, and private information sources.

Performing Activities That Require Special Approval

Director, OSI

Certain investigative techniques require special approval before they can be used in GAO. The following sections describe the final level of approval required for specific investigative techniques.

The Director, OSI, approves in writing the use of

- confidential informants or
- reimbursable payments for investigative expenses by agents and cooperating witnesses.

General Counsel

The General Counsel approves in writing any

- use of consensual monitoring, polygraphs, or subpoenas or
- participation in the execution of a search warrant.

Comptroller General

Absent the specific written approval from the Comptroller General, investigators shall not

- seek or accept appointments as deputy U.S. marshals, deputy sheriffs, special police officers, or any other law enforcement officers that confer the right to make arrests, carry firearms or other weapons, or independently execute search warrants;
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Taking Investigative Precautions

Investigators are fact-gatherers and should not allow conjecture, unsubstantiated opinion, or bias to affect assignments. Evidence should be collected in a manner to ensure that all relevant material is obtained and the chain of custody is preserved so as to be admissible in future proceedings.

Coordinating Investigations

OSI investigations are conducted in the agencies being audited by other GAO divisions and offices. To ensure that neither the investigation nor the ongoing audit and evaluation work is adversely affected, OSI and the divisions/regions must maintain effective liaison.

OSI will inform divisions with lead responsibility of its plans to conduct investigations in specific issue areas. Similarly, audit groups working in areas with potential investigative issues will advise OSI of their work. The audit groups also will advise OSI when they uncover evidence of potential illegal acts during audits and evaluations in accordance with GAO Order 1130.1, "Handling Information That May Indicate Criminal Misconduct or Serious Abuse in Agency Programs and Operations," and GAO Form 298, "Office of Special Investigations Referral Form."

Whenever possible, OSI will adhere to the provisions of chapter 14 of this manual which relate to maintaining a "single face to the agency" in its dealings with governmental agencies and in all instances will be guided by the principles contained in that chapter. However, given OSI's unique role regarding investigations conducted by GAO and the often sensitive nature of these matters, decisions regarding agency contact will be made on a case-by-case basis by OSI and the appropriate division.

Documenting Investigations

All investigations must be thoroughly documented with relevant, accurate, and objective evidence. To minimize errors or omissions, relevant information gathered or activities performed must be promptly documented in a record of investigative activity and kept in official case files, with supporting documents and other evidence.

The Office of Special Investigations Special Agent's Handbook contains procedures for preparing, organizing, handling, and protecting records of investigative activities, case files, and other evidence.
Supervising Investigations

General Supervision

Investigations may be managed in various ways. GAO should use the arrangements that best suit individual investigations; however, certain minimum levels of supervision and review are required.

The agent-in-charge should ensure that case tasks are completed and properly documented. In carrying out their responsibilities, agents-in-charge

- review records of investigative activity before they are included in case files;
- review case files periodically to ensure efficient continuation of the work, clear up open questions, and avoid disruption;
- inform managers of serious problems; and
- provide continuous on-the-job training and feedback to team members.

Management Involvement

OSI management must maintain sufficient knowledge of investigative assignments to protect the overall integrity of the investigative program.

Reporting the Results

GAO should communicate its investigation results to the Congress, other GAO divisions and offices, and appropriate department and agency officials and/or in appropriate legal proceedings. While most investigative activity will result in final written products, oral briefings are permitted in appropriate circumstances. All briefings will be formally documented in the case file by written briefing outlines and Office of Congressional Relations memorandums.

Preparing Investigation Reports

Investigation reports must thoroughly address all relevant aspects of the investigations and be accurate, objective, timely, understandable, and logically organized. Investigators should adhere to the general quality characteristics set out in the Communications Manual. Specifically, investigative products must

- cover all relevant aspects of cases;
- accurately, objectively, and succinctly describe the facts uncovered and evidence obtained;
- be prepared at or shortly after the completion of investigations;
- clearly record or reference all pertinent interviews;
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• be as short as practicable without sacrificing clarity, completeness, and accuracy; and

• comply with the agreed-upon format.

Determining Addressee(s) and Signer(s)
Final investigation products will be addressed to initial requesters or in the case of referrals from other GAO divisions or offices or agencies to agency heads.

The Director, OSI, ordinarily signs all reports, except those involving unusually sensitive or significant issues warranting the signature of the General Counsel or the Comptroller General.

Ensuring Quality
To ensure the highest degree of quality in GAO investigation products, an adequate system of controls is needed. Investigators prepare investigation reports under approved quality control procedures. Supervisors perform review and approval functions and ultimately are responsible for ensuring the adequacy of supporting evidence and the accuracy of reports.

All investigation reports or other written products are reviewed by OSI's Planning and Reporting Group to ensure that GAO communications guidelines and procedures are met. OSI reports also are reviewed by the General Counsel and the Report Review/Job Starts Group and are independently referenced before release.

Distributing Written Products
Investigation reports are generally restricted to requesters. Distribution is influenced by the sensitivity of the information and the circumstances. When nonrestricted reports are issued, they are distributed in accordance with GAO policies and procedures in the Communications Manual.

Communicating in Other Ways
While written reports are the preferred way to communicate investigation results, congressional testimony, referrals to other law enforcement authorities, and appearances as witnesses in legal proceedings may be used.

Providing Testimony
OSI representatives must comply with the same requirements as other GAO witnesses when giving testimony. (See ch. 3, "Supporting the Congress.") OSI testimony must be reviewed by the General Counsel, who may also request review by the Assistant Comptroller General for Planning and Reporting.

Making Referrals
Following consultation between OSI and OGC, the General Counsel refers possible civil and criminal law violations to appropriate U.S. Attorneys' offices or directly to the Department of Justice.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Consultation with OGC</strong></th>
<th>OSI will make referrals to the Offices of Inspectors General and other investigative agencies.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Appearing As Witnesses in Legal Actions</strong></td>
<td>Generally, GAO employees are prohibited from appearing as witnesses in private litigation to testify about matters arising from their official duties. They may, however, appear as government witnesses in grand jury investigations and court actions with advance approval of the appropriate division or office directors and consultation with OGC. The above decisions are subject to applicable Speech and Debate clauses (Article I, Section 6, U.S. Constitution).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Managing Information</strong></td>
<td>The information management standard requires that investigation results be stored in a manner allowing effective retrieval, cross-referencing, and analysis. An effective information management system enhances the organization's ability to conduct pattern and trend analysis and its ability to detect and prevent wrongdoing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initiating Cases</strong></td>
<td>The Office of Special Investigations Special Agent's Handbook provides guidance on when and how to initiate an investigation and when to pursue another course of action. The Office of Special Investigations Special Agent's Handbook requires that a case file be established immediately upon the opening of an investigation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maintaining Case Information</strong></td>
<td>The Office of Special Investigations Special Agent's Handbook provides guidelines for complying with this standard. OSI maintains a case file and control system that provides the information OSI needs to perform its responsibilities and measure its accomplishments. Due to the sensitive nature of most investigations, however, case information is restricted to those having a need to know.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Key Responsibilities</strong></td>
<td>The General Counsel is responsible for overseeing OSI activities and providing broad direction and guidance to the Director, OSI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Director, OSI, is responsible for administration and operation of the office and ensuring that adequate controls are established and followed to guarantee compliance with GAO's policies and applicable investigative standards.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Deputy directors, assistant directors, and supervisors must ensure that investigative techniques are authorized before execution, monitored during execution, and properly documented and reviewed afterwards. Additionally, they must foster and maintain good working relationships with the divisions and offices in their area of responsibility.

OSI special agents are responsible for planning, executing, and reporting on investigations in accordance with GAO policies established in this manual, the Office of Special Investigations Special Agent's Handbook, and related materials.
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Policy

GAO's policy is to conduct investigations in accordance with the investigation standards promulgated by the President's Council on Integrity and Efficiency (PCIE) as adapted for GAO's work. Investigation results are effectively communicated to the Congress and other affected parties in accordance with PCIE standards and GAO policies and procedures for the Office of Special Investigations (OSI), as spelled out in chapter 16.0. Any investigative work done by groups other than OSI should be coordinated with OSI. Likewise, when any evaluation uncovers possible illegal acts, OSI should be consulted.

The Office of Special Investigations Special Agent's Handbook (GAO/OSI-16.1.1) provides detailed guidelines and procedures for OSI investigations. Distribution of the handbook is restricted to GAO staff involved in making investigations.

Related Materials

Other Chapters of This Manual
3, “Supporting the Congress.”
14, “Agency Relations.”

GAO Orders
0130.1.5, “Office of Special Investigations.”
1130.1, “Handling Information That May Indicate Criminal Misconduct or Serious Abuse in Agency Programs and Operations.”

GAO Form
298, “Office of Special Investigations Referral Form.”

Other Publications
Office of Special Investigations Special Agent’s Handbook (GAO/OSI-16.1.1).

Investigators’ Guide to Sources of Information (GAO/OSI-16.1.2).

OSI Fraud Hotline Guide (GAO/OSI-16.1.3).
This chapter and chapter 17.1 are still under development.
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Policy

GAO's policy is to

- recognize and effectively address legal issues affecting accomplishment of assignment objectives,

- ensure that positions taken in GAO's products are legally correct, and

- ensure that close cooperation and teamwork between the Office of the General Counsel (OGC) and audit/evaluation staff result in quality GAO products.

Policy Highlights

Ensuring the Legal Sufficiency of GAO's Products

GAO assignments must include an assessment of compliance with applicable laws and regulations, and positions taken in GAO's communication products must be legally sufficient. This means that matters discussed and positions taken in the products must be based on an understanding of the applicable laws, regulations, opinions of the Comptroller General, and controlling court cases.

When few, if any, legal issues are involved, attorney participation in an assignment may be limited to a final review of the product. But start-to-finish attorney participation may be required when assignment objectives involve significant legal issues. The need for attorney involvement should be determined on a case-by-case basis. When legal issues warrant, the attorney should be a significant member of the team throughout the assignment.

Effective attorney participation is best achieved by a cooperative relationship in which issues are defined and working arrangements established as early as possible.

To achieve this, staff must

- identify legal issues and establish working arrangements with OGC during the assignment's design phase,

- consult OGC promptly if access-to-records problems are encountered or if a confidentiality agreement appears to be needed,

- get OGC participation when making bill comments,
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- consult OGC in formulating legislative recommendations and in developing legislative language,
- get advance OGC review of draft products that discuss legal issues, and
- get OGC review of all final products.

OGC attorneys should

- strive to meet agreed-to assignment-related due dates and
- comply with OGC quality control and review requirements when providing advice to audit/evaluation staff.

For detailed information on obtaining legal assistance, see chapter 18.1, "Procedures for Legal Support for Audits/Evaluations."

Other OGC Responsibilities

OGC has a number of other responsibilities related to audit/evaluation work. Both assignment staff and attorneys should be aware of and benefit from these relationships.

For detailed information, see chapter 18.2, "Other Office of the General Counsel Responsibilities."

Key Responsibilities

OGC management is responsible for

- identifying OGC attorney contacts and organizational arrangements for assistance in audit/evaluation assignments and
- ensuring, through appropriate review, that attorney assistance, especially on complex and sensitive legal issues, is reliable.

All OGC attorneys are responsible for

- maintaining an overview of assignments in their area of responsibility and suggesting legal advice and assistance when appropriate;
- consulting with auditors/evaluators on legislative actions and proposals that may affect work on assignments; and
- consulting with, advising, and providing opinions and assistance on legal matters as arranged with evaluators-in-charge and assignment managers.
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Evaluators-in-charge and assignment managers are responsible for

- contacting attorneys early in the assignment to assess the need for legal involvement and to arrange for attorney participation,

- analyzing assignments for legal content and arranging attorney assistance,

- establishing working arrangements that promote teamwork in dealing with legal issues,

- keeping attorneys informed of assignment progress and inviting attorneys to key meetings, and

- obtaining legal clearance of communication products and participating with attorneys in resolving issues affecting clearance.
Procedures for Legal Support for Audits/Evaluations

Policy

GAO's policy is to

- recognize and effectively address legal issues affecting accomplishment of assignment objectives and

- ensure that positions taken in GAO's products are legally correct.

Legal Assistance on Audits/Evaluations

In support of audits and evaluations, Office of the General Counsel (OGC) attorneys

- resolve questions that arise in assignments, such as questions about GAO's authority to do a particular job or to gain access to records;

- provide assistance, throughout the various phases of an assignment, to ensure that products do not misstate the law and that legal questions raised by audit/evaluation work are effectively resolved; and

- participate in legislative drafting.

OGC provides close support to program divisions and offices. Appendix I summarizes the areas requiring close coordination between OGC and divisions/offices. OGC organizational units, under a senior associate or associate general counsel, have been assigned programmatic responsibilities as follows:

- Accounting and financial management.

- General government.

- Human resources and program evaluation methodology.

- National security, international affairs, and information management.

- Resources, community, and economic development.

Interpretation of Audit/Evaluation Authority

OGC interprets legal requirements affecting GAO's work. This includes advice to clarify the scope of GAO authorities so that all requirements are met and restrictions are not exceeded.
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If, during an assignment, GAO's authority is questioned, staff should contact OGC for assistance. Attorneys can also help resolve such matters as access-to-records problems and questions on how to handle congressional requests for audits of agency activities that are statutorily exempt from GAO's audit authority.

Assistance on Assignments

Attorneys help in developing findings, conclusions, and recommendations to ensure that they are legally correct. The relationship between auditors/evaluators and attorneys works best when it is characterized by teamwork.

The extent of attorney involvement in any assignment depends on its nature and assignment objective(s). It should be determined by auditors/evaluators and attorneys on a case-by-case basis.

Attorney participation may be limited to final review of the communication product when the assignment involves no significant legal issues. Start-to-finish attorney participation is required when assignment objectives involve significant legal issues. Attorney participation early in an assignment is particularly helpful, since the significance of legal issues may not be readily apparent.

Identifying the Extent of Attorney Participation

Early in the design phase, staff should consider how attorneys can help to analyze laws and regulations that are material to assignment objectives. That analysis is an important part of GAO assignments.

Attorneys can help auditors/evaluators in a variety of ways throughout an assignment. For example, they can

- identify laws and regulations relevant to an assignment's objective(s) and determine legal issues that should be addressed,

- help develop an approach for collecting information needed to address legal issues,

- make determinations on legal issues and help integrate those determinations into the product, and

- help develop legislative recommendations and draft implementing language.

During the design phase, arrangements for attorney participation, including timing and methodology, should be made. Attorneys are responsible for ensuring that their assistance is timely, relevant to
assignment objectives, and reliable. Meeting this responsibility requires early knowledge of what will be expected of them and when it will be needed.

Auditors/evaluators and attorneys need not meet on every assignment. But, at a minimum, attorneys should review key documents that describe each assignment, e.g., Job Starts material, the congressional request, and the Office of Congressional Relations (OCR) memorandums. Such documents give them an opportunity to ensure that an obscure, but perhaps significant, legal issue receives prompt attention.

Participation During the Course of an Assignment

Attorneys assist during the data collection/analysis phase of an assignment by researching and resolving legal issues; working on access-to-records problems; and, depending on the nature of the assignment, helping to gather information through interviews and other fieldwork.

Informal relationships normally work best in getting the answer to legal issues. But facts and legal issues are sometimes complex and can be best dealt with through a written request for a legal opinion. Attorney cooperation in drafting a request for such an opinion can help ensure that it is sharply focused to the legal issues important to assignment objectives. For attorneys to respond effectively to an issue, they may need additional information, such as a formal statement of the agency's position and rationale on the issue.

Staff should keep attorneys informed during an assignment. Likewise, attorneys should give auditors/evaluators information about the assignment as it affects their work.

While the attorneys' primary role is to advise on legal matters, they may have other insights that can help meet assignment objectives. This is particularly true of complex subjects that cannot be compartmentalized between legal and other issues. The relationship should be one in which attorneys feel free to make such contributions.

During product development, attorneys can draft portions of a product or perhaps prepare a legal analysis for inclusion as an appendix. The extent of their participation in product development depends on the nature and scope of their participation during the assignment and the significance of the legal issues.

A major OGC role is reviewing communication products for legal correctness and granting legal clearance when warranted. Formal
legal review and clearance should generally be completed in 5 workdays.

When legal issues are involved, OGC clearance is required before a product is released for agency comment or to a congressional requester. Depending on the sensitivity of the issues, advance clearance may be useful in other cases.

Formal legal clearances for both advance and final review require a copy of the draft, along with the appropriate clearance form. If assignment staff and attorneys have worked closely on an assignment, formal product clearance should be routine.

Since formal clearance constitutes OGC's agreement that a product is appropriate for outside release, the product released must be the same as the one that OGC cleared. Changes, other than editing of nonlegal material, should be brought to OGC's attention.

Attorneys are responsible for ensuring that the advice they give can be relied on and, when appropriate, for obtaining higher-level OGC review. Higher-level review is most necessary when legal advice could significantly affect the direction of an assignment or its findings, conclusions, or recommendations.

OGC Review of Attorney's Assignment-Related Advice

Bill Comments

Comments on bills are an important form of GAO assistance to the Congress. These comments are provided when

- they are requested by a committee or a Member;
- GAO's authorities or responsibilities would be affected by the bill's passage; and/or
- GAO has information that would be useful to committees or Members in considering or modifying the bill, including possible changes to help accomplish intended objectives.

OGC works with the division responsible for providing bill comments. The OGC attorney gives legislative history information, which may include prior comments on similar or related bills; provides requested counsel; and reviews proposed comments before issuance. After release, the bill comments signature package is stored in the B-files.
Legislative Drafting

OGC should participate in all legislative drafting, both formal and informal. The Communications Manual (CM) requires that recommendations to modify or create laws be as specific as possible and be developed in consultation with OGC. Those recommendations generally should be accompanied by proposed legislative language.

Legislative drafting requires the joint effort of auditors/evaluators and attorneys. This helps to ensure that the concept of the legislation is sound and that draft language is technically correct and sufficient.

Even when it is not necessary to draft language to accompany a legislative recommendation, auditors/evaluators and attorneys should have a clear understanding of the recommendation's feasibility and how it would be implemented. This is important because GAO is often called on later to provide draft legislative language.

Related Materials

Other Chapters of This Manual
1, “Audit/Evaluation Authority.”
6, “Planning and Managing Individual Assignments.”
7, “Obtaining Access to Information.”

Communications Manual
12.10, “Recommendations.”
12.13, “Ensuring Product Quality.”
12.18, “Comments on Legislative Bills.”

GAO Orders
0140.9.10, “Delegations and Authorizations for the Office of the General Counsel (OGC).”

Other Publication
Assessing Compliance With Applicable Laws and Regulations (GAO/OP-4.1.2).
Appendix I:
Summary of
Requirements for
OGC Review and
Consultation

Obtaining Access
to Information

- OGC is the central point for handling access-to-records problems. When possible, OGC works with division or regional management to resolve problems informally and, when necessary, drafts for the Comptroller General's signature a formal demand or subpoena based on specifications provided by the issue area director. (See ch. 7.0, "Obtaining Access to Information—Policy Summary," p. 4.)

- In some cases, GAO may not be able to comply with a request because it may not be within GAO's jurisdiction. OCR and OGC should be consulted. (See ch. 3.1, "Supporting the Congress—Responding to Requests for Audits and Evaluations," p. 9.)

- If the issue area director (or regional manager) determines that prompt access to records that have been delayed or denied is necessary, he/she should immediately consult the OGC issue area attorney. The issue area director or the regional manager and OGC should consult with the division head to reach agreement on the various strategies that might be pursuits. If access is not forthcoming, enforcement action should be considered by division management in close consultation with OGC. All proposed enforcement actions should be submitted to the Special Assistant to the Comptroller General for review. (See ch. 7.1, "Obtaining Access to Information," pp. 2 and 3.)

- Any question concerning GAO's right to access records should be promptly referred to OGC. (See ch. 7.1, p. 2.)

- Any decision to use GAO's enforcement authority to obtain access to records will be made by division management in close consultation with OGC and will be reviewed by the Special Assistant to the Comptroller General. (See ch. 7.1, p. 3.)

- OGC will advise on the implications to future access rights of a pledge of confidentiality and on the way it should be worded. (See ch. 7.0, p. 2.)

- Before a pledge of confidentiality is offered, the matter should be discussed with OGC. (See ch. 7.1, p. 4.)
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- Pledges of confidentiality must be carefully worded to reflect limitations on GAO's ability to prevent disclosure of proprietary information. OGC should be consulted on the wording of pledges under related legislation. (See ch. 7.1, p. 5.)

- A pledge of confidentiality on a congressional request should be confirmed by a letter from the requester or by a confirmation letter acknowledged by the requester. In either approach, OGC should be consulted. (See ch. 7.1, p. 5.)

- GAO generally does not accept requests for nondisclosure statements generated by agencies or government contractors as a prerequisite to obtaining information. GAO staff should inform their unit managers. OGC and the Office of Policy will advise on appropriate actions. (See ch. 7.1, p. 6.)

Noncompliance With Laws and Regulations and Illegal Acts

- OGC should be contacted promptly when misconduct or illegality is indicated and throughout the development of evidence for submission to the Department of Justice. (See ch. 7.1, p. 7.)

- In pursuing indications of illegal acts, auditors/evaluators should consult with division management and OGC before proceeding and on the need to report any indicated illegal acts to law enforcement or investigatory authorities. (See ch. 4.3, “Fieldwork and Reporting Standards for Financial Audits,” p. 2.)

- OGC should be consulted for appropriate reporting of noncompliance with laws and regulations and before other actions are taken. (See ch. 4.2, p. 10 and ch. 4.3, p. 4.)

Developing Findings, Conclusions, and Recommendations

- In developing recommendations to seek recovery of overpayments, OGC should be consulted. (See ch. 9.1, “Procedures for Developing Findings, Conclusions, Recommendations, and Matters for Congressional Consideration,” p. 8.)

- Recommendations proposing new or modified legislation should be coordinated with OGC. (See ch. 9.1, p. 7.)

- OGC should be consulted on all legislative recommendations; he involved in meetings with congressional staff to discuss such recommendations; help decide whether it is appropriate to transmit specific legislative language; and, where appropriate, prepare the language. (See CM, ch. 12.10, “Recommendations,” app. I, p. 8.)
Handling Sensitive Matters

- When anticipated GAO work involves issues that have progressed into litigation or are being recommended for litigation, GAO should determine the effects its continued involvement might have on the litigation and, as appropriate, discontinue work. Such decisions should be made in consultation with OGC. (See ch. 18.1, "Procedures for Legal Support for Audits/Evaluations," p. 9.)

- While GAO prefers not to address issues in litigation, all such decisions should be made after consulting OGC. (See ch. 18.1, p. 9.)

- Matters to be referred to the Department of Justice normally should not be discussed without prior approval of OGC. (See CM, ch. 12.15, "Special Consideration and Handling of Classified, Restricted, and Sensitive Information in GAO Products," p. 3.)

- GAO products should not express opinions on issues to be resolved by the courts unless there are mitigating circumstances and prior OGC approval has been obtained. (See CM, ch. 12.15, p. 4.)

- Whenever a draft or final product discusses or expresses an opinion regarding ongoing litigation, the specific wording must be approved by OGC. (See CM, ch. 12.15, p. 4.)

Product Review

- Generally, all draft products should be coordinated with OGC. (See ch. 12.0, "Communications Policy," p. 5.)

- When requesting OGC review, divisions/offices should send a copy of the draft, support documentation, and either a GAO Form 124 requesting advance review or a GAO Form 319 requesting final review. (See CM, ch. 12.13, "Ensuring Product Quality," p. 10.)

- One of the requirements for releasing draft products is that OGC has cleared any product that contains legal issues, including issues in litigation, interpretations of legal requirements, and legal conclusions based on facts disclosed through GAO's work. (See CM, ch. 12.11, "Agency Comments," p. 6.)

- OGC must review all products before issuance. Depending on the sensitivity and/or timing of the product, OGC should also be asked to review the product before it is sent out for comment or released in advance to a requester. OGC is available to provide advice and counsel during the assignment. (See ch. 12.0, p. 6, and CM, ch. 12.13, p. 10.)
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Video Products
- Scripts for all video reports should be reviewed by OGC to ensure that any potential legal issues (involving privacy and copyright issues) are resolved before production and that all releases are obtained. (See CM, ch. 12.16, “Video Products,” p. 6.)
- All video products should be reviewed by OGC, including those obtained from external sources. (See CM, ch. 12.16, p. 10.)

Testimony
- The General Counsel and other top officials review all testimony to be presented by the Comptroller General. OGC also reviews all testimony to be presented by other GAO officials. (See CM, ch. 12.17, “Testimony,” p. 5, and ch. 3.4, p. 1.)

Comments on Bills
- Bill comments must be reviewed by appropriate division/office officials, OCR, and OGC and must be independently referenced. (See ch. 3.4, p. 3.)
- Bill comments are reviewed by OGC before signature. (See CM, ch. 12.18, “Comments on Legislative Bills,” p. 4.)
## Chapter 18.2

### Other Office of the General Counsel Responsibilities

#### Policy

GAO's policy is to ensure that close cooperation and teamwork between the Office of the General Counsel (OGC) and audit/evaluation staff result in quality GAO products.

#### OGC Responsibilities

In addition to providing direct assistance to evaluation assignments (discussed in ch. 18.1, "Procedures for Legal Support for Audits/Evaluations"), OGC responsibilities relevant to assignment staff include:

- **special investigations** by the Office of Special Investigations (see ch. 16, "Performing Investigations");
- **advisory legal opinions for the Congress**;
- **Comptroller General Decisions** issued to heads of departments, independent establishments, disbursing and certifying officers, and private parties and decisions in connection with bid protests;
- **legal actions** involving GAO responsibilities and operations;
- **guidance on employee ethics and conduct**;
- **freedom of information requests**;
- **impoundment actions**; and
- **ensuring currency of certain titles of the Policy and Procedures Manual for Guidance of Federal Agencies**.

#### Advisory Legal Opinions for the Congress

OGC prepares advisory legal opinions at the request of congressional committees or Members. An advisory opinion informs the Congress of GAO's views on a specific matter but has no binding effect. However, if the opinion addresses matters within GAO's settlement jurisdiction, it is tantamount to a Comptroller General Decision.

Material covered by requests may relate to GAO's evaluation work. Requests often involve legal interpretations of statutory requirements that are significant to GAO evaluations. They include requests for legislative language for pending or proposed legislation being considered in response to GAO evaluations. (Legislative drafting is discussed in ch. 18.1.)
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Comptroller General
Decisions

Evaluators who receive a request for an advisory opinion from a Member of the Congress must contact OGC promptly.

As required by law, Comptroller General Decisions are issued to heads of departments, independent establishments, disbursing and certifying officers, and private parties. Generally, the decisions fall into one of three areas—appropriations, personnel, and procurement.

- Appropriations decisions primarily involve questions from agency officials concerning the propriety of obligating or expending federal funds.

- Decisions on personnel matters mainly involve questions about the entitlement of civilian employees and military personnel in such areas as pay and travel reimbursement.

- Procurement decisions primarily cover the propriety of federal contract awards, including procurement bid protests. OGC analyzes issues relevant to the contested procurement and renders decisions on behalf of the Comptroller General.

In some cases, GAO divisions receive congressional requests concerning matters that are being or have already been considered by OGC under its bid protest jurisdiction. If such requests are received, evaluators should be as helpful as possible to the requester's needs without reviewing matters covered by the bid protest. At times, work can be done on other aspects of the procurement to meet the requester's needs. All such work should be coordinated with OGC.

More information on handling congressional requests involving bid protests is included in chapter 3, “Supporting the Congress.” Additional information on the bid protest process can be found in OGC’s publication entitled Bid Protests at GAO: A Descriptive Guide (Fourth Edition, 1991).

Legal Actions

OGC's Legal Services Division represents the Comptroller General in litigation and other legal actions that concern GAO's responsibilities and operations.

This includes:

- Cases affecting GAO that are before the Personnel Appeals Board and the D.C. Workmen's Compensation Board.

- Contests related to GAO's legal jurisdiction.
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- Contested GAO procurements.

- Enforcement of subpoenas.

OGC's Accounting and Financial Management Group is responsible for recurring GAO reviews required by statute, such as the Impoundment Control Act and the Deficit Reduction Act.

Guidance on Employee Ethics and Conduct

OGC alerts GAO employees about applicable conflicts of interest, ethics, and conduct rules and helps them avoid pitfalls that can result from lack of knowledge or understanding of the restrictions and prohibitions. (See GAO Notices 27351(A-91), "Code of Ethics Including Employee Responsibilities and Conduct," and 2735.2(A-91), "Conflict of Interest and Statements of Employment and Financial Interests.")

Freedom of Information Requests

The Office of Policy (OP) is the focal point for receiving, coordinating, and responding to public requests for access to GAO information. GAO is not subject to the requirements of the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) but follows the spirit of the act in responding to public requests when consistent with its duties, functions, and responsibilities to the Congress.

OGC's Legal Services Division assists OP in responding to requests and reviews certain OP responses. Matters that OP normally refers to OGC include:

- instances in which records are denied and

- requests for documents that record OGC's work on a specific case (records that are included in an OGC B-file).

OGC handles all appeals for requested information that were previously denied by OP.

Impoundment Actions

OGC is the focal point for carrying out GAO's responsibilities under title X of the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974. That act requires GAO to review, monitor, and report to the Congress on executive branch impoundment actions that affect the expenditure of appropriated funds by federal agencies.

OGC reports to the Congress on the status of impoundments, rescissions, and deferrals. In preparing its reports, OGC consults with representatives of the division having audit/evaluation responsibility.
Ensuring Currency of Certain Titles of the Policy and Procedures Manual

OGC maintains, reviews, and updates three of the eight titles that constitute GAO's Policy and Procedures Manual for Guidance of Federal Agencies. That manual describes for federal agencies GAO's responsibilities in various subject areas affecting their operations.

The three titles for which OGC is responsible are

- title 1, which addresses GAO's powers, duties, and responsibilities;
- title 4, which discusses GAO's authority and responsibility for settling and adjusting claims and demands by and against the United States; and
- title 5, which describes GAO's responsibilities related to transportation services provided to the federal government.

Related Materials

Other Chapters of This Manual

15, "Other Audit- and Evaluation-Related Policies."
16, "Performing Investigations."

GAO Orders/Notices

0130.1.10, "Office of the General Counsel."
0140.9.10, "Delegations and Authorizations for the Office of the General Counsel (OGC)."
1130.1, "Handling Information That May Indicate Criminal Misconduct or Serious Abuse in Agency Programs and Operations."
1160.1, "Authorizations and Procedures for Handling Claims and Settlements."
1330.1, "Availability to the Public of General Accounting Office Records."
2735.1(A-91), "Code of Ethics Including Employee Responsibilities and Conduct."
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Guidance on Employee Ethics and Conduct (GAO/OGC-86-10).
This chapter is still under development.
Chapter 20.0

Information Management Issues--
Policy Summary

This chapter and chapter 20.1 are still under development.